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STABILITY OF PLANAR REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMN SYSTEMS
BOGNÁR, L.*
(Received: 30 September 1986)
A process is  presented in  th is  work, perm itting the s ta b ility  o f a system of 
planar reinforced concrete columns to be investigated simply and accurately without 
the use of a computer. Instead of assuming a single-parameter load usually used in 
s ta b il ity  studies, the process considers the magnitude of ve rtica l loads to be 
constant and determines the value of horizontal deflecting force, taking in to  con­
sideration the effect of displacement on in te rna l forces of the indeterminate beam, 
res tra in t due to ultimate cross sectional curvature as well as the creep of concrete.
1. Introduction
A supporting structure consisting of restrained columns and two-sup­
port beams interconnecting them (Fig. 1), essentially a special framework, 
is  often used in the construction of indus tria l buildings. D ifferent 
methods are known to calculate for supporting structure of th is  type /4 /, 
/5 / ,  / 6/ ,  /7 / ,  / 8/ ,  /9 /, /10 /, having, however, a common feature in that 
they use neglects which make impossible to determine the behaviour of the 
structure accurately or they are rather sophisticated methods requiring 
the use of a high-capacity computer. Even accurate methods are applicable 
to structures of e las tic -p las tic  material only /2 /,  /5 /, / 8/ ,  /9 / ,  the in ­
vestigation of reinforced concrete systems being a fie ld  s t i l l  unexplored.
Rigidity of cross 
section B-A
ц
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Fig. 2. Frame under compression and bending
A method has been presented in /19/ to investigate planar column 
systems under pressure and bending, made of e las tic -p las tic  material (Fig. 
2 ). Based on th is  method, a process applicable to reinforced concrete 
columns has been developed. The process is  capable of describing the actual 
behaviour of the structure and i t  can be d ire c tly  used by design engineers. 
The process is described below.
2. The problem posed
Methods suited fo r calculation of column systems are b rie fly  summed 
up in  /19/. Outlined in  the present work are the most sign ificant deficien­
cies of these methods, elim ination of these deficiencies being the most 
important objective of th is  study.
In the methods used so fa r,
a) the forces acting upon indeterminate supporting structures have been de­
termined on the basis of the theory of e la s tic ity  of the f i r s t  order ano 
in  s ta b ility  studies, the internal forces have been assumed to increase 
proportionately with an increasing load in tens ity ,
b) a gradual reduction in  r ig id ity  of the support is  usually le f t  out of 
consideration,
c) the effect of normal forces on the moment load capacity of the cross 
sections can not be taken into consideration or i f  indeed at a l l ,  only 
by means of some ite ra tio n  process / 2/ ,
d) no lim its  are set to angular displacement of the d ifferent cross sec­
tions of the supporting structure, the angular displacement beiny 
assumed to be in f in ite  in  general,
e) the effect of slow deformation is not taken in to  consideration.
This work deals w ith  column systems where the load and/or r ig id ity  
conditions are such as to exclude three-dimensional tw ist buckling so that 
the columns w ill act as a planar supporting structure.
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A theory of the second order has been taken as a basis fo r in ves ti­
gation. An e lastic -p lastic  material model is  used to describe the stress- 
stra in  ( 6 -£  ) diagram of concrete and reinforcement. The supporting struc­
ture includes columns of rectangular cross section with a symmetric re in­
forcement.
3. Description of the principle of the calculation method
The f i r s t  step is  to produce the moment-curvature (M -  -^) function 
of the reinforced concrete cross section (see la te r in Chapter 4), a rather 
complicated job requiring usually the use of a computer but fo r a sym­
m etrica lly reinforced rectangular cross section, i t  can be found in  the 
lite ra tu re . To sim plify the job, analytica l functions are used to approxi­
mate numerical functions. The r ig id ity  of the cross section is  determined 
on the basis of th is  analytical re la tionship , the value of r ig id ity  depend­
ing on the cross sectional and material characteristics as well as on the 
value of instantaneous load acting upon the cross section.
This r ig id ity  function is  used then to write the com patib ility and 
equilibrium equations of the structure.
As has been outlined in de ta il in  /19 /, significant d if f ic u l t ie s  are 
encountered in assumption of a single-parameter load in s ta b il ity  calcula­
tions. Therefore, the vertica l loads are assumed to be constant in  th is  
method and what we determine is  the c r i t ic a l horizontal load associated 
with the vertica l load of given magnitude.
To be on the safe side, the r ig id ity  of the columns has been assumed 
to be the same as the r ig id ity  of the res tra in t cross section along fu l l  
length of the column. As a f in a l resu lt of the investigation, the function 
between displacement U> of the top point of given column system and hori­
zontal force T is  obtained (Fig. 3), the maximum value of th is  function,
T , being the c r it ic a l horizontal load of the column system. I t  is  max
checked whether Tmgx and displacement ui associated with i t  can actually
take place in case of a structure including reinforced concrete columns.
Namely, the curvature of any column cross section may reach the value of
ultimate curvature before T takes place loses its  load bearing capacitymax
because of lost strength of a cross section. Without a curtailment of 
generality, the procedure of p lo tting  of curve T -uJ is illu s tra te d  fo r the 
case of a two-column system, the results obtained being applicable to 
multicolumn systems accordingly.
6 BOGNÁR, L .
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Fig. 3. Determination o f c r i t ic a l horizontal load (T ) on the basis of T -oO function
------ -------------  m a  V
4. Moment-curvature function of a symmetrically reinforced rectangular
cross section
The procedure of calculation of the moment-curvature function fo r 
e las tic -p las tic  cross sections has been described in detail in /19 /. In 
case of a reinforced concrete cross section, a difference lies  only in the 
in terna l forces of the reinforced concrete cross section when identify ing  
the equilibrium state associated with the d iffe re n t extreme fib re  compres­
sions.
The shape of the function depends on the stress-strain diagram of 
concrete or reinforcement. There is  a difference between functions given 
as a <f- t  diagram fo r concrete and steel by the d ifferent authors or 
standards of the d iffe re n t countries.
ax
M
-^-(ultimate 
Vn curvature)
l=constant
Fig. 4, Moment (M) -  curvature ( i )  function of a symmetrically reinforced rectangular cross 
section with constant normal force acting upon i t
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For low values of curvature where the stress-strain re lations are 
usually described on the basis of a lin e a rly  e lastic  relationship fo r both 
concrete and steel, the moment-curvature function of a symmetrically re in ­
forced rectangular cross section under constant normal load increases re la ­
tive ly  steeply (Fig. 4). Cracks take place in the cross section as the 
value of curvature increases and the neutral axis gets inside the cross 
section with the r ig id ity  of the cross section reducing as a re su lt. The 
moment-curvature function keeps fla tten ing as the r ig id ity  reduces. Depend­
ing on the magnitude of normal force as well as on the conditions of con­
crete and/or steel, th is  process w il l e ither discontinue due to destruction 
of the cross section resulting from breaking compression in the extreme 
fib re  of the concrete or the reinforcement w il l  yield before destruction 
with the curve, s t i l l  more flattened, continuing u n til breaking compression 
takes place.
The flatness of function M - ^  depends f i r s t  of a ll on the concrete 
curve and within th is , on the ra tio  of e las tic  and plastic sections. Authors 
of the international lite ra tu re  assume a re la tive ly  high value, usually 
£ = 3.5%, for ultimate compression of concrete and thus the moment- 
curvature function runs nearly horizontally over a re la tive ly  wide range of 
curvature a fter the f i r s t  steep section u n t il the value of ultimate curva­
ture depending on ultimate compression of the concrete (4- )  is  reached.
JU
Examples of analysis of moment-curvature relations of reinforced 
concrete cross sections under constant normal load are given by authors of 
the international lite ra tu re  /20/, /21 /, /22 /. They use an e la s tic -p las tic  
material model to describe the stress-strains relations for concrete. Some 
authors replace the e lastic section with a linear curve or curve of the 
second order (Fig. 5). The t f -  £ diagram of steel is  a linearly  e la s tic - 
p lastic  model (Fig. 6).
ec'b c4
Parabola of the 
/ г  second degree
/ ”  “ °c.u
/  Ec = lg°c
^ 4 ------- 1------- > £
f  Ec=fg<*
b e *L-h— 1---------1—» í
£c.e £c,u c^.e £c,u
Fig. 5. Stress (<5) -  stra in  (£) diagrams of concrete according to d iffe ren t authors
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Fin. 6. Stress (Й) -  s tra in  ( j )  diagram of reinforcement
From among Hungarian authors, Szalai /23/ investigated the moment- 
curvature re lations fo r reinforced concrete cross sections. However, the 
resu lts of these investigations can not be used in the present case d irec t­
ly  because here the investigation is  based rather on constancy of the 
in i t ia l  eccentric ity of forces acting upon the d iffe rent reinforced concrete 
bars investigated than on constancy of normal force, acting upon the cross 
section, during increase of the curvature. In investigation of column sys­
tems, the eccentric ity of forces acting upon the d ifferent columns (as an 
in i t ia l  eccentric ity) changes in the course of the loading process in ­
dependently of whether single-parameter load or multiparameter load is  
assumed (depending on the r ig id ity  or load conditions of the d iffe ren t 
columns). Moreover, as has been pointed out in /19/, d iffe ren t moment- 
curvature functions should be used as the in tens ity  of load is  increased 
unless vertica l compressive forces for other than constant values were as­
sumed. Szalai's investigations apply to a reinforced concrete cross section 
reinforced on one side and to linearly  e las tic -p las tic  concrete material 
model. For ultimate compression of concrete, a re la tive ly  low value, only 
£c u = 2.5% has been assumed by the author in  agreement with the Hungarian 
standard for reinforced concrete.
Almási /24/ investigated the s ta b il i ty  of prestressed concrete 
columns. The equilibrium equations of in te rna l cross sectional forces in 
the moment-curvature relationship include also the effect of the pre­
stressing wire, which is  estimated to be ins ign ifican t but a more accurate 
investigation would be required to ve rify  th is  insignificance. The moment- 
curvature functions have been written fo r constant normal force as a
tens ile  force. A value of £ =2% has been assumed by the author forc,u
ultimate compression of the concrete based on earlie r experiments and thus 
the moment-curvature function is  restricted to a narrow range of curvature. 
Otherwise what has been said earlier applies to the shape of the function.
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According to problem posed, the numerically determined function of 
moment-curvature described above is  approximated analytically to fa c i l i ta te  
computation. The following functions resu lt in  a re la tive ly good approxima­
tion (see dash-line in  Fig. 4):
for a cross section under poor bending,
—
1 M 1
% E I i - L N bC 0 '  u,e )
in case of eccentric pressure,
where Ec in i t ia l  modulus of e la s tic ity  of concrete
I  in e rt ia l moment of uncracked concrete cross section о
N,M normal force and/or bending moment acting upon the cross section 
Mu ultimate moment of cross section under pure bending 
Nu e magnitude of ultimate force associated with eccen tric ity  e 
(by ultimate force or ultimate moment we understand the force or moment 
resulting in destruction).
The accuracy of approximation depends on the geometry and load. The 
accuracy w i l l  be tested la te r in another work.
Ultimate moment in  case of a rectangular cross section with symmetric 
reinforcement under pure bending (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. Synmetrically reinforced rectangular concrete cross 
section
where
M = —s— N h u 2 s
N = 2 )j . b. h . O' s H s,u
(3)
(4)
1 0 BOGNÁR, L .
F in. 9, Determination of u ltim ate j^prce N 
associated with eccen tric ity  e = — on the* 
basis of the s im plified load capacity line
F
p being the extent of reinforcement (ju = g- s p , where Fs is  the area
of reinforcement while F^  the area of the (Concrete cross section), 
b width of cross section,
h height of cross section, and
C$s u is  the ultimate stress of steel.
For a reinforced concrete cross section, N in equation (2) that 
is  the ultimate force associated with given eccentric ity can be determined 
on the basis of the load bearing capacity lin e  as in case of a reinforced 
concrete cross section, the boundary condition of the load bearing capacity 
fo r the cross section is  determined by the load bearing capacity line  
(F ig . 8).
The value of N is  calculated as a co-ordinate of intersection of 
M u,es tra ig h t e = ^  and the load bearing capacity lin e . The usual s im p lifica tion  
is  used here according to which a function set up of two straights is  used 
to approximate the load bearing capacity lin e  (F ig. 9). Determination of 
the ultimate force associated with given eccen tric ity  is  a s t i l l  more d i f ­
f ic u l t  job than in case of a homogeneous cross section in spite of th is  
approximation because in  th is  case the investigation shall be divided in 
two as a function of the values of eccen tric ity . A different re lationship 
is  obtained for determination of N in e ither case depending on whether 
s tra ig h t e = ^  intersects straight 1-2 or s tra igh t 2-3 (Fig. 9). In other
Fig. 8. Load capacity line of a reinforced 
concrete cross section
Fig. 10, Low-high eccentricity pressure 
transition
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Fig. 11, Position o f neutral axis at low-high eccentri­
c ity  transition
words, a d iffe ren t relationship serves to calculate Nu e in the range of 
pressure of minor eccentricity and again a d iffe ren t relationship in  the 
range of pressure of major eccentricity as two functions have been used 
instead of one function ( lik e  e.g. in case of steel cross sections) to 
obtain the load bearing capacity line expressing the boundary condition of 
load bearing capacity of the cross section. F irs t thing to do is  to deter­
mine eccentric ity (stra ight e  ^ in Fig. 10) associated with the state in ­
dicating the transition  between minor and major eccentricity (2 in F ig .10). 
This is  necessary because for finding the value of Nu g of the ultimate 
force for given eccentricity e, one has to know i f  eccentricity e lie s  
below or above eccentric ity e as the relationship to be used to determine 
the ultimate force depends on th is re lation.
For a rectangular cross section with symmetric reinforcement, values 
М2 and N2 associated with eccentricity e2 (Fig. 10) can be written, as fo l­
lows (Fig. 11):
where — N = b . c h . cÿ ( OS' being the ultimate stress of concrete), c , и c , и
( 6)
Now the value of e2 :
N . h N . hs c
2 . N2 + 8 . N2 (7)
With the relationship of N2 according to (5) as well as the values 
of Ng and Nc substituted in to equation (6) and with the equation reduced, 
the following relationship is  obtained:
F in . 12, Determination o f ultim ate force N associated with eccentricity e = — in  the range 
o f pressure of minör and major eccentric ity
Having the value of e^, now we can return to the o rig ina l problem 
tha t is  to calculation of ultimate force Nu e associated with given eccen­
t r i c i t y  e.
I f  e <  e^, then co-ordinate Nu e of the intersection of s tra igh t e 
and stra ight 1-2 sha ll be found according to Fig. 12/a. I f  e > e 2 , then the 
co-ordinate of the intersection of s tra igh t e and straight 2-3 w i l l  be re­
quired according to Fig. 12/b. These intersections can be simply determined 
by means of analytica l geometry. Therefore, only the results are presented 
here with the derivations neglected.
Value Nu of ultimate force associated with eccen tric ity  e: 
— for e <  e2
Nu,e 1 + têh
(9)
where A is a factor depending on strength of reinforcement jj 
its  value described by expression
A = _______c ,u
0.25 + 2 s,u
c,u
4 М / 1 2 / ,
°c ,u
(10)
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— for e >  e2
Nu,e (11)
Summing up: The moment-curvature curve of a symmetrically reinforced 
rectangular reinforced concrete cross section has been approximated by 
means of analytica l function (1) or (2) .
The value of ultimate force N e associated with eccentric ity e can 
be calculated on the basis of the load bearing capacity line of the cross 
section, the way of calculation being given by relationship (9) or (11) 
depending on whether the pressure is  of minor or major eccen tric ity . To 
decide th is , the trans ition  between minor and major eccentricity has been 
determined (7).
On the basis of equation (1) or (2 ), the moment-curvature ra tio  of a 
reinforced concrete cross section can be w ritten  by means of a substitu tion  
r ig id ity ,  a quantity given in the form of a function comprising the e ffec t 
of changes during load on r ig id ity .
Value of substitu tion r ig id ity  in the course of load:
— For a cross section under bending only:
В = E l  = E c c (12)
For a cross section under eccentric compression: 
F - I  6 >
B = E I  = E I  < с с о т 1
NU + A jj-)
N + N s c
(13)
in case of an eccentric ity  within the range of minor eccentricity while
B = E I  = E I 
C C O
1 -
N (4 -|- l)
-, 6 Л
2 N
(14)
in case of an eccentric ity within the range of major eccentricity.
Explanation fo r the symbols used in the expressions has been given 
ea rlie r.
5. Principle of determination of the critical load of a column system
As has been outlined above, what we sha ll do is  essentially to p lot 
the function between displacement of the top point of the column system and 
the horizontal load (F ig. 3), the c r i t ic a l horizontal load of the column 
system being given by value Tmax of th is  function. The method used to de­
termine the c r i t ic a l load has been described in  detail in /19 /. According 
to th is  method, equations are written fo r the displacement of the top point 
of the d ifferent columns. In these equations, the internal contact forces 
and/or the r ig id ity  of the different columns are given in the form of func­
tions . Assuming that the different columns are equally displaced, the 
in te rna l contact forces and/or the horizontal displacement force can be 
calculated for given displacement. Assuming a different displacement for 
each column and with force T determined fo r each displacement, function 
T -со can be plotted.
To fa c ilita te  computation, a displacement-horizontal displacement 
force function has been plotted for each column and these functional values 
have been summed up to p lo t function T -  W . This method has been preferred 
to d irect solution of the equations.
Columns d ire c tly  affected by normal force and unloaded columns have 
been dealt with in  iso la tion . For unloaded columns, the displacement force 
re la tion  can be w ritten  d irectly while fo r columns effected by normal 
force, the function between eccentricity e of forces acting upon the column 
and displacement со has been determined f i r s t  to write then the displace­
ment-displacement force function on the basis of eccentricities associated 
with the d iffe rent values of displacement.
The equations and function have been w ritten usually in  a dimension­
less form. For th is  purpose, the following dimensionless quantities have 
been introduced, using the symbols of Figs 12 and 14:
1 4  BOGNÁR, L .
(13)
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= A.
hi
H1
Nu ,l
h .  r
hi  ~ й i
N 1 J i i l  -
N2
E I o . i E I o ,l X
N. . I 2 4il  l N l 2U,1 1
“ ql
From among symbols not defined ea rlie r,
H — internal contact force
N . — ultimate force of i- th  column for concentric pressure ( in  theU , 1
present case, ultimate force of concrete cross section without 
reinforcement)
— resultant of horizontal forces acting upon column 1 (o r, depend­
ing on the s ta tic  framework, = H or = T-H)
E — Ec in the present case.
Numbering of the columns in the s ta tic  framework (Fig. 13) is  not 
a rb itra ry . A column upon which normal forces are not d ire c tly  acting is  
denoted by 1. Should normal forces act upon both columns, then the number­
ing is  a rb itra ry . This s tipu la tion  has been necessary to write the equa­
tions.
Fig. 13, S ta tic  framework of the column system
After introduction of the dimensionless quantities, the c r i t ic a l 
horizontal load of the column system is  supplied by the extreme value of 
function ot - ^  .
Function и. - ^  takes the following shape:
°“ ~ f i  <Л ‘  * ?2 •
(16)
1 6 BOGNÁR, L .
where
and 1 . Л
X У1
For ап unloaded column 1,
01= ?2 p *  £ *  - c i
(17)
(18)
(19)
H I  4,N2
Fig. 14, Main g irder of column system
, N,# 0
ЛАД
- Ф
V7f.
b..
F ig . 15. Column system under d iffe re n t loads
where the value of p 9 is  determined by means of equation (17) but i t  means 
dimensionless quantities —^— (see Fig. 15/a) or — (see Fig. 15/b), de­
pending on the load.
The value of can be determined by means of equation
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where the value of В is  supplied by relationship (12).
After these equations have been w ritten , the job can be essentially 
formulated, as follows:
In case of columns upon which normal forces are d irec tly  acting, i t  
is  the displacement (w )  — eccentricity (e) function or, in a dimensionless 
form, function ^  ^  while in case of unloaded columns, the displace­
ment (w  ) -  displacement force (H^) function or, in  a dimensionless form, 
function ^  that shall be produced. This is  described in Chapter 6.
After these functions have been produced, the c r it ic a l load of the column 
system is  supplied in general by the extreme value of functions a  - Ç that 
can be plotted on the basis of equation (16) or (19). An additional test is
required after function oc -  £ has been plotted in case of a system of 
reinforced concrete columns. Namely, in case of reinforced concrete cross 
section, the curvature of some restraining cross section may reach the 
value of ultimate curvature before function <*.- c, -reaches a maximum and 
the load capacity of the column system is  fu l ly  exhausted as a resu lt of 
destruction of th is  cross section (Fig. 16). Thus, in investigation of re­
inforced concrete columns, i t  is  not enough to p lo t merely function T - to 
or o t - t  but i t  shall also be tested whether the obtained value of T
j  ГПЭ X
can actually take place under given conditions without destruction of the 
cross sections due to los t strength. Practicably, th is  is  made by determin- 
ing f i r s t  the value of displacement со ( ) where the curvature of the cross
section reaches the value of ultimate curvature (see value {? in Fig. 
16). I t  is  then enough to test function ° t - ^  below th is  value of | c r . 
Should function °L- have no extreme value in  range (0; ^ c r )> Then 
the c r it ic a l horizontal load of the column system w il l  be supplied by ®-cr 
associated with the displacement as compared with ^c r .
oc
Fig. 16. Destruction of colunn system due to 
destruction of the restrained cross section
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The necessity of th is  additional test comes from the fact that while 
the domain of de fin ition  of the analytical function used to approximate the 
moment-curvature re la tion  lie s  between zero and in f in ite ,  actually the
-(where1domain of defin ition  can be imagined as ly ing between zero and 
—ц—  means ultimate curvature, Fig. 4). Of course, the value of^ültim ate 
curvature depends also on the magnitude of normal force acting upon the 
cross section. Theoretically, breaking compression taking place in  the 
extreme fibre of the reinforced concrete cross section should not neces­
s a r ily  be considered to be at the same time a lim it  of the load capacity of 
the entire structure. A loca l maximum of function T -to w il l  not necessarily 
take place as a resu lt of breaking compression in some parts of the cross 
section of one of the columns with these parts contributing no longer to 
the force system. Assume that the moment-curvature line of a symmetrically 
reinforced rectangular cross section is  continued after ultimate compres­
sion has taken place in the extreme fib res, using a descending function. In 
compliance with the specifications of the standard, breaking compression is  
considered to be the l im it  of destruction due to lost strength because, 
were a destruction of the d iffe rent extreme fibres due to lo s t strength 
permissible, also a new de fin ition  of safety specified in the standard 
would be necessary. Namely, a case where some of the extreme fib res are de­
stroyed while the structure as a whole is  s t i l l  stable might also occur.
6. Determination of the critical load of reinforced concrete column
systems
As has been outlined above, essentially two cases are considered in 
the problem that is  the case of columns upon which normal forces are d i­
re c tly  acting and the case of unloaded columns fo r which a displacement- 
eccentric ity  function and a displacement-displacement force function shall 
be w ritten , respectively.
6.1 Reinforced concrete columns under normal force
Assuming a deflection that can be described by a sine-wave function, 
the displacement (со) — eccentric ity (e) function for columns under normal 
force is  described by equation
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/19/. R ig id ities w ritten in the form of functions for reinforced concrete 
cross sections in Chapter 4 shall be w ritten in  place of r ig id it ie s  EI^ in 
the equation, the value of r ig id ity  being described by a d ifferent equation 
in the range of pressures of minor eccen tric ity  and by again a d iffe re n t 
equation in the range of pressures of major eccentricity (see Chapter 4):
a) Value of r ig id ity  EL in the range of pressure of minor eccentri­
c ity  (e < e2) :
(13)
With the value of A. , N . and N . substituted into equation (13) l ’ s , i c , i
p .
and with a quantity 0 . = — i—^ Sl-U- fo r reinforcement strength in tro -
f* II'c,u
duced, equation (13) takes the following shape:
El. = E - I  • 1 c 0,1
With r ig id ity  reducing factor
Zi  = 1 -
Ni  1 +
1 + 4 0 .
0.25+20i  ‘ hi
e.l
N .(1 + 2 ©.)U,1 1
f
N.l
1 + 4 0 . e.l
- 6 ^
1 -
1 0.25 + 2 0 i h.l
N .(1 + 2 0 . )U,1 1
( 22)
(23)
introduced r ig id ity  EI^ is  described by s im p lified  relationship
El. = E I . . Z. 1 c 0,1 1 (24)
Now, with the functions obtained w ritten  in a dimensionless form, 
function ^  w i l l  be on the basis of equation (21)
2 0 BOGNÁR, L .
í i -
3 • « i • « i • zi  1 -
nl  1
(25)
where, in a dimensionless form,
Z. = 1 - 
1
/  1 + 4 Ôi
£ i  ^  + 0.25 + 2 0.
1 + 2 Ö.
~16
(26)
b) Value of r ig id ity  in the range of pressure of major eccen tric i­
ty  (e >  e2):
EIi  = Ec ïo . i
/ Г /  e. \~ b \
1 - 4 4 h  - 1)
2 N .S,1
4 ✓
(14)
In a dimensionless form, the value of r ig id ity  reducing factor with­
in  the highly eccentric pressure range can by described by means of func­
tio n
zi  -  1  -
6
Li (4 A. - 1)
4 0  .
(27)
Value of eccentric ity  e2 expressing the transition between minor and 
major eccentricity:
62 , i  =
2 ju. S 1
--  x-  - s»u~- - +-  ] . h. ( 8)
c,u
or, in  a dimensionless form,
A U,1 h.
l
(28)
Thus, re lation £  ^ -  Д ^  for reinforced concrete columns under 
normal force has been determined. As seen, the shape of the function varies 
depending on parameters and 6
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6.2 Reinforced concrete columns with no normal force acting upon them
Displacement-displacement force function for columns upon which 
normal forces are not d irec tly  acting:
3 E I,
V ■ W,
Here r ig id ity  E 1-^  is  determined by expression
E I ,  = E I . 1 C 0,1
2 . M.
1 -
Ns , l • h l
(29)
(12)
according to Chapter 4. Bending moment to be taken into consideration (M^)
(29)
Thus expression (20) takes the following shape:
3 E„ I
H1 =
(30)
Since 
ment w shall 
reduced, the
the value of H-^  is  im p lic it ly  given in equation (30), displace-
reasonably be expressed from the equation. With the^equation 
following equation is  obtained for a dimensionless ^  Ç *:
f  =_______ ! l____
>1  Г  /  ЛХ \ 6~
3q?
l  -
0 ,
(31)
Relation 9 . -  Л, has been determined for columns under normal
 ^  ^ "с 4force in par 6.2. Then, for unloaded columns, re lation 9  ^ - <3  ^ has been
determined in par 6.2. In the knowledge of these relationships, function
*  “ I  can be plotted by means of equations written in Chapter 5.
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7. Ultimate strain of symnetrically reinforced concrete columns of 
rectangular cross section
BOGNÄR, L .
Next thing to do is  to write for a reinforced concrete cross section
under normal force of given magnitude ultim ate curvature -resulting in
ultimate compression £c in the concrete. Should the curvature reach th is  
value in the restrained cross section of one of the columns during loading 
of a column system, th is  w il l  mean at the same time that the load capacity 
of the entire column system is  exhausted. Under given geometrical, strength 
and load conditions, a de fin ite  value of displacement of the column system 
is  associated with th is  ultimate value. Since the s ta b ility  of the column 
system is  investigated on the basis of the displacement-force function, i t  
is  reasonable to reduce also the stipu la tion  concerning ultimate angular 
displacement of the cross section to lim its  set to stra in . In doing so, 
f i r s t  the value of ultimate curvature sha ll be determined for a reinforced 
concrete cross section under normal force. In the knowledge of ultimate 
curvature and with the stra in  line of the column assumed to be sinusoid, 
displacement wcr shall be determined for the upper end point of the column 
where ultimate curvature is  just taking place in the restrained cross 
section.
In investigation of the column system as a whole, value wcr or £cr 
is  one of the possible lim its  set to the maximum horizontal load when func­
tio n  T - w or o t-^  is  plotted, respectively (see Chapter 5).
The internal force system of the reinforced concrete cross section 
and the strains have been plotted in Fig. 17 fo r writing of the ultimate 
curvature-. The o'- £ diagrams for steel and fo r concrete are given in Fig. 
18. According to the notation used in Fig. 17,
h
denotes u tiliz a tio n  of the angular displacement of the cross section, 
where i c maximum e las tic  compression of the concrete (Fig. 18) and 
£c instantaneous compression of concrete in the extreme fib re  of 
the cross section.
Distinctions can be made between two basic cases in respect of 
stress and stra in state, such as
a) when the neutral axis lie s  outside the cross section (Fig. 17/a) that is  
X = ^ . h > h and
п
г
х= g h 
/З-4-h
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-t
a.,
x = * h  I
b..
Fig. 17. In terna l force system of reinforced concrete cross section
Fig. IB. Stress ( .6)  -  stra in ( 6 )  diagram fo r concrete and steel
b) when the neutral axis lie s  inside the cross section (Fig. 17/b) that is 
= £ . h <  h .X
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In both basic cases, what we need from among the equations ex­
pressing the equilibrium of external-in ternal forces are projective equa­
tio n s . (Ihe magnitude of bending moment acting upon the cross section when 
the ultimate curvature occurs in case of given normal force is  in d iffe re n t 
in  respect of the investiga tion.)
In case a ), the projective equation
where N
N
N
H
- external force acting upon the column as a 
acting upon the cross section
- resultant of compressive forces arising 
s - force arising in  the reinforcement on that
section where compression is  higher
-  force arising in  the reinforcement on that 
section where compression is  lower.
In case b ), the projective equation
(32)
compressive force
in the concrete 
side of the cross
side of the cross
N = Nc + Ns -  Hs , (33)
where the notation complies with that used in  equation (32).
With the projective equations w ritten in  deta il using the notation 
of Fig. 17, the following relationships are obtained:
For case a) :
N = b . h . O'c.u
• 4 ^  ■ e sUc,u
for case b):
Ç - / M  + о-5 (1 - 4 + M  ) ( 1 +_^ T
£ - 1 £ c,e
а ч ' Т Х  5
(34)
N = b . h c,u X -  0.5 . (b. $ -
ь c.e E I
d r  s' C . U
+ p
£ç,e (35)
With the equations w ritten in a general form, the following relation­
ship is  obtained:
N
b . h .
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?— = 67,'Т Г  (a -5 2 + b -5  + c) , (36)
C,U \ '  b
After arrangement of equation (36), the following bigrade equation is 
obtained fo r |  :
(38)
When th is  bigrade equation is  solved, the stipulation that no higher
stresses than ultimate stress d can arise in the reinforcement shall, ofs,u
course, be taken into consideration.
Hence:
6 , = t  - E ? - 1 (39)s , l ^c.e s s,u
and
r fs,2 (i s S,u (40)
Should condition 6 d ; £> 7 =Ь ) 1 bjU Ь j Z
w h ill change, as follows:
d  exist, s,u ’ equations (37/a)
fo r % >  1 for Ç <  1
(37/b)
26
lows:
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i f  6 . = tS „  = ds , l s ,2 s,u’ then equation (37/a) w il l change, as fo l
for ^ >  1 for 1 < 1
a = 6 (b - 3 ( b 2 - 3 a = 6(3 - 3 (b 2
b = 3 + 12ju (b aU
ÖC,Ü
b = 0 (37/c)
c = 0 c = 0
Using equation (38), the ultimate curvature of a reinforced concrete 
cross section under normal force of given magnitude can be determined by 
w riting  in place of (b , u tiliz a tio n  of angular displacement, a value ß> = 
= —— 1 that is  the extreme value of jb. The value of ß can then be de-
termirfeà1 from equation (38).
Having the value of the value o f ultimate curvature can be
calculated on the basis of equation
1 _ ^c,e
? u  "  ßu ■ 5 -  h (41)
In the knowledge of the value of ultim ate curvature, i t  is  possible
to determine displacement w of the top point of the restrained column
1 c rwhere ultimate curvature —  takes place in  the restrained cross section. 
Using the notation of Fig. Ö and assuming function
sin ft (42)
fo r the strain line  of the column, the usual approximation, ^ y ' 2 + 1 = i ( 
resu lts  in a function
1 w -----— . s in  ---------  X
(2£)2 2 A
(43)
fo r  the curvature.
Value of curvature at x =Í  :
1
4
w Tt2 
4 A 2
(44)
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y= ojsirv-тг-хТГ f 21
Fig ■ 19- Line o f deformation of restrained column
With the value of ultimate curvature according to (41) substituted 
into (44), the c r it ic a l displacement is  given by the following equation:
cr
1 4 . l 2 _ £c,e 4 . l 2
П 2 '  Au - Ç- h ‘ Я2
In a dimensionless form:
’ cr
0.405 . |f
Au •?
c,e
(45)
(46)
8. Effect of creep of concrete on the critical load of a reinforced 
concrete column system
In investigation of the effect of creep of concrete, ve rtica l loads 
and horizontal loads are assumed to be applied to the column system at 
times independent of each other in compliance with earlie r calculation. The 
system experiences f i r s t  ve rtica l loads (dead load, useful load e tc .) 
acting as a permanent load. Horizontal loads are considered to be an in ­
stantaneous load (wind load) and accordingly, the effect of creep on 
horizontal loads is  neglected.
As a resu lt of ve rtica l loads, the concrete in the reinforced 
concrete columns experiences creep. This creep can be attributed to the 
viscoelastic behaviour of the concrete. The s ta b il ity  of the column system 
is  affected in  two ways by creep of the concrete.
— The in terna l forces are rearranged in the reinforced concrete 
cross section because the concrete evades the load. The stress reduces in 
the concrete while i t  increases in the reinforcement. The rearrangement of 
stresses affects also the stra in  of the concrete as stresses arising in  the 
concrete, a ffecting the extent of creep, reduce gradually in the course of 
creep.
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— The range of curvature where no breaking compression is  taking 
place in the concrete reduces because, as compared with the instant at 
which vertica l loads are applied to the column, the orig inal compression of 
the extreme fib re  in  the concrete increases because of creep (F ig. 20).
Unloaded cross 
section
U ltim ate  a n g u la r displacement of cross 
section when instantaneous load  is 
app lied to  it
r ^ É c m CorT1Pression afle r slow 
deform ation
£c,mlnstantaneous compression 
cx^  > oc2
Ultimate angular displacement of c ross  
section a fte r s low  deformation
Fig. 20, Reduction o f the value of ultim ate curvature due to slow deformation
The f i r s t  e ffec t is  not dealt with in  th is  work. At a la te r date, i t  
w i l l  be investigated in  de ta il. The e ffec t of reduction of the range of 
curvature can be taken in to  consideration by reducing the value of ultimate 
compression of the concrete, £c y by the extent of creep when the value of 
ultim ate curvature derived in Chapter 7 is  determined. This is  possible on 
consideration that the compression of the extreme fib re  due to load must be 
less than (or equal to ) ultimate compression. Compression is  set up of two 
components that is  compression due to instantaneous load on the one hand 
while additional compression as a resu lt of creep on the other hand. Hence, 
fa ilu re  condition for the extreme fib re  of the cross section:
£ + £ = £ b c,m &c,c °c,u
I t  follows that, at the instant the load is  applied, permissible compres­
sion £ must be less than the ultimate strain minus creep stra in : c,m
£ < t  -  F<-c,m — c,u Cc,c
Value of instantaneous stra in £ c m resulting from normal force N 
which acts upon the cross section (w ith the effect of reinforcement ne­
glected: N
c = ____ ____Cc,m b . h . E ’ c
(47)
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Fig. 21, Slow deformation of concrete due 
to sustained load
Creep (Fig. 21):
£c,c 4>c • £ c,m = 4>c (48)
where (pc is  the creep factor.
To determine ultimate curvature, u ltim ate compression £ of the 
concrete shall be reduced by £c c - Hence, on the basis of (41),
_1__
?u,c ^ u ,c ‘ 5c
(49)
where Çu c — ultimate curvature comprising also the effect of creep
— u tiliz a t io n  of angular displacement of the cross section, 
taking in to  consideration also the effect of creep
— value obtained by substitution fo r (2» = ß u on the basis 
of (38).
Hence, the value of ß can be determined on the basis of re­
lationship
ß U,C
c,e
' c,u c,c
(50)
In investigation of the s ta b ility  of a column system, the e ffec t of 
creep can be taken in to consideration by including the value of ß u in 
the relationship fo r calculation of ultimate s tra in  of the column system. 
Hence, on the basis of (45), ultimate s tra in  wcr comprising also the e f­
fect of creep is
l 2 6
c r ,6 Q ■ ~  2
3U,C n
or in a dimensionless form
c,e
Pu.c I , .h
4 l 2
I t 2
Scr,C
0.405 ■ f t2 . t £ 
$u,c ■ ^c
(51)
(52)
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9. Numerical examples
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9.1 Example
Consider the reinforced concrete frame consisting of two columns 
illu s tra te d  schematically in  Fig. 22. The columns are symmetrically re in ­
forced and normal force is  acting only upon column 2 from among both. 
Calculate c r it ic a l horizontal load (T ) fo r the column system, taking into 
consideration the effect of creep.
Cross section of columns
« Fs=2x2<t>20=12.56cm2
b1=b2=0.30m
h.= h,= 0.30m
Fig. 22, Column system consisting of reinforced concrete columns with normal force
acting upon column 2
Data:
a) geometrical and cross sectional characteristics:
= ^ 2 = 6.00 m
hl  = h2 = ^-30 m
bi = b2 = 0.30 m
F = 12.56 cm2 
c _ 6.28
^1 "^ 2  '  30.30
30.30
0.00697
3
I o ,l I o,2 12 = 67500 cm
b) strength characteristics: 
Grade C25 concrete
c,u
c,u 
£ c,e
P>u
1.9 kN/cm2 
2050 kN/cm2
2.5 %
Ec»- = 0.623 % 
c
c c- ^  = 0.249 
£ c,u
Grade В 60.40 steel
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tfg = 35 kN/ciri
E ’ = 2100 kN/cm2
s tfg и
i S)e = - T ^ = 1 -66c
c) creep factor of concrete: ip =2
N2 = 500 kNd) load:
2. -.2 _J-_Çalcu la t  ion _o f_ ja u x i l i  ary _9yaDÜÍ i f s_
Nu ,l ■ Nu,2 '  bl  • hl  • «C.U = b2 ■ h2 • йс ,„  ■ 50 ■ 30- « ■ ’ >
= 1710 kN
On the basis of relationships (13):
£1 = 0
h  - i r a  = ° - 292
f  = f  = 6 - ° °  = 20
*1 * 2 0.3
3050 . 67500 , , , ,q2 = -------------- — = 1.143
V, =
4  =
ql  =
500 . 6002
0.30 
0.30 " 1
1710 
500 " 3.42
3050 . 67500
1710 . 
®2 - -
6002 
A1! - C
d
C
0.00697 . 35
= 0.334
• 6 .
c.u
= 0.128
1.9
2_ Л  j_2_ Pr odu ç t i  qn_of _fu nctio ry | 2——^ 2  _Ч2ifIIFL 2.1 §s_a_ col У™2 Л  ЕРЛ JY hic h_
ri or mal _f ore es_ апэ d irectly  ac_tin£)_
In the range of pressure of minor eccentric ity , function ^ 2 - A^
can be determined on the basis of equation (25):
^2 =
0.292
3.1.143 . 0.292 z0 (1
• A'y -,
” 2 . 1.143 . z„
) + 0.292
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where
z = 1
1 + 4 . 0.128 
0.25+2 . 0.128
1 + 2 . 0.128
Function
z2
0.292
!  - ° ' ^ 546 y  0.292
■ Д2
is  then obtained a fte r operations where
, /0.292 + 0.872 . A l
z2 " 1 ^  1.256
Function ^2  - 4  2 can determined on the basis of equation (25) 
also within the pressure range of major eccen tric ity  but here the value of 
r ig id i ty  reducing factor w i l l  be
6
z2 = 1 -
0.292(4 . Д 2 -  1) 
4 . 0.128
A fte r operations:
/1.168 . Д 2 - 0.292 \ 6 
2 \  0.512 /
Transition between low and high eccen tric ity  pressures is  given by 
equation (28):
Д 0 = 2 .  0.128 + 0.25u ,2 0.506
Function ^ 2 -  Л 2 has 136611 Plowed i n Fi9- 23, the value of ultimate 
s tra in  £2 cr being calculated on the basis of equation (46),
’ 2 ,cr
0.405 . 20 . 0.000623 _ 0.405
0.249 . £
and the value of ^ on the basis of equation (36).
Since t  = 1.66% < t  - 2.5% , u ltim ate stress <5* 0 = Ö*,, ,, s,e c,u s,z s,u
arises in the reinforcement on that side of the cross section where the 
compression is  higher. Accordingly, coe ffic ien ts  a, b, c in equation (38) 
sha ll be calculated according to equations (37/b) or (37/c). Determination 
of the applicable coe ffic ien t is a matter o f t r ia l  and error. Let f i r s t
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case i, <■ 1 from equations (37/c) be tested. Now equation (38) w il l  take 
the following shape:
a = 6 . 0249 - 3 0.249 = 1.307
b = 0 
c = 0
6 - 7 0 7 9 -  - * 2 -  ° - 292 0 •
From here, ^  = 0.333 is  obtained. Check on the basis of equation 
(40) i f  the value of ol^  actually reaches <ds u fo r th is  £.
1 -  0.333
s , l = 0.000623 . 21000 . = 105.2 kN/cm0.249 . 0.333
d , d suggests that ultimate stress <3* , = d arises in
5  j  1 S j U S j  1 S j U
the reinforcement also on the side where the compression (tension in th is  
example) is  lower. This is  in agreement with equations (37/c) and according­
ly , £ = 0.333 complies with the actual value of £ .
Now return to determination of ^ 
on the basis of (46) that
Г 0.405 0.405
*2 ,c r = ~ T ~  =
2 ,c r ‘ I t  has been written ea rlie r
0.333
1.216 .
Fig. 23. ^ > 2  ^ 2  ^ипс^ оп 2
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_This means that the function plotted in Fig. 23 comes to an end at
value = 1.216.'  L ,cr
I f  also creep of the concrete has to be taken into consideration, 
the ultimate stra in sha ll be determined according to equation (52). The 
value of j i u c> £ c in  the equation shall be determined, as follows:
— On the basis of (47):
500
c,m ‘  30 . 30 . 3050 
On the basis of (48):
0.000182
£. = 2 . 0.000182 = 0.000364 .c ,c
0.000623
— On the basis of (50):
Au,c = 0.0025 - 0.000364
— On the basis of 37/c):
= 0.291
a = 6 . 0.291 - 3 . 0.291 = 1.491 
b = 0 
c = 0 .
— On the basis of (38):
— - 0 292 к =0 6 . 0.291 Çc u u  ' 5c
— On the basis of (39):
= 0.34 .
s , l 0.000623 . 21000
1 - 0.341 
0.291-0.341 = 86.88 kN/crn
Since 6 , >  á , the value of £ shall be determined actually
5  j  1  S j Q C
on the basis of (37/c).
— On the basis of (52):
I  = 0.405 . 202 . 0.000623 = x Q1
’ 2 ,cr,c 0.291 . 0.341
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9 ,_1 ^ 3_^£(^ctJ.on_of_fjunct_ion t,  ^_of_j : o 1j j  mn_l_ (_as _a_column_ upon_^ hiçh
no_ norma1_ _f orce_ J_s_ d irec tly  _ac ting)
According to relationship (31):
After operations we obtain a function
The function has been plotted in Fig. 24.
2 ili^ ^^t§E !P in3 Íi2n_°l_P £ .ií íp3.\_(]9LiS.°DÍ3i JLoad_ £PÍ4£D!IL ^XËÎSiIL
The functional values for p lo tting function с* - {• have been de­
termined in Table 1 while the tabulated values are plotted in  Fig. 25.
ot = 0.0373 has been obtained as an extreme value of function Ы - cr 7 1
Thus, the magnitude of c r it ic a l horizontal load:
T = oi . N„ = 0.0373 . 500 = 18.65 kN . cr cr 2
r*J
Fig. 24. £ -  g * function o f colurm 1
Table 1 Determination of c r i t ic a l  horizontal load ( oi. ) of the column system according to 
example 9.1
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S e ria l
No.
Column 1 Column 2 Frame
(see Fig. 24) ^2= Vl ‘ I I
A 2
(see Fig. 23)
~ ^ 2"  ^2 
f ,
04= g 2 ♦ 
< ■ %
1 0.1 0.0043 0.1 0.32 0.011 0.0257
2 0.189 0.0056 0.189 0.506 0.0158 0.0346
3 0.25 0.0058 0.25 0.6 0.175 0.0373
4 0.3 0.006 0.3 0.61 0.0155 0.0360
5 0.5 0.006 0.5 0.62 0.006 0.0265
6 0.6 0.006 0.6 0.62 0.001 0.0215
Displacement of the column system as a resu lt of force T :
cr = Í 1, 0.25 . 30 = 7.5 cm
oi
F ig . 25. Determination of c r i t ic a l  horizontal load of the column system on the basis of
function oi. -  £  1
Comments :
As seen from the re su lt, the column system has lost i t s  s ta b il i ty  to 
a rr ive  at ultimate load capacity. At a value of = 0.25 ind icating the
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l im it  of los t s ta b il ity  resulting in destruction, the lost strength of the 
d iffe ren t columns has not contributed yet as th is  would take place only at 
much greater displacements that is  at >  1. The situation w i l l  not
change even i f  creep is  taken into consideration. This can be attribu ted to 
the fact that a structure of re la tive ly  high slenderness has been selected 
as an example. Should only the behaviour of column 2 be investigated 
(values ^2 i R Table 1) ,  i t  w il l  be seen also column 2 w il l lose i t s  stabil­
i t y  only at ^2  = 0-25. An additional load bearing capacity of the column 
system would require more contribution to the overall supporting e ffo r t  by 
column 1.
Let the results obtained be compared with the results obtainable by 
means of Hungarian Standard MSZ 15022. Consider f i r s t  column 2 alone. A
value of Де .^ = 0.04 (y ïp f^ -h  is  specified fo r increase in eccentric ity  of
reinforced concrete columns under eccentric compression due to secondary
effect ( i  = 2 Л)  which amounts to Ae. = 0.64 . 30 = 19.2 cm in our case.0 t  ^
For given loads of N9 = 500 kN and T 9 = о „ . N9 = 0.0175 . 500 = 8.75 Ж,z cr,z z Tz 8.75 6
Л е г Z A,e0 = ----- *-jq--------  = -------5QQ—  =
= 0.105 m = 10.5 cm increases to an e ffective  eccentricity of Де^ =AeQ +
+Де^ _ = 10.5 + 19.2 = 29.7 cm. For a ve rtica l load of N2 = 500 kN, a re­
s tra in t moment of M„ - N„ . Де,. = 500 . 0.297 = 148.5 kNm is  associated z z M
with th is  eccen tric ity . At the same time, the numerical example presented 
here resulted in a res tra in t moment of М2 = N2 + T 9. i 9 c r ,2 2cr ,2
500 . 0.075 + 8.75 . 6 = 90 kNm. (Displacement w 9 = 7.5 cm can be calcu-
V» ^lated on the basis of = 0.25.) The difference between the value of re­
s tra in t moment calculated on the basis of the standard and the value of 
actual restra in t moment is  more than 65% in  favour of safety.
In investigation of the column system as a whole, the ra tio  of 
horizontal load per column is  determined by the standard on the basis of 
the theory of e la s tic ity  of the f i r s t  order, assuming an average value fo r 
increase in eccen tric ity  due to the secondary e ffec t. However, th is  average 
value depends only on the geometry of the d iffe re n t columns while i t  is  in ­
dependent of load.
In the present case, the geometry and in i t ia l  r ig id ity  of the two 
columns are iden tica l and thus half of the horizontal displacement force 
is  acting upon each column, the value of increase in secondary eccen tric ity  
being Ae^ = 19.2 cm also in th is case. According to the standard, the 
value of res tra in t moment acting upon the d iffe re n t columns can be calcu-
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latedas earlier in investigation of column 2. As a result of Tcr = 18.65 kN 
(th a t is  horizontal load acting upon the column system) and v e rtic a l load 
N2 = 500 kN, re s tra in t moment = 55.95 kNm arises in column 1 while 
М2 = 151.96 kNm in column 2. Using the resu lts of the numerical example, 
M^  = 59.50 kNm and М2 = 90.0 kNm are obtained fo r the restrained cross sec­
t io n  of column 1 and column 2, respectively. I t  can be seen that a lower 
value is  obtained fo r the restra in t moment of the unloaded column by the 
standard because the mutual supporting e ffo r t  of the columns is  not taken 
in to  consideration while at the same time there is a difference of 70% in 
moment in the restrained cross section because of the exaggerated value of 
increase in eccentric ity  fo r the loaded column. Should the r ig id ity  of 
column 1 be further increased, the supporting effect of th is  column upon 
column 2 w il l be increasingly appreciable with the results increasingly 
d iffe r in g  from the values according
Consider the two-column frame illu s tra te d  in Fig. 26. The columns 
are symmetrically reinforced and normal force is  acting upon column 2. Let 
the c r it ic a l horizontal load of the column system be calculated, taking 
in to  consideration also the effect of creep of the concrete.
9.2 Example
Cross section of columns 1
© -  - b 2 © "  -b . Ь1=030т
^ fm
Cross section of columns 2
b2=0.30m
K-
Fig. 26. Two-colunn frame with normal force acting upon column 2
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Specifications:
(a) geometrical and cross sectional characteristics:
l
l
h
h
F
1 " 
2 = 
1 = 
2 = 
s , l
^1  = 
P 2 -
6 m 
3 m
0.30 m
0.30 m
= F „ =  12.56 cm2 s ,2
6.28
30.30
6.28
30.50
= 0.00697 
= 0.00411
30.30 _ crin_4— Y2—  = 67.500 cm
30.503 cnn _4— j 2—  = 312.500 cm
(b) strength characteristics: 
same as in example 9.1.
(c) creep factor of concrete: = 2
(d) loads: N2 = 2000 kN
9^ .2 Л_CaJxul_a_tion _gJL_§uxjJ jary;juany_tit es_
0,1 = bl • hl  • ^  c,u = 30.30 . 1.9 = 1710 kN
'u ,2 = b2 ■ h2 ■ *с ,и = 30.50 . 1.9 = 2850 kN
On the basis of equations (13):
= 0
_ 2000 
" Ж  “ 0.701
20
ï 2
3.00 _ 
'  0.50 "
Ч2
V 1
3050 . 312 500
2000 
0.30 
ÏÏ75Ô
5.295
_X
1710 = 0.8552000 
3050 - 67 500 
1710 . 6002
0.334
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û  Я1 • ^s.u ° - 00697 • 35
1 _  6*C)U ' !.9
@ ^2 - <*s.u ° - 00411 ' 35
0.128
0.0757
^ .^ ^ 2_^£^ctJ.on_qf_f^ncjtion_ Ç2_t —•?—^ Я ^ У Г П П ^oljjmn_i^on_whJ^ch
normal_f£rce_s_ar£ direct ly  actin£)_
In the range of eccentric pressure, function £2 ~ ^  2 ^  described 
by equation (25):
where
0.701
295 . 0.701 - z2 Л  - 9
1 ^ rtL . 5.295
0.701 (1 + 1 + 4 . 0.0757 л
l 1 0.25 + 2-0.0757 * a 2
1 + 2 • 0 . 0757
' 2 
- I 6
) . o .
. Д ,
701
z2 = !  -
After operations, function 
0.701
11.13 - z. + 0.701
is  obtained where
z2 = !  -
'0.701 + 2.275 A2 6 
1.151
Value of z2 w ith in the range of highly eccentric pressure:
z2 = !  -
’0 .701(4 . Д 2 - 1р 6
4 . 0.0757
After operations:
2.804 . A 2 -  0.701 
0.3028
Minor and major eccentric ity pressure trans ition  according to (28): 
A 7 = 2 . 0.0757 + 0.25 = 0.41 .U , L
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As seen, the value of r ig id ity  reducing factor z2 is  zero for
0.1978 = A 2 in the range of minor eccentric ity. Since th is  Д 2 A u 2> 
th is  means that the entire s ta b il ity  test takes place in  the range of 
pressure of low eccentric ity.
Function ^2  “  ^ 2  has been Pl0i i ed i n FiS- 27. The value of ^ 2 cr 
can be calculated on the basis of equation (46):
0.405 0.000523 0.0354
’ 2,cr 0.249 . Ç К
The value of \  is  supplied by equation (38) where the coeffic ien ts 
can be calculated on the basis of equation (37/b). Since we face the case 
of low-eccentricity pressure, equations associated with |  >1  apply:
a = 6 . 0.249 -  3 . 0.2492 -  3 = - 1.592 
b = 6 + 12 . 0.00411 . 0.249 . = 6.226
Fig. 27. § 2  -A 2 function of column 2
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c = -(3 + 6 . 0.00411 . 0.249 . 
1.692 y 2 /  6.226
6 . 0.249 U  . 0.249
35
1.9 = - 3.113
3.113 
6 . 0.249
= 0
- 1.132 ^ 2 + 3.466 £ - 2.083 = 0
£= 2.24
Value of stress in  reinforcement on the side under minor compression:
1 = 0.000623 . 21000 . о 2~24 2X24 = 29.08 kN/cm2 .
Hence, equations 0>s  ^ ■< and thus equations (37/b) have been 
r ig h t ly  used.
Accordingly, the value of c r it ic a l s tra in :
$2 ,cr 0.03642.24 0.01625
^  Jhat means that function ^  P it te d  i R FiS- 27 discontinues at
^ 2  = ^ 2 ,c r ‘
Taking into consideration the creep of concrete, the ultimate stra in 
can be calculated, as fo llow s:
— On the basis of (47):
2000
c,m '  30 . 50 . 3050 0.000437
— On the basis o f (48):
£c c = 2 . 0.000437 = 0.000874 .
— On the basis o f (50):
ßu,c 0.006230.0025 -  0.000874 0.383
— On the basis of (37/b):
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a = 6 . 0.383 -  3 . 0.3832 -  3 = -  1.142
35b = 6 + 12 . 0.00411 . 0.383 . = 6.347
c = -^3 + 6 . 0.00411 . 0.383 . y ^ f ) =  -  3.173 .
On the basis of (38):
1.142 >. 2 (  6.347 n t  3-173 
ÏÏ383 - 9 c  + V T T -0 8 3  '  ° -70y  Sc 6 . 0 . 3 8 3
- 0.496 . к 2 + 2.06 . £ -  1-380 = 0c c
t  = 3.32
Stress arising in reinforcement on the side under minor compression:
<$s 1 = 0.00063 . 21000 g 3B332 3 32 = 24‘ 13 kN/cm2 •
Since 6 , <  6 , equations (37/b) have been r ig h tly  used.s , l s ,u ’
Value of ultimate stra in  with creep of the concrete taken in to  con­
sideration:
\ 2,cr,c
0.405 . 62 . 0.000623 
0.383 . 3.32 0.00714
on the basis of (52).
9.2.3 Production of function c,  ^ of column 1 (as a column upon which
normal forces are not d irec tly  acting)
The function is  identica l with that determined in example 9.1 
(Fig. 24).
9.2.4 Determination of c r it ic a l horizontal load of the column system
ÇThe functional values for p lo tting  of function oc - c,  ^ have been 
tabulated in Table 2 while plotted in Fig. 28. = 0.0209 has been ob­
tained as a value determining the magnitude of c r it ic a l horizontal load an
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thus
T = ос . N„ = 0.0209 . 2000 = 41.8 kN. er er 2
Displacement of the column system as a resu lt of c r it ic a l load:
. h, = 0.027 . 30 = 0.81 cm . . ,cr 1wcr " ^ 1,
With the e ffect of creep taken in to consideration:
T =o* . N„ = 0.0133 . 2000 = 25.5 kNcr,c cr,c  2
w = £ , . h. = 0.0119 . 30 = 0.357 cmcr,c J l,c r ,c  1
OC
Fin. 28. Determination of c r i t ic a l  horizontal load of the column system on the basis of
function ot -  l j  ^
Table 2 Determination of c r i t ic a l  horizontal load (oC ) o f the column system according to 
example 9.2
S e ria l
No.
Column 1 Column 2 Frame
(see F ig. 24) 5 г - * Л
^  2
(see Fig. 27)
О - Л 2‘ ?2
* 2 "  Í 2
CC=ç2 +
1 0.005 0 0.003 0.036 0.0055 0.0055
2 0.0119 0.0005 0.00714 0.084 0.0128 0.0133
3 0.0270 0.0012 0.01625 0.136 0.0199 0.0209
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Comments:
The column system has arrived at ultimate load capacity when column 
2 has been destroyed due to lost strength. Breaking compression takes place 
at a low value of displacement in the extreme fib re  of the cross section of 
the re la tive ly  stubby column under s ign ificant load. The effect of column 1 
upon the force system is  minimal. Creep resu lts  in  a significant reduction 
in load capacity when taken into consideration.
In comparison of the results obtained with the values that can be
calculated fo r the reinforced concrete structure according to the standard,
le t f i r s t  only column 2 be investigated as i f  i t  were an independent column.
Should a ve rtica l load of N„ = 2000 kN and a horizontal load of T0 „  =2 2 ,c r ,c
= § 2 c ‘ ^2 = -0128 . 2000 = 25.6 kN act upon the column, a value of
eM = 6.72 cm w il l be obtained for effective eccentric ity  in the restrained 
cross section according to the standard. (Values of T and p 9 taking 
into consideration also the effect of creep are used because creep o f the 
concrete is  taken into consideration also by the values according to the 
standard.) This results in a restra int moment of М2 = A = 2000 .
. 0.0672 = 134.4 kNm while in the numerical example, a restraint moment of 
M9 = T9 К  + N9 . w9 = 25.6 . 3 + 2000 . 0.00357 = 83.94 kNm
has been obtained, the difference being about 60%.
According to the standard, the ra tio  o f horizontal load per column 
can be determined on the basis of the theory of e las tic ity  of the f i r s t  
order in investigating the column system as a whole. Thus a load of ^2 cr c= 
= 25.8 kN that is  97% of the overall load of Tcr = 26.6 kN is applied to 
column 2 while T  ^ = 0.8 kN that is  only 3% of the overall load to
column 1. Increase in eccentricity is  determined by the standard on the 
basis of average length of deflection of both columns. For column 2, an 
increase in  eccentric ity of Ae. 9 = 13.52 cm is  obtained in th is  way, the 
effective eccentric ity being Ле^  ^ - 17.22 cm fo r which a restra in t moment 
of M2 = N2 . Д eM 2 = 2000 . 0.1722 = 344.4 kNm arises as a re su lt of 
compressive force N2 = 2000 kN. The difference between this value and the 
value determined in  the numerical example, М2 = 83.94 kNm, amounts to  more 
than 300% due to the fact that, although the e ffec t of column 1 upon the 
force system is  minimum, the average slenderness of the columns is taken as 
a basis fo r determining the increase in  eccen tric ity  by the standard.
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WRINKLING OF FACES OF COMPRESSED AND BENT SANDWICH BARS AND 
ITS INTERACTION WITH OVERALL INSTABILITY
HEGEDŰS, I . *  - KOLLÁR, L.P.**
(Received: 15 June 1988)
The paper deals with the s ta b ility  analysis of trip le -laye r sandwich bars (or 
cy lind rica l buckling of sandwich plates) taking the compression of the core also in to 
account. I t  shows that in the case of an antiplane core the effect of wrinkling on 
the overall buckling load can be taken in to  consideration analogously to the Fbppl- 
Papkovich formula.
The case of not equally loaded faces (e .g. flexu ra l wrinkling) is  also treated.
In A llen's book /1 / the problem of wrinkling of faces of t r ip le -  
layer sandwiches is  presented on the basis of the studies of Gough, Elam 
and Bruyne /3 /, Hoff and Mautner /5 /, Williams, Leggett and Hopkins /8 /, 
Goodier and Neou /2 /.  Chapter 8 deals in d e ta il with three principal types 
of wrinkling in s ta b ility  as shown in Fig. 1.
Case I represents a sandwich beam in  which wrinkling is  lik e ly  to 
occur only in the compression face, while the tensile face, is  assumed to 
remain perfectly f la t .
Cases I I  and I I I  represent antisymmetrical and symmetrical wrinkling 
respectively in a sandwich stru t in which the two faces carry equal axial 
thrusts. I t  also deals with the interaction of wrinkling (Case I I )  and 
overall in s ta b ility . The results presented in  the book are valid fo r sand­
wiches with isotropic core, the ir use may cause significant errors in the
1. Introduction
Case I. Case II. Case III. Fig. 1.
^Hegedűs, István H-2083 Solymár, Váci M. u. 10, Hungary
**K o llá r, László P ., H-1122 Budapest, Karap u. 9, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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analysis of sandwiches with anisotropic core. The excellent work of Benson 
and Mayers /9 / deals with the buckling of compressed sandwich plates and 
bars with ideally orthotropic (honeycomb) cores.
Pomázi presents in  /11, 12/ a detailed s ta b ility  analysis of non- 
symmetrically loaded orthotropic sandwich panels. Among the basic assump­
tions he postulates that the transverse stresses and deformations are con­
stant along the thickness of the core. This common assumption is  widely 
used in  the technical sandwich theory, however, the comparison of the 
resu lts  of /9 / with those of /11, 12/ shows that th is assumption may a 
p r io r i  exclude any interaction between wrinkling and "global1 buckling 
modes.
The aim of our paper is  to extend the previous results /9 / fo r not 
equally loaded faces. We also show, that in the case of sinusoidal buckling 
shape the effect of the compressibility of the core can be taken in to  ac­
count in  a very simple way analogously to the Föppl-PapkovLch formula / 6 , 7/ .
We generalized our results for sandwich plates in /13/.
Let us consider a sandwich bar with idea lly  orthotropic /9 / or — with 
another word — "antiplane" core /1 /. The relationships between the stresses 
and stra ins are as follows:
d
6
T
X
z
0
= 0 
0
(1 . 1)
i . e .  the core is  perfectly soft in the x d irection . Between the stra ins and 
the displacements the well-known relations
&x
£z =
I f ^
5u
Эх
3w
9z
Эи
3z
( 1.2 a-c)
3w -= и + w
hold.
As usual in the technical theory of sandwiches, we shall suppose (Fig. 2) 
tha t c ^ > t  and, consequently, the displacements of the surfaces of the core 
are equal to those of the middle planes of the faces.
Let us introduce the notations of Fig. 2. Furthermore, le t  the 
" lo c a l"  and "global" bending r ig id it ie s  be denoted by B£ and Bg, resp .:
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d
I
d~ c
a.,
Fig. 2.
в 4 = 2
Ef  bt"
B0 =
Ef btd
* î:
a -
b.,
(1.3)
12 “ 2 
(Ej is  the modulus of e la s tic ity  of the faces.) The shearing r ig id ity  is
S = G be (1.4)
(G is  the shear modulus). We also introduce the c r it ic a l loads belonging to 
the local and global bending r ig id it ie s
4 -
l 2
В0 7T2
~ i r
(1.5)
respectively ( ^ is  the half wavelength of a sinusoidal buckling shape) ; 
and another c r it ic a l load
R = Ec b ( 1 .6)
which characterizes the transversal compressibility of the core. The f ic ­
t it io u s  c r it ic a l loads ?ji , Pg and R w il l  be used in the formulas fo r the 
actual c r it ic a l forces analyzed in the next section.
2. Governing equations
Let us write  the equilibrium equations of the buckled sandwich bar 
shown in Fig. 2 on the basis of the s ta tio n a rity  condition for the to ta l 
potential energy. We neglect the pre-buckling deformations, that is ,  the
axis of the bar is  considered to be a s tra igh t line also in the case of 
bent bars before buckling. Furthermore, we assume negligible the e ffec t of 
stresses which arise in  the core before buckling.
The to ta l potentia l energy f t  consists of three parts:
TX = П с + ft  f  -  f t  e (2.1)
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where
TCc = y  b J I [ g(û + w1) 2 + Ec (w)2]  dz dx
(x) (z)
is  the strain energy of the core,
(2.2)
= 2 ~ 1  í  [ (wp 2 + (w2)2]  dx + \  Ef  b t  J [ ( u p 2 + ( и ' ) 2]  dx (2 .3 )
(x)
is  the strain energy of the faces, and
(x)
^"e
Pcr 12 I
(x)
(W p2 + Jj(w^y dx (2.4)
is  the work done by the external load. The integrals are extended to the 
to ta l length of the beam in the x d irection and from -c/2 to c/2 in  the z 
d irec tion .
In Eqs (2.3) and (2.4) 1 and 2 re fe r to the upper and lower faces, 
fo r example Up u ,^ u ,^ and w-^  are equal to u, u ',  û and, w, respectively, sub­
s t itu t in g  -  y  into the la t te r  ones.
We have to find  the displacement functions u, and w which meet the 
boundary conditions at the ends of the bar, and the condition
TÏ = stationary !
For that purpose, le t  us replace u,and w by functions
u(x,z) + £u r]u (x ,z) 
w(x,z) + £w r )w (x ,z)
(2.5)
respectively, in the expression (2.1). Variations du = £ u nrj , and 
& w = Ew r ]w are a rb itra ry  smooth functions, £ u and are m u ltip lie rs  
of small absolute value.
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I f  functions u,and w meet the s ta tionarity  condition for I t  ( i.e .  
they are extremal functions of the variational problem) then the p a rtia l 
derivatives Э я /Э г и ,and Э я /  Э£ w must vanish at £u = £-w = 0 :
Эя
Ж .  - -
L UJV  V °  <*><*>
9 TC
9 £
L Ч - v 0
= b J J G(ú+w' ) T]u dzdx + Ef bt J ju j ùl+u2 Vlu2jdx=0 ’ ^2‘ 6a^
(x)(z) (x)
= b J I [ g(ű+w' ) У| w + Ec w v,w]  dzdx +
(x)(z)
Í  (  ^ [ wï  Vl w l +W2 r ] w 2 ]  - H r [ wi  r l w l + / JW2 Л м Д d x = 0 * <-2 ‘ 6 b )
After integrating (2.6a,b) by parts, we obtain
11 G(ii+w')‘ VJu dzdx +
(x)(z)
I [b GCl^ +w^ ) - :f  bt u"2 .] % 2  dx
(x)
/ [ - b G (li^+wp - Ef  bt и"J V
(x)
Ef  bt J u '24u2 + • ’ l l u j ’ (x) = 0
(2 .6c)
+ (2 .6d)
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4
2
= o,
where "the lower (x) re fe r to the boundaries in  the x direction.
Since T|u, and Y| w are supposed to be arb itrary smooth functions, 
these equations hold only i f  the ir terms separately vanish, that is , the 
respective m u ltip lie rs  of tj u> and У) w vanish in the integrals of (2 .6c) 
and (2.6d). Hence, the following d iffe re n tia l equations must hold:
bG (u+w')‘ = 0 , (2.7)
-  bG (új+wp - Ej bt u p  0 , (2 .8a)
bG (L^+wp - Ej bt U2 = 0 , (2 .8b)
bG (û+w')  + bE w " = 0 , c (2.9)
- bEcwi + +
P
wï" + 'Y '  W1 = 0 > (2 .10a)
Be
bEcw2 + 2
P
w2" + M ~T- w2 = 0 • (2 .10b)
In the case of yj = 1 eqs (2.7) to (2.10) are in agreement with (8), 
and (9) of /9 / i f  there the difference between c ,and d is  neglected.
Iwl % 2
p ГСГ
2 " i *lwl w2 *]v ( x )
3. Buckling of symmetrically loaded sandwich bars
Let ja - 1, i .e .  the bar is  subjected to a symmetrical load. We 
assume the functions which satisfy the equations (2.7) to (2.10) in the 
form
u(x,z) = u(x) u(z) , (3.1)
w(x,z) = w(x) w(z) , (3.2)
where
u(x) = cos ,
w(x) = sin ,
and l  is  the half wavelength of the buckling shape not known yet.
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These functions meet equations (2 .7 ),and (2.9) only i f
u(z) = - - J -  f(z ) + 6 f3 G ^ IT  Z 
w(z) = f(z ) ,
(3.3)
(3.4)
where f(z )  is  a polynomial of the th ird  order:
f  (z) = f-jZ3 + f 2z2 + f^z + f Q . (3.5)
Displacement functions (3.3), and (3.4) contain four unknown coef­
f ic ie n ts , which can be determined using (2.8a,b), and (2.10a,b). From 
(2 .8a,b) we obtain: 2
(3.6)
(3.7)
2 4 + f 0 = 0
6 Ecf 3 = Ef X Ц2 [ “ f -  ( f 3 8 + f l  25 f 3 3 (Г 4 0 .
and from (2.10a,b)
\  (Pcr - P{) ( f  f 3 c2 + 2 f j )  = 6 R c2 f 3 , (3.8)
7  (Pcr - 2 f 2 c = 4 R c f 2 ’ 0 -9 )
(3.6) to (3.9) constitute a system of homogeneous linear algebraic equa­
tions in the unknown constants fg, f . ,  f 2, and f^ . A nontriv ia l solution is  
possible only i f  the determinant of the equation system vanishes.
Using th is  condition we obtain two different values fo r the 
c r i t ic a l load; the f i r s t  value belongs to a symmetrical buckling shape:
1
2 + 2 R =
f t 2 Bj
i 2 2
2Ec b I (3.10)
and the second value belongs to an antisymmetrical one:
Pacr (3.11)
Eq. (3.10) is  formally identica l with the formula of the c r it ic a l
load of a bar on e lastic (Winkler type) foundation, where the bending
ВIr ig id ity  of the bar is  5^- and the s tiffness  of the foundation is
c
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In the case of an incompressible core E — *- oo and, therefore, 
R -------*- cd, consequently, (3.10) becomes in f in ite ,  which means, that sym­
metrical buckling cannot develop. Under the same conditions (3.11) turns 
in to
, 1 l',
P + S 0
-1
+ Pl (3.12)
which is  the formula known as that for the c r i t ic a l  load of a sandwich bar 
w ith thick faces /1 , (3 .13); 4, (9 )/. Equation (3.11) can be considered a 
refinement of (3.12) because i t  takes in to account the interaction of the 
wrinkling and the overa ll behaviour.
The structure of (3.11) is surprisingly simple. I t  takes in to  ac­
count the transverse compressibility of the core in  the same way as i f  we 
used the Föppl-Papkovich theorem for calculating an approximate c r i t ic a l  
load of the sandwich bar / 6 , 7/.
Our results can be used not only in the case of an antiplane core 
but, as a good approximation, in the case of iso trop ic cores as w ell. The 
antiplane core (see ( 1 . 1) )  is  "softer" than the isotropic one, hence — ac­
cording to the Föppl-Papkovich theorem — the approximate c r it ic a l load is  
not greater than the exact one. (See also the numerical example.)
3.1 Wrinkling of faces without interaction of overall in s ta b ility
In the case of "pure wrinkling" we have to take into consideration 
the conditions
ul  = u2 = U
instead of (2.8a,b). Hence, we obtain the equations
c2
f 0 f 2 4 ’
f l  = f 3 c (6 g -  i )  ,
(3.13a,b)
(3.14)
(3.15)
where (3.14) is  id e n tica l with (3.6) but (3.15) d iffe rs from (3 .7).
From the homogeneous linear equation system consists of equations 
(3.14), (3.15), (3.8) and (3.9) we can determine two different c r i t ic a l 
loads:
Case I I I .  (Fig. 1 ): In the case of a symmetrical buckling shape:
u  -  ^ 2  ( z  c o s  £
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о - • Tíxw = 2 f j  z sin —^— ,
we obtain the c r it ic a l load
j  4  pr 2R (ЗЛ6)
which is  identical with (3.10). The stresses in the core are:
T= 0 , tfz = 2 f 2 Ec sin ^  .
Case I I .  In the case of an antisymmetrical buckling shape:
The stresses in the core are
. ,  . c ■( 'TC XТГ = 6 f 3 Ec —  cos - y -  ,
= -  6 Ec f 3 z sin —  •
(3.17)
I f  PQ-------*» oo, then (3.17) is  identical with (3.11).
Case I .  This is  — in  the case of an antiplane core — physically not 
possible.
As we have shown, the overall in s ta b ility  combines only with the 
antisymmetrical wrinkling.
3.2 Numerical example
Let us consider 
in /1 , Fig. 8 , 14/.
The data of the
the example of Goodier and Neou /2 /, presented also 
analysed sandwich plate are:
1 = 0.02 ;
Poisson's ra tios of the core and of the faces are
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v c . 0  , v t = i
respectively, and there are three d iffe re n t investigated ra tio s  of the 
moduli of e la s tic ity  of the faces and of the core:
= 1000 = 10 000 .
The fu l l  lines in  Fig. 3 show the results of Goodier and Neou in the case 
of an isotropic core.
Let us consider a sandwich bar with an antiplane core. The data 
agree with those of the previously treated sandwich plate with an isotropic 
core, provided the modulus of e la s tic ity  of the faces is  divided by 
(1 - v \ ) :
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5 0 0
1-
1000
or
10 000
" ï 7 ?
0
The shear modulus is  G = —  ,
and Í  = 0 .02.G
Using the expressions (1.3) to (1.6) and (2.23) we obtain the results 
very easily:
2 ( 1 - V ? )  i 2 4 E . t  Ef  tc2 Jt2
-1
b2t E. _ 2  2 ТС c Ec c b Ec о L
rc2 t 2
12(1 - V 2) f
The chain lines in Fig. 3 show that these approximate resu lts  give 
a very good upper lim it  fo r the c r it ic a l force. In the case of 
Ef
-g—  = 10 000 the chain and fu l l  lines p rac tica lly  coincide.
4. Buckling of not symnetrically loaded sandwich bars
Let us consider a sandwich bar with an antiplane core presented in 
Chapter 2, and le t the forces acting in the faces be d ifferent (F ig. 2a).
In determining the c r it ic a l load we can use the same method as in 
Chapter 3.
After a lengthy but straightforward procedure we obtain the fo l­
lowing simple quadratic equation for the c r i t ic a l  load:
cr
2 M -
cr
2 + / J (
f P3 Pa > ps Pacr cr' cr cr
2 \( 2 21I 2 2
(4.1)
where Pf_ and P°_ are defined by formulas (3.10) and (3.11) respectively.3 a cr cr
a) In the case of /j = 1 ( i.e .  pure expression) Equation (4.1) 
yields the same results as we have obtained in , Chapter 3:
X f  Ps
P'~ =1  a * (A-2)1,2 P!
cr
cr 
^ 2
In the case of ju = 0 we obtain from (4.1)
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In  the case of p  = -1 (pure "global" bending) Eq. (4.1) yields
(4.3)
(4.4)
and in the case of p. -  -  oo (so that the tensile  face remains perfectly 
f la t ;  see Fig. 1, Case I . ) ,  we obtain from (4 .1):
The results are presented in  Fig. 4.
(4.5)
Fig, 4,
Fig. 6.
F ig. 5,
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As can be seen, we obtained fo r the d iffe ren t cases the harmonic 
(4 .3 ), the geometric (4.4) and the arithm etic (4.5) mean values of
In the analysis of flexural w rinkling of sandwich panels /10/ 
assumes that the tens ile  face is perfectly f la t .  This assumption can be 
used only i f  the w rinkling of the faces can be considered independent, but 
in  the case of "antiplane" core the v a lid ity  of th is  assumption requires an 
in f in ite  large tensile  stress in the tensile  face.
4.1 Analogy with other symmetric quadratic eigenvalue problems
We have obtained analogous results investigating some symmetrical 
structures which have two independent displacements (e.g. that in  Fig. 5). 
As an example, le t  us consider the structure shown in Fig. 5a. The coef­
fic ie n ts  of the springs are and C2-
The analysis fo r the s ta b ility  of th is  structure yields the buckling 
condition in the form of Eq. (4.1) where
U c 1 + c2)
The results are presented in Fig. 6.
The mathematical analysis of th is  peculiar behaviour of symmetrical 
structures is  the subject of /14/, which w i l l  be published in the near 
future.
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SOME PHYSICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATEO WITH THE SKIN BEARING CAPACITY OF 
AXIALLY LOADED PILES**
IMRE, E.*
(Received: IB August 1988)
Reasons fo r the fa ilu re  of the p lastic  l im it  equilibrium method to predict the 
ultimate side resistance of ax ia lly  loaded p iles  has been discussed. The following two 
comments have been made on the basis of some theore tica l considerations.
1) Soil does not behave as a r ig id  body in  the v ic in ity  of the s lip  surface 
around the shaft because time dependent v e rtic a l consolidation settlements take place 
under newly applied load. I t  has been shown that a time dependent p ile -s o il in terac­
tion  process is  triggered and controlled by these settlements resulting in a relaxa­
tion  type stress change and plane stra in condition in  ve rtica l direction.
2) Well-known p ile -s o il interaction models generally do not deal with arching 
which takes place at the beginning of the point load transfer. The hypothesis has been 
investigated that th is  kind of arching influences the shaft load transfer in such a 
way that side resistance mobilized before the beginning of the point load transfer 
cannot be further increased.
Introduction
The ultimate load capacity of a single p ile  is  generally accepted to 
be equal to the sum of the ultimate shaft and base resistance. I t  is  an 
im p lic it assumption that shaft and base resistance are not interdependent.
According to the generally accepted p la s tic ity  approach the ultimate 
shaft resistance equals the integral of the un it skin resistance along a 
surface being para lle l or coinciding with the p ile  surface, where the above 
mentioned integral is  minimum.
The unit skin resistance /t'(j(z) :
T u(z) = c;(z) + d ’ (z) tg f ( z )  (1)
*Miss Imre, Emőke, H-1024 Budapest, Káplár u. 4, Hungary
**Section 1 of th is  paper was presented on the 1st Geotechnical Seminar of Deep Founda- 
tions on Bored and Auger P iles, June 10, 1988, Ghent Belgium, as an oral contribution
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where с' = adhesion or cohesion in terms of the effective stress, <J' = e f-a
fec tive  normal stress acting on the s lip  surface, ^  ' = maximum angle of 
f r ic t io n  along the s lip  surface in  terms of the effective  stress.
On the other hand, several evidences indicate that the un it skin 
resistance depends on the p ile  geometry and, weak layers or loca l decompac­
tio n  of so il around p iles  may have detrimental effect on i t  /2 / ,  /3 / ,  /10/, 
/ 12/ ,  / 21/.
These experiences show that Eq. (1) does not give a re a lis t ic  e s ti­
mate fo r the unit skin resistance of p iles. "The design of lim it in g  skin 
f r ic t io n  is  based on empirical methods (e.g. the o t, (b and jf methods), 
which can easily d if fe r  by a factor of two in  estimating the un it skin 
resistance" / 1/ .
In the following discussion, an attempt is  made to reveal some 
physical reasons fo r the fa ilu re  of the theoretical approach.
1. The load redistribution process of piles
I t  is  well known that as the s o il around the p ile  shaft compresses 
and creeps under newly applied stresses, downward movement of the s o il with 
respect to p ile causes load red is tribu tion .
The load red is tribu tion  process of semi-rigid or intermediate piles 
is  presented through the results of the step by step loading test of a 
diaphragm wall (0.5 x 1.5 x 24.4 m, s o il:  overconsolidated c lay). The fo l­
lowing characteristics were observed /14 /. During the load red is tribu tion  
process side load decrement and point load increment occurred, and the 
process was complete a fte r 60 min (Fig. 1).
In the case of long compressible p iles the load red is tribu tion  takes 
place s im ila rly . The only difference that some load in i t ia l ly  taken by the 
upper part of the p ile  is  transferred not only to the point but also to 
the lower part of the shaft (Fig. 2).
Despite of the fact that the s o il settlements may essentia lly change 
the load d istribution  of p iles, th is  process has not been analysed in  the 
lite ra tu re .
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1.1 The physical equation of the side load transfer
In th is  paper i t  is  viewed, that the physical equation of the side 
load transfer can be expressed in the function of the re la tive  displacement 
between the shaft and the adjacent s o il.*
К
There have been two fundamental approaches to predict the shaft load trans fe r. The 
f i r s t  considers the d is to rtion  of the whole s o il body around the p ile  w ith zero re la tive  
displacement at the p ile -s o il interface and the second considers the re la tive  displacement at 
the p ile -s o il interface generally assuming that s o il behaves as a r ig id  body. Typical f i r s t  
approaches: the integration of the M indlin's equation /1 3 /, the method of Randolph and Wroth 
/15 / ; typ ica l second approach are the transfer function methods of Seed and Reese /17/ or 
Kézdi / 8/ ,  and models of Scott /18 / and Trochanis /1 9 /. An attempt is  known to  compile these 
two approaches /9 /.
Fig. 1, Stress red is tribu tion  of characteris tic  load steps /14 /
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Upper s i lts  
and s ilty  
c lays
(h o lo ce n e )
Carbonaceous
clay
Lower s i l t s
B a s a lt 0 10 20 30 40 50
Axial lo a d  in p ile  (k ip s )
Fig. 2. Load transfer from a stee l p ile driven through compressible s i l t  to rock /5 /
The following model is  suggested fo r the description of the side load 
transfer :
where 6"= effective normal stress acting on the p ile  surface, ^ = the f r i c ­
tio n  angle at the p ile  s o i l  interface which is  dependent on the re la tive
displacement (s) between p ile  and so il as can be seen on Fig. 3, w w :p, s
v e rtic a l pile and so il displacement at the p ile -s o il interface.
1.2 Some consequences o f the vertical force equilibrium condition
The equilibrium condition of the p ile -s o il system is  considered. The 
horizonta l force and the moment equilibrium conditions are sa tis fied  
because of the axial symmetry. The vertica l equilibrium condition of the 
p ile -s o il system is  analysed in  the following.
I t  is assumed, tha t a f in ite  radius does ex is t around the deep foun­
dation at which the stresses originated from shaft load transfer become 
neg lig ib le . This assumption is  widely accepted and used in load transfer
X  (z ) = d  (z) tg.f> (z) 
tg -f (z ) = F (s(z)) 
s(z) = w (z) - w (z)
( 2)
( 3)
(3a)
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Fig. 3. The f r ic t io n  on the p ile -s o il in terface versus the re la tive displacement
theories ( i.e .  /15/. This assumption is  considered to be valid u n t i l  the 
depth of z = 1 , where the length of the deep foundation.
A p ile -s o il body is  separated from the in f in ite  half space along 
th is  zero stress cylinder boundary, and bounded by a horizontal plane at 
an a rb itra ry depth of z (Fig. 4). This p ile -s o il body can be further 
separated into a hollow s o il cylinder and in to  a piece of p ile  (F ig. 5). 
The ve rtica l forces acting upon these elements (neglecting the self-weight 
forces) are as follows: Ppo = p ile  load, Pp(z) = normal force in p ile  at 
depth of z, T(z) = to ta l skin fr ic t io n  force at depth of z, Pg(z) = vertical 
normal so il force at depth of z.
The skin fr ic t io n  force (T')  transferred between depths of z^ and z2 
can be computed as follows:
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rpo
Zone of non zero 
stress state ori­
ginated from P 
load application
Zero pressure 
zone
2r„
Fin. 4, Separation of the zero pressure cylinder from the in f in ite  ha lf space
T' Z1 z 2 = J U ^ ( z )  d z (4)
Z1
where %= unit skin f r ic t io n ,  U = periphery of the deep foundation, ^1,^2 
a rb itra ry  depths. The to ta l skin fr ic t io n  force transferred between depths 
of 0 and z:
T(z) = J U X (z) d z 
e
The vertica l normal so il force:
(4 .a)
Ps(z) J 2Tf vd  ( r ,z )  d r  
r 0
(5)
where d (r ,z )  = v e rtic a l to ta l so il stress acting upon the horizontal plane 
at depth of z ,r = rad ia l distance, r Q = radius of the deep foundation, 
r^ = radius of the zero stress boundary.
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5 Vertica l forces on the a) zero pressure cy linder with depth of z; b) p ile  element 
with depth of z; c) hollow s o il cy linder with depth of z
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Three ve rtica l equilibrium equations can be written for the three 
bodies and three unknown forces, only two of them are independent. For the 
s o il-p ile  system:
P (z) + Pg(z) = - Ppo = const. (6)
For the p ile  element:
Pp(z) + T(z) = - Ppo = const. 
For the hollow s o il cylinder:
(7)
Ps(z) -  T(z) = 0 ( 8)
I t  can be mentioned that Eqs (6) — (8) are s t i l l  va lid , i f  the 
radius of the zero stress boundary is increased to the in f in ity .
The corollaries of Eqs (6) — (8) — are as follows. (1) The to ta l 
skin fr ic t io n  force and the vertica l normal so il force equal. I f  one of 
them has a physical lim it in g  value, so does the other. (2) The ve rtica l 
normal so il force is  steadily increasing with depth i f  the un it skin f r ic ­
tio n  is  positive. (3) A ll the vertica l forces can be visualized on a simple 
diagram with constant abscissa of Ppo, as i t  can be schematically seen on
Norm al force in pile,Pp
Total skin fric tion  fo rce , T 
V e rtica l norm al so il fo rc e ,
Fig, 6, Schematical representation of the ve rtic a l force diagram
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Fig. 6 . Note the discontinuity of the ve rtica l normal so il force diagram at 
the p ile  t ip .
1.3 The lim iting  nature of the long term ve rtica l normal so il force
The load d is tribu tion  process is  analysed by means of an experiment 
of thought. The object of th is  analysis is  to prove that the long term 
ve rtica l normal so il force may have a lim itin g  value and in th is  case the 
to ta l skin fr ic t io n  force is  also lim ited.
The following model is  established (Fig. 7). The s tra tif ic a tio n  
around the p ile  can be characterized by three layers, between two s t i f f  
layers a weak, thin layer is  found. I t  is  assumed, the so il is  with low 
permeability and the load application enta ils undrained condition. Due to 
load application the to ta l ve rtica l stress in  the weak layer exceeds the 
yie ld stress of the so il adjacent to the p ile , within a radius or r-^. The 
immediate force d is tribu tion  is  schematically shown on Fig. 7. I t  is 
assumed, that the side load transfer can be described by Eqs (2) and (3); 
the p ile  can be considered as motionless; there is  a direct re lationship be­
tween the to ta l ve rtica l normal so il stress and the to ta l ve rtica l normal 
so il force at a given depth, only the primary consolidation deformation is 
time dependent; the yie ld lim it  of so il does not vary during the process.
S tiff
layer
Weak layer
St i f f
layer
XI0 ai 
_c
01
& z ,
0 z2
01n
x:
a.OiCl
l
Fig. 7. Schematical representation of the load red is tribu tion  process
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The load red istribution process of the above defined model is  described by 
the following statements.
a) I t  can be stated that primary consolidation settlement in the 
intermediate layer is  s tead ily  increasing i f  the to ta l ve rtica l normal so il 
stress is  greater than the y ie ld  stress of the s o il.
b) Total skin f r ic t io n  force decrement is  caused by the downward 
consolidation settlement in  the intermediate layer.
c) The continu ity o f the so il mass results in  a downward movement
and in a tota l skin f r ic t io n  force decrement in  the upper layer.
d) The negative skin fr ic t io n  force increment changes the immediate 
force d istribution as i t  is  schematically shown on Fig. 7. The to ta l skin 
f r ic t io n  force decreases in  depths Zp z^- According to Eqs (5), (6) ; the 
v e rtic a l normal so il force decreases and the normal force in p ile  increases 
by the same amount. This amount of load w il l  be transferred to the s o il in 
a greater depth.
e) The decrement o f the vertica l normal s o il force in the soft layer
resu lts  in the reduction o f the to ta l normal stress. The rate of the primary
consolidation settlement decreases not only because of the very nature of 
the consolidation, but also because of the decreasing value of the ve rtica l 
normal to ta l so il stress.
f )  Once the decreasing vertica l to ta l s o il stress becomes less than 
the yie ld stress at the depth of the weak layer, the process ceases.
One can conclude tha t the long term ve rtica l so il stress has a 
lim it in g  value in the weak layer. Consequently the long term ve rtica l 
normal so il and skin f r ic t io n  forces have a common lim itin g  value in  the 
weak layer. I f  the un it skin fr ic t io n  is  positive (and the vertica l normal 
s o il force is steadily increasing with depth), th is  statement is  va lid  for 
every depth of z above the weak layer.
1.4 Design o f shaft capacity above weak layers
The long term shaft resistance can be defined as a lim it  value as 
fo llow s (1) shaft resistance i f  the loading is  with in f in ite ly  low rate (2) 
shaft resistance at in f in ite  elapsed time a fte r a loading with f in ite  rate.
The yield point of the shaft load-settlement curve can be character­
ized by a marked decrease in  stiffness as i t  is  visualized on Fig. 8 .
I f  the loading rate is  f in ite ,  the shaft y ie ld load is  less than 
the maximum shaft load capacity. I t  is  a well-known assumption that the
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless side load -  settlement re lationship /11 / with the ind ica tion  o f the
yie ld  l im it
yie ld load of the load-settlement curve does not depend on the rate of 
loading, and its  value equals the ultimate long term shaft resistance (see 
fo r example the design of "creep p ile s "). This assumption is  used hereafter 
in th is  paper.
In earlie r papers / 6 , 7/ a heuristic method was suggested to compute 
the ultimate long term skin resistance of ax ia lly  loaded p iles fo r layered 
so il condition. I ts  basic idea is  that the un it skin resistance of the 
upper s t i f f  layer is  reduced to the value of the lower weak layer.
Earlier results supporting the r e l ia b i l i t y  of th is  approximate 
method are recapitulated as follows. The long term shaft resistance of five 
deep foundations ( lis te d  in  Table 1) was estimated on the basis of cone 
penetrometer test local side fr ic t io n  data. Both "continuous" and "relaxa­
tion " type cone penetrometer data were taken in to consideration.
The long term shaft resistance was approximately determined from pile 
load tests, the p ile  load at shaft yie ld condition by a new method 111.
The ultimate shaft resistance was calculated in two d iffe re n t ways.
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Table I
No. Type of 
foundation
Cross
section
(m.m)
Peri­
phery
Cm)
Cross
section area 
Cm2)
Equivalent
radius
(m)
Length
(m)
Soil
type
1 diaphragm 0.6.2.6 6.40 1.56 0.70 15.0 so ft clay
2 diaphragm 0.6.1.7 4.60 1.02 0.57 14.0 so ft clay
3 diaphragm 0.7.1.6 4.60 1.13 0.60 10.0 so ft s i l t  
so ft clay
4 Franki 0 0.6 1.88 0.28 0.30 10.5 so ft s i l t  
so ft clay
5 diaphragm 0.5.1.4 3.80 0.7 0.47 8.0 s i l t y  sand
CPT skin fr ic t io n
F ig . 9. Reduction in CPT data
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F irs tly  s lip  surface was assumed on the p ile  surface and — according to the 
p la s tic ity  approach — the ultimate shaft resistance was considered as the 
integral of the measured CPT local side fr ic t io n  data on the p ile  surface. 
Secondly the ultimate shaft resistance was calculated as the in tegra l of the 
reduced CPT local side fr ic t io n  data on the p ile  surface. Reduction was 
made i f  the local side fr ic t io n  measured at depth of z was greater than 
the minimum value measured below the depth of z and above the depth of 
-fc + 1.0 m (depth one meter below the p ile  t ip )  in such a way that the local 
side fr ic t io n  at depth of z was set to be equal to the above mentioned 
minimum value (Fig. 9). Data and results are shown in Tables 2, 3 where 
the computed ultimate shaft resistance values are expressed in the percent­
age of the measured p ile  load associated with the shaft yie ld condition 
/ 6/ .  As i t  can be seen, the conventional method gave highly overestimated 
results. The suggested method resulted in more re a lis t ic  estimations.
Table 2
Conventional method 
using
Suggested method 
using
Continuous Relaxation Continuous Relaxation
No. CPT data
(4)
CPT data
(3)
CPT data
(4)
CPT data
(4)
1 234 139 110 93
2 193 120 105 96
3 244 148 152 104
4 233 220 167 120
5 268 220 92 116
Table 3
1 2  3
WF WF WF
No. —  . 100(4) —  . 100(4) —  . 100(4) SignwT wT wTTs Ts Ts
1 51 59 43 131
2 86 110 66 130
3 41 46 38 75/1406
4 80 114 72 79/664
5 55 72 53 75/870
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2. A hypothesis with regard to the effect of the starting of the point load 
transfer on the shaft load transfer
I t  is  known that the settlement of p iles can be s p lit  up into an 
e la s tic  compression and a base component as follows
wT = Wg + wE (9)
where Wy = top settlement, w^  = base settlement, w^  = e lastic compression 
settlement arising from the e lastic compression of the p ile  material.
2.1 C rit ic a l base settlement fo r deep foundations
I t  is well known that the ultimate skin resistance of piles is  
mobilized much sooner than the point resistance /23/. According to the 
M indlin 's solution, the point load transfer induces s ign ifican t tensile 
stresses beyond the point. Most so ils can take l i t t l e  stress i f  any, in 
tension. I t  is  a general opinion that unless these tensile stresses are 
compensated by compressive stresses coming from loads applied above the 
p ile  point, they are not transmitted by the so il /23 /. However the applica­
tio n  of the principle of superposition is  legitimate only in the case of 
lin e a r ly  elastic s o il.  I t  is  viewed that once point load transfer begins, 
arching (discontinuity in  the stress and stra in  f ie ld ) w il l  be caused 
around the shaft, i f  s o il takes no stress in tension.
I t  is hypothesized, that the long term shaft load transfer termi­
nates at the beginning of the point load transfer. I t  is  assumed that the 
base settlement needed fo r the starting of the point load transfer is  small 
and independent of the geometry of the p ile . Ih is  base settlement w il l  be 
called as c r it ic a l base settlement.
These hypothesis and assumption are attempted to be ve rified  as 
fo llows.
2.2 Evaluation of the c r i t ic a l  base settlement fo r five  deep foundations
Shaft yield load and long term shaft resistance equal, therefore the 
above mentioned hypothesis has the following coro llary: yielding appears in 
shaft load transfer at the c r i t ic a l base settlement.
The assumption that the c r it ic a l base settlement is  small and in ­
dependent of p ile  geometry was investigated in such a way that settlement 
a t shaft yield load fo r the aforementioned five  foundations was determined.
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Table 4
No.
Back calculated 
transfer func­
tio n  constant
^  be
Transfer 
function 
constant 
(Randolph, 
Wroth,1979)
Ç
Measured to ta l 
settlement at 
skin yie ld
M
WTs
(mm)
Calculated 
e las tic  
settlement at 
skin y ie ld
3
W_Es
(mm)
Calculated 
base se ttle ­
ment at skin 
yield
WBs
(mm)
Calculated point 
load a t skin 
y ie ld  /
Measured to ta l 
load a t skin 
y ie ld  ra t io
( \ )
1 0.0618 3.62 0.83 0.36 0.47 2.12
2 0.0367 3.76 0.65 0.43 0.22 0.61
3 0.0498 3.37 0.49 0.19 0.29 2.21
4 0.0837 4.11 0.70 0.51 0.18 1.03
5 0.0334 3.39 0.47 0.25 0.22 1.30
Total settlement at shaft yie ld load was determined by a new method 
/6 /.  The measured to ta l settlement at shaft y ie ld load was as l i t t l e  as 
0.47-0.83 mm (Table 4) which is  in accordance with the resu lt of O 'N eill 
and Reese (Fig. 8). The to ta l settlement was s p l i t  up into e las tic  and base 
settlement components in such a way, that the e lastic compression s e tt le ­
ment was evaluated at f i r s t ,  then the calculated e lastic component was sub­
tracted from the measured to ta l settlement according to Eq. /9 / .  Three 
methods were used fo r the calculation of the e lastic  settlement component. 
Methods 1 and 2 were used to check the resu lt of Method 3.
Method 1: I t  was assumed, that the to ta l load associated with the 
shaft y ie ld  condition is  equally d istributed along the shaft, and the point 
load is  equal to zero.
Es
1 __ P _  f
2 Ep  ■ F ‘  1
(10)
where P = to ta l load associated with the skin yield condition, E = 20 000о - H
MN/m , F = cross section area, Л.= length of deep foundation.
Method 2: I t  was assumed that the side fr ic tio n  d is tr ib u tio n  is 
identica l to the modified skin fr ic t io n  diagram determined from relaxation 
CPT data, and the point load is  equal to zero.
0
Pp(z) dz ( ID
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Pp(z) = T '( Z, l )  = J  U-^Cz) dz ( 12)
z
where P (z) = v e rtic a l force of deep foundation, U = periphery, Tr (z)
reduced skin f r ic t io n  determined on the basis of relaxation type CPT test.
Method 3: The Randolph and Wroth (1978) method* was used as follows.
The shear modulus of the so il (G ) and the Young's modulus of the p ile  (E )s p
were estimated beforehand, and transfer function constant was back calcu­
lated on the basis of the measured load-settlement data at the skin yield 
point using Eq. (30) in  the paper of Randolph and Wroth /15/. Then the com­
pression settlement was calculated as follows:
I
cosh
1 (13)
where !■ Ьс = back calculated transfer function constant, Gs = 2 MN/m2, 
r Q = equivalent radius, Wys = measured to ta l settlement at skin y ie ld  load. 
(The ^ load transfer constant was also calculated by using the p ile  load- 
transfer model, suggested by Randolp and Wroth /15/. The back calculated 
and the estimated values d iffe r by two orders from each other, as can be 
seen on Table 4.)
As can be seen in  Table 4, the e la s tic  compression component was 
greater than the base settlement component in  the case of three foundations.
The calculated base settlement was as l i t t l e  as 0.18-0.47 mm, the 
calculated point load was less than 3% of to ta l load at shaft y ie ld  condi­
tio n  indicating that shaft yield load was reached at an early stage of the 
point load transfer.
2.3 Dimension dependence of shaft capacity
I t  is  well known that the ultimate u n it skin resistance of p iles 
depends on the p ile  geometry and the p ile -s o il stiffness ra tio  /2 / .  This
This method applies the following side load transfe r model. The settlement of the 
p ile  shaft equals the settlement of the so il adjacent to the p ile .  The settlement o f the p ile  
shaft can be written: w(z) = X  (z)/o t where et= G/( S r n) ;  К = ln ( r  / г  ) ; r m = 2.5 -£ (1 -V ); 
Í  = length; = radius o f p i le .  This model can be substituted by the'fo'llowinl) -  mathematical­
ly  equivalent -  re la tive  displacement type side load transfe r equation. I t  is  assumed that 
re la t iv e  displacement between s o i l and p ile  is  a ris ing  only from p ile  settlement. The oc term : 
«{ = tg ]> /s. .. i f  w(z) ä s ,  and <*=tg.P /w(z) i f  w(z) <  s. where notations are in
™v t f & e  model presented in Part l ! f f *  ^
. max . accordance wi
D
ia
m
et
er
, 
D
(m
)
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CL,
E lastic compression w£
■
Base se ttlem ent wB
Fig. 10. a) Diameter and s o il dependence of un it skin resistance (resu lt from f ie ld  tes ts , 
/ 2 / ) j b) Diameter and s tiffness ra tio  dependence of elastic/base settlement ra tio  
(resu lt of the parametric study)
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Fig. 11. a) Relationship between sk in /to ta l load ra t io  (Q /Q) and L/D ra tio  (a fte r  /2 /)  ; 
b) Relationship among Q /Q ra tio , s tiffness ra t io  ant?L/D ra tio  (resu lt o f the
parametric study)
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fact can be explained as a corollary of the model, the hypothesis and 
assumption described in  Sections 1.1, 2.1 as follows.
The re la tive  displacement between s o il and p ile  can be increased 
only by p ile  settlement (s o il does not move upwards). I f  the c r i t ic a l base 
settlement is constant and independent of the p ile  geometry, dimension and 
stiffness ra tio  dependence of the unit skin resistance can be attributed 
exclusively to the dimension and stiffness ra tio  dependence of the elastic 
compression settlement incident to the c r i t ic a l  base settlement.
The load transfer theory of Randolp and Wroth /15/ makes i t  possible 
to compute the e las tic  compression settlement fo r a given value of base 
settlement, in the function of the dimension of the pile and the stiffness 
ra tio . The settlement of the p ile  top may be expressed in  terms of the 
settlement of the p ile  base by /15/.
Equations (13) and (1A) can be compiled:
wEs
wBs
+ 1.0 (15)
Eq. (15) was used to compute the varia tion of the e las tic  compression 
settlement;base settlement ra tio  in the function of p ile  dimension and s t i f f ­
ness ra tio  and results were compared with the experimental resu lts of Brandi 
on Figs 10 and 11. The sim ilitude between the measured and calculated curves 
is  remarkable.
3. Conclusions
The aim of the discussion presented herein was to reveal the pos­
s ib le  reasons of the in a b ility  of the p la s tic ity  approach to determine the 
ultimate shaft bearing capacity of p ile s . These reasons are as follows:
3.1 The physical equation of the side load transfer can be expressed 
in the function of the re la tive displacement between the shaft and the 
adjacent so il.
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3.2 The ultimate side resistance is  time dependent and the long term 
value can be approximated by the yield value. I ts  time dependent nature is  
caused partly by the time dependent so il parameters partly by the fact that 
the re la tive  displacement between p ile  and so il is  time dependent.
3.3 Soil deformations under newly applied load results in skin f r ic ­
tio n  variation because deep foundations are s ta t ic a lly  undetermined struc­
tures. According to Section 1.3 an in terre lationship  exists among the skin 
f r ic t io n ,  so il deformation and the vertica l normal stress of s o il.  The f in a l 
value of the skin fr ic t io n  is  lim ited by the ve rtica l yield stress of the 
s o il around p ile .
3.4 The hypothesis that the yield of skin resistance coincides with a 
small and dimension independent base settlement was supported in the case 
of f iv e  s ta tica lly  loaded p ile s . Point settlements associated with the yie ld 
of skin resistance were back-calculated from load test results. They has 
been found as negligibly small.
3.5 Dimension and property dependence of the elastic settlement- 
base settlement ra tio  determined by a parametric analysis has been found as 
very s im ila r to the well known dimension and property dependence of the un it 
skin resistance experienced in loading tests. This sim ilitude is  the 
co ro lla ry  of the above mentioned hypothesis.
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EXPERT SYSTEM FOR GEOTECHNICAL TESTING OF DAMAGED BÜILDINGS
RÉDEY, G.* - PAÁL, T.**
(Received: 5 November 1987)
A new software type, expert systems (ES), is  swamping the world quickly nowa­
days, that is  proved to be useful fo r many application instances of several fie ld s  
in Hungary, too. As fo r the applications to the f ie ld  of engineering, or more 
precisely that of arch itectura l engineering, they have been increasing in  number and 
varying unboundedly in subject in  the recent few years. Only in the Hungarian In s t i­
tute of Building Science there are two systems which we started to develop la s t year. 
One of them is  an ES based on the knowledge of the Hungarian Building Regulations and 
supporting decision making in the building authorization process; the other one, 
discussed below, is  a ru le  based prototype system written in MPR0L0G try ing  to cover 
the knowledge of an experienced human expert who deals with finding out possible 
reasons of building fa ilu re s .
1. The expert knowledge of the system
When a building is  damaged, i t  may be useful to find out the 
possible reasons of the damage for la te r restorations. Usually the owner of 
the building asks an expert to perform th is  job. The expert makes his ex­
aminations on the spot, co llects building, so il mechanical, environmental 
etc. data, and he also makes interviews with people liv ing  there i f  i t  is  
necessary.
This kind of work requires great experience, caution and expertness, 
many standpoints are supposed to be weighed simultaneously. So some deta ils 
which seem to be unessential at f i r s t  sight can escape human attention and 
early prejudice can surpass certain routine analyses. This is  the reason 
why human expert's working style based on 's o ft ' memory and 'associative' 
reasoning method is to be supported by the 'hard' memory and 'deductive' 
reasoning method of ESs.
*Rédey, G., SzKI In te lligens Software R t., H-1015 Budapest, Donáti u. 35-45,
Hungary
**Paál, T ., 'Municipal In s titu te  fo r C iv il Engineering Design, H-1014 Budapest, Úri u. 
64-66, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
We present here some parts of the expert knowledge from the 
engineer's point of view which is systematized on the base of the following 
princ ip les/1/ :
1) To s ta rt w ith , we evaluate the environmental data including e.g. 
the ground conditions, the position of the building related to its  sur­
roundings, the neighbouring mining a c tiv it ie s  or waterflows i f  there are 
any etc.
2) I t  is  followed by the building data, partly  the bearing capacity 
of the structure, p a rtly  the data of the foundation concerning mostly the 
case under discussion (the uniformity of the foundation e tc .).
3) The next step is  to take in to consideration the external effects 
on the building: dynamic effects (earthquake, damage caused by war, p ile  
driving e tc .), external objects or events having e ffect on the ground below 
the foundation (neighbouring building a c tiv it ie s , ground water drain e tc .), 
previous changes on the building (adding a new storey to i t ,  change of 
ce iling  e tc .).
4) Then i t  is  followed by the description of the damage: the number 
and position of the damaged buildings, the c lass ifica tion  of the cracks, the 
dynamics of the damage process, water conduit defects, foundation
damage etc.
5) F inally these data are completed by the c lass ifica tion , q u a lif i­
cation and conditional characterization of the so il according to so il 
mechanical standards.
Now we present some representative part of the expert knowledge, 
namely the connection between the data associated with the environment, the 
building etc., and the types or the phenomena of the damage.
During the analysis the so-called primary characteristics have a l­
ways particular importance with respect to the determination of the damage. 
Because of its  complexity, the reason of the damage is  not always clear, so 
we have to take in to  consideration the so-called necessary but alternative 
and the possible characteristics, too. Besides, we have to sort out the 
cases when damage can be de fin ite ly  or almost d e fin ite ly  excluded.
The above-mentioned relations can be characterized by the following 
categories:
0 primary sign,
1 necessary but a lternative sign,
! possible,
s almost excluded,
x excluded.
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The damage types are the following:
i water gets to the foundation,
i i ground water level changes,
i i i heat effects on the ground,
iv so il compression,
V ground movements,
v i the damage is  not in connection with so il data.
The damage phenomena related to the damage types are as follows:
i /1 compaction,
i /2 subsidence,
i/3 erosion,
i/4 swelling,
i/5 loss of consistency,
i /6 chemical effects,
i i / l - i 6 the same as above, because of ground water conditions,
i  i  i /1 freezing,
i i i /2 shrinking,
i i i / 3 burning out,
iv /1 compaction,
iv /2 subsidence,
v/1 slid ing,
v/2 earthquake,
v/3 underground hollow /cellar,
v/4 underground mining/metro build ing,
vi the damage can not be traced back to so il characteristics.
Some representative parts of the expert knowledge are shown in
Tables 1-3. The detailed description of the expert knowledge can be found
in /3 / .
2. The formalization of the expert knowledge
In th is  paragraph we try  to demonstrate the formalization process 
of the previously presented expert knowledge parts. However, considering 
the size of the knowledge base and the d if f ic u lt ie s  arising as soon as more 
than informal information is  to be given about th is process, we can only 
try  to illu s tra te  i t  with an example having rules from almost every level 
of the knowledge base.
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Table 1 Environmental data
i  i i  i i i  iv  V v i
the ground under the build ing 
is»nearly horizontal 
inclined 
'steep
the building stands
(•partly x in  cutting I 
I to ta lly J  I
exposed to erosion
s lid ing  area
mining activities/underneath 
Inearby
0
'0
•0
0
old beds/dead stream beds 
■underneath 
Inearby
w a te r / flow s to  th e  b u ild in g
gathers in \  
depressions] 
near to J
0
0
Table 2 Building data
the storey number is/one 
Ltwo
a ce lla r is  made/...........
I pa rtly  under 
'th e  bu ild ing
no ce lla r underneath
th e  load bearing s tru c tu re  is  
/P ie r
'm ixed
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Table 3 External effects on the bu ild ing
i  i i  i i i  iv  v v i
dynamic effects/earthquake
damage caused by war
explosion
p ile  driving/sheet
p ilin g
t r a f f ic  diversion 
^-something else
special heat e ffec ts  cold-storage plant
b o ile r
^foundry
0
0
I I
I
I
0
0
0
Table 4 The description of the damage *I
i  i i  i i i  iv  V v i
the damage is  ind iv idua l 
some buildings
.standing separately, are included j
l. in  a group J !I
the damage occurrence varies !
depending on direction
there were
■■gu tte r and d ra in p ip e ,  preceding 0 
defects the
w a ll dampening damage |
• c e lla r  watering J | 0
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Table 5 The c la s s if ic a tio n , qua lifica tion  and conditional characterization o f the
s o il under the build ing 1
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i i i i i i iv V
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 4
c la ss ifica tio n  according to
the grain size d istribution'*'
gravel (G) over 2mm 1 X X X X 1 X X X X X X X X X 1 1 1
sand (S) O.U2mm 1 J 0 X X 1
I
0 X X X X 1
1
X 1 1 1
mo (M) 0.02-tO.lmm 1 1 0 X 1 1 0 X 1 X 1 i ! 1 1
s i l t (S i)0 .002*0.02mm : 1 J X 1
t
1 ; X 1 1 X
1
1 ! ! 1 1
clay (C) under 0.002mm 1 1 1 ; 1 1 ! 1
I
* 1 1 1  1
2
un ifo rm ity  coe ffic ien t (U)
gravel well X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 1 1 1
medium sorted X X X X X X X X X X X X X 1 1 1
badly 1 X X X X 1» X X X X X X X
1
• X X 1 1 1
sand well 1 X X X X X X X 1 1 1
medium sorted 1
1»1 X X 1 1 X X X X 1 X 1 1 1
badly - 1
1•
1
1
• X X 1
1
!
•
i X X X X 1 »» X 1 1 1
mo well 1 ! 1 X 1 1 X 1 X 1 1 1 1 1
medium sorted 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 X 1 X 1 1 1 1 i
badly -z 1 1 1 X ! 1 1 X
1
1 X 1 1 1 1 1
1
Classification according to the name of the component having the greatest share. I f  
(S i + С) У 10% and the s o il is  not cohesive then i t s  adjective is  's i l t y ' .  I f  the adjective 
can not be determined in accordance with the previous ru le , then the most d istant component 
plays th is  ro le .
2
U > 10 well h
3 < U ^ 1 0  medium 
U <  3 badly J
sorted
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Table 5 (continued) The c la ss ifica tio n , qu a lifica tion  and conditional characterization of
the s o il under the building
i  i i  i i i  iv  V
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 4
degree o f saturation (S )
damp
wet
nearly saturated 
saturated
r
under 0.3 
0.3*0.8 
0.8*0.99 
1.00
M i l l  
M i l l  
1 1 
X 1
M I M  
1 1 1 I I  
1 1 
X 1
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1
I I  M l  
I M I M  
I l  I I  
I l  I I
p la s t ic ity  index ( I  )
mo under 5% M i x I I  1 X 1 X I l  I I I
s i l t y  mo 5*10% M i x I I  1 X 0 X I I  I I I
s i l t 10*15% ! I i  X 1 M  i X 1 0 X ! i l  1 I I
lean clay 15*20% ! 1 1 ! 1 1 1 M i l l
medium clay 20*30% X 1 1 X 1 1 ! 1 I l  1 1
fa t clay over 30% X X 0 1 X X 0 1 0 1 X 1 M  1
consistency index ( I  )
very so ft under 0.25 0 X 1 X 1 0 X I X 1 1 X X 0 X 0 1 M
soft 0.25*0.50 0 X 1 X 1 0 X 1 X 1 1 X X 0 X 0 1 1 1
close to
p la s tic  0.50*0.75 1 1 ! X 1 1 ! i  X 1 1 1
1
• 1 1 1 1
p las tic 0.75*1.00
1* 1 1 1 1 1 : ! t« 1 I l  1 1
hard 1.00*1.50 1 X 1 1 I x l l 1 1 1 1 1 I I  1
very hard over 1.50 X 1 X 1 1 X M i l 1 1 1 X 1 M i l
compactness
natural granular s o il
void ra t io  (e)
very dense under 0.6 X X X 1 1 X X X I I 1 1 1 X X 1 I I  1
medium dense 0.6*0 .7 I
«
i  ! 1 1 M i l 1 1 1 1 ! I l  1 1
loose over 0.7 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 i I 0 0 t i l l
Table 5 (continued) The c la ss ifica tio n , qu a lifica tion  and conditional characterization of
the so il under the bu ild ing
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i i i i i i iv V
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 1 2 1 2  3 4
natural cohesive s o il
1 = 5 %
P
25% 45%
very dense X X X 1 1 X X X 1 t 1 1 1 X X 1 1 1 1
e = 0.5 0.5 0.67 .dense X X X 1 1 X X X 1 1 1 1 1 X X 1 1 1 1
0.62 0.62 0.78
medium dense 1 i
1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 !
1
1 1 ! 1
0.69 0.75 0.98
loose 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 l 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
0.78 0.92 1.22
verv loose 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 l 1 1 1
f i l l
degree of compaction (T )
r ç
verv loose under 0.8 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 l
loose 0.80*0.85 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 l 1 1
medium dense 0.85*0.90
t l1 ; 1 1 Í : ; ; 1 t t 1 ! J 1 1 1 !
dense 0.90*0.95 X X X 1 1 X X X 1 1 1 1 1 X X 1 i 1 1
very dense over 0.95 X X X 1 1 X X X f 1 1 1 1 X X 1 1 1 \
The expert knowledge can roughly be divided into two parts: one of 
them processes verbal input data (Tables 1-4), and the other one converts 
numerical input data in to  non-numerical information (Table 5). The ES asks 
fo r these data and passes them to the knowledge base for further processing.
The system is  prepared for dealing with the knowledge associated with 
the primary characteristics having signed by 0 in  the tables of the 2nd 
paragraph. Dealing with uncertain knowledge requires further preparations 
which exceeds the lim its  of th is  preliminary research, however, we are 
planning to extend the system in th is way at the next stage.
An example set of rules which can be extracted from the tables above, 
namely from the lines underlined, is  the follow ing:
'Compaction' is the reason of the damage 
i f  (water gets to the foundation
or ground water level changes in  a dangerous degree
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or so il compression arises)
and ( the consistency of the s o il ( I  ) is  less than or equal to
's o ft '
or the compactness of the s o il is  less than or equal to 
'loose ').
Water gets to the foundation 
i f  water flows to the building
or gutter/drainpipe defects preceeded the damage 
or .......
Ground water level changes in a dangerous degree 
i f  ce lla r watering preceeded the damage
or .......
Soil compression arises
i f  old beds/dead stream beds are underneath
or .......
The consistency of the so il is  'very so ft' 
i f  I is  less than 0.25.---  —c------------------------------
The consistency of the so il is  's o ft '
i f  I .  is  between 0.25 and 0.50.---  —c--------------------------------------
The compactness of the so il is  'loose' 
i f  its  type is  'natural',
and its  character is  'granular' 
and its  void ra tio  (e) is  over 0.7.
The compactness of the so il is  'very loose' 
i f  ^(i ts  type is  'na tura l'
and
and
or
or
p.ts character is 'cohesive')
( its  p la s tic ity  (Ip ) is  between 5 and 25%
and its  void ra tio  (e) is  greater than or
_ , A (0.92-0.78)I_ n -,„4 egual to  -----2Ъ-Ъ—  + ^-78)
( i ts  p la s tic ity  (Ip ) is  between 25 and 45%
and its  void ra tio  (e) is  greater than or 
Г ~  (1.22-0.92)1 
ё 3 ^ 3 - - - 4 5 - 2 5  P + 0-92)]}
i t s  type is  ' f i l l '
i t s  degree of compaction (T ) is  below O.B.and
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consistency(X) consistency (very_sof t ) ic (X)
X <0.25
— consistency(soft) ic(X)
0.25 É. X <0.50
compactness(X) compactness(very_ dense) —
compactness (dense)
compactness (medium_dense
compactness (loose) —
—  compactness(very_loose) —
compactness(very_loose) — D r r - D r
Ч И
4 }
Ч ь
so ilJype(T )
soil character(Ch)
ip(X)
e(Y)
Г= na tu ra l
Ch=cohesive
5 < X < 25
0.92-0.76 
25-5
X*0.78<Y
25 < X < 65
1.22-0.92
65-25
X+0.92< Y
-soil type(T)
------T=filt
t.r .rh o (X )
-X < 0.8
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Fig. 1. The 'and-or' tree of the set of example roles
The l is t  of rules above is  certa in ly  not complete, some d e fin itions  
lik e  'something is  less than something' e tc. are missing, and i t  is  also 
obvious that the formalized description may not miss a lo t of s im ila r 
de fin itions of other evident concepts which can not be discussed here in 
d e ta il.
We present now a part of the 'and-or' tree (Fig. 1) corresponding 
to the rules of the same example, which is  a useful device for representing 
the logic structure of th is  knowledge part. (Here—| |-|—r  corresponds to an 
' and' node, - O r -  to an 'o r' one.) A propositon appearing at any non­
terminal node of the tree represents a consequence reasoned by i t s  ante­
cedents which are to be at the successor nodes of the former one. The leaf 
nodes represent data input or some other basic procedure which do not have 
any particular importance. The rules are represented in MPROLOG, a modular
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implementation of the logic programming language Prolog, developed by the 
Computer Research and Innovation Center (SzKI), Hungary /2 / ,  /5 / ,  / 6/ .
3. The shell of the system
An ES shell is  a kind of programming tool that helps the expert 
develop his own knowledge base. I t  is  a "domain independent" framework for 
constructing and running consultation programs with the fa c i l i t ie s  for 
defining data types and rules according to some set of conventions, which 
the user is  supposed to keep when codifying the knowledge of his domain /4 /.
We have used an experimental ES shell developed by Zsuzsa FARKAS 
(SzKI) having the following features.
I t  is  an APES lik e  shell, or more precisely i t  performs two o f its  
functions:
— explanation trace (reasons for the achieved conclusion),
— user query (to  co llec t missing information).
The main advantage of th is  system is  that i t  performs only one level 
in terpreta tion  of the rules making optimum use of the MPROLOG in te rp re te r. 
I t  ta lks in English to the user and the system has some useful devices to 
make the conversation more fluent. I t  puts the questions either in  menu 
l is t s  or one by one, in  th is  la tte r case the valid  answers are also a va il­
able. The explanation trace starts i f  needed and follows the rule activa­
tions level by level.
4. A simple example session
The dialogue of a simple example session showing how our system 
actua lly  gets to conclusion and gives i t s  explanations is presented below, 
("x " ,  marking the user's answers, is  the prompt of the shell. Our comments 
are emphasized in the te x t . ) .
For which object X is  i t  true that water gets_to_the_foundation (X)?
1 water_flows_to_the_building
2 cracks_of_the_walls_are_at_the_water_block
3 cracks_of_the_walls_are_ at the_drainpipe
4 cracks_of_the_walls_are_at3he_j3rain_gutter_defects
5 cracks_of_the_walls_are_at_the_gutter_or_water_conduit_leading_ 
throuqh_the_wall
6 known_gutter_or_water_conduit_defects
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7 water_consumption_raise
8 gutter_and_drainpipe_defects
9 corrosion_of_the_foundation
10 water_delivery_pressure_pipe_defect_discovered_at_the_foundation
11 gutter_break_discovered_at_the_foundation
12 drainpipe_break_discovered_at_the_foundation
13 water_of_unknown_orlgin_discovered_at_the_foundation
(We have chosen the f i r s t  op tion .) 
xl
For which object X is  i t  true that ic(X)? 
xO.l
(Let I  = 0.1.) c
damage_type(compaction) can be deduced
Do you need explanation? 
xyes
(Here starts  the explanation trace that describes how the conclusion could be or has been made 
using the facts and rules in  the knowledge base.)
damage_type(compaction) 4= is  deduced using the rule:
damage_type(compaction) i f
(water_gets_to_the_foundation or ground_water_level_changes or so il_  
compression) and
(consistency(X) and_greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, X) or compactness 
(Y) and_greater_than_or_equal_to(loose, yT).
showing the following conditions
( 1) water_gets_to_the_foundation(water_flows_to_the_building)
and
(2) consistency(very_soft)
and
(3) greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft)
(The rule printed in prolog format above is  the same as the f i r s t  mentier of the example set of 
rules presented in the 2nd section. The menu l i s t  fo llow ing i t  contains the fu l f i l le d  condi­
tions and the corresponding variable assignments o f the ru le  that were su ffic ie n t to draw the 
conclusion.)
Continue?
xl
water_gets_to_the_foundation(water_flows_to_the_building) 4= was to ls  by 
the user
(The previous answer of the system referring to a fac t given by the user indicates the end of 
th is  branch of the deduction tree (see Fig. 1), so we continue on our explanation trace by 
backtracking to the preceeding le ve l.)
Continue?
xparent
damage _type(compaction) ■#= is  deduced using the rule:
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damage_type(compaction) i f
(water_gets to_the_foundation or ground_water_level_changes or s o il 
compressionT and
(consistency(X) and greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, X) 
or compactness(Y) and greater_than_or_equal_to(loose,Y)).
showing the following conditions
( 1) water_gets_to_the_foundation(water_flows_to_the_building)
and
( 2) consistency(very_soft)
and
(3) greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft)
Continue?
*2
consistency(very_soft) 4= is  deduced using the rule:
consistency(very_soft) i f  
ic(X) and X < 0.25.
(See example set of ru les .) 
showing the following conditions
(1) ic (O .l)
Continue?
x l
ic (O .l)  4= was to ld by the user
Continue?
xparent
consistency(very_soft) 4= is  deduced using the ru le :
consistency(very_soft) i f  
ic(X) and X < 0.25.
showing the following conditions
(1) ic (O .l)
Continue?
*parent
damage_type(compaction) <== is  deduced using the ru le :
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damage_type(compaction) i f
(water_gets to_the_foundation or ground_water_level_changes or s o il 
compressionT and
(consistency(X) and greater_than_or_equal_to(sofi, X) 
or compactness(Y) and greater_than_or_equal_to(loose,Y)).
showing the following conditions
( 1) water_gets_to_the_foundation(water_flows_to_the_building)
and
(2) consistency(very_soft)
and
(3) greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft)
Continue?
x3
greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft) is  deduced using the ru le :
greatsr_than_or_equal_to(X,Y) i f
X » Z  and greater_than_or_equal_to (Z,Y).
(This is  the de fin ition  o f 'something is  greater than or equal to something' to compare non- 
numerical objects.)
showing the following conditions
( 1) s o f t»  very_soft
and
(2) greater_than_or_equal_to(very_soft, very_soft)
Continue?
xl
so ft »  very_soft 4= is  a fact
Continue?
xparent
greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft) 4= is  deduced using the ru le :
greater_than_or_equal_to(X,Y) i f
X »  Z and greater_than_or_equal_to(Z,Y).
showing the following conditions
( 1) s o f t»  very_soft
and
(2) greater_than_or_equal_to(very_soft, very_soft)
Continue?
x2
greater_than_or_equal_to(very_soft, very_soft) 4= is  a fact
Continue?
xparent
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greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft) 4 = is  deduced using the ru le :
greater_than_or_equal_to(X,Y) i f
X Z and greater_than_or_equal_to (Z,Y).
showing the following conditions
( 1) soft )>> very_soft
and
( 2) greater_than_or_equal_to(very_soft, very_soft)
Continue?
xparent
damage_type(compaction) 4= is  deduced using the rule:
damage_type(compaction) i f
(water_gets to_the_foundation or ground_water_level_changes or so il 
compressionT and
(consistency(X) and greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, X) 
or compactness(Y) and greater_than_or_equal_to(loose, Y)).
showing the following conditions
( 1) water_gets_to_the_foundation(water_flows_to_the_building)
and
(2) consistency(very_soft)
and
(3) greater_than_or_equal_to(soft, very_soft)
Continue?
xend
X = compaction 
Continue (у/п)? n 
OK
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CALCULATION OF HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID SEGMENTAL SHELL WITH PROTRUDING
UNSUPPORTED EDGE
SAJTOS, I . *
(Received: 5 November 1987)
Membrane forces of a hyperbolic paraboloid segmental shell with protruding un­
supported edge are given in a closed form in  th is  work. Calculations have been made 
on the basis of Pucher's equilibrium d iffe re n t ia l equation defined in  oblique co­
ordinate system. A numerical example is  given to compare the result of calcula tions 
with the solution resulting from the difference method.
Introduction
Among easthetically attractive segmental shells (Fig. la ) , the most 
daring design is  a shell with protruding unsupported edge and segments bent 
in two directions (Fig. lb ).
The membrane forces of such shells have been dealt w ith, among 
other authors, by Csonka /1 / who has found two solutions, one where the 
surface is  determined for given load and given stress function and another 
where the solution applies to a shell segment designed as given transla tion  
surface (e.g. hyperbolic paraboloid shell) the force system being determined 
by use of the difference method.
Based on solution of the equilibrium d iffe ren tia l equation system, 
a segmental shell with hyperbolic paraboloid mid surface has been b u i lt  by 
Candela /7 /.  He used successive approximation to meet the boundary condi­
tions.
This work deals with determination of the membrane forces of a 
hyperbolic paraboloid segmental shell with protruding unsupported edge. 
Calculations are made on the basis of Pucher's equilibrium d if fe re n tia l 
equation defined in oblique co-ordinate system. A numerical example is  used 
to compare the resu lt obtained and the solution obtainable by means of the 
difference method.
*Sa)tos, István, H-1035 Budapest, Vörösvári u. 27. X. 29.
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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a.,
b. ,
Fig. 1. a) Segmental she lls ; b) Segmental she ll w ith segments bent in two directions and 
with a protruding unsupported edge
Assumptions, conditions
The basic assumptions of the membrane theory have been adopted in 
calculations /1 /,  /2 / ,  /3 / .
The mid surface of the shell is  a hyperbolic paraboloid described in 
Cartesian co-ordinate system xyz by equation (F ig . 2)
z = Ax2 - By2 (1)
where  ^ ^
A = - i  , В = -я- . (2a,b)
a b
The geometry of the projection of a she ll segment is  determined by 
two rad ia l stra ights and a parabolic arc at the unsupported edge (Fig. 2).
The segment is  supported r ig id ly  along the straight edges while un­
supported along the parabolic arc. Equation o f the projection of the unsup­
ported edge:
У = D - Ex2 (3)
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2
Unsupported edge
У
c
(
Fig. 2. Geometrical specifications o f a s te l l  
segmentn  b t
where
D = b + c , E = °2 (4a,b)
Only ve rtica l loads (in  the d irection  of axis z) have been taken in ­
to consideration in calculations.
The sectional forces can be obtained by solution of Pucher's equi­
librium  d iffe re n tia l equation.
Shape of the equilibrium d iffe re n tia l equation in the Cartesian co­
ordinate system:
where z = z(x,y) equation of the mid surface
F = F(x,y) stress function
9 = g(x,y) in tensity of ve rtica l loads relative to the baseplane.
Simple integration can be used to resolve the d iffe re n tia l equation 
provided (5) can be transformed into
Possible solutions
= - 9 (5)
Э 2,F = -  Z /u ,v/ (6)
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by co-ordinate trnsformation,
where u and v are new variables while
Z(u,v) is  the load function obtained a fte r transformation. 
Transformation is  possible in  two ways.
1) As is  well known, i t  is  possible to assign to a two-variable 
quasi-linear pa rtia l d iffe re n tia l equation of the second order according to 
(5) an ordinary d if fe re n t ia l equation / 8/ ,  /9 /
9 2z H 2 .  9 2z dxdy + = 0 (7)
the solutions of which giving the characteristics of the equation.
In case of a hyperbolic d iffe re n tia l equation, there exist two real 
groups of characteristics. (In case of a hyperbolic parabolid mid surface, 
p a r tia l d iffe ren tia l equation (5) is  hyperbolic.)
By means of the characteristics, i t  is  possible to write the d i f ­
fe re n tia l equation (5) in  a canonical form. In the hyperbolic case th is  
w i l l  be e.g.
9 2F = -  Z(u,v) ( 8)
obtained by introduction of new variable u and v.
2) Another possible method is  to define the mid surface of the shell 
in  an oblique co-ordinate system uvz resulting in
(9a,b)
Now also the Pucher equilibrium d iffe re n tia l equation sha ll be 
defined in this oblique co-ordinate system. The equation w il l then be /5 / ,  
/ 6/ ,  /7 /  (Fig. 3):
9 2z 9 2F 9 2z 9 2F 0 2z 9 2f_________  _ 2 ______ _____
9 u 2 9 v2 9 u 9 v 9 u 9 v  9 v 2 9 u 2
(10)
where z = z(u,v) 
CO
F = F(u,v)
equation of the mid surface in co-ordinate system uvz 
angle included by axes u and v 
unknown stress function
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g = g(u,v) ve rtica l load in tensity function paralle l to axis z in 
co-ordinate system uvz, re la tive  to the baseplane. 
Because of conditions (9a,b), equation (10) w il l take the following
shape:
2 3 2z 9 2f -g sin со . ( I D
The second way is  adopted in th is  work.
Transformation of the mid surface of the shell
Transformation includes rotation of axes x, y in the ir own plane 
around the orig in through angle if and change of the angle included by them 
(90°) in to  angle co(co И 90°) (Fig. 4).
The relationship between co-ordinate systems uv and xy is  described 
by the following equations:
X = u COS Vp1 -  V
у = u ' sin if1 + V
where
u' = u + V cos со , 
v' = V sin co .
sin ip , (12a)
COS ip , (12b)
(13a)
(13b)
Fig. 3. D e fin ition  of sectional forces in 
oblique co-ordinate system uvz
108 SA3T0S, I .
Fig. 4. Relationship between co-ordinate 
systems uv and xy
and
Substituting th is  into (1) by use of conditions (9a,b),
are obtained (only one of the possible values of angle has been taken into 
consideration).
Then, with (12), (13), (14), (13) substituted into (1), the equation 
of the mid surface of the shell w il l be obtained in  the new co-ordinate sys­
tem uvz as
z = г . uv (16)
where
r = -  2(A cos2v|> + В s in2^ )  . (17)
In the new co-ordinate system, the equation of the unsupported edge 
is  obtained by substitu tion of (12), (13), (14), (15) into (3):
2 E cos
(18b)
I t  is  only the positive (+) sign that has a meaning in the above ex­
pressions i f  vp >  oc (Fig. 5).
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Au
Fig. 5.
In th is  case, only one value v is  associated with each value u 
because stra ights v = const, and the parabole have one intersection along 
arc AB i f  the value of v varies between vд and Vg. The same applies also to 
variable u.
Condition shall be satisfied so that the membrane state of 
the shell segment w i l l  be existing and unanimous /4 /,  / 8/ .
The unsupported edge shall be such as to intersect each character­
is t ic  at only one point as otherwise no membrane state of the shell could 
exist (Fig. 6).
Relation between sectional forces in oblique and Cartesian co-ordinate
system
The relationships between sectional forces in oblique and Cartesian 
co-ordinate system are well known /2 /, / 6/ ,  /7 /  and the same relationships 
are applied to reduced sectional forces in  the present case (F ig. 7). 
The following results are obtained:
A
Unsupported edge
Rigid
Fig. 6 . Rule of p lo tting  of the geometry o f the unsupported edge
1n.
* 2 t g f
(19a)
n o SAJTOS, I .
Fig. 7, Relation between sectional forces in  oblique and Cartesian co-ordinate system
-tg
n =-----— (n + n + 2 n ) ,y 9 u V uv ’ (19b)
n -  nU V
xy (19c)
Determination of sectional forces
Taking in to  consideration (11) and (16), Pucher's d if fe re n tia l equa­
tio n  can be w ritten , as follows:
- 2r 3 2F = - g(u,v) sin ш (20)
ЭиЭ V
Of th is  equation, the stress function can be obtained by integration:
F = - ' 2r  sin toJJ ( -  g(u,v))dudv + C1(y) + C2(v) . ( 21)
The reduced sectional forces can be calculated in the knowledge of 
the stress function /1 / ,  /2 / ,  /3 /, /5 /,  / 6/ :
d2F
uv Эи Э у 2r
3 2F
u 3v2 ’
9 2f
"v '  Эи2
----- ( -  g(u,v))sin oo , (22a)
( 22b)
( 2 2 c )
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Boundary conditions can be stipulated along the unsupported edge 
/1 /.  After the ir transformation, conditions
and
Э F
Эи
9 f
i f  V = Vb(u) >
i f  U = Ub(v) •
(23a)
(23b)
are obtained.
Required fo r calculation are also the derivatives of functions 
(18a), (18b) describing the unsupported edge:
dv
2 sin
= 1 - •
\  I 2 2 2 2 2^  (s in  Vj) -  2vEcos -  4Ecos (vsin  + v Ecos lj) D)
(24a)
vb
2 sin 1
\l 2 2 2 2 2^  (s in  l|> -  2uEcos vj>) -  4Ecos (usin C|> + и Ecos L|> ■ D)
(24b)
The actual sectional forces can be calculated in the known way a fte r 
both oblique and, as a result of transformation, Cartesian co-ordinate 
system /1 / ,  /2 /,  /3 / ,  /5 / ,  / 6/ .
To produce stress function (21) d ire c tly  would be a rather tiresome 
job while the reduced sectional forces can be re la tive ly  simply calculated.
Stress function (21) takes the follow ing shape:
( 2 3 ) ,
F - Fw \ + C-, / \ + \ . (25)l ( u ,v) l(u ) 2(v)
Quantities Эс^/ Эи and ЭС2/  3v can be calculated from conditions
Э Fl(u ,v .)  ЭС1(и)
Э и Э и
3 fK uh,v) ЭС2(v)
= 0
=  0
(26a)
( 2 6 b )
1 12
and by means of these quantities, also expressions Э2С , /  Э и 2 and 
Э u2/  3 v  can be obtained. In the knowledge of the derivatives of integra­
t io n  constants, the reduced sectional forces can be calculated on the basis 
o f ( 22):
SAJTOS, I .
^ IC u . v ) , 32 c2(v)
3 v 2
^ K u . v ) 3 2c . , sl(u )
Эи2 3u2
(27a)
(27b)
nuv being obtainable on the basis of (22a).
Sectional forces
1. In case of uniformly d is tributed load 
Load function:
g (x,y) = g(u,v) = p = const. (28a)
Using (21), (22), (27), the reduced sectional forces are obtained as
nuv
1
= - " 2F P sin 2 v|> , (28b)
nu
1
= - - 2F p sin 2 y  . ub ’ (28c)
nV I
I 1
N
)H
 
t-J
 1 TJ sin 2 . Vb (28d)
2 . In case of a rb itra ry load
A polynomial is  used to approximate the load function. In the 
Cartesian co-ordinate system, the polynomial takes the following shape:
g (x ,y ) = p + Plx + p2y + p3x2 + p4xy + p5y2 + p6x3 + p?x2y + p0Xy2 +
3 4 3 2 2 3 4+ Р9У + P10x + pu x У + p12x У + р13хУ + р1дУ + . . . ( 2 9 )
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Transformation of the load function is  carried out term by term, the 
sectional forces associated with the d iffe re n t terms of the load function 
being obtained in the following way, making use of (21), (22), (27):
g^(x,y) = PjX , g ^ u .v ) = cost|> (u-v) , (30a)
Puv = " ~2r P1 003f  sin 2 f  (u-v) > (30b)
"u = 4 f P1 s i n 2 f  [ - “ - 4 ^  - ^ v - V ]  • (30c)
nv = ^ pl  cosy s in  2 y  [v  -  (vb + uv' -  v ^ )  ]  . (30d)
g2(x,y) = р2у , g2(u,v) = p2 sin у  (u + v) , (31a)
nuv = ”  ~27 p2 s:'-n if  s -^n 2 f ( u  + v) , (31b)
nu = ~ b  P2 Sinf  Sin 2 f  [ U -  (ub ^  + Ubv + V  ]  ’ (31c)
Rv = ~2t P2 Sinlf  s in  2 f  [ v '  (vb + UVb + V b 5 ]  - (31d)
g-j(x,y) = PjX , g^Cu.v) = p? cos y (u  -  2uv + v ) , (32a)
1 2  2 2n = -  —r— p , cos vpsin 2ф(и -  2uv + v ) , (32b)
uv 2r 3 T
nu 1 “Ér P3 œs2 f sin 2<f (■ u? + 2uv ■ [3ubub ' (2ububv + Ub} + ubv2 + 2ubv]|,(32c)
nv = 4? P3 cos2vfsin 2f |- ^  + 2uv - К  + -  (vb +2uvbvb) + 3Vb] f -(32d)
2 204(x,y) = P4xy , g4(u ,v )  = P4 s i n f c o s y i u  -  v )  ,
1 2 2 
nuv = ”  ™2r P4 s in i{?cos^  sin 2^ ( u “  v ) »
nu = “ 2?  P4 S in T  s in  2 T  [ -  2uv -  (uk  '  ubv2 “ 2ubv) J  ’ 
nv = 1 7  p4 s i n f  cost  s in  2 y  [2uv -  (2uvb + u2v^ -  v2v^) ]  .
(33a)
(33b)
(33c)
(3 3 d )
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Э5(х,у) = Р5У
2 2 2
g5 (u,v) = р5 sin ^Cu + 2uv + у ) ,
1 2  2 2 
nuv = "  1 7  P5 Sin f  s in  2^ u + 2uv + V )
nu = 1 7  P5 SÍp2T Sin 2 f  P + 2uv -  ( 3ubub + 2V b V + Ub + Ubv2 + 2ubv) ]
1 2  Г 2 2 2  ? 1
ny = —  P5 sin ij) s in  2vP j^v + 2uv -  (2uvfa + u + vfa + 2uvbv^ + З у ^ )  J
(34a) 
(34b) 
, (34c) 
. (34d)
9é (x,y) = Péx g6 (u,v) = pé cos3ij> (u-v)3
Pé cos3vj) s in  2ij>(u -  v)3
nu = p6 cos3f  sin 2
2 2 33(u. u 'v + u. v) -  (u 'v  + 3u_ b b  b b b
nv = p é cos3if sin 2
3 _ 2 , 3+ v + 3uvLv ' -  V ' b b b b
^  u3 + 3u2v -  3uv2 -  -  (Зи^и^у + и3) +
. Л ] }  •
^  ^3u2v -  3uv2 + y3 -  ^3u2 3 , T. 2 2 .v + и v ' -  3(uv. + и v, v ')  b b b b b
(35a)
(35b)
(35c)
+
(35d)
2 2 07(x,y) = p?x у , д?(.и ^  = p7 sini^cos t 3 2 2 3,Си -u v  - u v  + v )  , (36a)
1 2 3 2 2 
nuv = ” í r  P7 sin(| cos 4>sin 2v^(u -  uv -  и
3vV + V ) , (36b)
1 . . 2 . _ _ í  2 и3 7 Г 3 ? ?
Пи = 1 7  P7 Slnlf  cos *f sin 2 if 1-u v -  —  + 3uv -  L V b  -  V b V “ V  -
■ ~3~ (3ububv + ub} + Ubv3 + 3иЬу2] }  ’ (36c)
1 • л 2 . „ ( 2 V3 2 г  2 3nv = p7 sind»cos ^ sin 2d) 1 3u v -  - y  -  uv
-  [ 3u vb + u vb -
1 3 2 2 2 3 *1 -  (uv. + 3uv v ') -  uv. -  и v, v' + v. v'3 b bb  b b b b b - l ■ • (36d)
2 2 
9 g (x ,y )  = PgXy , g0(u,v) = p0 sin lj> cosij ,, 3 2 2 3,Ku -u v  + u v - v )  , (37a)
nuv = -  - y  Pg Sin2^ COSIj) sin 2 (u3 -  UV2 + U2V - V 3) , (37b)
1 2 ( 2 и ,  2 f  3 , ,
nu = 1 7  P8 sin ‘f  coslf s in  2VJ> v + —  -  3uv -  |u bub - ufaub
4} •
2 2 
■bV ' V "
~ T  (3 V b v  +  ub }  '  и ь у 3  '  3V
( 3 7 c )
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2 3 ,
V. + u v ' -  D □
1 2 f  2 v3 2 rn^ = Pg s in  ^ c o s ^ s in  2i^ 1 3u v -  —y  + uv -  |_3u
1 ^ 3  _ 2 I v 2 2 , 3 , - i" l
-  —  (uvb + 3uvb vb) + uvb + u vbvb -  vbvb J I  .
99(x .y ) = Р9У3 . 99( u ,v) = p9 s in 3^ (u + v )3
nuv = _ _ 2r P9 sin3^  s in  2^»(u+v)3 ,
1 , 3 ,. . 3 , 2  ,  2 г 3 , , ,  2 , 3.
пи = p9 sin IP sin 2iP i  u + 3u v + 3uv -  I + ^ ubUbV + ub ' +
+ 3(u. U 'v2 + u?v) + (U > 3 + 3u v2)"] 1  ,□ b b b b J
1 3 Í 2  2 3 Г 2  3 2 2
n^ = p9 sin ij> sin 2 Y \ 3u v + 3uv + v -  J^ 3u vb + u ^  + 3(uvb + u vbvb  ^ +
i ] }  •
(37d)
(3Ba)
(38b)
(3Bc)
3 , 2 ,  3 ,
+ v, + 3uv. v ' + v .v ' b b b b b - (38d)
9 l0Cx,y) = P10x . 910(u,v) = p10 cos vj>(u-v) (39a)
1
2 i
4
P10  c o s  s in  2^> (u - V ) 4 , ( 3 9 b )
ОCL
Н
Й c o s 4 i | ) s in  2 i j> . ^ - u 4 + 3 2 2 4u v  -  6u v  +  4uv . 3 , 4 
-  4ub V  -  ub +
■ 2 (3 u b ub v
2 + 2 u 3v )  -  2 (2 u b u ^ v
3 . 2  2 ,  , 4  
+ 3 u ^ v  )  +  u ^ v  + V ] } » ( 3 9 c )
ОCL
-
I
й
4 f  3 
c o s  < | ) s in  2 ij>  J 4 u  v
/ 2 2  . 3 4 
-  6u v  + 4 u v  -  v -  к
4 ,
+ U V ' -  
b
2 2 
■ 2 ( 3 u V
b + 2 и \  v ' )  +  2 (2 u v 3b b b
,  2 2 ,v  f 4 
+ 3u v . v ' )  -  Cv. +  - 
b  b b
4 т Л ' )  + ’
b b ■ S í i }  ■ (3 9 d )
gu (x ,y) = pnX 3y ■ 9U (u ’ v) "  P11 s in ^co s34>(u-v)3(u+v) ,
nuv = Pn  cos3f  sin 2y> (u -v)3(u+v) t
пц = p ^  sintj) cos3l|> sin 2 vj» - J -  u4 + 3u2v2 -  4uv3 - |u4u^ -
-  ~ 2 *  (4 u b Ub V + + V b ^  + 3V 2 *  ( u t /  +  V 3 ) ] }  *
(4 0a )
(40b)
( 4 0 c )
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1 • 3 , 2 2  1 4 Г= - y  pu  sinv^cos l|) s in 2 ^  J 4u V -  Зи V + - y  v . 3 4 ,4u vL + u -  □ b
-(3u2v2 + 2u3v v ' ) + - 5-  (v4 + 4uv3v ')  -  v \ '  1 }  .h b b  2 b b b  b b J J (40d)
912(x,y)
2 2 
= P12x у > 9 1 2 ( u , v ) CS|«-H
C
L
II 2 2 2 2 sin ipcos ip(u-v) (u+v) , (41a)
n = - -
uv
1 2 2 
—  p^2 sin vp cos ip sin 2Y (u-v) 2(u+v) 2 , (41b)
1
nu 2r P12 s in2(j>
2 . 
COS IP sin 2^  ■
[ -  +
3 ,  3 Г 4 1u v + 4v u -  1uLu' -  L b b
2
3
, ,  2 , 2(3u, u 'v + b b 2u3v)b
, 3 
+ 4u v b v : 1} • (41c)
1
nv = 2r
. 2
P12 sin Y 2cos vl> sin 2 Y  1|^ 4u3v -
4 3 Г  3 4 , 
— 7 -  uv -  14u v + u v '  -  
3 L  b b
2
3 (2uv3 + 3u2 b
: 2
V b 5 + V b ] 1 •
(41d)
913(x,y) = p^xy3 , g13(u,v) = p13 s in3ij> cosi|>(u-v)(u+v) 3 , (42a)
1 . 3
' 2r P13 sin Y cosiP :
1 . 3
2r P13 Sin Y COSY Sin
0 , 3 , 2 2  , 4-  2u. u'v -  3u. v -  u 'v  ■b b b b
-v)(u+v )J ,
u , 2 2  , 3—  -  3u v -  4uv
Л} ■
y  P13 sin vj) cos(Jl s in 2 ^ |^4
V-) -  v V l l
i b ' b b-1 Г
(42b)
Г 4 1 1 3 - 4л
Lubub + 1 "  (4V b v + V  -
(42c)
„  1 . 3 A ,  . ,  í ,  3 , 2 2  v Г  3 4 .  , 2 2n = p ,, U> (í iP J4u v  + 3u v  -  ——  -  14" w ^ j- x,. •>u v. + u v ' + 3u v. + b b b
о 3 I 1 , 4 , 3+ 2u v .v ' -  - r — (v. + 4uv,_ b b 2 b b (42d)
914(x,y) = pu y4 , 914(u ,v) = p14 sin4 у  (u+v)4
"uv = " 2 7  P14 Sin4f  sin 2lf  (u+v)4 ’
(43a)
(43b)
n = ~~z p , . sin vp sin u 2r K14 T
0 . f  4 A 3 . 2 2 , 3 Г 42vp | u  + 4u v + 6u v + 4uv -  11j^u^
+ 2(3u jj ' v2 + 2u?v) + 2(2u u'v^ + 3u2v2) + u'v^ + 4u. v ^ l  r , bb b bb b b b - l j
. 3 , 4+ 4u.u ' v + u +b b b b
( 4 3 c )
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n
V
= — s in \ ^  s in  2i^ ^4u3v + 6u2v2 + 4uv3
+ 2 (3 u V  + 2u^v. v ')  + 2(2uv,3 + 3 u V v j)  +b b b b b b b
4 Г/, 3 4+  V -  ^ 4 u  + U V
+ 4uv3v' + v?v'l i b b b b^ j (43d)
Numerical example
Let the equation of the surface be (Fig. 8)
while the equation of the projection of the unsupported edge
у = 33.716 -  0.0435 X 2  ,
the load being uniformly distributed:
p = 1.0 kN/m2 .
Quantities required for calculation:
A = 0.1015
’ _3
В = 4.3984 10 J J
D = 33.716 m
L\
E = 0.0455 m 15
= 1.3655 rad, 
r  = -0.01686 .
The reduced sectional forces can be seen in Figs 9a, b, c.
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Fig. 9. Reduced sectional forces of the shell
------------ analytica l method
----------- difference method
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Let the calculated sectional forces be compared with sectional 
forces determined on the basis of the difference method according to / 1/ .
Agreement between the difference method and the analytical method 
can be clearly seen in Figs 9a, b, c.
A deviation between both methods becomes appreciable towards the 
centre of the she ll. This can be attributed to the fact that, in the d i f ­
ference method, the values calculated previously have been taken as a basis 
for determination of the sectional forces at the d iffe ren t points from the 
edge towards the centre and thus the inaccuracy of calculation is  cumu­
la tive .
Inaccuracy may resu lt also from in terpo la tion to be used to deter­
mine the values of the stress function along the edge in case of the d i f ­
ference method as the points of division and the edge are not always co­
incident.
Let a point of the edge be investigated to see whether or not the 
boundary condition is  sa tis fied .
Let the co-ordinates of the selected point of the edge be x = 5.74 m
and y = 32.217 m. At th is  point, the reduced sectional forces are nx =
= -4.99 kN/m, n = -1.37 kN/m, n =2. 6 kN/m, the reduced principal sec-
У ХУ
tiona l forces and the ir.d irec tion  being
n2 = -  6.34 kN/m,
2 . 2.6
tg 2 a „  = -------------------- = - 1.4364 ,
u - 4.99 + 1.37
= 62.422° .
Angle of inc lina tion  of the tangent of the edge:
У
у '  =  -  0 . 0 9 1 0  x  =  -  0 . 0 9 1 0  . 5 . 7 4  =  -  0 . 5 2 2 3 4
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fî>= -27.578°
ß>= oíQ - 90° = 62.422° - 90° = -27.578° .
The boundary conditions are sa tis fied  because n  ^ is  normal to the 
tangent of the edge and = 0 , n ^  = 0 .
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KINEMATICAL INDETERMINACY OF A PAIR OF TETRAHEDRAL FRAMES
TARNAI, T.* -  MAKAI , E.**
(Received: 12 January 1909)
In th is  paper the lack of structura l r ig id i ty ,  tha t is , the free in fin ite s im a l 
movability of a both s ta tic a lly  and kinematically indeterminate structure consisting 
of two equal regular tetrahedral frames is  investigated. The structure is ,  in fa c t, 
a f in i te  mechanism and i t s  behaviour depends on the re la tive  positions of the te tra - 
hedra. Degrees of kinematic indeterminacy are determined and i t  is  obtained that 
th e ir value is  changing during motion. A change in the degrees of kinematic indeter­
minacy refers to the existence of a b ifu rca tion  phenomenon in com patib ility .
1. Introduction
To equilibrate given forces in space by s ix forces of given lin e  of 
action, or what is  the same, to determine reactions of a rig id  body sup­
ported by six pin-ended bars, subjected to forces in space is  one of the 
basic problems of elementary statics /1 /.  As is  well-known i t  is , in 
general, uniquely soluble but there are "pathological" cases where th is  
problem has no solution or has an in f in ity  of solutions. In such a case the 
constraint (the structure) is  both s ta tica lly  and kinematically indetermi­
nate.
This paper presents a structure defining such a "pathological" case 
which, in spite of i t s  s im plic ity , shows some additional properties which 
are not at a l l elementary.
The structure in question was invented by L. Tompos Jr, a second 
year undergraduate of the Hungarian Academy of Craft and Design in  1982. 
I ts  physical model consists of two equal regular tetrahedral frames which 
are f it te d  together in  such a way that the bars of one of the frames touch 
from the outside those of the other. The six contacts constitute six bar­
*Tamai, Tibor, Hungarian Ins titu te  for Building Science, H-1113 Budapest, Dávid F. 
u. 6, Hungary
MMMakai, Endre, Mathematical Ins titu te  of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, H-1364 
Pf. 127 Budapest, Reáltanoda u. 13/15, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
l ik e  constraints of degree one which are usually su ffic ien t fo r preventing 
re la tive  motions between two rig id  bodies in space. Therefore, we would 
expect the pair of tetrahedral frames to be r ig id . However, holding the 
physical model in our hands we may easily move one tetrahedron re la tive  to 
the other, with the crossing bars s lid ing  over each other. But we also find 
tha t during th is motion the bars bend a l i t t l e ,  because the cross sections 
of the bars have a f in ite  diameter.
In order to avoid the effect of the thickness of the bars we con­
sider an ideal structure whose bars have no thickness and draw a l l  the 
diagonals of a ll the faces of a cube. In th is  way the edges of two regular 
tetrahedra are obtained (Fig. 1). This position of the tetrahedra is  called
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Fig, 1. Tompos' pair of tetrahedra
basic position. One of these tetrahedra is  kept fixed and allow the other
one to move. The only re s tr ic tio n  is  that
(x) each pair of edges of both tetrahedra which were o rig ina lly  diagonals 
of the same face of the cube should s t i l l  remain coplanar ( i . e . ,  in te r­
sect, are para lle l or coincide).
The question is  whether such motions are possible.
The motions admitted by the physical model - that is , where a l l  the 
points of intersection of the corresponding edges of the tetrahedra are 
in te rna l points of the edges - are called physically admissible motions. 
The motions not admitted by the physical model -  that is , where some or a ll 
of the points of intersection of the s tra igh t lines of the corresponding 
edges of the tetrahedra are not internal points of the edges -  are called 
physically inadmissible motions.
The aim of th is  paper is  to describe the physically admissible in ­
fin ite s im a l motions of the pair of tetrahedra and to show what specific 
features they have in d iffe ren t positions. The physically inadmissible in ­
fin ite s im a l motions of the tetrahedra are investigated in a separate paper 
/ 2/ ,  but the f in ite  motions (both physically admissible and inadmissible) 
of the pair of tetrahedra are discussed in  /3 / .  In th is study the kinematic
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analysis is  executed in  a s ta tica l way, but in Section 4 a d irec t kine- 
matical investigation concerning in fin ites im a l motions is  also presented. 
The primary aim is  to determine the in fin ites im a l degrees of freedom, or 
with other words, degrees of kinematic indeterminacy.
2. Principle of the statical method
In order to distinguish the two tetrahedra le t one of them be de­
noted by P and the other by Q. The edges of tetrahedra P and Q are drawn in 
the figures by double th in lines and single heavy lines, respectively. I f  
tetrahedron P is  r ig id ly  attached to a foundation then tetrahedron P consti­
tutes a constraint fo r tetrahedron Q. The constraint is  such that the edges 
of P support the corresponding edges of Q, and the direction of any as­
sociated force (reaction) is  perpendicular to the corresponding in te r­
secting edges. Since a tetrahedron has six edges, the s ta tica l problem that 
can be formulated for the tetrahedron Q is  one that is  mentioned in  the 
Introduction: to equilibrate given forces in  space by six forces of given 
line  of action.
Equilibrium of tetrahedron Q can be written by a system of linear 
equations whose coeffic ien t matrix (which is  denoted by gJ ) is  a square 
matrix of order 6 . (G is  the geometric or compatibility matrix and is 
known as the equilibrium matrix where superscript T is the symbol of trans­
pos ition .) I t  is  known /4 ,5 / that i f  G is  a square matrix then the degree 
of kinematic indeterminacy, i .e . ,  the in fin ites im al degree of freedom 
(which is  denoted by f )  is  equal to the degree of s ta tic  indeterminacy, 
i . e . ,  the number of independent states of se lf-stress; and
f  = v(G) = V (GT)nj r\J
where v> denotes the n u ll ity  of the matrix. (N u llity  is defined as the d i f ­
ference between the order and the rank of the matrix.)
In th is  way the existence of kinematic indeterminacy and the in ­
fin ites im a l degree of freedom its e lf  can be established by means of a 
s ta tic a l analysis.
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3. Infinitesimal motions in different positions
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In th is  section the in fin itesim al movability w il l be investigated in 
a s ta tica l way, and in  special positions the in fin itesim al degrees of 
freedom of Tompos' pa ir of tetrahedra w i l l  be determined. Without re­
s tr ic t in g  generality we suppose the edge length of the tetrahedra to be 
equal to 2 V"2-
3.1 The basic position
Let s^ be the vector of the reaction a ris ing  at the i- th  support of 
tetrahedron Q ,e, the corresponding unit vector para lle l to the axis of the 
i - th  support and s^ the algebraic magnitude of the i- th  reaction ( i= l , 2 , . . . ,  
6). Then, s  ^ = s.e^.
In the basic position , le t the d irection  of unit vectors e^ be con­
sidered in accordance with Fig. 2. Then, the equilibrium equations con­
cerning the projections of the forces on the coordinate axes x, y, z and 
moments of the forces with respect to the coordinate axes x, y, z take the 
form
Fin. 2. Directions of the forces in  the 
basic position
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1 - 1
.  -
S 1
+ 2 Л "
1 - 1
s 2 l F y
1 - 1 s3 * F z
s4 Хм X
s5 I  MУ
-
S 6
Хм
Z
where F^, F , Fz and Mx , M ,^ Mz are the projections and moments of a single 
external force F with respect to axes x, y, z, respectively, and the non- 
printed elements of the coeffic ient matrix are zeros. I t  is  apparent that 
in th is  case
f  = V (G) = 3 .
The fac t, that the last three rows of the equilibrium matrix in (1) are 
zeros, means that the structure is  not able to equilibrate the moments of 
external forces about axes x, y, z , so in fin ites im a l rotations about axes 
x, y, z can freely develop. Let us denote the vectors of the respective 
rotations by ip p  y>2> f j -  By linear combinations of these three ro ta tion  
vectors we can define three linearly  independent free in fin ites im a l rota­
tions about the axes passing through the opposite face midpoints (F ig. 3/a), 
the opposite edge midpoints (Fig. 3/b) and the opposite vertices (F ig. 3/c) 
of the cube, which are called motions of the f i r s t  kind, of the second kind 
and of the th ird  kind, respectively. In /3 /  i t  has been proved tha t these 
three in fin ites im al motions are actually the derivatives of three f in ite  
motions, also called of the f i r s t ,  second and th ird  kind, respectively. In 
the case of motions of the f i r s t  kind, also the f in ite  motion has only a 
ro tation  part, however in the case of motions of the second and th ird  kinds, 
the f in ite  motion has a non-zero translation part, as well.
Let ^ 0  > ^ 2 0 ’ *^30 denote ihe positive unit vectors of 2,
, ,  and le t Y denote the vector of ro tations of d ifferent kinds. The unit 
vector of 'f  , denoted by tp q , represents the d irection of the axis of rota­
tio n ; and the algebraic "magnitude of <p , denoted by ^  , represents the 
value of the angle of ro tation.
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F ig, 3. Different kinds of motion of the pair of tetrahedra: (a) motion of the f i r s t  kind,
(b) motion o f the second kind, (c) motion o f the th ird  kind
In the positions obtained by d iffe re n t kinds of motion the pair of 
tetrahedra has got certain symmetries. Taking these symmetries in to  con­
sideration we choose new coordinate systems advantageous for further action. 
In Fig. 3 these new coordinate systems for positions of the f i r s t ,  second, 
th ird  kind are marked by single, double, t r ip le  prime, respectively. The 
coordinate systems of single and double prime are cartesian but in  that of 
t r ip le  prime the axes x " ' and y"' are both orthogonal to the z " ' axis, and 
they are inclined at 120° to each other.
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3.2 Positions obtained by motion of the f i r s t  kind
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In a position produced by a motion of the f i r s t  kind, and with the 
force directions according to Fig. 4, the equilibrium equations obtained by 
resolving along and taking moments of the forces about the x ',  y ',  z' axes 
resu lt in the following coeffic ient matrix:
В 0 0 -В 0 0
0 В 0 0 -В 0
-A A 1 -A А -1
0 kB 0 0 -кВ 0
kB 0 0 -kB 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
where A = sin (b , В = cos ß> .
( 2)
Fig. 4. Directions of the forces in a position obtained by motion of the f i r s t  kind
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Symbols (Ъ and к are defined in Fig. 4. Both ß and к are functions of the
angle oc . (We remark that angle of ro ta tion  i^ 3 in Fig. 3/a is  given, in  the
present notation, by 43= 90° - 2  a. .) I t  can be seen that the f i r s t  and
f i f t h  rows as well as the second and fourth rows of matrix G^  is  (2) are
T ^proportional, and the s ix th  row of £ is  iden tica lly  zero; but the f i r s t ,  
second and th ird  rows are linearly  independent. Therefore, the n u l l i ty  of 
G , and thus the in fin ites im a l degree of freedom of the structure, is  equal 
to  three:
f  = V(G) = 3 .ru
The fact that the elements of the last row of G^  are zeros means that the 
structure is  not able to equilibrate the moment of external forces about 
axis z '.  Therefore, in fin ites im a l rotation about axis z' can develop free ly , 
and i t s  angle may be regarded as an increment of angle od since the sides of 
angle a  are perpendicular to th is  axis. This property is va lid  fo r any 
value of csi. ; in accordance with the fact that rea lly  there exists a free 
f in i te  rotation about axis z '.
The above statement concerning the in fin ites im al degree of freedom 
is  va lid  for general positions in the motion of the f i r s t  kind. However, 
the question arises whether there are any particu la r positions of the pair 
o f tetrahedra in th is  kind of motion fo r which the in fin itesim al degree of 
freedom is  greater than 3. I t  may be shown that the in fin itesim al degree of 
freedom would increase from 3 (to 5) only i f  \ß \  = 90°. Now ß) is  the angle 
between the axis z' and a tangent plane of the hyperboloid of revolution 
generated by rotation of the edges of the tetrahedron which are not perpen­
d icu la r to axis z '.  Since th is  angle cannot be greater than the angle be­
tween axis z' and the asymptotes of the generating hyperbola of the hyper­
boloid of revolution (which is  45°), i t  follows that |(j| cannot be equal to 
90°. Consequently, the in fin ites im a l degree of freedom cannot be greater 
than 3, unless some corresponding edges are para lle l or coincident ( i . e . ,  
fo r vj?/ + 90°, 180°).
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3.3 Positions obtained by motion of the second kind
In a position produced by motion of the second kind, and with the 
force directions according to Fig. 5, the equilibrium equations obtained by 
resolving along and taking moments of the forces about the x", y", z" axes 
resu lt in the following coeffic ient matrix:
GT = Г  F -D A F -D A
V
E C 0 -E -C 0
0 0 В 0 0 -B
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 dA 0 0 -dA
G H 0 -G -H 0
( 3 )
Fig. 5, Directions of the forces in a position obtained by motion of the second kind
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where
Angles y, rj , and distances d, e, f ,  l  , m are defined in Fig. 5. A ll of 
these angles and distances are functions of the angle ^ . (We remark that 
the angle of rotation in  Fig. 3/b is  given, in the present notation, by 
4? = 2 jj".) I t  can be seen that the th ird  and f i f t h  rows of matrix gJ in (3) 
are linearly  dependent, and that the fourth row of G^  is  id e n tica lly  zero; 
but the other rows of are, in general, lin e a rly  independent. Therefore, 
the n u llity  of G *\ and thus the in fin ites im a l degree of freedom of the 
structure, is , in general, equal to two:
f  = V(G) = 2 .rj
The linear dependence of the th ird  and f i f t h  rows of means tha t the 
structure is not able to equilibrate external forces whose moment about axis 
y" and projection on axis z" are linea rly  independent. So in fin ites im a l 
ro ta tion  about axis y" and a coupled in fin ites im a l translation p a ra lle l to 
axis z" can freely develop. The angle of in fin ites im a l rotation may be con­
sidered as an increment of angle y since the sides of angle y are perpen­
d icu la r to axis y". This property holds for a rb itra ry  values of y (^  +_ 90°); 
in  accordance with the fact that rea lly  there exists a free f in ite  motion 
depending on y.
The question also arises here whether there are any particu la r posi­
tions  of the pair of tetrahedra in th is  kind of motion for which the in f in i ­
tesimal degree of freedom is  greater than 2. In order to answer th is  ques­
tio n  le t  us transform matrix GT in (3) by standard manipulations of rows and 
columns to a band matrix (block-diagonal matrix) which contains the fo l­
lowing 2x2 submatrices in i t s  principal diagonal:
В 0 î E С 5 Q 0
0 F G H 0 0
Let the determinant of the second submatrix be denoted by L: L = EH-CG. The 
n u l l i t y  of G^  is  equal to the sum of n u llit ie s  of these three submatrices.
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Since В and F are not equal to zero at any points of the domain under con­
sideration, the n u l l i ty  of the matirx (3) (and hence the in fin ites im a l 
degree of freedom) increases (by 1); and so i t  w il l  be equal to 3, when
L = EH-CG = 0 . (4)
We have computed the values of function L for d iffe ren t values of f  
in the domain of the physically admissible motions of the second kind, and 
we give them in Table 1. The results in  Table 1 show that L is  an even 
function and the only value of Wamong the lis te d  ones), for which equali­
ty (4) is  sa tis fied , is  zero; which corresponds to the basic position of 
the pair of tetrahedra. These considerations in tu it iv e ly  convince us that, 
apart from the basic position, no other positions exist among the physical­
ly  admissible positions in th is  kind of motion, in which the in fin ites im al 
degree of freedom is  greater than 2.
Table T Values o f function L
IT  10 0 + 1  + 2  + 3  +_ 4 +_5
arctan
L 0 T.796699XT0-4 3.02I204xT0'3 1 ,65994IxI0~3 5.872989xI0'2 1 .656306xT0_1
3.4 Positions intermediate between those obtained by motions of 
the f i r s t  and second kinds
In any position produced by motion of the second kind, every element 
of the fourth row of equilibrium matrix (3) of the structure is  iden tica lly  
zero. This means that there exists free in fin ites im a l rotation about the x" 
axis fo r an a rb itra ry  value of 'Ç. However, as has been shown in /3 / ,  not 
only free in fin ites im a l but also f in ite  ro tation may take place about th is 
axis. In the case of rotation about the x" axis, jus t as in the case of a 
rotation about the y" axis, translations are coupled with the ro ta tion . From 
a position of the second kind obtained by rotation of a given magnitude 
about the y" axis, the pair of tetrahedra can be taken into a position of 
the f i r s t  kind by a defin ite  rotation about the x" axis. Thus, th is  motion 
constitutes a trans ition  between the motions of the f i r s t  and second kinds.
In a position produced by motion intermediate between the f i r s t  and 
the second kinds, we choose a new Cartesian coordinate system x " , y", z"
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F in. 6 . Directions of the forces in  a position intermediate between those obtained by 
motions o f the f i r s t  and second kinds
(F ig. 6) .  In th is  coordinate system, and with the force directions according 
to Fig. 6 , the equilibrium equations obtained by resolving along and taking 
moments of the forces about the x", y", z" axes resu lt in the following co­
e ff ic ie n t matrix:
F -D X T -R X
E C Y -S -P Y
0 0 Z 0 0 -Z
0 0 -dY 0 0 dY
0 0 dX 0 0 -dX
G H 0 u V 0
( 5 )
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where
C = sin ■&, 
E = sin y\ , 
G =-mF+eE , 
P = sin à,
S = sin Я,
U = nT-gS ,
D = cos ■&, 
F = cos г] , 
H = ÍD-fC ,
R = cos Л , 
T = cos Tt , 
V = -pR+hP ,
and X, Y, Z are the d irection cosines of the un it vector e^. Angles ■&, V],
, К and distances d, e, f ,  g, h, i , m, n, p are defined in Fig. 6 . A ll of 
these angles and distances as well as d irection cosines of e  ^ are functions 
of the angles у and ^  . We find that the th ird  and fourth as well as the 
th ird  and f i f t h  rows of the equilibrium matrix in (5) are lin e a rly  de­
pendent; but the other rows, in general, are linea rly  independent. There­
fore, the n u llity  of and thus the in fin ites im a l degree of freedom of the 
structure is , in general, equal to two:
This indicates that in fin ites im a l rotations about the x" and y" axes and a 
coupled in fin ites im al translation para lle l to the z" axis can develop free­
ly . The angles of in fin ites im a l rotations may be considered as increments of 
the angles ^and у  . This property holds fo r an arb itrary intermediate posi­
tion ( i . e . ,  for a rb itra ry  admissible values of the angles ^and у  ) in ac­
cordance with the fact that rea lly  there exists a free f in ite  motion in ­
volving the rotations about axes x" and y".
Although we have not made a detailed analysis, i t  seems that among 
the physically admissible positions the in fin ites im a l degree of freedom in ­
creases from 2 (to  3) only i f  the intermediate position is  iden tica l to a 
position of the f i r s t  kind.
In a position produced by motion of the th ird  kind, with the force 
directions according to Fig. 7, the equilibrium equations obtained by re­
solving along and taking moments of the forces about the x '" ,  y" ' ,  z '" axes 
resu lt in  the following coeffic ient matrix:
f  = V(G) = 2 .
3.5 Positions obtained by motion of the th ird  kind
CD\
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F in. 7. Directions o f the forces in  a position obtained by motion of the th ird  kind
BH -BD BF BH -BD BF
BF BH -BD -BD BF BH
A A A -A -A -A
T1 T2 "T3 T1 T2 -T3
"T-3 T1 T2 T2 - b T1BI BI BI -BI -BI -BI
where
A = sin £ ,
C = sin <5 ,
E = sin(60°+ b ),
G = sin(60°-b ),
I  = sin(60°-2 b ),
^ 2  =
В = cos L ,
D = cos b ,
F = cos(60°+ b), 
H = cos(60°- b), 
Tf = t^A-rBG,
T3 = tjA-rBE.
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Angles S , and distances r ,  t^ , t 2, t ? are defined in Fig. 7 where t  
denotes the angle between vector e, ( i= l ,2 , . . . , 6) and the x"' y " ' plane. 
A ll of the distances r ,  t , ,  t 2, t^ and the angle £ are functions of the 
angle à. (We remark that angle of rotation ^  in Fig. 3/c is  given, in the 
present notation, by if> = 60°-2 S .) I t  can be seen that the third and sixth 
rows of matrix in (6) are linearly  dependent fo r any value of the angle 
& ; but the other rows of GT are, in general, linea rly  independent. Thus, 
the n u llity  of G , and hence the in fin ites im al degree of freedom of the 
structure is , in  general, equal to one:
f  = v(G) = 1 .
The fact that the th ird  and sixth rows of GT are linearly  dependent means 
that the structure is  not able to equilibrate external forces whose projec­
tion and moments with respect to the z"' axis are linearly  independent. So 
in fin ites im al rotation about axis z " ' and a coupled in fin ites im al transla­
tion  para lle l to the axis z "' can develop free ly . The angle of in fin ites im a l 
rotation may be considered as an increment of the angle <5, since the sides 
of angle 5 are perpendicular to the z " ' axis. This property holds fo r a rb i­
tra ry values of S ( /  -15°, 75°), in accordance with the fact that rea lly  
there exists a free f in ite  rotation about the z "' axis, together with a 
coupled translation pa ra lle l to the same axis z " ':  a he lica l, or screw 
motion.
A question also arises here: are there particu lar positions of the 
pair of tetrahedra in  th is  kind of motion, fo r which the in fin ites im a l 
degree of freedom is  greater than 1? In order to answer th is  question we 
shall apply a process sim ila r to that used in Section 3.3. Let us transform 
the matrix G^  in (6) by standard manipulations of rows and columns to a 
band matrix (block-diagonal matrix) which contains the following 2x2 sub­
matrices in i ts  p rincipal diagonal:
D+F F-H 1 D F В 0
V T3 Tl +T3 T2 T3 0 0
Let the determinant of the f i r s t  submatrix be denoted by M: M=(D+F)(T^+T3)- 
-(F-H)(T2+T3), and le t  the determinant of the second submatrix be denoted 
by N: N=DT3-FT2- The n u ll ity  of GT is  equal to the sum of n u ll it ie s  of
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these three submatrices. Since В is not equal to zero in any points of the 
domain under consideration, the n u llity  of matrix (6) increases by 1 i f  
e ithe r
or
M = (D+F) (T1 + T3 )-(F-H)(T2 +T3) = 0 (7)
N = DT3 FT2 = 0 ( 8)
But the n u ll ity  o f matrix (6) increases by 2 i f  both equalities (7) 
and ( 8) hold simultaneously. We have computed the values of functions M and 
N fo r d ifferent values o f 6 in  the domain of the physically admissible mo­
tions  of the th ird  kind and we give them in Table 2. (Values of è  are in 
degrees.) The results in  Table 2 suggest that both M and N are even func­
tions  with respect to the variable á-30°. Further, for b =30° M and N 
simultaneously f u l f i l  equa lities  (7) and ( 8) ,  respectively, and i t  seems 
tha t neither M nor N has other zeros in the domain of interest apart from 
á=  30°, which corresponds to the basic position of the pair of tetrahedra. 
These considerations in tu it iv e ly  convince us tha t, apart from the basic 
pos ition , no other positions exist in th is  kind of motion, in the physically 
admissible domain, in  which the in fin ites im al degree of freedom is  greater 
than 1 .
Table 2 Values of functions M and N
i - - »
6°
0 + 1 + 2 + 3 +_ 4 + 5
M 0 6.022794x10”^ 1.030882xl0”2 5.870108xl0”2 2.218331X10"1 7.071068xl0-1
N 0 2.007597x10”^ 3.436274xl0'3 1.956703xl0'2 7.394436xl0”2 2.357023X10"1
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4. Characterization of infinitesimal motions by means of direct kinematic 
relationships using the theory of small displacements
In th is section we present another approach to the results obtained 
above in a s ta tica l way, independent of the above one and of course con­
firm ing the above resu lts , namely a d irect kinematic analysis using the 
theory of small displacements. Here the applied technique w il l be outlined 
b r ie fly , and some examples of i ts  application w i l l  be presented.
Rigid motions of the three-dimensional space are of the form 
Ф (x) = Ax + b where A is  an orthogonal matrix with determinant +1 rep­
resenting a rotation, and b is  a vector representing a translation. Motions 
of the tetrahedron Q are r ig id  motions under the constraint (x ). (Notation 
(x) is  explained in the Introduction.) Note that the d ifferent kinds of mo­
tions investigated above, apart from those of the th ird  kind with |vp[>90°, 
can be obtained from the basic position by continuous deformation, always 
satisfying (x). Also the d iffe rent kinds of motions depend ana ly tica lly  on 
some parameters. (They constitute analytic submanifolds of the manifold of 
a l l motions Ф(х).)
Let Qp P^  ( i,k = l,2 ,3 ,4 ) denote the vertices of the tetrahedra ac­
cording to Fig. 2. With the ir coordinates we can write them in the form
Qi (xQi’ yQi’ zQ p ’ Pk^xPk’ yPk> zPu) (1>к=1»2.3>4)- Condition (x) means 
that the volume of the tetrahedra spanned by the end points of the o rig ina l-
ly  intersecting edges Q^Q ,^ PkP{ has to be equal to zero, that is
xQi yQi zQi 1
xQj yQj zQj
1 = 0 . i , j к, 1--1 2,3,4
xPk yPk zPk 1
U i
kt l  ;
j  9
k ^ i . j
XP£ yPl ZP1 1
which define six constraints.
Let tetrahedron P be fixed with vertices P ^ l ,  -1 ,-1 ), P2( - l , l , - l ) ,  
Рз(-1 ,-1 ,1 ), Рд(1 ,1 ,1) .  We consider the d iffe re n t kinds of motions, and for 
each of them we investigate the following. We take some particular position, 
say, Q° of the moving tetrahedron Q, obtained by a motion of the respective 
kind, and then consider a l l  positions of Q sa tisfying (x), near th is  fixed 
position Q°. We w i l l  use the fact that the variable position of Q, sa tis­
fying (x ), can be obtained from the fixed position Q° of Q by a motion,
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i . e . ,  a transformation ф (х) = Ах + b, with A an orthogonal matrix with de­
terminant +1, where A = is  near the iden tity  matrix I ,  and b = jb j^
is  near 0.
Let A = I  + The orthogonality of A means that the scalar
product of the vectors in  the i- th  and j- th  column is = 1 for
i= j  but =0 otherwise); that means £ p  = 0 , £ ^ . + £ ^  = 0 (up to quanti­
t ie s  of second degree). Thus we w il l  write A = fö . . + £ .. T , where £. .1 ,
~ L iJ i l  J L iJJ
as described above, is  skew-symmetric and has small elements. (We note that 
detA = -1 cannot occur fo r A near I . )
We w ill substitute the coordinates of the vertices of the moving 
tetrahedron Q (these vertices are obtained from the vertices of the fixed 
position Q° of Q by the application of the transformation Ф(х) = Ax + b) in
Г- t  ГЧГЫ r n j
equations (9), thereby obtaining six equations fo r the unknowns £^2, <£2з>
£ Л» b-p b2, b j. Omitting the quantities of second degree in these va ri­
ables we w il l obtain a system of six homogeneous linear equations fo r the 
s ix  variables £ ^  and b p  We w il l determine in  each case ( i . e . ,  fo r each 
kind of motion and fo r a suitable Q° obtained by that kind of motion) the 
n u l l i t y  of the matrix of th is  system of equations, i .e . ,  the dimension of 
the linear manifold of the solutions. Thus we w i l l  find how many parameters 
are required to describe the small motions in a neighbourhood of the fixed 
position Q°, up to quantities of second degree, in our above sense.
This determination of the n u llity  w i l l  be performed only fo r a 
single position Q° fo r each kind of motion. In general the n u ll ity  w i l l  not 
be greater than the value, say k, obtained in th is  way. Moreover, the n u l l i ­
ty  can be greater than к only fo r a small set of special values of the 
(ana ly tic ) parameters determining the position in  the motion of the re­
spective kind. In fac t, in  the fixed position Q° we have a non-vanishing 
minor of rank 6-k, which also is  an analytic function of the parameters, 
which vanishes on the set of zeros of an analytic function of one variable 
( in  the case of motions of f i r s t ,  second and th ird  kinds), or of two va ri­
ables (fo r the intermediate kind).
We note here that we w il l  determine the n u l l ity  of the matrix by 
performing operations on the columns and rows (as with determinants), in 
order to obtain a diagonal matrix in which the number of the zero elements 
in  the diagonal is  equal to the n u llity .  Details of the calculations w il l  
not be given. Dur results w i l l  be in agreement with the results of Sec­
tio n  3.
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4.1 Motion of the f i r s t  kind
We consider the position Q° with angle of rotation f  = 90° about the 
axis i f  jg  (orientation on the orthogonal plane seen by looking backwards 
from the vector of ro ta tion ). Then the matrix of the system of equations in 
question is
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 - 2 1 1 - 1
0 - 2 - 2 - 1 1 1
0 2 - 2 1 1 1
0 2 2 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
which has n u llity  3.
4.2 Motion of the second and intermediate kind
We consider the position Q° in the motion of the second kind with 
angle of rotation f  = arctan О  about the axis ( i f  ^ g + (w ith  the
associated transla tion). Then we obtain the corresponding matrix
0 1 1 -1 1 1
3 O - i 2 0 -4 -0+5 3+2 О -2-ГЗ 2+ О
2 0 -2 - 2+2 О - i+  О 1+ О 1- О
2 О 2-2 О 2 1+ О - 1+ о - 1+Гз
3 O - i 0 -5 4-2 О - ГЗ-2 2 0+3 - 0 - 2
0 1 - 0 1 - 0 0 0 -1
which has n u llity  2. Since a position obtained by a motion of the second 
kind is  also an intermediate position between positions obtained by motions 
of the f i r s t  and second kinds, we see that also fo r the intermediate posi­
tions, in  general, the n q llity  is  not greater than 2.
4.3 Motion of the th ird  kind
Observe that in  th is  case we have two manifolds: one for Is» К  90°, 
the other for |<f| > 90°. In the f i r s t  case we consider the position Q° with 
angle of rotation = 60° about the axis ( t f jg  + l f 2g + ) /  \[3 (with
- V  /V  <V
the associated trans la tion ).
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Then the corresponding matrix is
2 2 0 -1 1 1
0 2 2 1 -1 1
2 0 2 1 1 -1
4 2 6 5 -1 -1
6 4 2 -1 5 -1
2 6 4 -1 -1 5
which has n u llity  1. In the second case we consider the position Q° with 
angle of rotation cp= 180° about the axis ( 'f* iq + 'Рго + Ч3 jqV  V"3* (withSJ
the associated trans la tion ). Then the corresponding matrix is
О C
M1 2 0 0 1
2 0 - 2 1 0 0
- 2 2 0 0 1 0
2 0 - 2 - 1 2 2
- 2 2 0 2 - 1 2
0 - 2 2 2 2 - 1
which also has n u l l ity  1 .
5. Conclusions
5.1 Tompos' pair of tetrahedra is  a true slid ing mechanism. In /3 / 
i t  has been shown that the physically admissible f in ite  motions of the pair 
of tetrahedra constitute one- and two-dimensional manifolds in  the s ix - 
dimensional space of r ig id  motions and these manifolds may be given unique­
ly  by the ir projections on the three-dimensional space of rotations ( i .e . ,  
the translation parts of the motions are uniquely determined by the rota­
tio n  parts), as visualized in Fig. 8 . The c irc les  in the figure represent 
the two-dimensional manifolds of the motions intermediate between the mo­
tions of the f i r s t  and the second kinds, and the diagonal s tra ight lines 
represent the one-dimensional manifolds of motions of the th ird  kind. This
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Fig. 8. Manifolds o f the physically admissible motions o f the pair of tetrahedra in  a 
pro jection on the three-dimensional space of rotations
figure, however, does not characterize the manifolds of motions m etrica lly  
but only topologically.
5.2. As follows from the proof of Theorem 1 of /2 /, for any ro ta tion  
A, near the id e n tity , equations (9) are sa tis fied  up to quantities of f i f t h  
degree of smallness, fo r a suitable translation b (depending on A) which is 
unique up to quantities of f i f t h  degree of smallness. That means that near 
the basic position we have a three-parameter set of solutions, up to quanti­
ties  of f i f t h  degree of smallness. This is  also supported by the calcula­
tions made in th is  paper. Tables 1 and 2 show that the functions character­
izing the motions of the corresponding kind tend to zero approximately in 
the fourth order. Thus the n u llity  of the matrices in Sections 3.3 and 3.5 
becomes three i f  we neglect terms of order я 4. These explain our apparent 
feeling, when we hold the physical model in  our hands, that the pa ir of
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tetrahedra has a 3-parameter f in ite  motion in  a neighbourhood of the basic 
position although, as proved in /3 /,  such a f in ite  motion does not exist.
5.3. In Section 3 kinematic indeterminacy has been shown via s ta tic  
indeterminacy. This la t te r  can also be explained d irectly by the geometry of 
the lines of action of the six reactive forces. In the basic position these 
lines  of action are concurrent in space, so the constraint is  3 times 
s ta tic a lly  indeterminate. In a position of the f i r s t  kind two lines  of ac­
tio n  are coincident and constitute the axis of rotation, the four other 
lines  of action in tersect th is axis. Considering the resultants of the 
reactive forces symmetrical to th is  axis we have four co llinear forces, 
which form a 3 times s ta tica lly  indeterminate system. In a position of the 
intermediate kind (the second kind included) the pair of tetrahedra and the 
reactions have a plane of symmetry. Four of the lines of action of the re­
active forces are ly ing  in th is plane. Considering the resultant of the two 
reactive forces symmetrical to th is  plane we have five coplanar forces, 
which form a 2 times s ta tica lly  indeterminate system. In a position of the 
th ird  kind the configuration has an axis of rotation. Considering the 
resultant of each of the reactive force tr ip le ts  rotationally symmetrical 
to th is  axis we have two collinear wrenches (whose force part and couple 
part are dependent), which form a 1 times s ta tica lly  indeterminate system.
5.4. Movability with free f in ite  motion its e lf  is  an unexpected 
property of the pair of tetrahedra, but i t s  most surprising property is  that 
the in fin ites im al degree of freedom ( i . e . ,  degree of kinematic indetermina­
cy) changes during motion. For instance, in  Fig. 8 , at general points on the 
c ircu la r discs the in ifin ite s im a l degree of freedom is  2; but along the line 
of the ir intersection corresponding to motion of the f i r s t  kind the in f in i ­
tesimal degree of freedom is 3. Along the diagonal stra ight lines  the 
in fin ites im a l degree of freedom is ,  in general, 1; but at the point of in ­
tersection of these lines and the c ircu la r discs the in fin ites im al degree of 
freedom is  3.
The lines and points of intersection of the manifolds of motions are 
places of s ingu la rity , since there the in fin ites im al degree of freedom 
increases. The manifolds of motions can be considered as com patib ility sur­
faces, since they consist of a l l the points corresponding to positions in 
which the structure is  compatible. Their intersection is in fact a b ifurca­
tio n . Thus, an explanation of the change of in fin ites im al degree of freedom 
can be given in terms of bifurcation of the compatibility surfaces. This
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phenomenon is  analogous to the b ifurcation of equilibrium surfaces of 
structures subjected to multiparameter loads.
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ACCURACY TEST GF SIMPLIFIED CONTINUUM CALCULATIONS OF 
TWO-LAYER SPACE GRIDS
TÜRKÖSSY, A.*
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In the recent twenty years, three-dimensional la tt ic e  structures have found 
worldwide use.
Accurate computer calculations for three-dimensional la ttice s  is  today a 
routine job. However, a disadvantage of such calculations is  that they are not 
demonstrative enough and not suited to be taken as a basis for preliminary strength 
calculations of the structure, moreover, the designer has to make sure that the data 
set obtained as a resu lt of computer calculation is  correct.
The so-called 'continuum method' of space g rid  calculation is  a help to the 
designer in coping with the problem.
This work is  designed to test the accuracy o f s im plified continuum calculation 
as compared with the accurate values obtained by computer calculation fo r two-layer 
space grids using numerical calculation and to draw the necessary conclusions for 
ap p licab ility  o f the continuum method in practica l design.
The in te rna l forces of two-layer space grids can be determined simply and with­
in a re la tiv e ly  short time by means of the s im p lified  continuum method to an accura­
cy shown in the tables, and according to experience, the accuracy of the method is  
su ffic ien t fo r preliminary design or fo r the accuracy test of data obtained in  
computer ca lcu la tion .
1. Introduction
Static calculations of engineering structures include essentia lly 
investigation by means of a model containing the characteristics of the 
structures to be designed. Depending on the model to be used, the struc­
tures can be divided in two major groups, such as
- structures to be designed on the basis of a f in ite  model like  la ttices  
and frames,
-  structures to be designed on the basis of a continuum model lik e  plates, 
discs and shells.
A special group is  that of so-called lattice-surface structures 
(space grids). Both models can be used fo r calculation for these structures.
Accurate calculation of space grids is  based on the f in ite  model.
*Türkössy, A t t i la  H-6722 Szeged, Londoni k r t .  18, Hungary
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With the structure consisting of discrete elements i t s e l f  considered 
to be the model, the equilibrium and displacement equations are written for 
each bar and node.
The number of unknown s ta tic  quantities in  the calculations is  very 
large because of the large number of discrete elements constitu ting the 
structure. Therefore, the required calculation is  p ractica lly  impossible 
without the use of a computer.
Today the computer calculation is  a routine job but i t  is  not de­
monstrative enough fo r a prompt evaluation of the force action and for 
selection, or possibly necessary modification, of the structure on the 
basis of consideration of the advantages and disadvantages.
Data acquisition fo r the computer calculation is  d i f f ic u l t  (es­
pec ia lly  for the cross section of bars). Moreover, the s ta tic  designer 
using the data set obtained in computer calculation needs an independent 
calculation process to make sure at random that the data to be used are 
correct. This demand is  met by approximate calculation based on the con­
tinuum model.
2. Description of the continuum method
Essentially, the continuum method uses the e lastic continuum of an 
anisotropic or in certain cases isotropic or orthotropic plate to substi­
tu te  fo r the space la t t ic e  consisting of discrete elements with hinged 
jo in t  between them, equivalent to the space grid from a s ta tica l point of 
view but mainly in respect of r ig id ity .  The stresses of th is  continuum are 
calculated making use of the known, tabulated results of the theory of 
plates and, f in a lly ,  the stresses are converted into bar forces of the 
la t t ic e  structure.
2.1 The case of chord layers of identica l r ig id ity
The space grid can be substituted fo r with an isotropic or ortho- 
tro p ic  plate i f  the r ig id ity  characteristics of i ts  top and bottom chord 
layers are identical or proportional, the s ta tic  behaviour of the plate 
being described by one single pa rtia l d iffe re n tia l equation of the fourth 
order with a bend deflection function w in  i t .
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2.2 The case of chord layers of d iffe ren t r ig id ity
Should the two chord layers of the space grid investigated d if fe r  
from each other in r ig id ity  characteristics qua lita tive ly , then a plate 
with one side ribbed in both directions can be assumed as a substitu ting 
continuum / 1/ .
The s ta tic  behaviour of th is  ribbed plate as a plate under bending 
and forces within the plane of the plate is  described by a p a rtia l non­
linear d iffe re n tia l equation system of the fourth order the unknowns of 
which being bend deflection function w and the stress function describing 
the membrane stresses arising in the top plate / 2/ .
Complex as i t  is , the equation system can not be solved e x p lic it ly  
while a numerical solution is  unnecessary as in th is  case, i t  would be more 
reasonable to take into consideration the space la ttic e  i ts e lf ,  consisting 
of discrete elements, as a computation model.
3. Calculation of the simplified continuum
An additional approach, the so-called sim plified continuum calcula­
tion , can be used in such cases / 1/ .
Taking the ribbed plate as an example, th is  approach neglects the 
shearing r ig id ity  existing in the plane of the top plate and thus stress 
function ф is  omitted with only one p a rtia l d iffe re n tia l equation of the 
fourth order remaining for bend deflection w, which complies with the Huber
d iffe re n tia l equation of a normal orthotropic plate / 3 / :
Bx . w"" + By.w:: + 2H.w"“  = -p (3)
This approach is  applied to two-layer grids by neglecting the excess
r ig id ity  of the 'more r ig id ' chord layer containing d iffe ren t types of 
r ig id ity  as compared with the r ig id ity  of the other ( 's o fte r ')  chord layer.
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I t  is  usually the shearing r ig id ity  existing in one of the chord 
layers which appears as an excess r ig id ity .  With th is excess r ig id ity  
neglected, also the accessory stress and s tra in  state of the space grid 
fa l ls  away together with stress function ф  describing i t .  A pure bending 
force and stra in state are brought about in  th is  way, which can be de­
scribed by bend deflection function w and accordingly, a single pa rtia l 
d iffe re n tia l equation of the fourth order is  le f t  as a result fo r bend de­
fle c tio n  w also in  case of the space grid .
In accordance with its  function, stress function Ф can be eliminated 
in  two d ifferent ways such as
— by the s im p lified  equilibrium method and
— by the s im p lified  compatibility method.
Another approximation, e.g. adaptation of Giencke's theory to two-layer 
grids /4 / is  also possible.
3.1 Use of the sim plified equilibrium method to investigate 
two-layer grids
I f  the r ig id it ie s  of two chord layers of the space la ttic e  are of 
d iffe re n t magnitude, the neutral planes of bending or torsional moments 
w i l l  not coincide. There w il l  be no coincidence either i f  the r ig id ity  of 
the entire system is  ensured by so-called 'closed la ttice-type tubes'. The 
case where one of the chord layers contains a certain kind of s tiffness 
while the other one doesn't contains i t  at a l l  is  a special case of non- 
proportional r ig id it ie s  with the neutral plane fa llin g  within the chord 
layer containing the r ig id ity  in question.
Under the circumstances, the stress function is  designed to ensure 
com patib ility of the stra ins by developing one single common neutral plane 
fo r every bending and torsional effect. Hence, compatibility of the stra ins 
can not be satisfied i f  the stress function is  eliminated from the calcula­
tio n  but the equilibrium condition is  sa tis fied . Since only r ig id it ie s  
existing  in the 's o fte r ' chord layer are taken into consideration, the 
entire  structure is  being 'softened' with every r ig id ity  having a counter­
part in  the other chord layer.
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3.2 Use of the sim plified com patibility method to investigate 
two-layer la ttice s
The stress function can be eliminated also by determining of a 
common neutral plane fo r a ll the bending and torsional effects to ensure 
com patibility of the strains without, however, satisfying the equilibrium 
condition.
Namely, the neutral plane defined w i l l  not coincide with the centre 
of gravity of some pairs of r ig id it ie s  and therefore the forces arising in 
the chord layers w il l  not be equal in magnitude. Hence, not only paired 
forces w i l l  arise but horizontal forces are acting as well.
Under the circumstances, the stress function ought to have provided 
fo r equilibrium by means of the accessory stress state. I f  i t  is  neglected, 
the mentioned resultant horizontal forces shall be le f t  out of considera­
tion  as well.
The common neutral plane shall be determined within the actual 
common neutral plane of more r ig id it ie s  or in  case the space grid includes 
'closed la ttice -type  tubes', in the torisonal neutral axis of the 'tubes'.
Then the r ig id it ie s  of the more r ig id  chord layer shall be divided 
in  two parts. The r ig id ity  of part I  shall be assumed to be ' к ' times as 
much as the r ig id it ie s  of the softer chord layer which is  taken as a basis.
Factor ' к ' shall be assumed in such a way that the neutral plane de­
termined w i l l  coincide with the centre of gravity of the to ta l or p a rtia l 
r ig id it ie s  of both chord layers.
Part I I  of the r ig id ity  of the more r ig id  chord layer contains the 
excess r ig id it ie s  supplying those resultant horizontal forces which have no 
counterpart in the softer chord layer. The structure is  's tiffened ' by th is  
procedure.
3.3 Adaptation of Giencke's theory /4 / to investigate two-layer la ttice s
Giencke's theory can be adapted to space grids where the r ig id ity  
of one of the chord layers complies with that of the top plate of the 
ribbed plate, while the 'closed la ttice -type  tubes' of the space grid 
comply with the ribs of the ribbed plate.
Essentially, the theory is  adapted by superimposing the r ig id ity  of 
the 'r ib s ' upon the 'top plate' by calculating a substitutional torsional 
r ig id ity  H* in place of torsional r ig id ity  H included in d iffe re n tia l 
equation (3).
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4. Objective of the study
This study is  designed to investigate the accuracy that can be 
achieved in sim plified continuum calculation in case of two-layer space 
g rids . I t  examines whether or not the use of the simplified equilibrium 
model and compatibility model results in  values approximating the lower or 
upper lim it  of accurate values calculated by computer on the basis of the 
f in i t e  model in case of space grid of d iffe re n t geometry and with chord 
layers of d ifferent r ig id ity  /8 /.
Efforts are made to draw conclusions fo r use of the s im plified 
continuum model in p rac tica l design work.
By accuracy of s im plified  continuum calculation we understand the 
extent of compliance of the values determined fo r bar forces by means of 
continuum calculation with the values obtained by computer calculation on 
the basis of the f in ite  computation model, considered to be accurate.
5. Possible uses of the continuum method in case of two-layer space grids
Bars constituting the d iffe ren t chord layers can be arranged in  d i f ­
fe ren t ways. They may run in  three directions or paralle l with more than 
three directions or pa ra lle l with less than three directions.
The geometry determines on the one hand the isotropic or ortho- 
tro p ic  or, possibly, aeolotropic character of the substitutional continuum 
and on the other hand, i t  decides whether the bar forces are s ta tic a lly  de­
terminate or s ta tica lly  indeterminate.
5.1 Continuum equations of space grids with chord layers 
of iden tica l or proportional r ig id ity
The substitutional continuum of such structures is  an iso trop ic or 
o rtho trop ic  plate with stress function 4  поп-included in its  accurate d i f ­
fe re n tia l equation. Thus th is  equation can be considered to be at the same 
time the d iffe re n tia l equation of the s im plified method /1 /.
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5.2 Continuum equations of space grids with chord layers 
of d ifferent r ig id ity
The substitu tional continuum of such structures is  a ribbed p la te . 
Hence, to write the sim plified d iffe re n tia l equations of the structures, i t  
is  necessary that stress function 4* be eliminated.
The accuracy of simplified continuum calculation has been tested for 
space grids fa llin g  within th is  group, the chord layers of which being f la t  
surfaces para lle l to each other:
Fig. 1, 'Square with diagonals on square o ffse t' /1 /
Fig. 2, 'Square with diagonals on square' /1 /
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Fig. 3, 'Diagonal on square' /1 /
5^2_Л_11зе of the s im plified  equilibrium method to write continuum equations
5.2.1.1 'Square with diagonals on square o ffs e t ' /1 /,  /9 /
As seen in Fig. 1, the top chord of th is  grid constitutes together 
w ith the connecting bracing 'closed tubes of triangular cross section' 
which are suited to take up shear forces and as a result of the geometric 
arrangement, a la ttic e  type 'set of tubes' is  obtained.
Transversal elongation r ig id ity  T^2 in  the top chord plane has no 
counterpart in the bottom chord plane. Moreover, the neutral planes of 
bending and torsion are found at d iffe rent places fo r each stress.
T^2 is  neglected but the shearing r ig id ity  of the top chord plane 
is  kept because i t  is  present in the entire  system due to the 'closed 
la ttice -typ e  tubes'.
Fig. 4. 'Hexagonal on tr ia n g u la r1 /1 /
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Value of bending r ig id ity :
+ A'
A1b
b
( 4 )
Value of torsional r ig id ity
(5)
In the knowledge of the above r ig id ity  factors, the d iffe re n tia l 
equation of the substitu tiona l orthotropic plate can be written, as follows:
5.2.1.2 'Square with diagonals on square' /1 /
As seen in Fig. 2, th is  grid has no actual torsional r ig id ity  
because of the ve rtica l s tru t bracing but only swelling r ig id ity  due to the 
shearing r ig id ity  of the top chord plane. S ta tica lly , i t s  behaviour complies 
with that of the ribbed plate.
Let shearing r ig id ity  ftt
and transversal elongation r ig id ity
of the top chord plane be neglected. A 'tors ion less' substitutional ortho- 
tropic plate is  obtained in  th is  way, where H = 0 and the bending r ig id ity  
in the direction of the x and y axis complies with (4).
D iffe ren tia l equation of the plate:
B.w"" + B.w “  + 2H.w"‘ ‘ = -p ( 6)
B(w"" + w::) = -p (9)
5.2.1.3 'diagonal square over square' /1 /
A particular feature of the structure illus tra ted  in Fig. 3 is  that 
i t  undergoes stra in £x = -  £.y without any resistance:
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Fig- 5.
Accordingly, the top chord plane is  capable of taking up only waist forces 
o f identica l magnitude in  the direction of the x and y axes:
N = nx . /2 . a = ny . У2 . a
The elongation r ig id ity  of the top chord plane can be determined only for a 
force system of th is  type:
Fig- 6-
(10)
The top chord plane has also shearing r ig id ity  as i t  resists the following 
shearing force system:
Fig- 7.
This shearing r ig id ity  shall be neglected because the bottom chord 
plane has only elongation r ig id ity  in the d irection of the x and y axis:
T11 = T22 = E • дЬ/ ^ - a (11)
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Elongation r ig id ity  matrix of the two chord planes:
_ , t
-hydrost.
E . AL
=hydrost. \p^
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 1/2
1/2 1/2 0
1/2 1/2 0
0 0 Го"
( 12)
(13)
Hence, with neglected, the remaining r ig id it ie s  can be rendered propor­
tiona l to each other.
The top chord plane is  capable of taking up only waist forces of 
identica l magnitude in the direction of the x and y axis. That means that a 
hydrostatic stress state is  prevailing. Therefore, also the bending moments 
and the section waist forces must be iden tica l in these two d irections and 
accordingly, the same applies also to the bottom chord plane.
Any stress state can be divided in  a hydrostatic part and a devia- 
to r ic  part and s im ila rly , the stra in state associated with a stress state 
can be divided in two parts, the principal elongation of one part being 
equal to the average princ ipa l elongation, or to the octahedral specific 
elongation, while the other part being of deviatoric character.
Matrix (13) sa tis fies  the above conditions. Hydrostatic r ig id it ie s  
can be defined as the hydrostatic part of s tra in  state £x, £y:
hydr. _ hydr. &y + Sy 
t x  Ly " о (14)
The bending r ig id ity  of the space la ttic e  is  given by the moment of 
ine rtia  of the r ig id it ie s  of both flange planes for the common axis of 
gravity:
B11 = B22 B!
grid E . h (15)
The space la ttic e  has no torsional r ig id ity  and thus the load is 
carried by bending in the direction of the x and у axes /3 / :
m + m = -px у r ( 1 6 )
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Waist forces nx = ny are equal to the waist forces determined by the 
actual r ig id it ie s  of the flange planes.
Since the upper flange plane undergoes stra in  Ex = - £y without 
resistance, curvatures
h
re su lt from i t  without bending moments. Therefore, the relationship between 
the average of the curvatures and the bending moments can be w ritten , as 
follows:
X y = . -----2------= “B V ■ w (17)
The sim plified d iffe re n tia l equation of the space is  obtained by 
substitu ting equation (17) in to  (15):
Bgrid
2
.g rid
+ Вgrid 2 2
Bgrid
. w. ~ = -p (18)
Hence, the equivalent continuum is  an isotropic plate the bending 
r ig id i t y  of which being h a lf of the bending r ig id it ie s  of the o rig ina l grid . 
'Hexagonal on triangu la r'
5 .2.1.4 'Hexagon over tr ia n g le ' /1 /, /10/
The bottom chord plane of the grid illu s tra te d  in Fig. 4 has a de­
f in i t e  substitutional elongation and shearing r ig id ity :
(19)
( 20)
( 2 1 )
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( 2 2 )
The entire structure contains the shearing r ig id ity  of the bottom 
chord plane owing to three sets of 'closed la ttice-type tubes' intersecting 
at angles of 120°.
The top chord is  unstable, moving in the way illus tra ted  below with­
out resistance:
The strain according to Fig. 9/a corresponds to angular d is tortion  
■jxyla b il resulting from pure shear. Hence, the top chord is  incapable of 
taking up shear forces.
The strain according to Fig. 9/b is  described by relationship
la b il la b il 
£x ‘  "£y
Accordingly, the top chord is  capable of taking up tension or pres­
sure equivalent to hydrostatic tension or pressure only. However, i t  has a 
defin ite  r ig id ity  to res is t such tensions and pressures:
Fig. 10.
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Hydrostatic tension gives rise to forces in the hexagon acting in 
the way illustra ted  in  F ig . 10. That means tha t a force of a magnitude 
iden tica l with force F acting upon the jo in ts  arises in every bar.
In the x-x section, a force F acts upon a section of a length of 
a . Í3 . Thus the appropriate tensile force, nx = ny, w il l be
nx = ny (24)
Elongation of the bars is  essentially a d ila ta tio n :
d bar (25)
resu lting  in a d ila ta tio n  = £y^ = £-Ьаг in  every bar. Therefore,
the substitutional d ila ta tion -type  tensile r ig id i t y  w il l be
Tt  nx _ ny _ E.
d ib  -  d i l  - d il - a ^ (26)
Elongation r ig id i t y  matrix of the top chord plane for the overall 
s tra in  vector,
w i l l  be
T^=dil
& =
d il d i l 02 2
t Tt
d il
2
d i l
2 0
0 0 0
t  t
—lab il + -Am
E.A
2a Í3
where requirement
t  t  xt  nx = ny = I d il
t  t
( £x + £y)
2
n =0 xy
(27)
(28)
is  satisfied.
Statically, the behaviour of this grid is  s im ilar to that described 
in  par 5.2.1.3. A d ifference is , however, that i t  shows a torsional r ig id i­
ty  owing to the stable bottom chord and to the 'closed la ttice-type tubes'.
There is no re la tionsh ip  between the s tra in  according to Fig. 9/c 
and section forces of any type and i t  sets no d ire c t lim its  to the forces.
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Since stress function Ф is  neglected, waist forces of identica l 
magnitude arise in the direction of the x and y axis also in the bottom 
chord plane (hydrostatic stress state). Therefore, although the r ig id it ie s  
of the chord planes are not proportional (elongation and transversal elon­
gation) , the hydrostatic elongation r ig id it ie s  of the bottom chord plane 
can be determined which are proportional to the sim ilar r ig id it ie s  of the 
top chord plane!
Hydrostatic r ig id ity  matrix of the bottom chord plane:
Tb E.Ab
=hydr. - 2a
1
1
0
(29)
From the matrix, the coeffic ient of shearing r ig id ity  is  omitted because i t  
is  included in 'closed la ttice-type tubes'.
The bending r ig id ity  and transversal bending r ig id ity  can be calcu­
lated on the basis of elongation r ig id ity  matrices T ^  and | b ^  , re­
spectively.
The sim plified d iffe re n tia l equation of the space grid can be 
written on the basis of the general equilibrium equation of plates/З / :
m" + m‘ "+ m'‘ = -p (30)x y xy ^
Since the top chord plane undergoes stra in  £, = - £, without resistanceX y
that is
mx = my,
curvatures
(31)
resu lt from i t  without bending moments. Therefore, a relationship between 
the average of the curvatures and the bending froments shall be w ritten :
nqrid w" + w" B9rid r-,2 .. 
m = m = -By ---- J------  = ------? V w (32)
where 2 - X -  Ab□grid _ Rgrid _ E.h ^ i
И11 ‘  ü22 " 2a • At  .
A ♦ Ab
/1 /; /9 / (33)
and
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Thus the hydrostatic bending r ig id ity  matrix of the space grid ,
which means the bending r ig id ity  of the chord planes, w il l be
■ghydr. ghydr. Q*
ßhydr. _ ghydr.
0
hydr. (35)
Torsional r ig id ity  of the structure:
Shear force n~" arising in the bottom chord plane has no counterpart xy
in  the top chord plane as the top chord plane has no torsional r ig id ity  
(see Fig. 9/c).
The overall torsional r ig id ity  of the entire structure can be a t t r i ­
buted to 'closed la ttice -type  tubes', the torsional r ig id ity  of a 'tube' 
being /10/
G.3t &
2 IfT . E . h2
J_  2 a? + 3 jfT 
At  + дЬгас.+ ДЬ
(36)
Plate-type torsional r ig id ity  of the entire structure /9 /:
J33
(37)
6a 2a УЗ.А*
2hl
1  Ab
2 йbrae
9+ —
In addition to torsional r ig id ity ,  bending r ig id ity  В^  and trans­
versal bending r ig id ity  -  В„  are ensured in the direction of the x and у 
axis by the three 'tubes' intersecting at angles of 120°.
Bending r ig id ity  matrix of the 'tubes' /10/:
-.tube -B
0
tube gtube
33 33
tube □ tube 
B3333
1 0 ,tubeЪз
(38)
Both matrix (35) and matrix (38) are isotropic and therefore also 
th e ir  sum that is  the overall bending r ig id ity  of the space grid w il l  be 
iso trop ic :
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gisotr _ ghydr + ptube
0 0
the d iffe re n tia l equation of which being
g iso tr + gisotr . W" + 2Biso tr . w.11 • • -p (40)
where
(41)
2 i2 ^2 _ l^£ ^ |_ jth e _ s ir^J ;y j L^ _c^iT p£y.y j.y^jT i^tj]od_ to_w y:£^on jt^jjL im _e_gua^
tio ns_ /l/
5.2.2.1 'Square with diagonals on square o ffse t' (Fig. 1)
Let the neutral plane of torsional r ig id it ie s  of 'closed la ttic e -  
type tubes' be selected as the place of the neutral plane.
(42)
The top chord plane is  more r ig id . Part I of the r ig id ity :
4- - = к
11,1 '22,1 K- ' l l (43)
Part I I  of the r ig id ity  includes 'excess' r ig id it ie s :
■t -»-t "rt
11,11 = '22,11 '  ' l l  '  ' l l , I (44)
( 4 3 )
(Tjj is included in the bending r ig id ity  matrix) 
Elongation r ig id ity  matrices of the top and bottom chord planes:
16 4
í - S
-=■ I о
_2_
f r
(46)
1 Included 
in tubes!
i b = i= a
в = —= a
(47)
(48)
B12C = T12 (ht)
(49)
(50)
Matrix of 'excess' bending r ig id it ie s :
* l ) (1-k)
вехс = §<hV _2 (51)
0 0 0
The matrix of bending r ig id it ie s  w il l be obtained i f  the framed ele­
ments in  matrices (46), (47) are omitted:
The 'excess' bending r ig id ity  factors are supplied by the following 
relationships:
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where
ht =
t
. h (52)
A + I A-, + —  /
V 1 W
Matrix of bending r ig id it ie s  supplied by 'closed' lattice-type 'tubes'
‘ 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
Вtube _ e~^t 
2a
0 
1
2 J
(53)
where
G.J. = -^ h2 t  a
\fT + 4 ,brac
'h 2 A 3/2
ka2 2 /
(54)
The bending r ig id ity  matrix for w riting the s im plified d iffe ren tia l equation 
of the continuum is  supplied by the sum of matrices (48), (51), (53):
IB  = в + |вхс + |tube
B^®xc + >u) Bl “ 0
M МШ II
q 6 X C
B21
□exc □ 
B22 B22 0
_ 0 0 „tube B33 J
(55)
(56)
Simplified d iffe re n tia l equation of the substitu tiona l continuum:
(Bexc + B) w"" + (Bexc + B) w:: + 2(B®XC + B^ube) w = -p (57)
The above equation complies with equation of orthotropic plates.
Bw"" + Bw:: + BHw"‘ ' = -p
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5.2.2.2 'Square with diagonals on square' /1 /  (Fig. 2)
Let the centre of gravity of elongation r ig id it ie s  of the chord 
planes be selected as the place of the neutral plane.
The elongation r ig id ity  matrix of the top chord bottom plane com­
p lies  with (46) while that of the chord plane with (47).
Since there are no 'closed la ttice -typ e  tubes' in th is  space
grid
are obtained as excess r ig id ity  and these r ig id it ie s  can be used to calcu­
la te  for the elements of the excess r ig id ity  matrix:
B12C = T12 (ht)2
B®xc = 2BjXC = 2Tj3 (h 11) 2
where h"*" is identica l with (52).
Matrix of bending r ig id it ie s :
0
0
0
0
0
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
0 0
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The bending r ig id ity  matrix for w riting  of the simplified d iffe ren­
t ia l  equation of the continuum is  supplied by the sum of matrices (60), 
(61): I §  = В + §exC (62)
B11
Dexc
B12 0
Dexc
B12 B22 0
0 0 CD C
D
X n
(63)
where B-^ = B22 = B-
The equivalent continuum is  an orthotropic plate. Simplified d if ­
fe ren tia l equation of the structure:
В . w"" + В . w:: + 2(B®XC + B f c) w '"' -P (64)
5.2.2.3 'Diagonal on square' (Fig. 3)
Let the centre of gravity of elongation r ig id it ie s  of the chord 
planes be selected as the place of the neutral plane.
Considering r ig id ity  matrices (12), (13) of the chord planes, is 
obtained as an additional r ig id ity .  With th is , the 'excess' bending r ig id i­
ty w il l be
t  . /, t-.excВ
where
33
ht  =
E A . 2 
---------  (ht )
2a
V L
A t  —  + AX
v r
(65)
(66)
Using the bending r ig id ity  matrix (14):
I  =  §  ( h * )
1+ V5" —  1+ V2 ^
i + i + v ?  4
0 J
(67)
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The 'excess' bending r ig id ity  matrix:
0
2
| exc = §  (ht ) (6 8 )
where
Dexc OQexc 
Bt  = 2B33
LA L  (h^)2 (69)
For writing the s im plified continuum equation of the continuum, the 
bending r ig id ity  matrix is  supplied by the sum of matrices (67), (68):
IB  = В + Bexc = |<h t )
■“  At
1+
i+ V? 4 -  i+
о A__2 _
(70)
The equivalent continuum is  an orthotropic plate. Simplified d i f ­
fe re n tia l equation of the structure:
where
B.w"" + B.w:: + 2(B + B®xc) w"“  = -p 
□grid
B = -J------  see (18)
(71)
(72)
Here the s ta t ic a lly  equivalent orthotropic plate has a torsional 
r ig id i t y  (B + B®xc), rather unusually in the theory of orthotropic plates.
5.2.2.4 'Hexagon over tr ia n g le ' (Fig. 4)
Let the place of the neutral plane be selected in the neutral plane 
of tors ional r ig id it ie s  of 'closed la ttice-type  tubes'.
I t  is  the top chord plane that shall be considered to be the basis 
in  th is  case while the r ig id i ty  of the bottom chord plane shall be divided 
in  part I  and part I I  using a proportionality factor k*:
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1
2 Уз
АЬ OL3 
T t + —
where
“Ab' !7 + 1
Matrix of r ig id ity  part I :  p
t
i :  *
E.A
2 V3-Í
Уз - è * t Lд Р г а с  2
О 
О
О J
(73)
(74)
(73)
The matrix of bending r ig id it ie s  can be calculated on the basis of 
the above matrix:
2 к E.A
1+k 2 y j . i
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
(76)
With the shearing r ig id ity  neglected, the matrix of the remaining 
'excess' elongation r ig id it ie s  of the lower flange plane w il l be
Tb = Tb - Tb=hydr,II =hydr =hydr,I
=hydr,II " 4a
Г з 1 0 ~| ” l 1 o "
E.Ab l 3 0 -  k « E' A' 1 1 0
4a
_ 0 0 EL
2 УГ.а
_0 0 0_
(77)
(78)
included in  tubes!
Coefficients of elongation r ig id ity  required to determine the 'ex­
cess' bending r ig id ity  matrix:
ГЬ = — ( 3.Ab - k* —  H ,H  2a  ^ y j- (79)
T b  _ E /  Ab  X A b 
T12,II - T i  '  k
Coefficients of 'excess' bending r ig id ity :
■ 2
n 6X C  _ j b  f u b \
Bn - Tn , i i  (h 3
(80)
( 8 1 )
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B12C ■ Т?2,П ^
h.E.A
С = G . shall be calculated according to (36).
Matrix of bending r ig id it ie s  supplied by the 'tubes':
(83)
( 8 2 )
„tube
□tube „tube 
Bt  " Bt
□tube Dtube 
~Bt  Bt
0
0
tube
tВ
Matrix of 'excess' bending r ig id it ie s :
(3*b - k" | )  ( f  ■k" 4 )  °
,exc E
2a
: Л Í -  - к *  4 )
'2 МзУ
ЗА X A*к* 4 -
Г
(84)
(85)
The bending r ig id ity  matrix required fo r writing of the sim plified 
d if fe re n tia l equation of the equivalent continuum is supplied by the sume 
of matrices (76), (84), (85): JEB = В + Btubes + Bexc (86)
Z b =
(в l i gtubes + gexc^t  “ 11 J (B12 ut  T u12 )-  B ÎübeS + В*ГоС^ о
/г, „tubes „ехс\ /„ . „tubes „ехсЧ n
(В21 " Bt  + B21 )  \22  + Bt  + В22 ) 0
„tube
(87)
The continuum of the space grid is  an orthotropic plate, the sim pli­
fied  d iffe re n tia l equation of the structure being
„tube nexc, „tube „exc, : :  „tube „„tube Dexc.(B+Bt  + В ) w"" + (B+B  ^ + В ) w + 2(B12 -  Bt  + 2Bt  +B12 ) w” = -p ( 8 8 )
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According to Giencke, the d iffe re n tia l equation of smooth ortho- 
trop ic  plates (3) w i l l  apply to ribbed plates i f  the longitudinal and 
transversal reinforcing rib s  are arranged symmetrically in two directions 
normal to each other (F ig. 11).
An asymmetry of longitudinal and transversal ribs w i l l  resu lt in 
torsional moments and shear forces in the eccentric top plate in case of a 
tw is t of the ribbed plate (Fig. 12).
On an equilibrium basis, normal forces are also associated with the 
shear forces. That means that normal forces arise in the midplane.
Based on the usual assumptions of the plate theory and neglecting 
the e ffect of elongations of the centroid axes upon deflection of the 
plate, the equation of eccentrically ribbed plates has been derived by 
Giencke:
В .w"" + В .w:: + 2H* . w '" ' = -p (89)X у ^
This equation is  essentially identica l with equation (3 ), a d if ­
ference lying only in the torsional r ig id ity .
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H* = C + v .e  . e D + (e + e )2 (1 ^  ° (90)X y ж y 4 4 '
where the defin ition of e and e is  given in  Fig. 12,X y
В + В
С = в + - Ï * ------**
2
(bending r ig id ity  of the ribbed plate, taking in to  consideration the to r­
s ional r ig id ity  of the r ib s ) ,
(membrane part of the r ig id i t y  of the ribbed p la te ), V= transversal con­
tra c tio n  factor.
According to K o llá r 's  calculations which have not been published so 
fa r ,  2
H* = (ht ) . (tJ2 + T*3) (91)
in  case of space la ttic e s  o f 'cross-brace type square shifted over square' 
and 'cross-brace type square over square' type, where, according to h"*" in 
(52), T^2 can be calculated only on the basis of the top chord plane.
An important resu lt of Giencke's theory is  the substitu tional r ig id ­
i t y  according to (90) the use of which permits the theory to be applied to 
two-layer la ttices provided the bending part and membrane part of the 
r ig id i t y  of the space la t t ic e  is  sim ilar to the r ig id it ie s  of the ribbed 
p la te .
6. Practical application of the simplified continuum method
The internal forces of the space grid are determined on the basis of 
the in terna l forces of the equivalent continuum by converting the section 
forces in to bar forces.
Using the s im p lified  continuum method, d iffe re n tia l equations of 
iso tro p ic  plates or o rthotropic plates where the bending r ig id it ie s  in  the 
d ire c tion  of the x and у axis are identical can be written in  case of a 
geometrically homogenenous network of bars or bars of identica l section 
w ith in  a group of bars. Hence, the s ta tica lly  equivalent continua of space 
grids of th is type d if fe r  from each other only in  the ra tio  of torsional 
r ig id i t y  H and bending r ig id i t y  В /1 /.
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Table 1 Sim plified d iffe re n tia l equations based on the sim plified equilibrium method
grid  type 
symbol Reference D iffe re n tia l equation Equivalent continuum
(6) B.w""+B.w: :+2H.w"" = -p
given H/В ra tio
(9) B(w""+w: : ) = -p
H=0, H/B=0
orthotropic
orthotropic
(18) 1+B f ^  : : + Bgrid_ w„ . .  = isotropic
2 2
H=B, H/B=l
, . ns ..iso tr „ is o tr  :: „ „ is o tr  ....(40) В .w +B .w +2B .w = -p isotropic
As seen in  the Tables,
H/B = 0
H/B = 1
0 <H/B <  1 
H/B > 1
or
for 'torsionless p la tes ', 
for isotropic plates,
for orthotropic plates.
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Table 2 Simplified d iffe re n tia l equations based on the sim plified com patib ility method
g rid  type 
symbol
Reference D iffe re n tia l equation Equivalent continuum
(57)
(B+BeXC)w""+(B+BeXC)w: : + 
♦ 2(B^XC+BjUbeS)w"”  = -p 
given H/В ra tio
orthotropic
(64) Bw""+Bw'‘+2(B®xc+B®XC)w" = -p orthotropic
given H/В ra tio
(71) Bw""+Bw’ '+2(B+B^XC)w" = -p orthotropic
H > В, given H/В ra tio
(81) „exc „tubes. „exc „tubes. : :(B+B +B )w""+(B+B +B )ww +
orthotropic
+ 2(B12+B12C -BbubeS+2BbubeS)w" = -P
given H/В ra tio
Table 3 Simplified d iffe re n tia l equation based on adaptation of Giencke's theory
g rid  type 
symbol Reference
D iffe re n tia l equation Equivalent continuum
№
(89) В .w""+B ,w" "+2H .w" = -p
X  у
given H/В ra tio
orthotropic
(89) В ,w""+B ,w"'+2H .w" = -p
X у
given H/В ra tio
orthotropic
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Simplified d iffe re n tia l equations are advantageous not only in that 
they can be solved in a simpler way as compared with the coupled d iffe ren­
t ia l  equations of the fourth order but also because for some bending and 
torsional moments, values ready for use are found in the lite ra tu re  /3 /,  
/5 / ,  /6 /, /7 /.
Also, diagrams supplying the mentioned values between ratios H/B=0 
and H/B=l are found in /1 / and /9 / for maximum bending and torsional 
moments of rectangular plates of d ifferent ra tio  between the sides in case 
of d iffe rent supports.
The use of available solutions permits the calculation of moment by 
solution of the plate equation with respect to w to be avoided:
mgrid  =
X
-  Bw" -  B^ 2 w" ' /3 / (92)
arid - 
У
- Bw”  - B12w" /3 / (93)
mgrid = - B.w' /3 / (94)xy t
6.1 Decomposition of moments in accordance with the types of r ig id ity
To be stressed are some important points. Symbols 'H' and '8 ' in the 
equation of the orthotropic plate may contain three types of r ig id ity  such 
as
— r ig id ity  of the chord planes,
— additional r ig id it ie s  in  the simplified com patib ility method (see super­
scrip t 'e xc .') ,
— r ig id ity  of 'closed la ttice-type  tubes'(see superscript ’ tubes').
Hence, moments m , m , m shall be decomposed in accordance with 
X У xy
the types of r ig id ity  occurring in the following way:
I f  there are no 'tube-type' r ig id it ie s  /1 / ,  the moments shall be 
simply decomposed in  accordance with the ra tio  between r ig id ity  of the 
chord plane and 'excess' r ig id ity  as both r ig id it ie s  are of identica l 
character:
mchord planes _ g^ -g + gexc-^-1 mgrid 
fflexc = gexc(g + двхС)-^ fflgrid
(95)
(96)
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Formula
п
chord planes m
h (97)
sha ll be used to calculate membrane forces resulting from the part of 
moment associated with the bending r ig id ity  of the chord planes 
Formulae
and
exct m
exc. h*
excb m
exc. hb
(pressure)
(tension)
(98)
(99)
6XCsha ll be used to calculate membrane forces resulting from part щ * of the 
moment in relation with 'excess' r ig id it ie s ,  depending on whether the 
'excess' membrane force .has arisen in the upper chord plane or in  the lower 
chord plane.
The bar forces of the chord planes can be calculated on the basis of 
membrane forces according to (97), (98), (99).
I f  also 'tube-type' r ig id it ie s  are present /1 /, tors ional moments 
m.^ occurring in 'closed la ttice -type  tubes' shall be determined as well.
In case of a 'Square with diagonals on square o ffse t' space grid, 
the bending moments are borne by the chord planes while the torsional 
moments by the 'closed la ttice -type  tubes'.
In case of a 'hexagonal on triangu la r' space grid, tors ional moments 
m.^ can not be calculated on the basis of part qj of the decomposed 
plate moments but only on the basis of overall plate moments ш- Namely, 
matrix I  is  of the same character as matrix § and the sum of both 
matrices can be considered to be bending r ig id ity  matrix |  of the flange 
planes.
Therefore, the following formula shall be used to calculate moments 
a ris ing  in the chord planes, associated with bending r ig id ity  matrix B:
mchord planes _ g^g + gexc + gtube-j m9rid ( 100)
Formula for calculation of torsional moments arising in 'closed 
la ttice -type  tubes':
®t = - lb  (£ P»)"1 - t  + ! exc + ! tube) _1 ■ 5s r id  d ó i)
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where C = G . I^ ,
b = width of the 'tube ',
f t  a) '1 ■
Л AL S'
( 102)
(103)
In case of the sim plified equilibrium method, the following formulae 
can be used to decompose the moments:
— in the centre of the space grid:
chords chordsm = mX у
grid gridma + ma 
X у
chordsT1xy 0
— in  the corner of the space grid 
chordsm chords n m = UУ
(104)
(105)
(106)
The torsional moment shall be decomposed into components resulting 
in tw is t of the three pipes running in three directions, 
m.
In case of the sim plified compatibility method, equations (100) and 
(101) shall most reasonably be calculated numerically.
6.2 Some problems in  re la tion  to the use of solutions available in  the 
lite ra tu re  on plate theory /6/_
Although a solution ready for use as mentioned in par 6 may be found 
for the plate of a H/В ra tio  corresponding to the space grid investigated, 
i t  is  s t i l l  possible that the B12 to Bt  ra tio  in torsional r ig id ity  H of the 
equivalent plate d iffe rs  from the B12, Bt  ra tio  in torsional r ig id ity  H of
1 ? « TÜRKÖSSY, a .
the investigated space la t t ic e  that is Poisson number
V e
of the equivalent continuum d iffe rs  from that of the space grid in question. 
(Note that a ll types of bending r ig id ity  shall be taken into consideration 
when calculating fo r \>e . )
The solutions o f s ta tica lly  equivalent isotropic or orthotropic 
plates with a d iffe re n t v e as compared with the space grid are identica l 
fo r bending deflection (w) that is the Poisson number is not ranging among 
the boundary conditions. This applies to the case of
— clamped edges and
— edges bearing up freely
but i t  does not apply to the case of free edges because the expressions of 
bending force and shear force disappearing there contain -0 .
Let Vgrid be the Poisson number of the space grid investigated 
while Ve that of the equivalent plate.
Equations (92), (93), (94) can be rew ritten , as follows:
Ix = -в (w" + W ) (110)
1 = -B (W  + w") (111)
1 = -B. . w1■xy t (112)
With the p a r tia l derivatives of bending deflection function 'w' 
determined and expressed as the moments (me) of the equivalent plate, using 
relationships (110), (111), (112) we obtain
B = [l -  < V  e ) 2]
[
V . mx
Be 1 - ( V e) 1
(113)
(114)
( 1 1 5 )
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Values (113), (114), (115), shall than be substituted again in to  
(92), (93), (94), respectively to obtain the moments of the space g rid  on 
the basis of the moments of the equivalent p late:
arid
(116)
(117)
(118)
In case of v 6 = 0 (that is  = 0 ), equations (116), (117), (118) 
w il l  reduce themselves to
respectively.
In-case of a 'diagonal on square' type space grid:
( 122)
( 1 2 3 )
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6.3 Calculation of Internal forces of the space grids investigated - 
Comparison of the resu lts  of approximate calculation with accurate resu lts
calculated by computer
Approximate calculations using solutions according to /1 / ,  /3 / ,  /9 / 
apply to square space grids with d iffe rent length of the sides from among 
which
— 'square with diagonals on square' type space grids (see Figs 14 and 15 
and Table 5) and
— 'diagonal on square' type space grids (see Figs 16, 17 and Table 6) have 
top and bottom chord planes with d iffe ren t r ig id ity  while
— 'hexagonal on tr ia n gu la r' type space grids (see Figs 20, 21 and Table 8) 
are reinforced against tw ist by so-called 'closed la ttice-type ' tube.
Table 4 Recommended computation models
grid type 
symbol
top chord
equilibrium  com patib ility
X
+214
bottom chord
equilibrium com patibility
X
+ 3%
X  X
+ 64 + 14
X X
+ 10% -  14
X
+ 9%
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Table 5 Bar forces of 'cross-brace type square over square' type space
BAR EQUI
ELT SZG. COMP ELT GIENCKE ELT
kN % KN KN 4 H H
In centre 53-65 -4.65 +48 -3.11 -3.28 +6 -3.34 +7
top 53-66 -3.23 +48 -2.18 -2.31 +6 -2.19 0
chord 54-65 -3.23 +41 -2.29 -2.28 0 -2.48 +8
65-66 -4.61 +41 -3.26 -3.28 +1 -3.34 +3
bottom 59-71 +9.17 + 7 +8.61 +6.52 -24 +6.64 -23
chord 71-72 +9.17 + 3 +8.94 +6.52 -27 +6.64 -26
bracing 53-59 -1.70 +12 -1.52 -1.45 -5
53-71 +0.44 +10 +0.40 +0.48 +20
65-71 - 1.22 -  2 -1.25 -0.75 -40 -0.75 -40
65-72 +0.48 +20 +0.39 +0.41 + 5 +0.41 +3
66-72 - 1.00 0 - 1.00 - 1.00 0 - 1.00 0
middle of 49-50 -0.88 -50 -1.75 -0.63
the edge 49-61 - 0.88 -43 -1.54 -0.63
top chord 49-62 -0.62 -33 -0.92 -0.27
50-61 -0.62 -1.42 -0.61
61-62 - 0.88 -2.07 -0.63
bottom 55-56 0.00 0.00 0.00
chord 55-67 0.00 -2.47 0.00
67-68 0.00 0.00 0.00
bracing 49-55 0.00 +0.53 +0.53 0
59-65 +4.43 -5 +4.69 +4.24 -10
49-67 +0.28 -0.60 +0.20
61-67 0.00 -0.76 +0.44 -42
comer 61-68 +4.87 -8 +5.31 +4.10 -23
top 1-13 -0.17 +0.06 - 0.12
chord 1-14 -0.12 +0.65 -1.41
2-13 - 0.12 - 1.11 -1.41 +27
bottom chord 7-19 0.00 0.00 0.00
bracing 1-7 0.00 0.00 0.00
1-19 0.00 - 0.68 0.00
Deflection in the centre (m)
0.0056 -14 0.0065 0.0035 -45
Table 6 Bar forces of 'diagonal on square1 type space
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BAR EQUI ELT SZG COMP ELTkN H kN kN 'Q
In  centre 
top chord 65-70 -10.06 +42 -7.07 -7.78 +10
bottom 24-28 +14.20 -  7 +15.27 +11.00 -28
chord 21-24 +14.20 -  3 +14.66 +11.00 -25
bracing 24-65 -  0.62 +17 -  0.53 -  0.56 + 624-70 + 0.62 +19 + 0.52 + 0.56 + 8
middle o f the 31-39 -  2.14 +0.0002 -  1.65
edge top chord 33-39 -  2.14 + 0.82 -  1.65
bottom chord 12-13 + 3.02 -17 + 3.65 + 2.33 -36
bracing corner 13-39 -  5.52 -13 -  6.34 -  5.02 -21
top chord 37-43 -  0.85 -41 + 1.45 -  0.66
bottom chord 4-7 + 1.20 -  0.99 + 0.93
4-17 + 1.20 -17 + 1.45 + 0.93 -36
bracing 4-43 -  2.20 -12 -  2.51 -  2.46 -  2
Deflection in the centre (m)
0.043 -  4 0.045 0.035 -22
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Table 7 Bar forces of 'square with diagonals on square o ffs e t' type space grid
BAR EQUI ELT SZG COMP ELT GIENCKE ELT
kN 4 kN kN % kN 4
In centre 53-69 -4.20 +27 -3.30 -4.44 +35 -3.15 -  4
top chord 53-71 -2.93 +27 -2.31 -3.11 +35 -2.19 -  5
54-69 -2.94 +22 -2.41 -3.11 +29 -2.23 -  8
69-71 -4.20 +21 -3.46 -4.44 +28 -3.16 -  9
bottom chord 58-59 +8.35 -  2 +8.56 +8.83 + 3 +6.28 -27
59-70 +8.35 -  6 +8.85 +8.83 0 +6.28 -29
bracing 53-59 +0.16 -48 +0.31 +0.20 -36 +0.07
59-69 +0.02 +0.01 0.00 +0.07
59-71 - 0.20 -39 -0.33 -0.20 -39 -0.21 -36
middle of the 49-50 -0.80 +48 -0.54 -0.85
edge 49-61 -0.80 -1.64 -0.85
top chord 49-63 -0.51 -12 -0.58 -0.58 0
50-61 -0.61 -39 - 1.00 -0.61 -39
61-63 -0.80 +43 -0.56 -0.85
bottom chord 43-55 +1.60 - 0.22 +1.69
55-62 +1.60 -0.29 +1.69
bracing 49-55 +0.68 +1.74 +0.85
50-55 -0.64 -1.82 -0.81
55-61 +0.96 +2.15 +0.89
55-63 - 1.00 -2.08 -0.93
corner 1-13 -0.15 - 0.02 -0.16
top chord 1-14 -0.34 +0.93 -0.06
2-14 -0.15 -1.17 -0.15
bottom chord 7-19 +0.31 +15 +0.27 +0.32 +18
bracing 1-7 -1.08 -23 -1.40 -0.18
7-13 +1.40 -17 +1.69 +0.52
7-14 -1.72 -13 -1.98 - 0.86
Deflection in the centre (m)
0.00513 -  9 0.00560 0.00229 -61
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Table 8 Bar forces of 'hexagonal on triangu la r' type space
BAR EQUI ELT SZG COIf ELTkN 'O kN kN H
In centre 89-94 -17.37 0 -17.29 -18.26 + 6
top chord 94-103 -17.37 0 -17.41 -18.26 + 5
bottom chord 82-104 +10.04 + 8 + 9.28 +10.55 +14
102-104 +10.04 + 9 + 9.18 +10.50 +15
bracing 89-104 0.00 -  0.03 0.00
94-103 0.00 -  0.03 0.00
middle o f the 67-72 -  3.48 -14 -  4.05 -  2.23 -17
one side 67-73 -  2.86 -38 -  4.65 - 3.34 -28
top chord 72-84 -  3.17 -21 -  4.04 - 3.34 -17
84-90 -  2.86 -29 -  4.05 - 3.34 -17
bottom chord 62-78 + 2.36 + 6.94 + 2.03
bracing 67-78 + 0.15 -  2.77 + 0.02
72-78 + 4.02 + 9.03 + 3.51
73-78 -  3.88 -  6.51 -  3.48
78-84 + 2.72 + 9.03 + 3.57
78-83 -  2.86 -  5.44 -  3.60
78-90 -  0.15 -  3.32 -  0.02
middle of the 5-10 -  3.81 -19 -  4.73 -  4.00 -15
other side 5-11 -  3.81 -19 -  4.71 -  4.00 -15
top chord 10-22 -  3.85 -12 -  4.36 -  4.00 -  8
11-23 -  3.77 -16 -  4.48 -  4.00 -11
22-28 -  3.66 -38 -  5.90 -  3.99 -32
23-28 -  3.96 -38 -  6.39 -  4.01 -37
bottom chord 15-16 + 2.14 + 6.06 + 2.30
16-17 + 2.26 + 6.33 + 2.32
16-32 + 2.45 + 5.08 + 2.33
16-33 + 1.95 + 4.18 + 2.29
bracing 5-16 + 8.13 -23 +10.57 + 8.55 -19
10-16 + 0.09 -  0.16 + 0.01
11-16 -  0.09 -  0.48 -  0.01
16-22 -  2.12 -19 -  2.63 -  1.99 -24
16-23 -  1.90 + 3 -  1.85 -  2.25 +22
16-28 -  4.03 -26 -  5.45 -  4.24 -22
Corner 1-6 -  0.73 -17 -  0.88 -  0.76 -14
top chord 1-7 -  0.73 -17 -  0.88 -  0.76 -14
6-18 -  0.73 -17 -  0.88 -  0.76 -14
7-19 -  0.73 -  1.49 -  0.76 -49
18-24 -  0.73 -17 -  0.88 -  0.76 -14
19-24 -  2.28 +10 -  2.07 -  1.03
bottom 12-19 + 0.42 + 1.03 + 0.97 -  6
chord 12-29 -  2.26 + 2.39 -  0.09
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Table 8 (continued)
BAR EQUIkN
ELT
%
SZG
kN
COMP
kN
ELT
\
bracing 1-12 + 1.02 -48 + 1.98 + 1.77 -11
6-12 + 1.73 -12 + 1.97 + 0.69
7-12 -  0.97 -  2.34 -  0.43
12-18 + 1.00 + 1.97 + 0.88
12-19 + 0.64 +18 + 0.54 -  1.83
12-24 + 0.39 -  4.11 -  0.26
Deflection in the centre Cm)
0.0024 0 0.0024 0.0016 -33
2
Uniformly d istributed vertica l load p = 1.0 kN/m is  acting upon any 
of the four space grid  types and each space grid  is  supported by bearing up 
freely along the periphery of the top chord plane (the supports being i l ­
lustrated by c irc les  in the layout plane of the space g r id ). Thus the 
boundary conditions along the supported edges / 1 / : 
y = constant 
w = 0 (zero deflection)
niy= 0 (zero bending moment at r ig h t angles to the edge)
<$" = 0 (zero supplementary horizontal membrane force at rig h t 
angles to the edge in the upper plane)
<|' ‘ = 0 (zero supplementary shearing membrane force in the top chord 
plane).
Dark areas in  the top plan of the space grid are bar groups fo r 
which the bar forces arising have been calculated. From among these bar 
groups, three important groups have been selected for each space g rid , one 
in the centre of the space grid, a second in  the centre of the supported 
edge while a th ird  in the corner of the space grid that is  at point where 
the value of bending moment, shear force and torisonal moment is  maximum.
The bar forces arising in the selected bar groups have been tabu­
lated and compared with the accurate values of bar forces obtained by 
computer calculation (Department of Engineering Computation, SZÁMGÉP, 
ÉGSZI). Abbreviations 'equil and 'COMP' in  the Tables indicate the results 
obtained in kN by the simplified equilibrium and simplified com patib ility  
method, respectively.
' SZG ' indicates the accurate resu lt in kN obtained by computer 
calculation while ' ELT ' is  used in any case for the difference in  load
(+ or -)  in % as compared with the accurate resu lt. Deviations above 50% or 
those meaningless because of the low values of bar force have not been 
indicated.
The values of deflection in the centre of the space grid , including 
also deflection due to transversal shear, have been tabulated.
The values obtained for chord bar forces by approximate calculation 
as well as the accurate values are illu s tra te d  also diagrammatically in  the 
axes i f  symmetry para lle l to axis x of the space grid, at the boundary and 
along the boundary.
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7. Summary and evaluation of the results of the accuracy test
Two curves are obtained in il lu s tra t in g  the values obtained fo r bar 
forces using the two d iffe ren t approximate methods, these curves ly ing  in 
some cases below or above the curve of accurate values of bar forces they 
flank the curve of accurate values in other cases.
In case of chord bars lying in  the axis of symmetry p a ra lle l to 
axis x, the curve of accurate values lie s  actually between the curves of 
approximate values along some sections while in case of bars ly ing a t, or 
near, the boundary, the accurate values l ie  usually beyond the curves of 
approximate values because the supports and the introduction of forces 
(e .g. introduction of maximum torsional force arising in the corner to the 
'la tt ice -typ e  tube' which has not been a geometrically 'fu l ly  closed tube' 
yet resu lt in effects that can not be taken in to consideration in the ap­
proximate continuum method.
7.1 Effect of approach used in calculation of bending moments on accuracy
Solutions ready fo r use in the lite ra tu re  give the maximum bending 
moment arising in the centre of the plate and the maximum torsional moment 
a ris ing  in the corner of the plate.
To calculate the value of bending moments arising at d iffe re n t 
points of the substituting continuum on the basis of maximum bending 
moments, a parabol of the second degree was used as an approximation while 
double linear reduction was used to calculate the torisonal moment on the 
basis of maximum torsional moment.
The effect of approximation used in  calculating for bending moments 
on the accuracy of the values of moment is  illu s tra te d  below:
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The accuracy of calculation of moments can be improved by taking 
into consideration the error committed. This is  a better approximation of 
the accurate solution of the computation model. The effect of correction in 
case of the 'hexagonal on triangular' type space grid is illu s tra te d  dia- 
grammatically for the chord bar forces of the top chord plane.
7.2 Problems of app licab ility  of the sim plified continuum methods
Concerning app licab ility  of the sim plified continuum method, a s ig ­
n ifican t amount of deviation from accurate bar force values (e rro r) was 
found to result from the neglect of supplementary plane stress and stra in  
state arising in the 'more r ig id ' chord plane containing more types of 
r ig id it ie s .  Namely, bar forces that can not be neglected are brought about 
by the supplementary plane stress and s tra in  state in this chord plane, in 
particu lar
tension in the centre and compression near the edges of the space 
grid  in the top chord plane in  case of 'square with diagonals on 
square o ffs e t ',  'square with diagonals on square', and 'diagonal on 
square' type space grids
while
compression in  the centre of the space grid and tension in  the 
v ic in ity  of the edges in the bottom chord plane of a 'hexagonal on 
triangu lar' type space grid
with, however, l i t t l e  effect on the values of bar borce of the other chord 
plane.
I t  follows from what has been said that acceptable bar forces are 
usually supplied by the simplified equilibrium model in the chord plane
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Fin, 14. 'Square with diagonals on square' 
a) Top view; b) Cross section
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CL,
Chord bar forces a t the 
boundary
Chord bar forces near the 
boundary
Fig. 15. 'Square with diagonals on square' grid
1 9 0 TllRKÖSSY, A .
a.,
F ig . 16, 'Diagonal on square' 
a) Top view; b) Cross section
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OL,
Chord bar forces at the boundary
Values obtained by 
computer
By com patib ility  method 
By equilib rium  method
FiO- 17.
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а .,
Аь= 20 cm2
Ab=20cm2
Fig, 18. 'Square with diagonals on square o ffs e t' 
a) Top view; b) Cross section
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Fig. 19. 'Square with diagonals on square o ffse t' space grid
1 9 4 TÜRKÖSSY, a .
F ig . 20. 'Hexagonal on tr ia n g u la r ' 
a) Top view; b) Cross section
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------  Values obtained by computer
------ By com patib ility  method
------  By equilibrium method
.......  Improved valued
Fig. 21. 'Hexagonal on triangu lar'
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containing less types of r ig id i ty  ( 'so fte r chord plane') and thus no r ig id ­
i t y  need be neglected. At the same time, in the chord plane where a r ig id ­
i t y  is  neglected (e.g. in  case of a 'hexagonal on triangular' type space 
g r id ) , the error in the values of bar force supplied by the method is  con­
siderable.
Calculation on the basis of the s im plified  compatibility model sup­
p lie s  values for bar forces to a good approximation in the chord plane 
containing more types of r ig id ity  ('more r ig id ' chord plane). This can be 
a ttr ibu ted  to the fact tha t a l l  types of r ig id i ty  present in the chord 
plane are taken into consideration by th is  model and thus the calculation 
comprises the disturbance o f the accessory plane stress and stra in state 
over the entire chord plane although i t  is  not calculated nuemerically.
Significant deviations may result from the difference between actual 
and assumed support a t, and near, the boundaries, f i r s t  of a ll in  case of 
minor bar forces which are, however, ins ign ifican t in  design.
Bar forces neglected along with the plane stress and stra in  state 
may also result in a s ig n ifica n t error in some cases because chord bar 
forces resulting from bending in the v ic in ity  of the boundaries are ex­
tremely small as compared w ith the neglected bar forces.
In case of a 'cross-brace type square over square' type space grid , 
the neglected swelling r ig id i t y  of the structure is  sim ilar to torsional 
r ig id i t y .  With the swelling r ig id ity  neglected, the bending stress in ­
creases and as a resu lt, also the chord bar forces calculated on the basis 
o f the bending stress increase. Major deviations from the accurate values 
re s u lt presumably from the asymmetry of the grid of columns. Nodes of the 
lower and upper chord planes fo r which the moments are written for calcula­
tio n  of the bar force a ris ing  in the bars in the other chord plane are sig­
n if ic a n t ly  shifted as compared with the mid cross section of the bars in 
question.
Deflections calculated using the equilibrium model l ie  s ign ifican tly  
c loser to the accurate values than those based on the compatibility model. 
An explanation is that the deflection of the structure is  p ractica lly un­
affected by the accessory plane stress and stra in  state and thus neglect 
w i l l  not result in an appreciable error e ither.
Although including the accessory plane stress and strain state, the 
com patib ility  model converts a l l  the relevant r ig id it ie s  into an imaginary 
in e r t ia l  moment and reduces thus the calculated deflection without reason.
Bar forces lying c loser to the accurate values are supplied by
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adaptation of Giencke's theory to the 'more r ig id ' chord plane containing 
more types of r ig id ity  and, owing to superposition of the ribs  on the 
'cover p la te ' (c f. 4.3), also the r ig id ity  of the ribs where the accessory 
plane stress and stra in state takes place.
Giencke calculated bending on the basis of actual bending and to r­
sional r ig id it ie s  but he assumed swelling r ig id ity  to take place where the 
average of bending centres of gravity was found. Giencke's method reminds 
us therefore of the sim plified equilibrium method as far as bending while 
of the s im plified compatibility method as fa r as torsion is  concerned but 
i t  is  not identica l with e ither method but rather a hybrid computation 
process.
7.3 Summary
To the accuracy of calculated bar forces, the internal forces of 
two-layer grids can be calculated simply and demonstratively w ith in  a 
re la tive ly  short time on the basis of stresses of orthotropic plates of 
d iffe ren t torsional r ig id ity  using the sim plified continuum method.
The process is  su ffic ie n tly  accurate fo r use in preliminary design, 
in  determination of the cross section of the bars or in testing a data set 
obtained by machine computation.
Values best approximating the accurate values of bar forces are 
expectable in the centre of the space g rid , in  case of chord bars.
A sim plified computation model to be reasonably used fo r determina­
tion of values best approximating the accurate values of bar forces arising 
in the top or bottom chord plane in the centre of the space grid in  case of 
the d iffe ren t types of space grids is  illu s tra te d  below.
In the Table, the values of maximum deviation from the accurate 
values of bar force are given in per cents.
A reasonable method to calculate the expectable deflections is  the 
sim plified equilibrium model. In th is  case, there is  a deviation of 
+ 0% - 14% between the calculated and accurate values of deflection.
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A c ta  T e c h n ic s  A c a d .S e i . H u n g .,  1 0 2 (1 - 2 ) ,  p p .  1 9 9 -2 0 2  (1 9 8 9 )
BOOK REVIEWS
Iványi, M. ed.: S ta b ility  of steel structures, volumes I and I I .
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest 1988. 1106 pages.
This work of two books contains the contributions to a conference on 
S ta b ility  of Steel Structures held in Tihany (Hungary), September 25-26, 
1986 as one of a series of international meetings from among which meetings 
in Hungary had been suggested and organized by the late Ottó Halász, Pro­
fessor and Corresponding Member of the Hungarian Academy of Science, Head 
of Department of Steel Structures of the Technical University Budapest, 
u n t il he died in 1986. Therefore th is  conference, the second one held in 
Hungary, has been dedicated to the memory of Ottó Halász by Professor Miklós 
Iványi, his successor.
In this work, f i r s t  you can read a biography of Ottó Halász and a de­
scrip tion of his s c ie n tific  achievements, including a l i s t  of his pub li­
cations. Then 125 papers submitted by 146 authors from four continents of 
the world are presented.
As an introduction, you find a 'sta te-of-the a rt' type general report 
at f i r s t  place in each chapter to give an overview of the recent results of 
research in given f ie ld  and to act as a bridge between the d iffe ren t papers. 
Comments on the papers and discussion are given at the end of each chapter. 
Included among the extremely valuable contributions of quite a number are 
papers presenting new dimensioning processes or inventive experimental test 
methods or recommendations concerning development and increasing of the ac­
curacy of standards and the like .
The two books contain nine chapters to present papers from nine 
fie ld s  within the science of s ta b il ity  of steel structures:
I Design concepts and codes
Here you can read papers giving a valuable summary of standards and 
recommendations used in the f ie ld  of s ta b il ity  of steel structures like  
LRFD (Load and Resistance Factor Design) for U.S.A. or EUROCODE and DIN for 
Europe.
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I I  Columns and beam columns
This chapter deals with the dimensioning problems and strength ca l­
culation for columns under centric and eccentric axial load. The methods of 
s ta t is t ic a l mechanics are often used to support theoretical and practical 
considerations. Recommendations of quite a number can be read fo r buckling 
curves.
I I I  Lateral buckling
Most of the papers deal with methods to study the la te ra l buckling 
of multispan continuous steel beams and with the s ta b ility  of beam columns 
on the basis of a non-elastic or even e lastop lastic model. A comprehensive 
international picture of the results of research in to the s ta b ility  test of 
bars is  given, d is tinc tions  being made between problems solved and those to 
be solved.
IV Frames
The new trends lay increasing emphasis on the effect of jo in ts  upon 
the behaviour of the entire  structure. In general, semi-rigid jo in ts  in 
combination with imperfect models are considered to be the key to improve­
ment of the design methods.
V Trusses
The s ta b il ity  tes t and optimum design of trusses of d iffe ren t types 
are discussed in the papers of this chapter.
VI Plate and box girders
You can read about the s ta b ility  problems of plated structures, load 
capacity tests of girders under static and dynamic load, economic dimen­
sioning of long itud ina lly  stiffened steel plates, elastoplastic behaviour 
of box girders and th e ir optimum design etc. in  th is  chapter.
V II Shells
Discussed in  th is  chapter are the design and s ta b ility  problems of 
the most important and widely used types of shells (cy lindric , conic, 
spherical and toro ida l ones) as well as thin-walled cylindric steel s ilos 
etc.
V III  Thin-walled structures
Treated by the papers here are the s ta b il ity  analysis of thin-walled 
structures, methods to tes t beams resisting shear, bending and torsion as 
well as problems in  re la tion  to sandwich structures.
IX Special problems
Presented in th is  chapter are special unique problems in re la tion  to 
elements of d iffe ren t structures as well as methods of calculation and 
measurement in th is  special fie ld .
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Although the o f f ic ia l language of the conference has been English and 
Russian, the language of the book is  English and thus even papers written 
o rig ina lly  in  Russian are presented in English language in the book. An 
authors' register including name and address of the participants of the 
conference is  given in  the book to fa c ilita te  communication with the authors 
and a subject index contributes to orientation in  the text.
The book has been intended f i r s t  of a l l  fo r scientists of the f ie ld  
to add to the ir knowledge but i t  may be a valuable aid also for engineers 
of the practical world who can find ideas to be realized in practice or 
relationships they seldom encounter with in everyday work.
Gy. Czeglédi
Kezdi, Á. - Rétháti, L .: Soil mechanics of earthworks, foundations and high­
way engineering. Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest 1988, 361 pages.
The book is  the th ird  volume of a se ria l Handbook of Soil Mechanics. 
I t  presents the conventional and advanced models used in engineering prac­
tice . Six chapters cover
- so il mechanics of earthwork,
- load-bearing capacity and settlement of shallow foundations,
- bearing capacity and settlement of p ile  foundations,
- so il mechanics in  road construction,
- improvement of the physical properties of so ils ,
- so il dynamics 
comprehensively.
The merit of the book lie s  f i r s t  of a l l  in  the clear presentation of 
practical problems, both conventional and new ones ( like  reinforced earth 
or dynamic behaviour of road pavements). Outlining the procedures used in 
conservative engineering practice, the authors draw attention to the numer­
ous e ffects, circumstances and approximations influencing the v a lid ity  and 
adequacy of mechanical models. This carefulness is  of v ita l importance in 
geotechnics - the book combines practical and theoretical considerations 
proportionately.
The computational models are f it te d  to the assumption of linear 
e lastic  or ideally p las tic  material behaviour. The untimely death of the 
senior author, Professor Kézdi, resulted in some predominance of conserva­
tive  calculational approaches. Tables of influence factors and nomograms 
help to solve numerical problems but no reference is  made to the results 
brought by age of computers. From th is point of view, the book is  a syn­
thesis of classic knowledge and its  value is  not only s c ie n tific  but also 
h is to rica l.
Some non-linear models or computational approaches are missing but 
important contributions (not very common in  th is  kind of textbooks) are 
found in  the book to p robab ilis tic  treatment of problems. The second author, 
Professor Rétháti, added his achievements without in terfe ring  with the 
orig ina l material. Ttwrefore, the book is  a valuable aid of c iv i l  engineers 
working in  a practical f ie ld .
P. Scharle
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Rétháti, L.: P robab ilis tic  solutions in geotechnics. Akadémiai Kiadó Buda­
pest, 1988, 451 pages.
The author of th is  volume, 46th in the series of "Developments in 
Geotechnical Engineering" (Elsevier - Akadémiai Kiadó, jo in t ed ition , 1988), 
Professor L. Rétháti is  a well-known sc ien tis t and, what is  more, acknowl­
edged expert of p ractica l geotechnical problems. The book re fle c ts  these 
capab ilities : i t  covers a l l  those fie ld s  where the practical use of old (or 
younger) thumbrules, relationships and models can be improved by introducing 
s ta t is t ic  and p robab ilis tic  considerations and methods.
The author starts with three very transparent introductory chapters, 
presenting the fundamental concepts and theorems relevant to practica l use 
in  mathematical s ta t is t ic s  and theory of probability. Clear and simple 
examples convince the reader that the e ffo rt needed for mastering the less 
known concepts and approaches pays well. The precise mathematical treatment 
and the clear comments stimulate the reader to use the presented methods for 
h is particu lar problems. The reviewer ventures the remgrk th is  was the p r i­
mary ambition of the author.
The particular domains of geotechnics are set forth in  self-contained 
Chapters as follows:
-  determination of the s ite  and the number of so il tests,
-  determination of the qualifying characteristics of the s o il,
-  comparison of tests performed with the same so il,
-  evaluation of the test data before planning,
-  determination of the bearing capacity of the so il,
- settlement forecasting,
-  s ta b ility  of free standing and supported slopes,
-  quality control of earthworks.
The practising engineer finds his keywords mostly in the contents, 
while the subject index l is t s  mainly the terms of s ta tis tic s . The rferences 
(some 250) are taken mostly from lite ra tu re  written in  English, nevertheless 
the treatment re flects properly the results of outstanding Russian Schools 
and those of the author himself, too. Therefore, the book serves as a re fer­
ence as well: the explanation of the essential knowledge is  followed by 
re lia b le  references for further study.
The attentive reader may find a special pleasure in the 8th Chapter, 
where the basic princip les of planning based on the theory of p robability  
are analyzed in de ta il. Beyond the uncertainty involved in the computational 
models, the consideration of the life tim e  and the safety margin, the author 
pays attention to stra teg ic decision making, dealing simultaneously both 
w ith the technical and economic factors.
A sarcastic dictum (referred to by M. Tribus) says that "research is  
reading more than one book". In the age of publication boom th is  statement 
may inc line  anybody to meditate about the research problem of finding those 
books de fin ite ly  worthy of reading. The reviewer thinks Professor Rétháti's 
work must be classified as one of those few to be studied and kept handy in 
the years to come.
P. Scharle
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MICROMECHANICAL MODEL FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF GRANULAR MATERIALS
BOJTÁR, I . *  - BAGI, К . * *
(Received: 27 November 1989)
A numerical method has been developed for the analysis of the internal behaviour 
of granular materials. State-changing processes of microstructure can be followed; 
the fin a l aim is  to find  state variables that can re lia b ly  describe these processes.
Introduction
The constitu tive equations generally used to describe granular 
materials are based on the trad itiona l continuum-mechanical variables like  
stress and s tra in . Since the material is  replaced with a continuous model, 
these variables cannot properly describe the fundamental behaviour of 
granular materials i.e .  the internal structure and i ts  changing.
The usual way o i taking into account th is  e ffect is  to define the 
'material properties' as functions of the state variables (with new par­
ameters introduced, of course). To improve the constitutive equations, more 
and more parameters are introduced u n til the equations become 'overcrowded' 
-  especially those parts containing the material properties.
I t  seems to be a much better approach to find  to ta lly  new variables 
beside, or instead o f, the trad itiona l ones. These new variables should 
re flec t the fact that the material has a characteristic internal structure 
changing as a resu lt of external effects.
There are several theoretical proposals concerning these variables 
but the d if f ic u lty  is  to prove that they are re a lly  e ffic ie n t.
A numerical model is  presented in th is  paper by which the efficiency 
of the suggested variables can be analysed by numerical experiments. The 
model is  able to follow the state-changing process of the material under 
external load while the values of the analysed variables are continuously 
calculated.
"B o jtá r, Imre, H-1221 Budapest, Arany 3. u. 96/A, Hungary 
Bagi, Kata lin , H-1052 Budapest, Váci u. 7, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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The f i r s t  chapter in  c l udes the best known approaches to more e f­
f ic ie n t  description of granular assemblies.
In the second chapter, the numerical model proposed for th e ir analy­
s is  is  presented.
The th ird  chapter gives two numerical examples.
1. Suggested variables for the description of internal 
behaviour of granular assemblies
Given state of a granular assembly could exactly be described only 
i f  a l l  geometrical characteristics lik e  shape, position, material pro­
perties of the grains and of the contacts between them, and the contact 
forces and re lative displacements at a l l contacts were known. The response 
of the assembly to changes in external effects could exactly be predicted 
in  th is  case ('average' deformation, change of porosity, loss of s ta b il ity  
e tc .) .  This 'response' is  derived from three basic effects: f i r s t ,  the 
change in shape and size of grains (usually neglig ib ly small); second, the 
re la tive  motion of adjoining grains at the contacts without loosing con­
nections; th ird , the rearrangement of the internal structure, change of 
topology (jo ining and d is jo in ing).
I t  is impossible to follow these effects by means of tra d itio n a l 
continuum-mechanical state variables. -  Therefore, as early as in  the 
1960s, more and more ideas were born about how to define more e ff ic ie n t 
state variables, how to find  new ways of description of the behaviour of 
granular materials.
The most evident attempt was to re-define the stress and stra in  
tensors so that they w i l l  be able to describe a granular assembly with 
discrete nature instead of a continuous material (good summary is given by 
Nemat-Nasser in /1 / ) .
Besides th is  tra d itio n a l approach, to ta lly  new ideas were also born. 
Pioneering work was done by Takeo Mogami in 1965 (see /2 /, /3 /) who was the 
f i r s t  to use s ta tis t ic a l entropy for finding the most probable state of 
granular assembly. This route was followed by many others (Moroto, /4 /; 
Brown, /5 /; e tc .). They suggested that the e ffo rt to find the least biased 
state of the assembly be treated as a constrained optimization problem: 
maximization of entropy with given constraining conditions sa tis fied  (aver­
age porosity or coordination number specified, equilibrium equations sa tis­
fie d  e tc .).
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Another approach was born in the 1970s: geometrical analysis of the 
microstructure (angular d is tribution  of contact normals or of long axes of 
grains; effect of in i t ia l  anisotropy; role of s lid ing  and ro lling  of grains 
in deformation e tc .; see for instance /6 / and /7 /) .  The basic variable 
called fabric tensor shall be introduced here; i t s  well known de fin ition  is
H. . 
1J
1
M
M
nc
J ( 1 . 1)
where nc=(n?) is  the un it vector normal to the surfaces of touching grains 
at contact ' c ';  M is  the to ta l number of contacts of the analysed assembly. 
This variable was suggested for characterisation of anisotropy of the 
internal structure. (In  the recent few years, i t  has already been suspected 
that at least a fourth-rank fabric tensor is  required for proper descrip­
tion ; see /8 /) .
The most promising ideas were born in the early 1980s. The f i r s t  one 
was developed by M. Satake (see /9 / and /10 /) who introduced a graph re­
presentation of granular assemblies and defined several variables based on 
the micro-level analysis of geometrical structures.The second one comes 
from P.A. Cundall (see /11/) who separated the d ifferent physical effects 
upon the material by dividing the stress tensor in four partitions, each 
expressing a d iffe ren t aspect of behaviour. Let's have a closer look at 
these suggestions.
1.1. The Satake-variables
In a two-dimensional assembly of discs ( 'g ra in s ') le t 's  define two 
graphs. The f i r s t  one called replaced graph is  obtained by connecting the 
central points of discs in contact with each other; the second one called 
dual graph is  derived from the common tangents of adjoining grains (see 
Fig. 1.1).
Using th is  graph representation, the variable fabric tensor can be 
defined as N m
■ -ëa -ja----  (1.2)
N
I
P=1
m
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replaced graph dual graph
Here N is  the number of grains in  the analysed domain; m is  the
number of contacts of pa rtic le  p; n  ^ is  the un it normal vector at contact
c of partic le  p.
c cThe term can be weighted by the replaced graph branch lengths of 
the contacts ('branch tensor' gained); or by the dual graph branch lengths 
('con tact tensor' given); by the e lastic energy stored in the contacts 
('energy tensor' defined in  th is  way). Other physical quantities can also 
be used for weighting.
1.2, Cundall's stress analysis
Cundall proposed to separate physical effects upon the material in 
the following way:
From the orig ina l two-dimensional domain R, an area A can be separ­
ated, which is  not disturbed by boundary conditions (external loads acting 
d ire c tly  on a grain, kinematical constraints e tc .) . For area A, the average 
stress tensor (t?^) can be defined for c ircu la r grains as
1
A
N&(Rp IC = 1 nC Fc 1 3 (1.3)
Here rP is  the radius of partic le  p, m the number of contact points 
of pa rtic le  p, Fj is  the to ta l contact force vector and n^the unit vector 
normal to the grain surface at contact c.
Cundall separated th is  stress tensor in  four partitions:
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o r  = j  (s) + ( f )  + ff., (v) + OL. ( i )  (1.4)
where the four partitions are:
6 T (s )  shear stress tensor
ÖTCV) normal va ria tion  stress tensor
Г j ( f )  fab ric  stress tensor
( 5 ^ (0  iso trop ic  stress tensor
F irs t, the to ta l contact force acting upon given contact point of a 
grain is  s p lit  into normal and tangential components. The shear stress is  
calculated from the tangential forces:
(1.5)
The Einstein summation rule is  applied. This pa rtition  corresponds to the 
mobilised shear forces; i t  is  related to the tendency of the contacts to 
slide and thus to the dissipation of energy during the state-changing 
process.
In the second step, the average normal force associated with the 
grain is  separated from each normal force acting on the grain. From the 
remaining part, the normal variation stress component is  calculated:
i j
■^ N m 1 m
- I
p=l c=l m C=1
(Fk"k>
„ c c  -I
V j J (1.6)
This partition  corresponds to variation in the magnitude of normal 
forces with angular changes, re flects the eccentricity of forces acting 
on the grains, s im ila rly  to the classic buckling problems.
The remaining part of the stress tensor may be s p lit  in to  the iso­
tropic component:
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kk p=l C=1
N m
(1.7)
and into the fabric component:
( 1.8)
tha t corresponds to the angular d is tribution  over contact points related
thus to the anisotropy of the microstructure. In th is  expression à. . is
□ Cav) 1Jthe Kronecker symbol and the average of normal forces acting on
p a rtic le  p.
We want to find a method to analyse these -  or perhaps other -  sug­
gested variables during loading processes.
Our analysis is  res tric ted  to 2D only. Displacements of each grain of 
the assembly are followed; re lative displacements and contact forces be­
tween the grains are calculated under external loads. The suggested va ri­
ables can then be calculated from these data.
Since the deformation of individual grains is  negligibly small, the 
material is modelled as a random assembly of perfectly r ig id  c ircu lar discs 
w ith deformable contacts between them.
The in i t ia l  data of the assembly are the position and radius of each 
grain and the properties of the contacts (the so-called micro-material-law, 
stiffnesses, strength e tc .) .
Loads are acting d ire c tly  on the grains or on the 'walls ' confirming 
the assembly. The loading process is a series of load steps; an equilibrium 
state shall be found fo r each load step u n til the assembly is  to ta lly  de­
stroyed. - Hence, the state-changing process is  assumed to be a series of 
equilibrium states. Calculations for finding the equilibrium states are 
based on the displacement method. The values of the suggested variables are 
calculated in the equilibrium  states and thus the ir change can be followed 
during the entire state-changing process.
2. The numerical model
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2.1. Geometrical model
The geometry of the assembly is  modelled by means of random number 
generator. Input data are the size of the rectangular domain under con­
sideration and the minimum and maximum grain radius. The program generates 
grains with a radius changing at random between given minimum and maximum 
values.
The random number generator applied to the present program is  capable 
of following any probability density function, hence any sieve curve can be 
simulated. I t  can be indispensable when the grain radius varies in  a wide 
range.
Starting at the bottom, the domain is  f i l le d  upwards by dropping the 
grains (see Fig. 2.1). Every grain must be supported by the others or by 
the edges of the domain so that th is  process w il l  lead to a stable struc­
ture.
У *  yi
Pia- hi-
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2.2. Connections between the grains
One of the fundamental problems in the analysis is to define the 
properties of the connections. Our knowledge of the micro-material-law of 
the contacts is  based on assumptions only; two types of connections are 
used experimentally in  the model at present but other types can be used as 
well.
In the f i r s t  case, the contacts are assumed to be r ig id ; they res is t 
tension or compression, shear force and bending moment (see Fig. 2.2). The 
shearing stiffness depends on the average normal stress acting between the 
grains.
The relationship between contact forces Jl (see figure 2.2 fo r exact 
meaning) and re la tive  displacement vector v^ is  given by equation Q = П  
where к is the contact s tiffn e s  matrix
Es 0 0
0 Gs 0
0 0 Es312
the shear stiffness depending on the normal stress acting upon the contact:
G = (2 .2)
Неге E is  the normal e lastic modulus, Gq the in i t ia l  shear modulus, 
s the symmetric section of the dual graph edge belonging to the contact, 
and JU is a 'f r ic t io n a l' fac to r.
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The micro-material-law of this contact type is  illus tra ted  in  Fig.
2.3 where the fracture c r ite r ia  are also shown.
In the second case, the contacts res is t only compression and 
'f r ic t io n a l' shear force (see Fig. 2.A)
Ол V = V„
Q*
0 X
so к has a simpler form:
к =
where
Gg is  assumed to be much smaller than Gg used in  the f i r s t  case. Fig. 2.5 
illu s tra te s  the micro-material-law.
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2.3. The equilibrium equations
Our unknowns are the displacements of a l l grains as shown in Fig.
2.6; the equilibrium equations of the
gram displacements
Fig. 2
assembly are set up to find  them.
The re la tive  displacements at contact 'c ' of grains ' i ' and ' j ' can 
be written as
,c = Tc ( j)  u( j )  _  Tc ( i )  u( i)
where the displacement vector of grain ' i ' is
.Ш 4l)
4 °
Lto(i).
(2.5)
(2.6)
and the transformation matrices are
Tc ( j)
Tc ( i)
(see Fig. 2.7).
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The resultant force of the contact forces acting on grain ’ i '
p(i) ( i )
X
( i )
У
( i )
M
■ Z fc ( i)  Qc (2.9)
c=l
With th is  calculation made for every grain, the global system of 
equilibrium equations can be set up where the boundary conditions are also 
considered:
F = К . . u =giob - (2.10)
2.4. Effect of geometrical non-linearity
I t  can be r ig h tly  assumed that 'r ig id ' contacts break even in the 
range of small displacements. Therefore, assemblies with fr ic tio n a l con­
tacts are considered only in the analysis of the effect of geometrical 
non-linearity.
Let's consider two adjoining grains as shown in Fig. 2.8:
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Here ot belongs to the state before re la tive displacement and аслАл, 
belongs to the state a fte r deformation. Using the notation of f in i te  ele­
ment descriptions the re la tion  between the local and global variables:
=g = î  =1ï  (2 .11)
3g = 1Т91
Неге 1 indicates that the effects are described in the local coordinate 
system and g refers to the global basis; д  is  the displacement of given 
'node' (grain center); ^ the s tiffness matrix of given 'f in i te  element' 
(given contact); д forces acting on the 'node' and I  the transformation 
matrix :
-COS ос -s in  об 0 cos ы. sin ос 0
sin ОС -cos Ы. г.1 -s in  об cos oL r j (2 .12)
0 0 -1 0 0 1
Geometrical non-linearity means that I  depends on д:
I  = I(u ) (2.13)
The las t equation of (2.11) can be w ritten in incremental form neglecting 
the second order term:
q + Ль = (TT + ДТТ) (qx + Aqx) (2.14)
and arranged as
Адд = î TA qi + A i \  = bg A Ug + A i Ta i (2.15)
The la s t term can be expressed as
33
l
i= l
Al \  = Y_ an á l l  = Z  aii
i= l
Э 1 { ЭтТ=1 Э 1
9ugl 9 ug2
- У '
-g
Эи,дз
ч
42.16)
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Matrix b  ^ on the righ t side of the equation is  called geometrical s tiffness 
matrix. Using th is  form in  eq. (2.15):
(b + bG) ÄUg = A ^  (2.17)
Matrix bG can be easily produced from
3
=G = H % i  § i <2-18>
i= l
where matrix consists of the partia l derivatives of columns of with 
respect to displacement increments. Since
% i =
only matrices and G_2 have to be constructed. On the basis of expres­
sions (2.19), a l l  values are known for construction of matrix bg. However, 
eq. (2.17) sa tis fies  only the equilibrium equations while the com patib ility 
conditions remain unsatisfied. Therefore, le t  the increments of in terna l 
forces derived from AgG on the basis of the geometry of the 'previous' 
state be evaluated f i r s t .  By 'previous s ta te ' we understand the geometry 
given by the previous load step (к- l ,  i f  к denotes the load step index) or 
by the previous ite ra tion  step.
Increments of in terna l forces:
(2.19)
A s .  = Qi Au.. -  A s "
-1 - 1 - l 1  _ l ( i - l ) ( 2 . 20)
Here i  is  the ite ra tion  step index in given load step; is  the matrix of 
m icro-constitutive-law (also a variable); A s"^ q  ^  denotes the kinematic 
load increment calculated in the previous ite ra tio n  step. Its  value is  zero 
at the beginning of each load step.
The to ta l in terna l load is  simply obtained from the increments of 
internal forces
k-1 
i= l
(2.21)
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Here is  the in terna l force vector of the previous load steps. On the 
basis of the value of !5 we can determine nodal equilibrium error vector
Internal normal forces are calculated from the new position of grain 
centers in the following way:
N =
(1new ( r ^ r . ) )  (EA)i  
r i+r.
(2 . 22)
Global kinematic load vector Açi"g^ is  determined from this force by means 
of the transformation matrix. The new displacement increment vector is 
calculated by using the sum ( Aq^V + Acj|h) as a l ° ad vector. The above 
procedure shall be repeated in an in terna l ite ra tion  cycle u n t il the error 
vectors decrease below the specified lim it .
2.5. State-changing analysis
I f  the geometry of the assembly and the contact properties are 
uniquely defined, the equilibrium state associated with given load step can 
be determined using the displacement method. F irs t the program calculates 
the contact stiffness matrices for every contact in the assembly. The value 
of shear stiffness at given contact is  estimated on the basis ° f  the value 
of re la tive  normal displacement a fter the previous load step. In the f i r s t  
load step, the in i t ia l  Gg value is  used.
The contact s tiffness matrices are transformed into global basis and 
the unknown displacements of the grains are calculated by the fron ta l 
solver technique. Then the contact forces are determined. A state obtained 
in  th is  way w il l be possible only i f  the stresses do not exceed the cor­
responding strengths at any contact.
I f  there are broken contacts, the geometrical structure sha ll be 
modified: broken contacts are omitted and grains which lost s ta b il i ty  are 
moved in the direction of the external forces d irectly  acting on them (or 
downwards in lack of d ire c tly  acting forces) u n til they find a new stable 
position for themselves where they are supported by stable grains. Grains 
which cannot find a stable position are omitted. Now this modified struc­
ture has to carry the to ta l load; and the calculations shall be repeated 
fo r to ta l load u n til a stable state is  found.
In the stable state, the shear stiffnesses are checked; and the geo­
m etrical non-linearity is  taken into consideration by modifying the po­
s itio n s  of grains.
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F ina lly , i f  a stable and compatible equilibrium state is  found, the 
values of the suggested variables shall be calculated.
3. Numerical examples
Our f i r s t  example illu s tra te s  the behaviour of an assembly with r ig id  
contacts. The in i t ia l  configuration, the loads and the strength character­
is t ic s  are shown in Fig. 3.1:
RmQ,=Û20, Q’ =5.0, 6U' =800-0; Tu*'= 10.0;
Fig. 3.1.
With the load factor increased, the contacts break one a fte r the 
other; the change of the replaced graph can be seen in Fig. 3.2.
a.
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Fig. 3.2b.
d.
Fig. 3.2d.
Finally, the Cundall-tensors are tabulated for the f i r s t ,  an in te r­
mediate and the last load step in  Table 1.
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Table 1
CUNDALL - stresses
Our second example shows an assembly with fr ic t io n a l contacts only. 
The in i t ia l  state can be seen in Fig. 3.3:
F„ =-10000; E = 10B ; G =K)‘ AJ =0.1; 
CÇ =1.0. <£ =10 ; "C' =10 0; Eu =00
Fig. 3.3.
r
The internal structure is  strongly changing during the loading pro­
cess as illus tra ted  in Fig. 3.4 u n til s ta b il ity  is  lost.
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The fabric tensor describing the anisotropy of the replaced graph 
shows a significant change; the in i t ia l  and f in a l state being shown in 
Table 2:
Load factor 
1.00
3 6
Table 2
%
0 292 -  8x 10 ”
0 708
0 625 -  27x101f
0375
Conclusions
The present paper described a possible method for numerical modelling 
o f granular assemblies. E ffo rts  were made to find variables that can be 
used also in macro-level constitu tive equations. The examples illu s tra ted  
the efficiency of the numerical model. A detailed analysis of the selected 
variables became possible in  th is  way.
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GLOBAL INVESTIGATION OF DISCRETE MODELS OF THE EULER BUCKLING
PROBLEM
ZS. GÁSPÁR* - G. DOMOKOS**
(Received: 15 December 1989)
Mathematical tools for the global description o f discretized line  continua are 
presented. These tools are applied to the analysis of the planar buckling o f e la s tic  
bars under s ta tic  loading. The results of the computer experiments display an es­
sentia l difference between discrete models consisting of even and odd number o f r ig id  
bars. Propositions are presented re ferring  to the mathematical background o f the 
aforementioned paradoxes.
1. Introduction
Our aim is  to investigate discrete models of the well-known buckling 
problem of the perfect, simply supported planar rod, described f i r s t  by 
Euler (1744). In his work Euler demonstrates several qua lita tive ly  d i f ­
ferent equilibrium shapes of the "linea e lastica". The f i r s t  thorough 
numerical treatment of the problem is  delivered by Saalschutz (1880). The 
complete mathematical c lass ifica tion  of the solution curves (including 
"looping" solutions) is  due to Love (1927). Reference to these la s t men­
tioned solutions can be found in  Timoshenko & Gere (1961), as w e ll. The 
present paper is  devoted partly to the problem, whether the solutions of 
the discretized model can be classified in a sim ilar way, or there is  a 
qua lita tive  difference. The continuous structure has unstressed length L, 
bending stiffness EJ and axial s tiffnes  EA = oo. The discrete model, con­
s is ting  of n r ig id  bars connected by n-1 linear rotational springs is  i l ­
lustrated in Fig. 1. The spring constants s^ of the discrete model are 
derived from the bending stiffness of the continuous beam: s^= 2EI/(L^+L^+j )  
( i  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n-1), where L  ^ is  the length of the ith  rig id  bar ( Z L ^ L ) .  
The structure is assumed to be stra ight at zero loading.
*Gáspár, Zsolt, H-1025 Budapest, Кару u. 40/b, Hungary
**Domokos, Gábor, H-1056 Budapest, Váci u. 44, Hungary
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The shape of the discrete model can be described by the configuration
vector C with components Ch = (i=  1, 2,  , n). At the in i t ia l  point
there is no spring, i .e .  only otg e  I ,  I  = (- П,П] w ill be discussed. By 
considering th is  re s tr ic tio n , the shape of the structure supported only 
at in i t ia l  point can be mutually uniquely identified  by an element of 
G = I  X Rn ■*■. The configurations with yn = 0 (two supports) form a proper 
subset Gg Cb G. I f  xn = yn = 0 is required, then we arrive at Gg c  Gg. Ac­
cording to our assumptions, the structure is  loaded only at the endpoints,
i.e .  by fix ing  the reaction forces = Л and R2 the elements ot^ of the 
configuration vector can be derived from &g by the following recursion 
formula:
Xj
yj
+ Ld cos “ j -1
+ Ld sin * 1-1 ( 1)
* i = V i --------—  (yi - i + Li sin
si
( i  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n-1 ; j  = 1, 2,
since Xg = Уд = 0 are constants. The e.
identified  by a configuration vector C and the corresponding load parameters
R, and R9. The equilibrium set of the structure supported only at the 1 2  2
in i t ia l  point w i l l  be denoted by E (E c  G x R ). The equilibrium posi-
tions satisfying yn = 0 as well form the set Eg (Eg c= Gg x R ). I f  x ^ 0,
then the global equilibrium for the structure yields R2 = 0 , i .e .  the
equilibrium positions satisfying xn t  0 , yn = 0 can be identified  by the
elements of Eg Œ  (Gg—Gg) x R. Our aim is  to reduce the dimension of the
R2
oCi  X) + -------  (Xg x + Li  cos j_)
si
■, n)
Lements o f the equilibrium set can be
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equilibrium set, i.e .  to find the space with minimal dimension, onto a sud-  
set of which Eg or Eg can be mapped in a mutually one to one way.
D e fin ition : Er is  called unique in R* i f f  there exists a mapping M: ER
t  0 t  °—»R ,that M gives a mutually one to one mapping between Eg and M(Eg) ^  R .
(Similar formulation holds for Eg.)
Dimension Reduction Lemma: In the case o f the investigated discrete
3 2structure (Fig. 1) Eg is  unique in R , Eg is  unique in  R .
Remark, that M(E.g) (=■ I x R2, M(Eg) C I  x R.
Proof of Lemma
The equilibrium positions can be mutually uniquely identified by the
corresponding number t r ip le  (°Ln, R., R ,)e  R^, since, on the one hand, any
2 u 1 z ? element of I  x R is  mapped onto one and only one element of G x R by eq.
(1) and, on the other hand, the numbers «.g, and R2 are coordinates of
the elements of Eg, i.e .  to each element of Eg one and only one number
tr ip le  corresponds. By sim ilar argumentation the equilibrium positions
satisfying xp  ^ 0 (R2 = 0) are uniquely id e n tifie d  by ( o6g, R^). Q.e.d.
This Lemma implies, that the equilibrium paths plotted in I x R2
( I  x R^ ) can only in tersect, i f  there is a bifurcation point. S im ilar
lemmas fo r other types of discretized line continuums can be derived in  an
analogous way. I t  may be of interest, that dimension reduction of the
equilibrium path is  possible for continuous structures, as well. Theorems
on th is  problem are demonstrated by Domokos (1989).
2. Computer experiments
Based on the dimension reduction lemma and recursion formula (1) a 
computer program has been developed to detect a l l  possible equilibrium 
positions. To make visualization easier the case xn = 0 has been excluded 
from the computation, i.e .  a l l  equilibrium paths could be plotted in  the 
(a&g, X) plane. At xn = 0 a bifurcation occurs, which can be interpreted as 
a r ig id  body rotation around P(0, 0). This phenomenon was f i r s t  discussed 
by Domokos (1989) for the continuous beam. S ta b ility  analysis is delivered 
by Gáspár & Domokos (1990) fo r the discrete model n = 2 with f in ite  axia l 
s tiffness. The equilibrium paths corresponding to th is  bifurcation can not 
be plotted in the ( o ig ,X ) plane without intersecting other paths, there­
fore the bifurcation points are marked by small c irc les . These bifurcation 
points have been extra computed, but only fo r paths where n/k is integer,
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n denoting the number of bars, к denoting the serial number of buckling 
mode. In the computer experiments only models with equal elements (Ц= L/n) 
have been investigated. The equilibrium path P can be subdivided into a 
connected (Pg) and a disconnected (Pg) part. Pg contains a l l  equilibrium 
positions which can be reached on a continuous path from the t r iv ia l  one. 
In Fig. 2.a-k the connected parts (Pg) fo r n = 2 to 12 are p lo tted in the 
in te rva l oCg e  (0, it ) .  The numerical and qualitative data gained from the 
computer experiments is  partly summarized in the forthcoming Tables.
Fig. 2,a-h,
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Fig. 2 , i-k .
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Table 1
n n m Г  1 Fn/Fm 7  1 Fn/Fm7 2
n
* 0,2
2 0.811 1.266 0.579 1.571
3 0.912 2.205 1.011 2.102
4 0.949 1.960 0.895 2.092
5 0.967 2.089 0.957 2.171
6 0.977 2.107 0.965 2.204
7 0.983 2.131 0.976 2.223
8 0.987 2.142 0.981 2.242
9 0.989 2.144 0.982 2.251
10 0.990 2.153 0.986 2.262
11 0.991 2.162 0.990 2.266
12 0.992 2.165 0.992 2.271
00 1.000 2.183 1.000 2.289
FJ denotes the f i r s t  buckling load of the discrete structure with n equal bars;
denotes the load parameter at x^ = 0 in  the f i r s t  buckling mode o f the n-bar 
structure;
etn denotes the value o f otg corresponding to F™.
Index m refers to the continuous structure. I f  no analytical results were available, 
then the approximation n = 200 has been accepted fo r th is  case.
The integer a^n in  the jth  row of Table 2 gives the number of secondary 
b ifurcations in the jth  buckling mode of the discrete structure. The va ri­
able ап  ^ is  only interpreted i f  j  is a d iv isor of n.
Table 2
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 CD
1st mode 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ?
2nd mode 3 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3
3rd mode 4 - - 1 - - 4
4th mode 5 - - - "
5th mode 6 - -
6th mode 7
Based on the data contained in Table 2 we formulate the following 
Conjecture 1: In the case of Ц  = L/n
I  1 i f  n / j mod 2 = 1
Lj+ i i f  n / j mod 2 = 0
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Conjecture 1 is  a simple extrapolation of Table 2 to an arbitrary f in ite  
model, but i t  does not give explanation to the basic difference between the 
behaviour of "even" and "odd" models. In the forthcoming sections we w il l  
attempt to give at least particu lar explanation.
3. Mechanical explanation
The aim of th is  section is  to give a plausible mechanical explanation 
to the j+1 secondary bifurcation observed in even models (n /j mod 2=0). The 
3rd buckling mode (j=3) of the model consisting of 12 elements (n=12) is  
illu s tra te d  in Fig. 3/a. The buckled chain can now be substituted by a 
stra ight v irtu a l chain with f in ite  axial s tiffness. A single element of the 
v ir tu a l chain consists of 12/3=4 elements of the orig ina l chain. The v ir ­
tual chain is  illu s tra te d  in Fig. 3/b. In general, the v irtua l chain sub­
s titu tin g  the jth  buckling mode of a chain of n elements w il l be denoted by 
Vn . . Vn . consists of j  v ir tu a l elements, i.e .  Vnj  has j -1 buckling modes 
explaining j-1  out of the observed and predicted j+1 bifurcations. The 
buckling modes of occur in the reverse order, i.e . the lowest load 
corresponds to the highest mode. Remark, that the kth mode of Vnj  can be 
expected to be a symmetric bifurcation i f  Jn/Cj.kjQ mod 2=0 otherwise i t  is  
an asymmetric one.
One of the s t i l l  not explained bifurcations is  the already discussed 
rotation around xn=0 , marked with small c irc les  on the equilibrium path. 
The las t b ifurcation to be explained corresponds to the individual, simul-
Fio- 3.
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Fig. 4.
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taneous buckling of the v irtu a l elements in ^ . These elements are arches
consisting of n /j bars. The v irtua l chain remains stra ight at th is  buckling,
only the individual arches have a bifurcation point. This buckling can be
expected to be symmetric, i f  j  is even. Let us denote the kth buckling of
V . by В . . .  (The f i r s t  buckling corresponds to  the lowest load parameter.) n j rijK
The secondary bucklings B^ 2 3 p  632 3 3 ancl ®12 3 4 are iH us'tra 'tecl i n 
Fig. 4. The theory ju s t described explains only the behaviour of the even 
models to some extent. Up to now no reasonable mechanical clue has been 
found to explain, why do not "odd" models behave lik e  this. The basic d i f ­
ference between the two sets of models w il l  be discussed in the next sec­
tion from the mathematical point of view.
4. Mathematical explanation
Let us return from the special discrete models treated in the com­
puter experiments to the more general ones, consisting (typ ica lly) of non­
equal bars (Fig. 1). Even th is  model w il l  be further generalized, however 
only in a mathematical sense. Let us introduce the symbol denoting the 
set of models consisting of n bars out of which exactly j  bars have non­
zero length (1 ■& j  ik n ) , and le t us introduce the set
n
Mn = U Mj (2)
j=l
The set is  a subset of the (n-1) dimensional hyperplane H defined 
by ZL^ = L in Rn. The distance of two models is  defined by the Euclidean 
norm, and is  interpreted only for elements of sets with identical super­
scripts.
We are going to give a simple il lu s tra t io n  for some s in the 
hyperplane H and to make some propositions about them. These propositions 
are mainly based on geometrical in tu itio n , no exact proof is  delivered in 
th is  paper.
Let us begin with containing the single subset m| ,  which contains 
again a single element (Bar with unit length). This set is zero-dimensional
(po int). Such sets w il l  be illus tra ted  by c irc le s , containing the number of
2 2 2 2 non-zero bars (Fig. 5/a). M (Fig. 5/b) contains the subsets and M2 .
has two zero-dimensional elements, since e ithe r the f i r s t ,  or the second
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bar can have zero length. These points are the missing end-points of
which is  an open in te rva l. This la tte r type of set w il l be illu s tra te d  by
an in terval interrupted by a square, containing j .  Fig. 5/c and Fig. 5/d, 
3 4illu s tra t in g  M and M respectively, are constructed in a s im ila r way, and 
are (hopefully) self-explanatory. Regarding Fig. 5 the following propos­
it io n s  seem to be plausible.
Proposition 1. Mn is  an open set i f f  n > ~ l.
2. M is  a closed set.
3. Mn is  a simplex.
4. The clausure of Mn is  Mn.n
3. NT is  not empty. (n as 1, I á j á n ) .
6. dim (Mn) = n-1.
(D efin itions of unknown terms see in Bourbaki, 1966.)
Propositions 1.-6. give some interesting mathematical h in ts , but do 
not disclose any difference between the behaviour of "even" and "odd" 
models. Neither does the examination of the models En C Mn in  which the
lengths of the non-zero bars are equal
-4
EV consists of
( Ü )
zero di- 
.4mensional elements. The set E2 is  illu s tra te d  by dots as a subset of M in 
Fig. 6 .
Fig. 6.
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Let us now turn our attention to sets c: M?, consisting of models 
with symmetry axis y = xn/2 (Fig. 1). The notation Sn is  introduced as an 
analogue of Mn (see (2 )). I t  seems to be remarkable, that propositions 
1-4 are true for the symmetrical models, as well ("substitution" M = S ) .  
However, th is  s im ila rity  is  very deceiving. There exist principal d if fe r ­
ences between sets Sn, depending on whether n is  odd or even. These d if ­
ferences w il l  be summarized in the next propositions:
Proposition 5 '. is  empty, i f f  n is  even and j  is  odd. (n s t l ,  l á j í  n).
( n /2-1 i f  n is  even 
6 ' .  dim (Sn) = <
Un-l)/2 i f  n is  odd.
©  © -----Ш-----©  d  л Щ
S' s 3 s5 s7
The difference can be formulated in mechanical terms, as w ell. I t  is  
always possible by small perturbation of the model ( i.e . by adding small 
bars or changing s lig h tly  existing bar lengths in a symmetrical way) to 
transform an "even" model in to  an "odd" one, but not vice versa. The sets 
Sn (n = 1, 2, . . . ,  8) are illu s tra ted  in Fig. 7 with the convention in tro ­
duced in Fig. 5. The detected mathematical differences between "odd" and 
"even" models might be partly the clue to the difference of the ir mechan­
ica l behaviour.
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PRODUCTION OF DYNAMIC STIFFNESS MATRIX IN  CASE OF OTHER THAN RIGID JOINTS
AND RIGID ELEMENTS
GYÖRGYI, J . *
(Received: 27 December 1989)
In calculating for real structures, the structure may contain elements connected 
to each other in a special way depending on the layout of the structure. Such cases 
are e.g. structures made of prefabricated elements. Again due to the layout, struc­
tu ra l parts that can be considered r ig id  are often used between flex ib le  elements. In 
order to avoid numerical problems, i t  is  necessary that th is  fact be taken in to  con­
sideration when the s tiffness matrix of the structure is  produced. This paper presents 
the way to cope with the above problems.
In tro d u c tio n
For the elementary dynamic stiffness matrix according to the method 
of f in ite  elements, i t  is  usually assumed that the ends of the elements 
are connected in a r ig id  way to the nodes while at the same time the d i f ­
ferent nodes are interconnected by fle x ib le  elements. This paper shows how 
the elementary dynamic stiffness matrices can be produced in case of other 
than r ig id  jo in ts  and how the effect of r ig id  elements can be taken in to 
consideration without any change in the layout of the stiffness matrix of 
a structure.
1 . S tiffn e s s  m a trix  o f elem ents w ith  o th e r than  r ig id  jo in t  between them
In calculating for structures, the elementary stiffness matrix de­
scribes the relationship between displacements and forces of the ends of 
the elements. The elementary matrices in  combination are the s tiffness  
matrix of the set of elements (^h) j a diagonal hypermatrix with the s t i f f ­
ness matrices of the d iffe ren t elements arranged along the diagonal. In 
case of a structure, the ends of the elements are interconnected with 
certain displacements of the ends corresponding to each other, the number
"Györgyi, József, H-1221 Budapest, Arany J . u. 96/b, Hungary
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of independent displacements (n^) being less than the number of end-of- 
element displacements (ng). The relationship between the two displacement 
vectors can be described by means of combination matrix P /1 /.  Element кC 
of matrix g w i l l  be u n it i f  end-of-element displacement к corresponds to 
independent displacement ; otherwise matrix element к l  w i l l  be zero.
Thus the s tiffn e ss  matrix of the interconnected elements is
£p= E** Kh e • (1)
Matrix is  produced in accordance with expression /1 / but in  a way 
other than matrix m ultip lica tion. To produce element k i of the matrix, i t  
shall be tested which of the end-of-element displacements corresponds to 
independent component displacement •£ and the element containing the force 
component of d irec tion  к shall be taken from given elementary s tiffness 
matrix accordingly.
I t  is  a rather complicated job to produce matrix £p element by ele­
ment in the way described above. In a simpler case, the ends of the struc­
tu ra l elements are connected in a r ig id  way to the so-called structura l 
nodes. In th is  case, the independent displacements can be treated in  com­
bination in nodal displacement vectors and matrix P gives the relationship 
between end-of-element displacement vectors and nodal displacement vectors. 
Matrix 0 can be defined as a hypermatrix w ith a unit matrix in i t s  block 
k£ i f  the end of element associated with the displacement vector in  block 
к in case of end-of-element displacements is  connected to node t.
In th is case, matrix can be produced block by block in the know­
ledge of the block of the d ifferent elementary stiffness matrices.
How can th is  d e fin ite ly  more favourable process be applied to the 
case of elements of other than rig id  jo in t  between them where fo r given 
nodes, the number of independent displacements is larger than the number of 
nodal displacement components?
The fact that given end of element can displace freely in d irection 
s as compared with the node means at the same time that no end-of-element 
force is acting in  given direction that is
I----------
«—
H 
^
11
 
1______ V V
к LI - 0=s =s
■Csl 
____
1 _ = 2 _ 7
CM
O
il
_____l
( 2 )
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+ Ь* У2^
О (3)
(4)
That means that, in the knowledge of the other end-of-element displacement 
components, given end-of-element displacement component can be calculated. 
This also means that the number of nodal displacement components need not 
be exceeded by the number of displacement unknowns either.
With (4) substituted into (2), a modified stiffness matrix is  ob­
tained, containing only and ^  while column and row s corresponding to 
us consists of zero elements only:
К=m к к ”=s =s (5)
Here £ is  the o rig ina l while the modified elementary stiffness matrix, 
modified by the dyadic product (1).
In the general case, the dynamic stiffness matrix of one single ele­
ment can be written as
K. = К - ш M =dyn = = ( 6)
where M is  the so-called mass matrix,
У* У dV , (7)
(V)
^  being density while the elements of matrix ^ are displacement functions 
describing the relationship between unit end-of-element displacements and 
displacements within the element, in the general case approximate func­
tions (used e.g. in s ta tica l calculations) tha t can be calculated from the 
d iffe re n tia l equation of the oscilla ting  bar in  case of bars of invariable 
cross section.
I f  relationship (5) is  used to modify the dynamic stiffness matrix, 
the modified dynamic stiffness matrix can not be written in a form s im ila r 
to (6) where the frequency independent s ta tic  stiffness matrix and a mass
242 GYÖRGYI, J .
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matrix multiplied by w but containing constants appear independently). As 
a solution, production of the mass matrix according to (7) sha ll be re­
peated using displacement functions that take into consideration that no 
end-of-element forces can arise in given direction. The success of the 
method in s ta tic  calculations lie s  in tha t s tiffness matrices complying with 
d iffe re n t boundary conditions need not be produced each independently but 
they are obtained simply by dyad subtraction from the stiffness matrix of 
the element of r ig id  jo in t .  As shown below, th is  is  possible also in  cal­
culation of the mass matrix.
Let the displacement function associated with end-of-element dis­
placement in d irection l  be denoted by v | and le t  s be the d irection of un­
constrained displacement. In case of u n it end-of-element displacement in 
d irection i , force of a magnitude of ks w il l  act upon the element of 
r ig id  jo in t in d irection s. Assume that a displacement of magnitude ks^/kss 
is  taking place there in a direction opposite to the direction of the force 
so that this force w il l  be zero. The displacement functions associated with 
the two end-of-element displacements resu lt in a sum to which un it end-of- 
element displacement belongs in d irection l  while no force is  a ris ing  in 
d irection s. This is  the modified displacement function to be used fo r re­
calculation of given element of the mass matrix.
Element k l of the modified mass matrix:
Now the modified mass matrix is :
M = M - -Л - (k m* + m k*) + —§§- к к*=m = к -s =s =s =s I 2 =s =s ss ss
(9)
tha t is  the modified mass matrix can be calculated from the r ig id - jo in t
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element mass matrix by means of dyads obtained from the vectors of r ig id ity  
and mass matrices.
Note that in dynamic studies, additional elements are added to the 
dynamic stiffness matrix due to consideration of the dynamic effects. E.g. 
i f  also the effect of rotational ine rtia  is  taken into consideration, the 
mass matrix shall be w ritten in a form
Ö = У + , ( 10)
where, e.g. fo r a bar, M<p can be obtained from relationship
У if = yu i 2 J \f' Г  dx 
0
( I D
(yj being specific mass, i  the radius of in e rtia  of the cross section).
Here у  is  the matrix containing the derivatives of the displacement 
functions. I t  can be proved that derivation of the modified displacement 
functions in  (8) results in a modified M i f  matrix according to (9).
In calculations of bar structures, the s ta tic  normal force Q can be 
taken into consideration by means of geometry s tiffness matrix Kg. In th is 
case, the end-of-element forces are
where
=dyn = = + =G ~ “ 2
y*' N' dx .
The geometry s tiffness matrix can be modified by analogy with the 
modification of matrix Mf .
2. Structure calculations in case of infinitely rigid element
In case of a complex system, the r ig id ity  of the d iffe rent elements 
may d iffe r  considerably. E.g. in case of a machine base calculatable as a 
bar structure, certain points of the structure are interconnected by a 
machine frame that can be considered in fin ite ly  r ig id . This means that dis­
placements of the d iffe ren t nodes of the structure are not independent of
each other. In th is  case, numerical d if f ic u lt ie s  w il l arise in solution of 
the equation system or eigenvalue problem i f  the in f in ite ly  r ig id  element 
is  treated in the same way as the other elements.
Theoretically, the problem becomes manageable by means of the process 
described in (1) where the r ig id ity  matrix of the structure is  produced by 
use of coupling matrices 0 in the knowledge of the r ig id ity  matrix of the 
set of elements. In the coupling matrix, the number of independent d is­
placements w ill be less than the number of nodal displacement components. 
The displacements of some node j  can be calculated partly or en tire ly  
(depending on the nature of connection) from the displacement of node i .
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(12)
(matrix Rj w il l be zero i f  every displacement component of j  can be cal­
culated from the displacements of node i ) .
In the course of investigation of the structure, i t  seems reasonable 
to keep the structure associated with the nodes so that certain columns of 
the coupling matrix w i l l  be zero columns. Block R ,^ R^  w il l also appear in 
the coupling matrix in  addition the unit matrices in such a way that in  a 
row of blocks, matrices R^  and R^  replace the un it matrix in block columns 
j  and i ,  respectively.
As has been mentioned, matrix R shall not be produced in the course 
of practical calculations but, instead, selected blocks of the elementary 
s tiffness  matrices shall be collected in the d iffe ren t blocks of the r ig id ­
i t y  matrix (selection being controlled by the necessity of m ultip lica tion  
by u n it matrices). Forces resulting from displacements of given nodes at 
given ends of the element have thus been included in the blocks of the 
r ig id i ty  matrix.
In the present case, i f  block column j  is  produced, block Rr  of the 
r ig id i ty  matrices, associated with given block row r, shall be put partly 
or en tire ly  into block column i .  Forces at the end of given element, ob­
tainable from the displacements of node j  are
g = К u. = К -г  =r =j =г [Bi У У1
- Í
[= r i  = r j] y i
- j
. (13)
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At the node interconnected with the r ig id  element, the end-of-ele- 
ment forces are not independent because also the r ig id  element shall be 
balanced.
Relationship between the forces acting upon both ends of the r ig id  
element :
(14)
Accordingly, block Kr of the stiffness matrix, associated with given 
block column r ,  shall be put into block row i  pa rtly  or entirely when block 
row j  is  set up.
“ -fHOil
1__ = A К u =r =r
г “ 1к.
= 1Г
,9j. A К.L =JrJ
Уг (15)
Of course, the appropriate rows and columns of the mass matrix and/or 
given elements of nocal loads shall be rearranged accordingly.
After rearrangement of the stiffness matrix, zero elements w i l l  get 
into the principal diagonal and therefore numbers other than zero sha ll be 
put in to  these places.
The vector elements of u  ^ can be produced in  the knowledge of u^ and, 
in part, ű j.
The process described above can be used also i f  the nodes are congru­
ent but in  th is  case, only the elements of a certain displacement agree 
(e.g. crossing bars interconnected by pin or slabs joining each other along 
the edge).
In th is  case, matrix R has zero and un it elements only.
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FAILURE TESTS WITH STEEL FRAÆWORKS
IVÄNYI, M.*
(Received: 5 January 1990)
According to practica l needs, approximate models in s ta b ility  analysis o f steel 
structures are widely used as information given by bifurcation theory is  lim ited . 
Thus the role of experimental research is  o f increasing importance.
Between 1974-1989, extended research was carried out in the Department o f Steel 
Structures (TU Budapest) regarding the ultim ate load of frames and bu ild ings. The 
results of experimental and theoretical analysis are summarized in th is  work.
Experimental and theoretical investigations are shown, permitting the p las tic  
deformation capacity o f frames with due regard to  in teraction of strength and s ta b il­
i t y  phenomena to be analyzed, including the e ffe c t of local buckling of plate ele­
ments of sections on the response of the vhole structure .
1. Introduction
The structura l response in the v ic in ity  of peak load may be ex­
tremely complex. The early and very simple methods of plastic l im it  analy­
sis (based on the concept of r ig id -p las tic  materials which are in princ ip le  
completely insensitive to any form of in i t ia l  imperfections) are confined 
to a very lim ited class of structures, b u ilt of bulky elements. As soon as 
global and even more as local in s ta b ility  plays role in fa ilu re ,
-  the effect of in i t ia l  geometric imperfections is  enhanced,
-  the residual stresses (remaining regularly latent at lower loads, 
interacting with growing active stresses) resu lt in premature p las tic  
zones, and (la s t but not least)
-  the usual and widely accepted tools of analysis - as beam theory 
(based on Bernoulli-Navier hypothesis), small deflection theory of plates 
and so on - cannot describe exactly enough the structure's response to 
fa ilu re .
The sim plified model is  not elaborate enough to re flect real struc­
tu ra l behaviour, so that a secondary, more detailed local model is  in tro ­
duced to depict the most c r it ic a l part of the structures, by which more
Iványi, Miklós, H - l l l l  Budapest, Kende u. 18, Hungary
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re a lis t ic  quality parameters can be deduced from the already known primary 
parameters.
Because of the interaction of loca l and global behaviour, th is  pat­
tern cannot be followed in the case of hyperstatic structures, as the ad­
d itio n a l information gained by the secondary, local model is  to be fed 
back to the calculation of primary parameters as well. For th is  purpose, 
i f  -  as very often -  the secondary model can be analysed by numerical 
methods or only experimentally, the resu lts have either to be re - in te r- 
preted to obtain mathematically treatable, simple enough rules, or the sec­
ondary model has to be sim plified to get well-usable results. In both cases 
the va lid ity  or accuracy has to be proved by (usually very expensive) 
fa ilu re  tests on the whole structures.
To sum up, i t  seems that because of frequent uncertainties in  pre­
d ic ting  fa ilu re  load, the double check of structures - at d iffe re n t load 
levels - not only re fle c ts  d ifferent aspects of structural behaviour, but 
contributes to a safer design procedure as w ell.
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2. Test program
The experimental research project was carried out in the Laboratory 
of the Department of Steel Structures, Technical University, Budapest.
Fig.
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©  P ro p o rt io n a l 
load ing
©  V ariab le  
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load ing
Fig. 2.
The ° f  the program: Fig. 1 gives a brie f summary of the
additional tests on stub columns, frame corners, plates elements, simple 
beams (Halász, Iványi, 1979).
The secondjpart of the program: Fig. 2 gives a brie f summary of the 
fu ll-sca le  tests and dimensions of the specimens, indicating the loads and 
the characteristics of the loading process.
Test frame C-3 had ra fters with a slope of 30% (16.7°), welded 
column sections I 300-130-37 (Fig. 3.a).
Rafter-to-column and mid-span connections consisted of high-strength 
prestressed bolts (Fig. 3.b).
D ifferent types of supports were applied (Fig. 4).
Vertical loads at the joining points of purlins were applied to the 
upper flange of ra fte r, so web and bottom flange were not res tric ted  la t ­
e ra lly . To make horizontal displacement (sidesway) unrestricted, jacks were 
fastened not d irectly  to the floor-slab (Fig. 5.a), but through a so-called 
gravity  load simulator (Fig. 5.b). This la tte r  consisted of three elements: 
two bars, and a rigid triang le . The two bars had p in-jo in ts at both ends, re-
250 IVÄNYI, M.
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su iting  in a one-degree-of-freedom mechanism. Hydraulic jacks joined the 
r ig id  triang le . This mechanism produced a ve rtica l load acting upon the 
intersection of the two bar axes. Characteristics of the simulator are given 
in Fig. 5.C.
The third_part of the program was a representative part of a m u lti­
purpose, pinned, pitched roof industria l h a ll: a building section consisting 
of 3 frames, bracings with pinned elements, lig h t gage purlins and wall 
beams with corrugated steel sheeting (Fig. 6) (Iványi, Kálló, Tomka, 1986).
Structural details of the building sections are shown on Fig. 7. The 
scope of investigations was threefold:
- the effect of restra in t system on e lastic  behaviour,
- residual deformation and load bearing capacity due to c yc lica lly  
repeated load,
- ultimate load of the frames.
Elastic tests were made at six d iffe ren t stages of erection (Fig. 6).
Non-elastic tests (cyc lica lly  repeated load, incremental collapse) 
were carried out on the building section corresponding to stage 6 using load 
combination composed from dead load and meteorological loads.
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Fig. 5,
a., frames and bracings b., + purlins c.,wall beams
d.. ♦ roof sheeting e.,+ sheeting walls f., + cross-bracing of and
frame
Fig. 6.
3. Computational model
The trad itiona l concept of p las tic  design of steel structures is  
based on the assumption that, under gradually increasing s ta tic  loads, 
p lastic zones develop and grow in size and number, and eventually cause un­
restric ted , increasing deflections; thus loading u n lil the onset of ultimate 
lim it state gf the structure. The concept was f i r s t  introduced by Kazinczy 
(1914) by establishing the concept of the "p la s tic  hinge". Some basic ques­
tions are s t i l l  discussed. Among them are the effects of the difference be­
tween idea l-p lastic  constitutive law and actual behaviour of steel material 
and the consequence of local in s ta b ility  (p la te  buckling; la te ra l buckling). 
Joining in the international research in th is  f ie ld  we tried  to introduce 
the concept of "in teractive plastic hinge", which can substitute the classic 
concept of p lastic hinge in the trad itiona l methods of lim it design, but can 
re fle c t the effect of phenomena like  strain-hardening, residual stresses, 
plate buckling and la te ra l buckling (Iványi, 1983).
The element of the bar is  considered to be b u ilt up of plate ele­
ments (follow ing the pattern of steel structures) instead of a compact 
section. Then the behaviour of the "p las tic  hinge" can be characterized by 
tests with simply supported beams. Based on these tests a yield-mechanism 
for the bar-element can be introduced (F ig. 8), giving foundations fo r a 
mechanism curve: defining thus the descending branch of the moment-rotation 
diagram (Fig. 9). Similar results can be obtained for the case of d iffe ren t 
loading conditions (Iványi, 1979/a, 1979/b).
This information can be used to extend the model of "equivalent 
cantilever" suggested by Horne (1960) including the effect of residual 
stresses and strain-hardening (Fig. 10), w ith the descending branch re­
presenting the e ffect of plate buckling, a rriv ing  thus to the concept of 
"in te ractive  p lastic  hinge" (Iványi, 1983, 1985/a). In addition to the above 
model, a suitable y ie ld mechanism was considered for cyclic bending, such 
as to correspond to the geometrical conditions and the assumed yie ld 
c rite rio n  (Fig. 11) (Gioncu, etc. 1989).
The cyclic load-deflection curve of S-3 beam is shown in  Fig. 12. 
The in teractive p lastic  hinge model is  suitable for computer computations 
(Iványi, 1985/b; Baksai, e tc., 1985).
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4. Results of theoretical and experimental investigations
4.1 Frame Structures under proportional loading
Concerning the experimental frame C-3/2, the relation of load-de­
fle c tio n  curve develops according to Fig. 13. On the side of horizontal 
load, the f i r s t  ine lastic  hinge develops due to the residual stresses and 
deformations in the cross section beneath the frame structure wedging up 
and th is  hinge develops at 52% of the maximal frame load. At 97% of the 
maximal load, zone L describing the effect of plate buckling develops also 
in  th is  cross section, i .e .  in  the frame cross section an "unstable" s ta te  
-  a descending characteristic curve -  develops.
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Figure 13. introduces the characteristic load-displacement curve of 
the frame structure in the case, too, when the basis of the computations is  
the trad itiona l p lastic  hinge.
The results well show that the presence of residual stresses in f lu ­
ence in a major way the range of lim ited p las tic  deformation, however, 
mainly because of the cross section geometry of experimental beam, the 
maximal load bearing values computed with the trad itiona l (e las tic -idea lly  
p las tic ) hinge as well as those obtained by the interactive hinge coincide 
with the experimental results.
2 5 8 IV Ä N Y I, M.
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4.11 Effect of fabrication and erection
Effect of incorrect geometry was investigated by introducing d i f ­
ferent in i t ia l  la te ra l displacements. The consequences are illu s tra te d  in 
Fig. 14.
The effect of the d iffe ren t values of residual stresses is  shown 
in  Fig. 15. The medium curve was in coincidence with test results.
The presented method for the complex analysis of frameworks takes 
several effects into consideration (Fig. 16).
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Measured and calculated bending moments
Fig. 17.
4.12 Effect of structura l details
I t  seems worthwhile to draw attention to the occasional decisive e f­
fect of minor differences in structural deta ils on fa ilu re  as w e ll. Some of 
the results are reproduced below.
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Ü ) _C l^umn_ bases_
Column bases were fixed or hinged. The hinges were not ideal: 
columns could have been supported by larger base-plates. Figure 17 compares 
the measured bending moment due to vertica l and horizontal load with the 
calculated ones assuming pinned (dashed line ) and fixed (solid lin e ) frame. 
The corresponding moment-rotation diagram of column base was checked ex­
perimentally, its  adaption to an interactive p las tic  hinge indicating the 
load-deflection diagrams obtained by d iffe ren t end conditions (Fig. 18).
lU i i§ i£ rJLsyp£qrts_
Spacing and effic iency of la tera l supports proved to be of basic 
importance. Their e ffect is  illus tra ted  in Fig. 19.
The importance of adequate spacing of la te ra l supports and the ir 
e fficiency in preventing the rotation of cross-section around the bar-axis 
has to be emphasized as purlins and ra ils  connected to tension flanges often 
cannot regarded fu lly  e ffective in  case of th in  webs. Not only the load 
carrying capacity can thus be substantially reduced (as by e lastic  la te ra l 
buckling in case of frame C-3/1 in Fig. 19), but the yield plateau in  the 
load-deflection diagram can be too short (as in the case of frame C-l in 
Fig. 19), rendering the structure sensitive against in i t ia l  imperfections.
4.2 Frame Structure under variable repeated load
By repeated cycles of variable loads -  fo r instance by those in ­
volving the subsequent application of a lig h t crane-load D and uniformly 
distributed vertica l load PI as indicated in Fig. 20, incremental collapse 
can be produced by a load-factor surpassing s lig h tly  the shake-down load 
predicted by a firs t-o rd e r ideally e las tic -p las tic  analysis. The difference 
between test and analytical values was s im ilar to that observed in  pro­
portional loading (due probably to strain hardening), so the gap between 
l im it  loads in proportional and cyclic loading (about 10% in the case in ­
dicated in Fig. 20) is  the same in test and computation for both loading 
cases.
Surprising was the quick progression of residual deflections after 
jus t a few load cycles (see Fig. 20)
-  to be attributed possibly to the e ffect of axial loads connected 
with remarkable changes in geometry;
- to gradual increase of imperfections (both la tera l deflections of 
beams and curvature of plates); thus to work-softening effects overcoming 
the work-hardening ones.
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4.3 Building under proportional loading
4.31 Cross bracing of the end-frame
Measured deflections from uniform horizontal loads are shown in 
Fig. 21, representing the effect of both semi-rigid cross bracings of the 
end frame.
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4.32 Horizontal and vertica l bracing system
Load-displacement diagrams of incremental collapse tests are shown 
in Fig. 22. Ultimate loads are influenced by local loss of s ta b il ity ,  pre­
vious loadings and the layout of frame-horizontal and vertica l bracing con­
nections.
4.4 Building under cyc lica lly  repeated meteorological loads
Schematic diagram of a cycle of repeated meteorological loads can be 
found on Fig. 23.
Analysing the results of the experiments in the different phases of 
construction and in the fu lly  completed state, the following conclusions can 
be drawn:
The actual behaviour of ha ll structures is  more favourable than that 
generally taken into consideration in design practice. In strength analysis, 
and in s ta b il ity  analysis in plane of the frame we generally neglect the e f­
fects of semi-rigid column bases, roofing sheeting, end walls.
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Fram es 1. and  3.
Our measurement results showed the lim it  to which these effects 
advantageously a ffect both internal forces and the r ig id ity  (mostly that of 
the horizontal displacement) of the structure.
The actual r ig id ity  of the ha ll structures, the semi-rigid connec­
tio n  of the s tructura l elements advantageously affect the value of load 
in tens ity  belonging to the loss of s ta b il ity  perpendicular to the plane of 
the frame.
I t  also should be mentioned that, beside advantageous e ffects, also 
effects disadvantageously affecting the load-bearing capacity of the struc­
ture are occurring. These are the residual stresses due to welding, imper­
fections due to manufacturing and assembling, eccentricity.
No doubt these effects must be taken in to  consideration according to 
th e ir  significance. The method and the values of factors (such as fic tio us  
eccentric ity) applied in  calculations are mostly contained in  our present 
specifications. In cases not regulated or not adequately known, the decision 
of the designer governs. We would like  to mention that economic design can 
not- be imagined such as taking the disadvantageous circumstances, p ractica l­
ly  in  fu l l ,  into consideration, and to ta lly  neglecting the advantageous 
ones, or taking e ffects into consideration, considerably underestimated.
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5. Conclusion
Experimental and theoretical investigations have been carried out in 
connection with the e la s tic  and the p lastic load-bearing study of frame and 
h a ll structures, with the steel material s tra in  hardening, the residual 
stresses and plate buckling taken into account.
A method has been presented for the investigation of frame struc­
tures applying the steps of known, trad itiona l methods so that the structure 
behaviour can be analyzed during the entire process of loading. Certain ef­
fects  determining the structure behaviour (e.g. residual deformation, steel 
material strain hardening and plate buckling) have been taken in to  consider­
a tion with the aid of the interactive p lastic hinges. The interactive hinge 
was incorporated into an investigation method operating with the structure 
matrix-calculation method. The results of the elaborated method has been 
compared with the experimental investigation of fu ll-sca le  structures.
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DYNAMICALLY LOADED REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAMES 
UNDER SINGLE DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINT
KALISZKY, S.*  - LÓGÓ, J . * *
(Received: 27 November 1989У
Paper deals with reinforced concrete beams and frames subjected to short-time 
high in tensity dynamic pressure. The shape and geometry o f the structure and the lay­
out of the longitudinal reinforcement are given and the areas of reinforcement are 
design variables.
The determination of the p lastic  displacements caused by the pressure is  based 
on the plastic hinge theory and on the assumption that during the dynamic response 
the structure undergoes stationary displacements. In the analysis several yie ld  
mechanisms can be taken in to  consideration. The problem is  to minimize the to ta l 
amount of reinforcement such that the p lastic  displacement at a given point of the 
structure does not exceed the allowable displacement.
The variational formulation of the problem is  presented and the solution is  based 
on the optim ality c r ite r ia  method which requires an ite ra tiv e  procedure.
1. Introduction
There are several engineering problems when in the design of a struc­
ture abnormal loading conditions as explosion, impact, earthquake etc. have 
to be taken into consideration. In these extreme cases the structure is 
usually allowed to undergo p lastic deformations but must be strong enough 
to carry the load without excessive p lastic deformations, local fa ilu re  or 
collapse.
In the following reinforced concrete beams and frames subjected to 
short-time, high in tensity dynamic pressure w il l  be considered. The shape 
and geometry of the structure and the layout of the longitudinal re inforce­
ments are given while the areas of the reinforcement are the design va ri­
ables. The problem is  to find the minimum of the to ta l amount of longi­
tudinal reinforcement subject to a displacement constraint determined by 
s tructura l or technological consideration.
The plastic permanent displacements of the structure caused by the 
dynamic pressure can be determined by the use of the kinematical approxi-
*Kaliszky, Sándor, H-1089 Budapest, Delej u. 25, Hungary
MXLógó, János, H-1118 Budapest, Regös u. 7, Hungary
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mation /5, 6/ based on the plastic hinge theory and on the assumption that 
during the dynamic response the structure undergoes only stationary dis­
placements. This leads to closed form solution for the p lastic displace­
ments.
The relationship between the area of longitudinal reinforcements and 
the fu lly  p lastic moments of cross-sections w il l  be approximated by a 
quadratic expression. This allows to take in to  consideration the minimum 
amount of reinforcement to be applied because of technological reasons. In 
the dynamic analysis, in  addition to the mass of the concrete of the beam 
or frame, the masses attached to and moving with the structure w i l l  also be 
taken into account.
In the following the variational formulation of the problem w il l  be 
presented and the so lu tion is  based on the optim ality c r ite r ia  method sug­
gested by Berke and Khot /1 , 2/. Except simple cases th is requires the ap­
p lica tion  of an ite ra tiv e  procedure well understood by structural engineers.
2. Assumptions and basic relationships
2.1. Geometry of the structure
In the following reinforced concrete beams and frames with given 
shape and geometry w i l l  be considered. We assume that the structure is 
composed of prismatic concrete members with given lengths dg and cross- 
sectional dimensions bs and hs, as shown in  Fig. l /а . The layout of the 
longitudinal reinforcement is  also assigned such that in given parts with 
fixed lengths l ■; ( i  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) the cross sectional areas A. of the 
longitudinal reinforcement to be applied at the lower and/or upper surface 
of the cross-section are constant (Fig. 1 /b ). The areas A^; ( i  = l , 2 , . . . , n )
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collected in the vector A are the design variables and the volume of the 
to ta l longitudinal reinforcement is  expressed by the objective function
V = l 1 A . (1)
Here the vector & collects the lengths ,
2.2. Loading and mass d is tribu tion
The structure is  subjected to a high in tensity short-time dynamic 
pressure F (x ,t) defined in a separated variable form:
£_(x,t) = p (t) Fq(x) . (2)
Неге X and t  denote the coordinate measured along the axis of the struc­
ture and the time, respectively, Fg(x) defines the d is tribu tion  of the 
dynamic pressure and p (t) describes the time variation of the in tens ity  of 
the pressure (Fig. 2/a-b).
Fig- 3.
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The scalar function m(x) defines the mass distribution along the 
axis of the structure (Fig. 3/a). I t  contains the mass of the structure 
and also a ll the other masses (dead weights) which are attached to and move 
together with the structure during the dynamic response. The mass of re in­
forcement compared to  other masses is  very small therefore w il l  be 
neglected in our fu rthe r investigations.
2.3. Yield mechanisms and plastic moments
We assume, that the flexural behaviour of the reinforced cross-sec­
tions is r ig id -p la s tic  and apply the concept of p lastic hinges. Considering 
the c r it ic a l cross-sections where p lastic hinges can develop, several yield 
mechanisms can be constructed at which the structure might collapse. The 
displacements of the "k " - th  yield mechanism shown in  Fig. 3/b are described
by the function w^(x) while the re lative rotations ‘f k l ’ *fk2 ’ __’ 'Ÿ kt
occurring in the p la s tic  hinges are collected in  the vektor
The fu lly  p la s tic  moments Mp М2 . .M. .M acting at the p lastic 
hinges of the yie ld mechanisms can be expressed in terms of the areas of 
the longitudinal reinforcement. This nonlinear relationship is  usually ap­
proximated by a linear function (Fig. 4/a)
A. = 1 (3)
where the constant oi.^  can be assumed for ^  pj—^ w h e r e  o' is  the 
y ie ld  stress of stee l. 1 sy
In practical design, however, a minimum amount of longitudinal re in­
forcement always has to  be applied. This might be taken into account by 
using a quadratic function proposed in /8 / and shown in Fig. 4/b
A. = A.n 1 lO * ai Mî (4)
Here Ai0 denotes the minimum amount of reinforcement to be applied and a^  
is  a certain constant given in /8 /.
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2.4. Plastic displacements
The displacements of an elasto-p lastic structure subjected to dynamic 
pressure can be determined only by a time history analysis. To avoid the 
lengthy numerical calculations in the following we w il l apply the kinemat- 
ica l approximation described elsewhere /5 , 6 /. In th is approach we assume 
that the structure undergoes stationary motion during the dynamic response 
and impose on the structure a kinematically admissible plastic displacement 
f ie ld  expressed in a separated-variable form
W j/x .t)  = WkQ( t )  Wj (^x)^k ^k4 (5)
Here w^Cx) denotes any postulated kinematically admissible p las tic  d is ­
placement f ie ld  (y ie ld  mechanism) and W^g(t) is  an unknown displacement 
parameter function. I f  the function p (t) describing the time varia tion  of 
the dynamic pressure in eq. (2) f u l f i ls  certain conditions to be given 
below, then W^Ct) is  a monotonically increasing function and reaches its  
maximum value wJ"qX when the structure comes to s tands till. Omitting the
ГПЭХdeta ils can be expressed in the following form /6, 7/
..max _ j. q 
Wk0 " Kk b0
Here
ГSg = J t  P(t) dt pe = 2Sn ■ / ' p(t) dt
(6)
(7)
are defined by the function p (t) (see Fig. 2/b) and pk denotes the kin­
ematically admissible load m u ltip lie r associated with the assumed displace­
ment fie ld  w^x) and the quasi-static loading F g ( x )
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Pl, =
or introducing the notation
¥k
Pk = M ^  .
F ina lly , Kk is  a constant:
Kk =
( 8)
(9)
( 10)
( 11)
I t  is  to be noted that the va lid ity  of eq. (6) is  restricted to the loading 
cases when the follow ing conditions are fu l f i l le d  /7 / :
( 12)
Substituting eq. (10) in  eq. (6) and considering eq. (5) the p lastic  d is­
placements caused by the dynamic pressure at the point j  of the structure 
can be approximated by the expression:
w/P _
" кО * k j  = * k j  Kk so (13)
Here w. . denotes the displacement at the point j  of the k-th y ie ld mechan- 
—kJ
ism (see Fig. 3/b).
We note that in  expression (13) Sg and pg depend only on the shape 
of function p (t) and fo r a particular y ie ld  mechanism w ^, vpk^, Kk and c^ 
are constants. Hence, in  eqs (13) the p las tic  displacements are expressed 
in  terms of the p la s tic  moments M.
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Assuming several (k = 1, 2, r )  y ie ld mechanisms several approxi­
mate values can be obtained for the p lastic  displacements and then th e ir 
maximum values are competent in the optimal design.
2.5. Constraints
A structure subjected to high in tensity dynamic pressure must have 
su ffic ie n t strength and stiffness for carrying the load without excessive 
deformations, local fa ilu re  or collapse. This design crite rion  can be 
formulated such, that at a given point j  of the structure the p las tic  d is­
placement should not exceed the lim it (allowable) displacement, i .e .
”1 • S  W.Q; (k = 1, 2, r) (14)
Here is  defined by eq. (13) and the lim it  (allowable) displacement 
can be assigned by appropriate considerations upon the lim ited d u c t il ity  
behaviour of the reinforced concrete structure. In a particular problem 
W? and also w. . in eq. (13) denote either ve rtica l or horizontal displace- 
ments at the point j  therefore in the following they w ill be considered as 
scalars.
Using the design c r ite r ia  described above, next we w il l derive the 
basic relationships of the optimal design problem. For convenience, instead 
of the areas A^  we w il l  introduce the p lastic  moments FT; ( i  = 1, 2, . . . ,n )  
as new design variables. Then, using the relationship (4) the to ta l volume 
of the longitudinal reinforcement is  expressed in  the form
n
v = A t a = I  t i  + ai  • ( 1 5 >
i= l
3. Formulation of optimal design
3.1. Solution based on a single yield mechanism
F irs t, we w il l consider the simplest case when a displacement con­
s tra in t is  prescribed at a single point j  of the structure and fo r the 
calculation of the p lastic displacements only one yield mechanism is  taken 
in to  consideration. Then the subscript к can be omitted in the above equa­
tions and using eqs (13), (14) and (15) the optimal design problem can be 
formulated as follows:
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minimize
• Ï (16)
i= l
subject to
or
MT с
МТ с
K S o l wj l  J
-  1
*0
JO
(17)
То derive the optim ality c rite ria  equations we form the Lagrangian 
n
о . P„ «ЛП
(18)L(Mi ,X )  = Y_ t-i (Ai0  + ai Mi^ + ^
i= l HT c
Wn
1 ♦ -------
K S0 I w j  I J
and require the derivatives re lative to l“L vanish
Неге X denotes a Lagrangian m ultip lie r.
To obtain a closed form solution we express from this equation
ciM, = A ----------------- j —я-
1 2 I f i  (m' c)2
( 20)
and substitute in eq. (17). Then we get
A = -=
2 (MT c )2
K so h i  j
( 2 1 )
which together with eq. (20) yields to the following result
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ОГ
Неге
( 22)
(23)
(24)
denotes a constant and the ra tio  -*—— can be considered as the "re la tivel .  a.
efficiency" of the i- th  p lastic hifHgè.
According to eq. (9) th is  is  proportional to the square of the re la tive  
rotation at the p lastic  hinge i  and is  in inverse ra tio  with the length 
I  ^ and the specific cost a  ^ of the corresponding longitudinal reinforcement 
Hence, the p lastic  moments which f u l f i l  both the displacement constraint 
(17) and the optim ality c rite rion  (19) are determined as follows:
Mi ci
r e la t iv e  e f f ic ie n c y  o f the  i - t h  p la s t ic  hinge 
sum o f  r e la t iv e  e f f ic ie n c ie s  o f  p la s t ic  h inges
Here the summation is  extended to the p las tic  hjnges of the assumed y ie ld  
mechanism. The carrying capacity p = M*£ = M.c  ^ of the structure 
necessary to f u l f i l  the displacement constra in t”iian be calculated from eq. 
(17). Considering the above statement to obtain the optimal solution th is  
capacity has to be distributed in the proportion of the re la tive  e f­
ficiencies among the p lastic  hinges.
3.2. Solution based on several yield mechanisms
Next, we w il l  consider the case when in  order to obtain a more ac­
curate solution k = 1, 2, . . . ,  г yield mechanisms are taken into consider­
ation for the determination of the p lastic  displacements. Then, the d is­
placement constraint at the point j  of the structure can be written in  the 
form:
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Ре
мт ç*
1 + — Ь о
Kkso h k j
SO ; (к = 1, 2, г) (25)
or
Gk j = Ck CkjO ; (k = 1, 2, . . . r )  , (26)
where
and
C,, ='k UT 
-  ^k
_üóL
Ckj0 1 K, Sn Iw,
(28)
k°0 |"k j|
is  the "target value" of Ck .
To derive the optim ality c rite r ia  equations we form the Lagrangian:
L(M
I I A.
i ,  \ )  ■ X  < ,  ( A 10 *  s t f )  »  Z  \
i= l
1 + ------^
k=l MT Çk
(29)
KkS0 wkj
and require the derivatives with respect to kL to vanish:
= 2 Í  э M. -  V  I p  T k2 
Эм. é î
О ; ( i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ). (30)
In addition, the Lagrangian m ultip liers Лк have to satisfy the equations: 
>kGk j = 0 } \  > 0  ; (k = 1, 2, . . . ,  r )  . (31)
From eq. (30) we can express kL in terms of the Lagrangian m u ltip lie rs
kl. =----—
1 2 Í ,  a.
J.
L
Jk i
к 'l2
i  Qi  k=l (^ ^ k )
( i  = 1, 2.........n) (32)
These equations express the optimality c r ite r io n . Substituting th is  expres­
sion in to eqs (25) now we can not obtain a closed form solution fo r I k
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therefore we follow the optimality criteria method proposed by Berke and 
Khot /1-4/. First, we multiply by both sides of eqs (30)
Micli - p, Micki
6 (MçT)2 4  + + P e ^ T 2  > r  = 2 < iai Mî6 (M c l Г  r  1 1 1
(i = 1, 2, n)
and accomplish the sum of these equations
M T C^ > i +...+ - T ^ -  > к + .--+ - т ^ -  \ - 2 У _  ^iaiMi • (33)
* 4  * 4  f e r
Substituting eq. (27) we get
n
Cl fe  + ...+  Ck X k+ ...+  Cr = 2 ^ i ai Mi  * (34)
i=l
The right hand side of this equation (disregarding the constant term 
due to the minimum reinforcement) stands for the total volume of the rein­
forcement while the terms in the left hand side express the contributions 
of the Д к multipliers to the volume.
In the proposed iterative solution eqs (32) are used to fulfil the 
optimality criterion while the constraints (26) can be satisfied by the 
successive change of ^ k . To obtain the most efficient way of this pro­
cedure we have to consider eq. (34).
If we find during the iteration that the k-th constraint is over- 
satisfied i.e. Ck is less than the target value C ^ q then we can decrease 
the participation of the k-th term in eq. (34) as the most effective com­
ponent to decrease the total volume of reinforcement. This can be achieved 
by decreasing A k which at the same time, improves constraint satisfaction. 
On the other hand, if the k-th constraint is not satisfied i.e. Ck is
greater than the target value C..n one has to increase the participation of
KJU лthe k-th term. This can be achieved by increasing À  which, at the same 
time, also improves constraint satisfaction.
For the appropriate updating of the Lagrangian multipliers Berke and 
Khot suggested several techniques /1-4/. For example the following formula
can be used:
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( Ak )new ( 3 5 )
where q is a parameter to control convergence and possibly to change as
Gk j 0.
Deriving the above results the ite ra tive  procedure which leads to the 
satisfaction of the displacement constraint has the following steps:
a) select the y ie ld  mechanisms к = (1, 2, __, г) and calculate C^g
from eq. (28);
b) assume in i t i a l  values for M, and A, (e.g. M. = const and
1  К  1
= const);
c) calculate Ck and ( Ak)n6W from eqs (27) and (35);
d) using the new values of Ak and the old ( in i t ia l)  values of kh 
determine the new values of kb from eq. (32);
e) repeat steps c) and d) un til the differences between Ck and C^g 
are su ffic ien tly  small.
4. Conclusion
The optimal design procedure described above can be extended to 
problems where m ultip le displacement constraints or at the p lastic hinges 
p las tic  deformation constraints are taken in to  consideration. The descrip­
tio n  of these solutions and the numerical applications w ill be published 
elsewhere.
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SPACE STRUCTURES: STATIC RELATIONSHIPS, STRUCTURAL FORMS
KOLLÁR, L .*
(Received: 1 November 1989)
Space structures are mostly formed according to curved surfaces. Their overa ll 
s ta t ic  behaviour can be described by adequate continua, which also show the re la t io n ­
ships between seemingly en tire ly  d iffe rent structures.
In th is  paper f i r s t  these relationships w i l l  be presented. Second, some remarks 
w i l l  be made on structura l forms, i.e .  on shapes according to which space structures 
with incomplete r ig id it ie s  can be b u ilt .
1. Introduction
Space structures, formed according to curved surfaces, constitu te, at 
f i r s t  s igh t, a great variety of d ifferent structures which have very l i t t l e  
in common. In fact, shells, space frames, la t t ic e  shells, cable and mem­
brane structures, folded plates are d iffe re n t not only with respect to 
the ir building materials and forms, but necessitate independent s ta tic  
theories as well.
However, i f  we have a closer look at th e ir s ta tic  behaviour, we can 
discover some basic relationships between these structures. In th is  paper 
we f i r s t  try  to describe these relationships.
Second, a fte r defining structures with incomplete r ig id it ie s , we w il l  
make some remarks on structural forms, i .e .  on shapes according to which 
these structures can be b u ilt .
2. Static relationships
When trying to establish the relationships between the various kinds 
of space structures, we have to start from the notion of overall s ta tic  
behaviour, which means the behaviour of the structure as a whole, as con­
trasted to local behaviour, as e.g. buckling of individual bars of space 
frames.
^Kollár, Lajos, H-1122 Budapest, Ráth György u. 64-66, Hungary
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The overall behaviour of space structures can be adequately described 
by appropriate continua, on the basis of which we can establish the s ta tic  
relationships sought fo r between the various structures. To th is  purpose 
i t  seems appropriate to choose shell structures as a s ta rting  point.
Shell structures are, s tr ic t ly  speaking, continua themselves, and can 
be classified in to  two groups: bent shells and membrane shells.
Membrane shells have only "in-plane" r ig id it ie s , i.e .  r ig id it ie s  
against tension and shear in the tangential plane of the shell surface, 
while bent shells have, in addition, bending and torsional r ig id it ie s ,  and 
also transverse shear stiffnesses.
There are several kinds of space structures which are related to bent 
she lls .
Let us begin with space frames, which can be single- or double-layer. 
As i t  has been established in /Kollár and Hegedűs, 1985/, the equivalent 
continua of s ingle-layer space frames with r ig id  jo in ts, and of double- 
layer ones either with hinged or with r ig id  jo in ts  are bent shells. Figure 1 
shows a single-layer space frame with r ig id  jo in ts , and Fig. 2 a double- 
layer space frame (which, for s im plic ity , is  formed according to a plane 
surface).
Lattice shells (F ig. 3) can be considered a special kind of s ing le- 
layer space frames, in  which the la ttice s , running in two d irections, are 
continuous.
Let us f i r s t  suppose that the la ttice s  are connected to each other by 
loose bolts, i.e . these connections form hinges in the tangential plane of 
the surface. Comparing th is  la ttice  shell w ith the single-layer space frame 
w ith r ig id  jo in ts  (F ig. 1) we find that, on the one hand, the th ird  row of
Fig. 1.
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f ig -  2.
f ia -  3-
bars is  missing, so that the la ttic e  shell has no shear r ig id ity  in i ts  
tangential plane. However, on the other hand, the la ttices can take bending 
moments in the tangential plane, thus providing an additional s tiffness to 
the structure.
The s ta tic  behaviour of the la ttic e  she ll can also be described by a 
continuous bent she ll, but th is  has to be a generalized (micro-polar) one: 
a Cosserat-surface /Füzy, 1986/, /Fiizy and Hegedűs, 1989/.
I f ,  on the other hand, the la ttices  are r ig id ly  connected to each 
other, then the la ttic e  shell has an in-plane shear r ig id ity , but, due to 
the aforementioned bending moments arising in  the tangential plane, the 
equivalent continuum has s t i l l  to be a Cosserat-type surface.
Investigating the s ta tic  behaviour of folded plates, we can state the 
following.
We can distinguish two basic types of folded plates: those with long 
elements (Fig. 4), and those with short elements (Fig. 5). The f i r s t  type 
is  characterized by the fact that the ind ividual plate elements are long 
enough to assume a linear stress d is tribu tion  in  the ir cross sections. Con-
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sequently, we have to set up the so-called three edge force equations in 
order to assure equal stra ins in the neighbouring plates along th e ir common 
edges. In the follow ing we w il l not deal with th is  kind of structure.
The plate elements of the second type are so short that a force 
acting along one edge does not cause any appreciable strain on the opposite 
edge. Hence there are no three edge force equations necessary. The in d i­
vidual (mostly triangu la r) plate elements transmit the loads onto the ir 
corner points, and the structure as a whole acts like  a space frame, the 
"bars" of which are formed by the edges of the folded plate. Since these 
structures are mostly made of reinforced concrete, the connections of the ir 
"bars" can be considered rig id . Thus, folded plates with short elements are
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closely related to single-layer space frames with r ig id  jo in ts  and through 
them to bent shells.
We can find another group of structures, the members of which are 
related to membrane shells. Such is  the single-layer space grid with hinged 
jo in ts  (Fig. 6), whose s ta tic  behaviour essentia lly corresponds to that of 
membrane shells, with some differences, explained in /Kollár and Hegedűs, 
1985/.
Membrane structures, made of coated fabric  consisting of threads 
running in two perpendicular directions, also belong to th is  type, whether 
pneumatic or stressed (Figs 7 and 8). They deviate only in one respect from 
membrane shells: the ir shear r ig id ity  is very low as compared with the ir 
tensile  stiffness. Consequently, they exhibit a much larger shear defor­
mation than ordinary membrane shells, which causes tha t, i f  the loads would 
give rise to high shearing stresses, these cannot develop,viz. the membrane 
deforms by shear to such an extent that i t  is  no longer permissible to de­
termine the internal forces on the basis of i ts  o rig ina l (undeformed) shape 
The membrane thus behaves lik e  the next structure: the cable net, which we 
intend now to investigate.
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Cable nets d if fe r  from membrane shells in that respect that they have 
no in-plane shear r ig id ity  at a l l .  (S tr ic t ly  speaking, we can give them a 
small but f in ite  transverse r ig id ity  by prestressing /K o llá r, 1989/, but, 
in  order to ensure a clearer treatment, we shall neglect th is  in  the fo l­
lowing.)
Consequently, in  the ir o rig inal shape they cannot equ ilibrate  loads 
which would cause shearing forces in them. The cable net must thus deform 
as long as i t  takes a new shape in which i t  can equilibrate the load with­
out shearing forces. This new shape is  called the funicular surface of the 
load. I t  also follows from th is  phenomenon that the cable net has to be 
analyzed by the large-deflection theory.
In Fig. 9 we sketched the relationships found so fa r between the 
various space structures.
Shells
double layer single layer
with rigid 
joints
lattice shells folded plates 
with short 
elements
membrane shells
membrane (fabric) 
structures
single layer 
space frames 
with hinged joints
cable nets
F in .  9 .
3. Structures with incomplete rigidity systems
Before we treat the problems of structura l form, we have to investi­
gate the consequences of missing r ig id it ie s .
Since space structures dealt with in th is  paper are formed according 
to a curved surface, i t  is  possible to define on them tensile , bending, 
e tc. r ig id it ie s  referred to a cross section of unit width. We c a ll the 
r ig id i ty  system of a space structure complete i f  i t  contains three membrane 
and three bending r ig id it ie s :  tensile stiffnesses in both directions and 
shear stiffness; bending r ig id it ie s  in both directions and torsional r ig id ­
i t y  , and in addition, transverse shear r ig id it ie s  in two d irections. In
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other words, a ll the elements in the main diagonal of the stiffness matrix 
have to be d ifferent from zero. (In  order to be precise we also have to 
stipu late  that the stiffness matrix be regular.)
The r ig id ity  system of a bent shell is  complete. On the other hand, 
the r ig id ity  system of a membrane shell is  incomplete because the three 
bending r ig id it ie s  are missing.
The consequence of missing r ig id it ie s  is  that the structure needs 
special support arrangement to be kinematically determinate (s tab le). Hence 
membrane shells cannot be supported in an a rb itra ry way i f  we require that 
they remain kinematically determinate, i.e .  that they should be able to 
carry any load by membrane forces. Necessary conditions for the fu lfilm e n t 
of th is  requirement have been given by Tárnái /1980-83/.
This problem does not arise with bent shells: they can be supported 
in an arb itra ry way, provided equilibrium is  ensured, they always remain 
kinematically determinate.
Single-layer space grids with hinged jo in ts  need support conditions 
sim ilar to those of membrane shells.
There are structures which have not even a ll three membrane r ig id i ­
tie s . Such are cable nets which have no in-plane shear r ig id ity .  Moreover, 
the cables cannot take compression, so that they must be prestressed. From 
the la t te r  fact i t  follows that cable nets can be b u ilt only according to 
surfaces with a negative Gaussian curvature, and even among them only those 
surfaces are suitable which correspond at every point to the equilibrium 
condition of the prestressed membrane (cable net).
The number of suitable surfaces is  thus rather lim ited /Szabó and 
Kollár, 1984/.
The absence of shear r ig id ity  causes that - even i f  the supports cor­
respond to the s ta tic  requirements of the prestressed form - the structure 
w il l  not be kinematically determinate, but "movable"; i t  changes i t s  form 
under various loads.
Membrane (fabric) structures show a sim ilar behaviour, with the only 
difference that the ir material does have a shear r ig id ity , however small. 
Their behaviour thus represents a transition  between those of membrane 
shells and cable nets. An interesting feature of fabric structures is  that 
they can also be prestressed by a ir pressure, which adds a group of sur­
faces with zero or positive Gaussian curvature, suitable fo r build ing them, 
to those of negative Gaussian curvature of the cable nets.
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The basic meaning of structural form is  "a form which is  advantageous 
fo r a certain type o f structure". This also means a certain degree of 
economy.
Such is , e.g. the form of the mushroom construction, as contrasted to 
f la t  slabs (without mushroom heads). However, related to structures with 
incomplete r ig id it ie s ,  structura l form has a more res tric tive  sense: "a 
form which is necessary to build a certain type of structure".
In the case of membrane shells (and of single-layer space frames with 
hinged jo ints) the re s tr ic t io n  extends only to the supports, but otherwise 
we are quite free to choose the form of the she ll, provided the general 
rules of constructing membrane shells are observed (there should be no 
plane points or in fle x ions  in  the surface, no in f in ite ly  large forces arise 
in  the shell, e tc .).
We can formulate th is  restriction concerning the supports also the 
other way round: i f  the support conditions are given, the shape of the 
she ll has to comply w ith  the aforementioned s ta t ic  requirements in  order 
to obtain a shell capable of carrying any load by membrane forces. As an 
example le t us consider the temple shown in  F ig. 10 /Kawaguchi, 1988/. Its  
side walls consist of cy lin d rica l surfaces, which are supported along the 
bottom straight edge and along the two curved edges, but along the top 
s tra igh t edge i t  is  acted upon by the load of the roof and is  only sup­
ported in the horizonta l plane. However, according to Tárnái's findings 
/Tárnái, 1980-83/, in  order to obtain a shell capable of carrying any load 
by membrane forces alone, we would need a support in the tangential plane 
of the shell along the top edge. Consequently, th is  is  not a structura l 
form of the cy lin d rica l membrane shells, thus fo r carrying the loads they 
have to develop bending moments. I t  was, in  fa c t, necessary to provide 
beams with a considerable bending r ig id ity  along the ir lines of f a l l .  I t  
follows from the foregoing that i f  we deviate from the structural forms of 
membrane shells, bending (and/or twisting) moments w il l  develop, which has 
to be taken by appropriate structural elements.
With cable nets there are even more severe restrictions concerning 
the shape according to which such nets can be b u i lt .
Let us consider F ig . 11, which shows the Volley-ball Gymnasium in 
Beijing /Shen et a l. ,  1989/.
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Fig. 10.
Fig. 12,
The shape of the two halves of the roof is  the cable nets' structura l 
form, so that th is  roof can be b u ilt  as a cable net.
On the other hand, the Tokyo Olympic Swimming Hall (Fig. 12) con­
siderably deviates from the structura l form of cable nets /Tsuboi and 
Kawaguchi, 1966/. Consequently, th is  roof could be b u ilt only by using 
girders in one direction which can take bending.
F ina lly, fabric structures can be b u ilt  only according to structura l 
forms, because i t  is  p ractica lly  impossible to s tiffen  the fabric  even in 
one direction against bending.
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STABILITY OF SDELE STRUCTURES WITH NON-SMOOTH ENERGY FUNCTIONALS 
IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
KURUTZ, M.*
(Received: 27 December 1989)
This paper introduces the s ta b ility  analysis of problems whose strain energy func­
tio n a l is  not everywhere d iffe rentiab le  due to material irre gu la rities  or s truc tu ra l 
imperfections. Using the term of subd iffe rentia l and the convex analysis, the wide 
range of the s ta b ility  problems of non-smooth functionals can be described math­
ematically in  a perfect manner. A ll the problems having a so-called polygonal material 
law, lik e  the p lastic  or locking behaviour, have a potentia l energy functional o f not 
everywhere d iffe ren tiab le  type. Since these phenomena can happen often in the practice, 
causing a considerably dangerous s ta b ility  s itua tion , or since th is  polygonal character 
can also be used fo r modelling some problems, i t  is  necessary to clear them math­
ematically in  a correct way.
In th is  paper the s ta b ility  analysis of e la s tic -p la s tic , perfectly r ig id -p la s tic ,  
b i- ,  t r i -  or m u ltilinea rly  e las tic  structures with lockings and imperfections w i l l  be 
presented by a very simple example. The general theory w i l l  be published elsewhere.
1. Introduction
In the general theory of the e lastic  s ta b il ity  i t  is well known that 
a stationary value of the to ta l potential energy with respect to the 
generalized coordinates (the displacement parameters) is  the necessary and 
su ffic ien t condition for the equilibrium of the system. Furthermore, a 
complete re la tive  minimum of the to ta l potentia l energy with respect to the 
generalized coordinates is  necessary and su ffic ien t for the s ta b il ity  of an 
equilibrium state of the system /1 /.
From the f i r s t  condition we obtain one or more relations between the 
load and the displacement parameters. The diagrams of these functions are 
the equilibrium paths, and the intersections of them are the points of 
b ifurcation separating the fundamental and the post-buckling or several 
further post-buckling equilibrium paths.
From the second condition we obtain the s ta b il ity  coeffic ients which 
are the elements of the Hessian matrix of the potential at the points of
*Kuruitz, Márta, H-1118 Budapest, Serleg u. 8, Hungary
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stationary. The s ta b il ity  coefficients help us to qualify not only the 
s ta b il ity  of the equilibrium states but also the s ta b ility  of the equi­
lib rium  paths. Since the s ta b ility  coeffic ien ts  depend both on the load 
and the displacement parameters, they vary continuously along the equ ilib ­
rium paths. Thus, the function of the s ta b il i ty  coefficients in term of the 
displacement parameters as the function of the Hessian matrix can be 
spoken of.
A ll the basic axioms and terms mentioned above are related to the 
s ta b il ity  of e las tic  systems, on the basis of the general phenomenological 
law of the hyperelastic materials:
6 ( £ ) = _ M iJ .  or £ (< f)  = . (a)
Эе o e
Here 6  - is  the stress tensor and £ = is the stra in  tensor.
Functionals W(£) and Wc( 6 )  are the stra in  and complementary stra in  energy 
densities, respectively, satisfying the varia tiona l inequalities
W(£1) - W ( £ ) 2 !  < * ( ^ - 0  
and
Wc( 6'1) -  Wc( <5)2= £ ( 6 1 - t f )
as the conditions of the convexity of the functionals or, equivalently, the 
Drucker-stable character of the material.
I f  the functionals W( t  ) or Wc( 6 )  are continuously d iffe ren tiab le , 
the relations (a) correspond to a linear or non-linear hyperelastic ma­
te r ia l.  I f  the material behaviour contains a polygonial-jump character in 
i t s  stress-strain diagram (which can natura lly  be generalized to the non- 
uniaxia l cases as w ell) then the re la ting  energy density functionals, 
the so-called superpotentials, are non-smooth functions being not every­
where d iffe rentiab le . Applying the term of subdifferentia l and the extremum 
terminology of the convex analysis, the classica l derivation of the hyper- 
e las tic  materials (a) can be extended to the non-elastic but stable ( r ig id , 
p la s tic , locking and the ir combinations type) materials in the form de­
ta ile d  in /3 / and /4 /:
^ { £ ) S  9W ( £ )  or £ (6 )6 c )W c( 6 )  . (b)
Here àw( £ ) and 3WC(<5) are the subdifferentia ls (the sets of the sub­
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gradients) of the superpotentials W( £ ) and Wc(tf) at the points £ and t f , 
respectively. So the actual 6( £ ) and £.(<5) is  among the elements of the 
set of subgradients. In th is way, the non-elastic but stable materials can 
be handled in a quasi-hyperelastic manner, consequently, the s ta b il ity  
problems of structures having materials like  th is  can be analysed in  a 
quasi-classical way.
In th is  paper the effect of several structural and material imper­
fections or irreg u la ritie s  leading to polygonal stress-strain diagrams and 
re la ting non-smooth energy functionals w i l l  be analysed. The analysis con­
cerning a ll the mentioned cases w il l be introduced through the same one­
dimensional example of the well-known hinged cantilever.
2. Stability of a rigid-plastic perfect structure
Figure 1.a shows a r ig id  cantilever with a support modelling the perfectly 
r ig id -p la s tic  behaviour of the structure by a fr ic tio n  like  connection as 
the usual mechanical model of the r ig id -p la s tic  behaviour. (Note that the 
analysis relates to p lastic and not to fr ic t io n a l problems.) Both the 
stra in  energy function and the re la ting constitu tive law in Fig. l .b  and c 
are non-smooth functions being non-differentiable at its  jump or break 
points. The p lastic behaviour is  characterized by the plastic moment lim its  
Mpi and Mp2.
The to ta l potential energy consists of the external and in terna l
parts:
ttCu ,-^ )  = Tf^Cu) + 4Tin ("&-) ( 1)
Expressing the potential energy, kinematically admissible stra in-d isplace­
ment fie ld s  are needed. Using the correct displacement function
u = 4 ( 1 — cos \t) ( 2 )
as com patibility condition, the to ta l potentia l energy of the perfect 
system, re la ting to the load increasing period of the loading process can 
be written as a non-smooth function, namely a superpotential /3 /:
1Г(л!К) = -F t (1 - cos'd")
î w »
i f
i f Л ^ О
(3)
where the f i r s t  term is  the potential of the external load and the second 
one is  the in terna l energy of the p lastic s tra ins.
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The condition of the equilibrium of the system relates to the f i r s t  
subdifferentia l of the to ta l potential energy (3 ):
д'Л’С'Ф) = -FÊ.sin^+
i f  -£>0
i f  •$= 0 
i f  "^ < 0
(4)
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where the subdifferentia l at the point $= 0 consists of an in terva l 
CMpl ’ Mpz3 as a set of subgradients. Furthermore, the s ta b ility  of the 
equilibrium depends on the second subdifferentia l of the potential energy 
(3):
Э^ПЧФ) = -FÍ cos$ +
l+oo
i f  -P t 0 
i f  т?'= 0
(5)
In the case of non-smooth functions the condition of the equilibrium reads
o e 3 i ( ^ )  , (6a)
and the condition of the existence of c r it ic a l forces is
o e d 2fro & ) , (6b)
namely, the zero has to be among the elements of the set of the f i r s t  and 
the second subgradients. From the condition (6a) the functions of the equi­
librium paths re la ting to the loading period can be obtained which also 
take the form of sets and intervals as elements
F(0*)
M
£L
is in ^
(+ 00, -  oo)
M
EL
, £sin
i f  ■d'>- 0 
i f  &=  0 
i f  ^ < 0
(7)
From the condition (6b) the c r it ic a l forces can be obtained:
Fer
f M
f)1 i f Çp и 'o
N
= + 00 i f = 0
Mз2 i f VI 2
( 8)
The s ta b il ity  of the equilibrium paths can be qualified by the s ta b il ity  
coefficients S( &  ) obtained by substituting (7) for the second subdif­
fe ren tia l (5)
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S(<i>)
M .
—P.1,
_ t g ^
[0 ,  + oo)
- H -tg-fr
i f  л>>0 
i f  Л>= o
i f  T^<0
( 9)
signed in Fig. l.d  by f u l l  lines. This function contains the Hessian matrix 
re la ting  to each of the stationary points of the loading phase. In th is  
one-dimensional case, the Hessian matrix has only a single element for each 
value of oK This element for regular points is  a function value but for 
singular points i t  is  an in terva l, lik e  at '9'- 0. Thus, in th is  one-di­
mensional case, the analysis of the definiteness of the Hessian matrix is  
s im plified  to a sign control only. Consequently, the sign of the several 
parts of the function of the s ta b ility  coeffic ients S(i?>) in Fig. l.d  in d i­
cate d irectly*the  stable, unstable or c r i t ic a l character of the several 
parts of the equilibrium paths in Fig. l .e .  The fu l l  lines indicate the 
stable and the broken lines show the unstable parts of the equilibrium 
paths. Thus, in the loading period, the equilibrium state is  unstable i f  
— ~  <  '0 '< 4 p -, while having | ^ |  . the equilibrium state is  stable, 
since the load F >  0 causes tension in the rod. Consequently, by any small 
disturbance, reaching the unstable equilibrium state at — <-0 or 
at 0 <  " i- < ~Y~> structure w ill snap dynamically as i t  can be seen in 
Fig. l.e .  Reaching the stable equilibrium state, the load can be increased 
again, or an unloading can be executed.
T i l l  now the unloading of the structure has not been mentioned. This 
case is  indicated in Fig. l .e  in the material behaviour in both directions, 
w ith the dissipated energy bounded by the loops. In Fig. l.e  also the equi­
lib rium  paths of some possible unloadings are illus tra ted .
Relating to an unloading period, s ta rting  the load decreasing at the 
value of p lastic s tra in  the to ta l potential energy has the form
TT(^) = FÍ (1 -  cos*?') + 
From the equilibrium condition
Í  "p i * Mp2 ( i , p
* "p i < * „  - * >
i f  “'S'p =S 0
i f  f r  S  0P
(3a)
” "p2 i f  лЗ' >  0P
0 €  Этг(л>) = F Í sin чЗ* +•
[ - V  Л г ]
i f  лЗ'р = & (4a)
Ч_МР1 i f  \>P <  0
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the equilibrium paths of the unloading process can be obtained
«sin-^
the second subdifferentia l of (3a)
(7a)
Э2^ )  = F ß cos +
' 0 i f  O /л »
l+oo i f  "O' = O'
(5a)
leads to the s ta b ility  coeffic ients of the unloading phase
signed by broken lines in Fig. l.d . In th is  way, the vertica l equilibrium 
paths of unloading in Fig. l .e  are always stable, consequently, a l l  the b i­
furcation points which are intersections of a ve rtica l unloading path and 
an unstable path (the starting points of the snaps) are c r it ic a l points. 
Then the possible c r it ic a l forces can be given in the form of a function
Ж . i f  — Í  -O' <0 and — 
l i s i n &  2 2
which function is , at the same time, the imperfection sens itiv ity  function 
of the structure (broken line  parts in Fig. l .e ) .
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In the case of some of the following problems, the case of the un­
loading w ill not be deta iled . In spite of th is  fac t, the p o ss ib ility  of the 
phenomenon w ill not be excluded. The problem w il l  be fu lly  analysed else­
where.
3. Stability of a rigid-plastic imperfect structure
Figure 2.a shows a rig id -p la s tic  cantilever structure with a small 
s tra in  imperfection fe. In Fig. 2.b and c the non-smooth functions of the 
s tra in  energy and the material law can be seen.
Fig. 2.
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In th is  case the to ta l potential energy of the loading period reads
1T( O') = -Fl (1 - cost?') +
( ■ $ - £ )
i f  >  £- 
i f  O' <  t
( 10)
According to the condition of the equilibrium of the structure in the 
case of non-smooth functions, the zero has to be among the elements of the 
set of the subgradients which b u ilt  the subdifferentia l of the superpoten­
t ia l  (10)
О e Эяг(^ ) = -f< sin  O'
from which the equilibrium paths of the loading phase can be obtained:
F(O)
Further we show that
Э2 ТГ(О) = -F t cos O'
(12)
(13)
thus, by substituting (12) fo r (13), the elements of the Hessian matrix namely 
the s ta b il ity  coefficients can be formed:
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Note that the Hessian matrix has in terval elements at the point 
*ф= £ . From the signs of the s ta b il ity  coefficients in Fig. 2.d, the
s ta b il ity  circumstances of the equilibrium paths in Fig. 2.e can be de­
termined.
Thus the c r i t ic a l forces are
cr
Obviously, i f  £ = 0, then the perfect case of (8) is  spoken of. 
S im ilarly to the perfect case, the function of the possible c r i t ic a l forces, 
depending on the snaps and the starting points of the unloadings, can be 
given as
Fcr ( t f )
ж
(sin
J L .
is in ^
i f  E is  positive. Note that i f  the imperfection £ is  negative, the detailed 
procedure is  naturally va lid  but can be reflected with respect to the 
ve rtica l axis.
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4. Stability of a rigid-plastic locking structure
Fig. 3.a illu s tra te s  the rig id -p la s tic  cantilever with a small lock­
ing type imperfection. I t  means that i f  >■£2 the cantilever can 
rotate without any re s tric tio n  or resistance. This phenomenon yie lds a 
highly non-smooth behaviour in the re la ting functions. Fig. 3.b and c show 
the stra in  energy function and the constitutive law /4 /.
i-ia-T-J-
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The q ua lifica tion  of the equilibrium depends on the second subdif­
fe ren tia l of (16)
Э^ТТСФ) = - F i  cos •d ' +
0
+00
i f  $  t  £ у and 'i>,= &2 
i f  1^ = or “У= £ 2
(IB)
From (17) we obtain the equilibrium paths of the loading phase
f  M
F( < (19)
The to ta l superpotential of the loading period has the form of
so the condition of the equilibrium relates to i ts  f i r s t  subdifferentia l
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Substituting (19) fo r (18), the s ta b il ity  coeffficients are obtained
S(«$) = <
JE L
tg'?'
(+ 00 , + 00 ----- Ei---- )
tg ^
(+ oo , + 0 0 --------E---- )
tg £ о
_ _ ! к _
t g ^
i f
i f  <£=
i f  г 2 ^л > < & 1
i f  3  = Í2
i f  л> < £ 2
( 20)
fo r the qua lifica tion  of the equilibrium paths of the loading phase as we 
can see in  Fig. 3.d and e.
Thus the set of the c r it ic a l forces is
For
P .L .
l
i f <v> =
M ,
_ e i____ i f 0?- =
! sin £ ^
0 i f лЬ
.MP .2_ i f
Í  sin £ 2
i
i f t b
1Г
—
£  ^ and 
0
£ 2 and
J L
'  2
£1 <
ir
2
(21)
>■ ТГ2
with a rather dangerous c r it ic a l force among i t s  elements: the zero force 
re la ting to the in i t ia l  position!
Dealing with the unloading process, taking the potential energy
f  mpi p - £ x) + Мр2(л>р - * ) i f
and
ТГ('\)>) = f4 ( i  -  cos&) + ■ 0 i f  e2^-0>=6£1
(16a)
" t 2) + V ^ P ' ^ i f  ^ p S £2 and
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into account and considering the dynamical snaps, the function of the pos­
sible critical forces as the imperfection sensitivity function of the 
structure reads
FcrW
f  M , 
p i___
isin &
0
Mp2
isin &
if &  = £ 1 or - 1f  <  S 2
if ' д'  = 0 (21a)
if ■$ = £ 2 ог XT-
___
Mtf)
1♦11 ■J
-■£ i
Fig. 4,
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I t  is  important to observe that between the values of and £2, 
except fo r t3'=0, the structure has no load bearing capacity. Here i t  can 
not be in equilibrium, consequently, subjected to any non-zero force the 
structure w il l  move without any resistance. Moreover, in the in i t ia l  posi­
tion , i f  л?,=0, the equilibrium state is  always unstable i f  the structure 
is  subjected to any a rb itra ry positive force. I t  is  very dangerous since 
the neighbouring states of the unstable in i t ia l  state are the states of the 
free moving.
Figure 4 shows two variations of the locking effect. Fig. 4.a and b re­
la te to the special case of the detailed problem i f  62 = 0. Fig. 4.c and 
d show the case of an in terna l locking i f  both and are positive.
5. Stability of an elastic-plastic perfect structure
Figure 5.a,b and c show the cantilever with an elasto-p lastic support,
the stra in  energy and the material behaviour characterized by the modulus
of e la s tic ity  as the spring constant c and by the p lastic moment lim its  M ^
and M 0.p2
The to ta l potential energy of the loading period reads
TT(T^) = -Ft ( 1-cosi^) +
0 S Э тГ(^) = -F t s in ^  +
from which the equilibrium paths of the loading phase seen in  Fig. 5.e are
are the e lastic  stra in lim its . The condition
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IF
F ( t f )  =
F ia . 3,
( “ CD , + oo)
l
Ж .
s i n *
i f  ^ e 2 â ^ ^ e l
i f «$=
i f
e2
w i t h  th e  r e l a t i n g  c r i t i c a l  f o r c e s
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i f  $=  0
(25)
knowing that the c r it ic a l forces belonging to \ * \  = I -y - [ w i l l  never be 
reached because of the snaps. In Fig. 5.e also an unloading path is  i l ­
lustrated.
I t  is  worth to be mentioned here that the equilibrium paths (24) and 
the c r i t ic a l forces (25) in Fig. 5.e depend on the ra tio  existing among the 
material constants c, and The re la tive  position of the three
curves and the intersection of them are determined by the ra t io  of
M , M „
'O'pi = —£— and = —Jr— .w el с e2 c
I f ,  fo r example, the e lastic  modulus c would be decreased by constant 
p lastic  lim its , causing the increase of and Then the p las tic
paths could be covered by the e lastic one, resulting no c r it ic a l forces 
w ithin the interval — y -  <  . Sim ilar behaviour could be observed
by increasing the plastic moment lim its  M  ^ and M 2 compared with the 
e las tic  modulus c.
To qualify the equilibrium paths we need
f  0
д 21Г ( f r )  = -FÜ cos [° * c]
V. c
i f  * e2> '* > '& el
i f  Ф = &  
•&= ^
el °r 
e2
i f  J e2^ « - > el
(26)
and substituting (24) fo r i t ,  the s ta b il ity  coeffic ients seen in  Fig. 5.d 
are obtained:
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M
6 . Stability of an elastic-plastic imperfect structure
Figure 6.a, b and c show the behaviour of the previously analysed struc­
ture with a small imperfection of strain type, which means an in i t ia l  unsym­
metry fc.
In this case the to ta l potential energy in  the loading phase is  as 
follows
Thus, the condition of the equilibrium is
M ,Pl
cO^ - £ )
Mp2
(29)
from which we obtain both the fundamental and the post-buckling equilibrium 
paths :
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(30)
thus, the c r it ic a l forces depending on the ra tio  of M^, M^, c and £ also 
in Fig. 6.e are
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(31)
Since only the la s t condition is f u l f i l le d ,  in Fig. 6.e only a single 
c r i t ic a l force can be spoken of. Furthermore
so that the s ta b il ity  coeffic ients in Fig. 6.d are 
Г M
(33)
The unloading process is  similar to that o f the perfect version of 
the problem seen in  Fig. 5.c and e.
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7. Stability of an elastic-plastic locking structure
Concerning to the Fig. 7.a, b and c,the to ta l superpotential of the 
loading period reads
(34)
a,
F(iH
Fin. 7,
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from the f i r s t  subd ifferen tia l of which the equilibrium conditions
Os = - f£ sin^
and the equilibrium paths can be obtained
( 3 5 )
(36)
cr
2
( 3 7 )
ТГ
2
with the referring c r i t ic a l  forces:
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Figure 7.d and e represents the results of the analysis. Note, that
also in  th is  case, s im ila rly  to the case of Fig. 3, the most dangerous
c r it ic a l force relates to the in i t ia l  state with the value of F = 0!er
8. Stability of a polygonally linear elastic-plastic structure
In Fig. 8 there is  given a stress-strain diagram being in tension 
t r i- l in e a r ly  e lastic and in  compression simple e lastic-p lastic . A ll the
F ig .  8.
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m ulti-linear cases can be taken as e la s tic  material with stra in  imperfec­
tions into account. To the f ir s t  modulus of e las tic ity  c  ^ no imperfection 
belongs, namely = 0. The second linea r part characterized by C2 has an 
imperfection of t 2 indicating by the section point of i ts  lin e  with the 
coordinate axis . S im ilarly, the th ird  part also has an imperfection £ j.  
In th is  way we can analyse the problem s im ila rly  to the case of Fig. 6 . The 
boundary line of a l l  the curves forms an equilibrium path with section 
points referring to the changes of the type of the materials. The unloading 
process, along the m ultilinearly  e las tic  parts, uses the same stress-stra in 
diagram as the loading process has, since e lastic  materials have no energy 
dissipation. After p la s tifica tio n , the unloading takes place e la s tica lly , 
so i t  can be handled as an imperfection. The fu l l  analysis of the unloading 
w i l l  be detailed elsewhere.
Conclusion
On the basis of the presented method the s tab ility  analysis of struc­
tures with monotone increasing polygonal material law and re la ting  non- 
smooth strain energy functionals can be investigated. The quasi-elastic 
exact analysis has been introduced through a simple one-dimensional example. 
Obviously, the method can be extended to more-dimensional problems. In this 
case the analysis of the definiteness of the Hessian matrix at the singu­
la r  points needs the use of the in terva l arithmetics. Otherwise, since the 
exact analysis in multi-dimensional case, even for classical e lastic 
problems, is  mathematically rather complicated, for the non-smooth s ta b il­
i t y  problems an approximate analysis is  suggested.
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A BANDWIDTH REDUCTION PROCESS FOR SUBSTRUCTURAL FINITE ELEMENT ÆTHOD
PÁCZELT, I . *  -  SZABÚ, T . * *
(Received: 27 November 1989)
Bandwidth reduction of the stiffness matrix of a substructure is  obtained by 
solution of a steady-state heat transfer problem. The problem can be solved under the 
following conditions: zero temperature at the in te rface nodal po in ts, rest o f the 
surface of the body isolated from the environment, and uniform internal heat gene­
ra tion  throughout the volume of the substructure.
Bandwidth reduction is  obtained by renumbering of nodal points according to de­
creasing nodal temperatures. In th is  paper, the properties of the heat transfe r 
problem are discussed and the efficiency of the proposed process is  illu s tra te d  by a 
few examples.
T. Introduction
As is well known, banded matrices are produced in application of the 
f in ite  element method / 1/ .
A possible advantage of bandwidth reduction is  that the solution 
might require a smaller number of arithmetic operations and main or back 
storage locations.
In the program system FEM-3D /2 /, the insta lled  equation solver /3 /  
requires that the interface nodal point unknowns be placed at the end of 
to ta l unknowns NEQ of the substructure.
The number of slave nodal point unknowns are denoted by LEQ. ND 
denotes the number of interface nodal point unknowns that is the size of 
interface stiffness matrix ND = NEQ - LEQ.
To the authors' best knowledge, no bandwidth reduction process under 
the above conditions has been published yet. The classic C u th ill, McKee 
/4 / and C uth ill /5 / algorithms are based on graph theory.
In th is  work, thermal transfer analogy is  used for bandwidth re­
duction. Topologically, the same f in ite  element mesh that has been gener­
ated for s ta tic  and dynamic analysis of the structure is applied to the
*Páczelt, István, H-3529 Miskolc, Perczel Mór u. 30, Hungary
**Szabó, Tibor, H-3529 Miskolc, Aulich u. 26, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
heat transfer problem. I t  is assumed tha t the temperature is  zero at the 
interface nodal points, uniform internal heat is  generated in  a l l  elements 
and the boundary of the structure is  iso la ted.
The theoretical background of application of the f in ite  element 
method to thermal transfer problems is  presented e.g. in /7 /.
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The two-dimensional structure in Fig. l .a  is  divided in 3 substruc­
tures for s ta tic  analysis. In Fig. l . l . c ,  the boundary conditions of the 
thermal transfer problem are shown.
2. Heat transfer equation
The heat flow equilibrium in the in te r io r  of the body is  described by 
Fourier's d iffe re n tia l equation:
V . (K . VT) + qB = с -§£ (2.1)
where V  ~ Hamilton's d iffe ren tia l operator 
T - temperature fie ld
IK -  diagonal matrix of the thermal conductivities 
□
q - rate of heat, generated per un it volume 
t  - time.
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The following boundary conditions are stipulated:
- given temperature over surface S ,,
1 FL- heat-flow boundary condition q = q fo r surface S2,
- heat-convection boundary condition
q ■ h(Tœ- T)
for surface S-,, where h is  the convection coe ffic ien t, T is the ambient 3 oo
temperature.
Thus conditions
T = T xeS, (2.2)00 I
kn(VT.n) = 0 xaS2, (S3) (2.3)
must be sa tis fied , where д denotes the d irection of the normal to the sur­
face, kn is  the thermal conductivity of the body (k = n.K.e, = Q l l ]  ).
I f  f ie ld  T sa tis fies  the boundary conditions along and the equa­
tions belonging to the stationary condition of the functional are
■ i f  [ » '  • s
(v) U
,VT.2p-c-|lJ1 dV
(2.4)
J qFLTdS + i /  h ( T - Too)2dS ,
(s2) (S3)
then T w il l  be the exact solution. For the steady-state condition, the 
underlined term is  zero.
3. Bandwidth reduction finite elements
A sim plified functional can be derived, taking into consideration the 
conditions mentioned ea rlie r:
I  = 12 /  V i .
(v)
Ç . V t dV -  J qBT dV
(v)
(3.1)
that is  neither heat flow nor heat convection is  present. At the interface
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nodal points on surface S^, temperature T = = 0 shall have p r io r ity .  
One, two and three dimensional f in ite  elements are presented in  the next 
sections.
3.1 One-dimensional lin e  element
Assume that the temperature changes lin e a rly  along a lin e  element
T = T.l X (3.2)
where 11, are nodal point temperatures. The cross-section, length and 
thermal conductivity of the prismatic line  element are denoted by A, L and 
k, respectively. (3.1) can be written as
(3.3)
Important in respect of bandwidth reduction is  only the topology of 
the f in ite  element mesh. For th is  reason we take
A = к = L = 1 and qB = 2 (3.4)
Thus the heat conductivity matrix and in terna l heat generation vector 
f^  can be written as
K Í  - Í ]  • • ° - 5 )
respectively.
3.2 Two-dimensional plane element
Taking into consideration the bandwidth reduction aspect, we derive 
the two-dimensional element according to / 1/  but the actual x,z coordinates
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shall be replaced by x, z varying in the range of
- l s x S i  , - l i z s l  ,
respectively.
In th is  case, the Jacobian matrix is  an iden tity  matrix since the 
derivatives with respect to x,z are equal to the derivatives with respect 
to local coordinates r ,  s.
To derive matrix S and vector f_, we use 2x2 Gauss integration orders. 
On the basis of (3.1) and taking
where W^ , are Gauss numerical 
Sj, respectively,
integration weights at sampling points r^,
the following integrals can be written:
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I  - idervtitiy matrix of the second order.
3.3 Three-dimensional element
Similarly to the two-dimensional isoparametric element, actual co­
ordinates X, y, z are replaced by natural coordinates. Using 3x3 Gauss
integration order for (3 .1 ), the conductivity matrix can be written as 
3 3 3
§ = У~ Y_ (ri’sj’V  = i (ri’sj > V  WiWjWk 0.8)
iH  кП
3 3 3
L  H  BT (r i - ej ' V  wi wA  ° - 9)
i= l j= l k=l
Q
where q = 1, К = E id e n tity  matrix of the th ird  order.
У - [ n^, ^20^1 ’ § = [B p  •••> Bp • •• » ^203  »
Ni = N p ,s , t )  shape function,
r , , s . , t. sampling points of Gauss integration, 
1 J K
W. , W., W, in tegration weights.1 J к
4. Renumbering of nodes
By solution of the linea r equation system produced on the basis of 
(3 .1) for a substructure, the nodal point temperatures can be obtained. 
Bandwidth reduction can be obtained by renumbering of nodal points or 
nodal point unknowns only i f  they are ordered according to decreasing 
temperatures.
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Note that th is  process can be used fo r p ro file  (frontw idth) re­
duction. In th is case, element renumbering takes place in accordance with 
decreasing medium temperatures of the elements.
5. Effect of the original boundary and fitting conditions on the thermal
model
Some points are constrained. In case the support is  a single beam or 
truss or spring with one end clamped, assembly of these elements is  not 
necessary for the thermal solution. Otherwise, the temperature of the point 
connecting these single elements would be higher than desirable. That is  
why matrix § and vector f_ are zero for these elements.
In special modelling cases like  excentric connections, period ic ity  
and in i t ia l  gaps, the slave nodal numbers are replaced by master ones for 
the thermal transfer solution.
6. Examples
To test the e ffic iency of the proposed reduction process, we take 
examples of / 8/  to compare the results. Since no example has been found for 
substructure bandwidth reduction, we choose an arb itra ry node as an in te r­
face in  the example of beam structure used fo r comparison. In the examples 
of / 8/ ,  one node is  selected to start renumbering based on the graph 
theory. The bandwidth depends on the f i r s t  node selection.
6.1 F irs t example
The beam structure according to / 8/  is  shown in Fig. 6.1.1.
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Starting renumbering with d ifferent nodal points, the compared re­
s u lts  are tabulated in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1
S ta rtin g
po in t Original
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Bandwidth
5 thermal 2 3 9 6 11 1 7 10 4 5 8 4
/ 8/ , / * / 9 11 3 8 1 10 5 2 7 6 4 4
1 thermal 11 6 2 5 1 10 3 4 8 9 4
/ 8 /, /4 / 1 6 9 10 11 2 8 7 4 3 4
/ 8 /, / 6/ 1 5 8 6 10 2 7 11 4 3 9 6
8 thermal 2 3 10 4 9 1 7 11 5 6 8 4
/ 8/,  / 6/ 9 6 3 5 2 8 4 1 7 10 11 10
The original numbering scheme can be found in the head of the Table
6.1. The renumbered schemes and bandwidths of methods /4 /, / 6/  and / 8/  and 
the proposed 'thermal' procedure are shown fo r d iffe ren t starting points. 
The bandwidths are defined by the maximum of the difference between the 
nodal numbers. In the above examples the thermal method resulted in  nar­
rowest bandwidth.
6.2 Second example
A simple strain model, a C shaped machine tool frame is  shown in Fig.
6 .2 .1 . I t  is supported a t two points, one of them fu lly  constrained. The 
structure  is loaded by two forces F = 250 kN in  opposite d irections.
Frame "C" consists of three substructures shown in Fig. 6.2.2. The 
lin e a r s ta tic  problem was solved by the application of eight nodal iso­
parametric elements of the program system FEM-3D. The FEM-3D consists of 
four modules (FEM1-4).
Parameters of the mesh and computation are lis ted  in Table 6.2 
where n U M N P  _ number of nodal points 
NUMEL - number of elements 
NEQ - number of equations 
LEQ - number of slave degrees of freedom 
MBANO - bandwidth
NBLK - number of blocks of the stiffness matrix
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NBLL - number of blocks of the load vector
MAXT - maximum number of real constans of a block.
Data in brackets refer to the case of bandwidth reduction.
By applying the proposed bandwidth reduction process, the to ta l 
computation time could be decreased by 33 minutes and the required back 
storage by 90 blocks.
Figure 6.2.3 shows the temperature d is tribu tion  along the lines of the 
f i r s t  substructure. I t  can be seen that the temperature is  zero at the 
interface points but i t  is  increasing in the direction towards the le f t .
3 2 4 PÄCZELT, I .  -  SZABŐ, T .
•* Fig. 6.2.3.
Table 6 .2
Parameters
Substructures 
1. 2. 3.
Main structure
NUMNP 593 517 331 46
NU№L 170 154 92 0
NEQ 1186 1033 660 92
LEQ 1136 991 568 -
MBAND 610 987 250 92
(114) (106) (192) (92)
NBLK 72 76 40 3
(33) (27) (38) (3)
NBLL 1 1 1 1
Computation time FEM1: 4 min FEM3: 1 min
(13 min 36 sec) (1 min)
IBM PC AT FEM2: 70 min FEM4: 6 min
(27 min 4 sec) (6 min)
Total computation tim e: 81 min 
(48 min)
MAXT = 2000
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IDENTIFICATION OF DAMPING PARAMETERS IN LINEAR VIBRATING SYSTEMS WITH
"FOLLOWER" LOAD
POPPER, GY. 4
(Received: 12 July 1988)
A very effective  non-derivative minimization method has been used fo r  id e n t i f i­
cation. The measured values of the stationary solution are simulated. The in s ta b il-  
iz ing effect of the "fo llower" force upon the process of id e n tifica tion  o f damping 
parameters on the basis of amplitudes has been shown.
1. Formulation of the problem
Consider the damped linear vibrating system with n degrees of freedom 
in Fig. 1 to be a chain of n rig id  members in  plane. Each bar is  of length
£ and mass m^ , i  = 1........ n. In the cy lind ric  hinges, there are springs
supplying a return moment proportional to the relative ro ta tion  of the 
members. Spring constants of the hinges are c^, i  = l , . . . , n .  The hinges 
also contain a device (not illu s tra ted ) supplying a damping moment propor­
tiona l to the re la tive  angular velocity of the members, the moment damping
coe ffic ien t in the hinge i  being d^, i  = 1........n. Force Pn applied to the
free chain end is  constant during motion and i t  acts in the same direction 
as the las t member. Hence, i t  is  a so-called "follower" force. *
*Popper, György, H-1016 Budapest, Szirtes u. 28/A, Hungary
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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With the intermediate nodes of the chain disturbed by forces ^
sin  cut, i  = 2, . . . ,n ,  we want to find damping coeffic ients d = ( d p __,dn)
minimizing the in tegra l ( 2) over given in te rva l cOq = tu = UÍ where 
v (u j;d )  is the stationary solution and v(cu) contains its  values in  points 
cOq <• UJ-^  < ...<c ik) ^ (determined e.g. by measurements).
Details are explained in the next section. The above assumption was 
made f i r s t  by Bosznay /2 / .
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2. Some prerequisites of identification
The parametric id e n tifica tio n  of some dynamic problems can be math­
ematically formulated as follows. Assume a vector function v( uj ;d)wrth£ 
rea l elements. UJis a re a l independent variable e.g. circular frequency (or
time) and d = (d p __,dn) is  a real vector of unknown parameters. Function
v(u> ;d) that is v: £cL>Q,u>N] x R n -*- R  ^ , is  generally given as a com­
puter subroutine (a ra ther time-consuming calculation) and the derivatives 
o f v are not available in  practice or i f  indeed at a l l ,  not in the required 
form.
Function v(w ;d) represents a class of models (the ir responses) for 
iden tifica tion  of a rea l mechanical structure. I ts  actual response (known 
e.g. from measurements) is  given by a real vector function u> — v( uj) 
w ith I  elements.
We are looking fo r  the "best" model of the structure within the men­
tioned class of models. That is  we want to find  a vector d* = (d * , . . . ,d * ) ,  
minimizing over Rn the norm of error function
v((jj ;d) - v(o>) , ( 1)
given over interval орд = uj = U)
Since the error (1) is  a vector with l  rea l elements, we may use the 
Euclidean norm
II v(cu;d) - V(W) (I 2 = ( ( v ( w jd )  - V(M>))T ( v (W ;d )  -  V (w ) ) 1/2
and, assuming that th is  rea l function is  square-integrable over D * v  
the integral norm
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can be used.
Hence the mentioned iden tifica tion  problem is  equivalent to the de­
termination of a minimizer d* = (d * , .. . ,d * )  of the integral
J(d) = f  (v(u»;d) - v(c*T))T (v(cu ;d) -  v (w )) dco (2)
Wq
In practice, the analytical form of v( w ;d) is  not available and 
response v(u i) of the actual structure is  known only for fixed values of 
00 , say < C U n. Therefore, integration can be carried
out only by means of numerical methods. I t  e.g. the trapezoidal ru le  for 
поп-equally spaced abscissa is  used, we w il l have
J(d) *» fT(d) S f(d ) , (3)
where
f(d) =
v( Ю Q;d) - v( со Q) 
v( со pd ) -  v( со )
(4)
_v( (a) N;d) - V(co N)_
is  a vector with m = i(N + l) function-elements and
S = Et x SN+1 ^
is  the d irect product of the identity matrix of order -t and diagonal matrix
SN+1 = 1  <Ca j l  " ^ 0 ’ ^ 2  " Ы3 '  W l> ’ WN" WN-2’ W N “ W N - l)  *
( 6)
Since u ijj <: u j j  <  . . .  <1 S is  a symmetric positive d e fin ite
matrix and thus the right-hand side of (3) means the square of the so- 
called e l l ip t ic  norm of vector f .
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Thus minimization of integral 3(d) and, consequently, ide n tifica tio n
of vector d = ( d p __,dn) can be reduced to minimization of the e l l ip t ic
norm of a function
f  :Rn —*- Rm , m ? n ,
that is to minimization of functional
F(d) = H f  (d) II2 = f T(d) Sf(d) (7)
where S is a real symmetric positive d e fin ite  (weighting) matrix of order m.
3. Equations of motion
The equations o f motion of the system assume a slight in-plane motion 
and use the transversal displacement of bar element end points yg = 0 , y^; 
i  = l , . . . , n  as co-ordinates (see Fig. 2).
Motion energy of the bar chain is
T = \  ÿ V  ,
where the elements of vector ÿ are ve locities ÿ p  i  = l , . . . , n and
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is  the so-called mass matrix, always positive defin ite .
Potential energy of return moments supplied by hinge springs, pro­
portional to the re la tive  rotation of bar elements, is given by re la tion ­
ship
1 T
V = J  y' Cy ,
where the elements of vector y are coordinates y^; i  = l , . . . , n  and
(9)
is  the so-called spring matrix, always positive defin ite , with elements
i  = 1 , . . . ,n-2
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and cTj = 0 otherwise.
Effect of damping moments supplied by the device, proportional to 
the re lative angular ve locity of the bar elements, can be expressed by 
means of dissipation function
F = \  ÿT ,
where the so-called damping matrix D has the same five-diagonal form as 
the spring matrix (9) and i t  is positive de fin ite  because of the viscous 
damping force. Elements of matrix D are given by formulae
i  = 1 , . . . ,n-2
and = 0 otherwise, where d^, i  = l , . . . , n ,  is  the damping coeffic ien t in 
hinge i .
The effect of disturbing forces sin cot applied to nodes 
i  = 1 , . . . ,n -l of the chain and the effect of "fo llower" force PR applied to 
the free chain end (see Fig. 1) are expressed by the vector of generalized
forces,
Q = P sin cot + Ry
where Tp = Lpi...Vi- °J
and
2 -1
2. -1.,
0 0 _
is  a tri-diagonal non-symmetric matrix of order n.
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Substituting into the Lagrange motion equation,
we obtain
Rearranging:
where
( 10)
with the elements
12 n
Ci,i+ 2  = Ci+ 2 ,i = {2  ci+2
Cn - l,n - l = T 2  (cn -l + 4cn} '  1 ~  Pn’ Cnn
C = -  2 _  c + —  g = .  2 _ c V - l ,n  ^2 cn I  ’ un ,n -l ^2 cn
and = 0 otherwise.
Like matrices C and D, matrix C is  also a five-diagonal band matrix
of order n but i t  is non-symmetric because C , ^ C , .1 n - l,n  n ,n-l
I f  we are looking for the particular solution of the d iffe re n tia l 
equation (10), expressing stationary v ibration, in a form
y ( t )  = a sin cut + b cos Wt ( I D
then, substituting i t  into the equation (10), we w il l obtain the system of 
linear algebraic equations of order 2n
( 1 2 )
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Solution of th is  system of equations is  vector
v(u>;d) =
a(u> ;d) 
b(u>;d)_
( 1 3 )
occurring in the in tegra l (2), that is  v: x Rn ---- *■ R2n.
The j- th  element of vector function (11),
y^ = a  ^ sin uut + b j cos u i t  ,
describes the v ib ra tion  of the j- th  bar element end point with amplitude
~2 2*+ bj . Hence the j- th  and (n+ j)-th  element of solution v( u> ;d) of 
equation (12) mean components a  ^ and b  ^ of th is  amplitude.
The elements of vector
tf(w ) =
are values specified fo r the corresponding elements of vector v(u>;d).
The measured values of the stationary solution i.e . the elements of 
the vector (14) were simulated as follows: The stationary solution of 
system v(uj ;d°) i.e .  the values of amplitude-components а^(и>), Ь^(оо), 
i  = l , . . . , n  in points w n, u> 1, __, <a> .. were computed with given
0 U 0  ^о ^damping coeffic ients d = (d p . . . ,d n) and then subjected to small pertur­
bations according to formula
V f ^ )  = (1 + 10k oC^) vi (W j;d °) , i  = 1, . . .  ,2n;
j  = 0 , . . .  ,N,
where e [ ^ - l , l j  are pseudorandom numbers generated according to normal
d is tribu tion  and к is  a negative integer expressing the "magnitude" of 
perturbation.
With these simulated amplitude-components used as input data, the
к к кcorresponding damping coeffic ients, d = (d ^ ,__,dn), were calculated again
using the minimization method, recommended.
a(u> )
b (w)
(14)
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S ensitiv ity  of the identifica tion  process i.e .  variation of the norm 
к 0of error d - d as a function of к is  shown in  Fig. 3.
Fifl- 3.
The disturbing forces and the follower force have been specified. 
Substituting (13) and (14) in to (4), we obtain a function
f  : Rn ----*- Rm, m = 2n(N + 1) ,
and iden tifica tion  of the damping coeffic ients has been reduced to minimiz­
ation of the e l l ip t ic  norm (7) of f .
3 3 6
4. Minimization method
POPPER, GY.
To minimize the e l l ip t ic  norm of function f:Rn — >- Rm, m - n, a 
numerically very e ff ic ie n t non-derivative method suggested in / 1/  has been 
used. A variant of the Gauss-secant method has been combined with singular 
value decomposition of matrices.
A comparison of the secant method with a few non-derivative minimiz­
ation methods shows tha t, as compared with any other method included in the 
comparison, the secant method needs much less functional values to be cal­
culated for production of the minimizing vector to the same accuracy in 
case of the test functions used, the difference being an order of magnitude.
Each step of the Gauss-secant ite ra tio n  includes the solution of a 
system of linear equations of number n. In the v ic in ity  of minimizer d* of 
functional (7), the linear independence of the columns of the ir matrices is 
gradually reducing, resu lting  in in s ta b ility  of the method.
This in s ta b ility  can be avoided by decomposition of the matrices into 
singular values as a method to solve the mentioned system of linear equa­
tio ns . In th is way, the coeffic ien t matrix of rank r and of spectral con­
d it io n  number 6 ^/ <5^  is  deflated to a matrix of spectral condition number 
Cf O’ where 0^ and 6  R are the largest and the smallest singular value, 
respectively, while 6 r  is  the smallest positive singular value.
This procedure is  functionable u n t il the coefficient matrix becomes 
equal to zero matrix. However, a zero matrix means that the solution has 
been obtained.
For details see /1 /.
5. Conclusions
The results of numerical computation shown in Fig. 4 and 5 can be 
summarized as follows: In case of conservative load, a small change in  the 
amplitude-elements results in  small changes in the damping coeffic ien ts 
(see Fig. 4). This resu lt applies also to small values of the follower 
force but above a certain value, the conditions of the problem are gradually 
destroyed (see Fig. 5). This lim it of the follower force depends on the 
actual frequency range.
In case of simulation of the measured values without perturbations, 
the damping coefficients assumed can be accurately identified. Mathemati-
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cally th is  corresponds to the special case when the minimum value of 
functional (7) is  equal to zero.
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THE GENERAL STATE CHANGE EQUATION OF BAR STRUCTURES
ROLLER, В.*
(Received: 10 January 1990)
The role of time in  the general analysis o f the state change of bar structures 
is  considered. The concept of influence arrays and some new variants of the super­
position in tegra l for linear elastoviscous materials are introduced. These new 
variants can be used to describe any sort o f loading d is tribu tion . A sample problem 
is  shown based on the 2nd princip le of Colonetti. The state change in tegra l trans fo r­
mation can be used in  the matrix integral equation of trusses published formerly by 
the author.
1 . In tro d u c tio n
The state change equation of the 1st order theory of bar structures 
provides a concise synthesis of the classical theory of structures /19 / and 
contains the following assumptions: the structure is  completely linear 
e las tic ; displacements in loading are in fin ites im a lly  small compared with 
the size of the structure; the equilibrium condition for the in i t ia l  shape 
of the structure assumes no loading.
In the case of loads of unlimited measure that create small defor­
mation, the state equation may be solved by conventional computation 
methods. The computational results confirm the required assumptions about 
the displacements and the constitutive equations. In fact, th is  method 
doesn't require a real state change analysis. By omitting the assumption of 
complete e la s tic ity  and, instead, introducing either elastoplastic /8 /  or 
elastoviscous /2 / materials, a kind of state change analysis can be devel­
oped. In the treatment of elastoplastic materials, the concept of time has 
no role in the analysis, but the quality of the material (and consequently 
the state of the structure) changes.
Elastoviscous materials introduce a time element into the analysis 
and change the quality and state of the structure as well.
The introduction of p la s tic ity  makes the orig ina l linear problem non­
linear. The introduction of viscosity, on the other hand, results in  e ither
^Roller, Béla, H-1027 Budapest, Mártírok ú tja  54, Hungary
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a linear or non-linear problem depending the form of the constitu tive law 
/1 / .  Amplification of the basic equations can be performed in both direc­
tions. The f i r s t  d irection results in a problem that requires mathematical 
programming for a computer solution /28 /. The second direction, considered 
by the author, can be solved by a linear matrix integral equation /17 /. 
Proper mathemathical too ls of the solution can be found in /3 /.
Structures with conditional constraints /10 /, /12/ also undergo a 
kind of state change. L inearity ceases in case of structures containing 
jo in ts  caulking or locking during the loading process /9 /, /13/.
Each of the previously mentioned references deals only with linear 
geometry. This supposition is  unacceptable in  the analysis of cabel nets. 
Hungarian researchers are active in the analysis of large displacements of 
suspended roofs over a long period of time /21 /; thus, a 1st order analysis 
is  unacceptable.
With fu lly  linear e lastic  materials, the shape of the structure alters 
as a consequence of the loading process. Secondary shape effects in  the 
equilibrium equations resu lt in a kind of a lte ring  state even in  case of 
small displacements. The analysis of th is  a lte ring  state is known as the 
2nd order theory of the state equations. This theory treats the a lte ring  
state as a hypermatrix equation and contains a matrix]] that registers the 
e ffects  of the geometry in  the equilibrium equations. Thus, displacements 
are involved in the equations.
An exact analysis of the a ltering state can be performed only by 
making use of a 3rd order theory that takes in to  account large displace­
ments as well /22 /, /25 /. The 3rd order theory considers the equations of 
the 2nd order theory plus a hypervector of generalized forces. This hyper- 
vector contains the displacements and the generalized stresses as d if fe r ­
en tia ls . The concept is  based upon an in i t ia l  value problem belonging to 
an in i t ia l  state that provides an equilibrium path. The resulting equations 
are published in /22/ and the numerical treatment of the equilibrium path 
is  detailed in /4 /.  The 3rd order theory has been used in s ta b ility  analy­
s is  /5 / and in the f ie ld  of p os t-c ritica l behavior /20/. The eigenvalue 
problem contained in /23 / has been generalized to the case of an eigen­
value problem with several parameters /18 /. Mathematical solution tools are 
available in /15/.
An obvious extension of the state equation /19/ dealing with struc­
tu ra l dynamics /7 / should be mentioned here. Processes of vibration can be 
analysed by a classic method which is  numerically well treated. This tre a t-
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ment can include viscous and hysteretical e ffects . Making use of a geo­
metrical s tiffness matrix to be found in /18 /, a geometrical stiffness 
matrix dependent on frequency has been developed that includes the effects 
of shear stress and is  suitable for the vib ra tion  analysis of bar struc­
tures /6 /.  Plates, folded shells, box girders, e tc ., can be constructed 
ana lytica lly by using the concept of bar structures having a pattern of 
stripes that make up the more complicated structures. Some analytical com­
plications are introduced that are not present in simple bar structures 
but - on the other hand - the degrees of freedom are reduced. Problems due 
to inhomogeneous boundary conditions have been mastered and e ffic ie n t 
methods of calculating continuous beams, boxes and curved bridges have been 
compiled. Thus, many detailed problems in bridgebuilding construction have 
been solved /26/, /27 /. The reference publications take into account in ­
i t ia l  stra ins that are most important in the analysis of bridges and other 
structures.
In summary, the aforementioned papers provide a basis for develop­
ment of a quite general a ltering state equation of bar structures that con­
siders large displacements, branches of the equilibrium path, any kind of 
constitu tive law, general materials of rheonomic behavior with the con­
nection between structura l jo in ts  and the loading d istribution as a func­
tion of time for the real parameter of the state change being time its e lf .  
This problem remains to be treated by sc ien tis ts .
2. Influence arrays
The loading effects of a bar can be included in the theory of struc­
tures most simply as a quantity depending on two independent variables. I f  
the quantity changes continuously, we w i l l  deal with an influence or 
loading function. I f  changes occur in a discrete manner, an influence 
matrix may be used (influence lines and influence surfaces are not con­
sidered) .
An influence function can be generalized as follows. Let C be a 
function of eight independent variables. Considering continua, we have
C = C(x,y, z ,t; £ , V] , Ç , T ) (1)
where x,y,z characterize a selected point of the continuum analyzed at the
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moment t .  Ç , ij , £ define (generally) another point of the continuum in ­
fluenced by e.g. an impulsive force at the moment T á t .
C is denoted as the Generalized Influence Function. In case of bar 
structures, the influence may be analyzed for each bar
С = Сц (x , t ,  Ç .T  ) 
ж e (0 ,L i ) § « ( 0 ,L j)
i , j  e  (1 ,2....... r)
t e ( o , i )  T á t e ( o . T )
(2)
T ==$ oo, but we can consider just a set of data containing f in i te  number 
of elements.
(Instead of the usual concentrated forces, we make use of a unit 
impulse or stationary load.)
We may d iscretize the four continuous variables and denote the 
adequate values interpreted in a local frame as
X .  = l Li *k =
0 ,1 , . . . ,n 0 = 0 ,1 ,... ,p ^  t i
n + 1 = number of in tervals on L^, 0/p = re la tive  time in terval.
Influence C may now be represented by an array of four dimensions:
C = Ci ,  j , M (3)
This array is defined as an influence array.
Since each bar of a structure may be divided into several parts con­
ta in ing  a different cross-section each and a d ifferent load may act upon 
each part, we can form more arrays of type (3) for the same structure. 
Other definitions d iffe r in g  from (3) may be presented as well -  fo r in ­
stance, by enumerating nodes rather than bars.
As an example, consider the bar structure of Fig. 1. Part a) of the 
figu re  shows the arrangement and the load of the structure. Part b) shows 
a movable unit load chosen as an impulse. Next to the loading p ro file  
shown by graph r ( t ) ,  the time dependence function of the output resulting 
from an input Oirac-delta impulse load /11/ is  presented. Part c) has a
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sim ilar content showing the results from a stationary load. Note the 
ordinates of the function Bars are divided in К = 10 parts. The
figure illu s tra te s  the physical meaning of element C/5,7,3,4/ of the in f lu ­
ence array; e.g., the influence from a tw isting  moment at cross-section 
= O.SL  ^ due to a force acting upon cross-section §2 = 0-312* Force 
P(t) is  variable in time. Any t  time in te rva l may be selected by the 
analyst. The impulse is  described by Dirac d is tribu tion  defined by
oo
't'T^t á ( t - T )  = 0 , J  S ( t - - r )  d r  = 1 (4)
-oo
(see /1 1 /) .
The process function describing a permanent load is  the Heaviside 
function:
0 > t  A ( t - r )  = 0 , 0 S t A ( t-n r )  = 1 (5)
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The computational method used in obtaining the elements contained in 
the influence array depends on certain circumstances of the loading that is  
on whether the space and time depending part of the altering state are 
separate or not; and on the choice of the constitu tive law. Referring to a 
truss on three supports made of homogeneous material and selecting a quite 
simple example of a linea r e lastic time invariant material, we obtain a 
problem which is separable. Consider, also, a stationary load and make use 
of the "Second Particular Correspondency Princip le" due to Colonetti /14/. 
Using Young's modulus as E = IN cm L and instants t  = X = 0, the influence 
array can be determined so as to compile the influence matrix (e .g ., that 
of the stress elements). The elements of th is  matrix shall be m ultip lied 
by the values of the creep-function calculated at appropriate periods 
/1 4 / . :*
The behavior of lin e a r elastoviscous time invariant materials, which 
are consequently in a uniaxia l state of stress, is  described by the super­
position integral of Boltzmann and Volterra /2 / .  We demonstrate the use of 
th is  formula in the case described in Fig. 2. The loading d is tribu tion  
r ( t ) ,  is  at least piece-wise continuous. The response function, H (t), re­
su ltin g  from the input Heaviside function ü ( t ) ,  is the beginning of the 
deduction. Making use of th is , horizontal s trips  on r ( t )  are performed. The 
resu lts  can be written as:
3. Several variants of the creep and relaxation integral
t
(6)
0
In the case of creep, we have
t
Rc( t)  = r(t)J (0 )
0
In the case of relaxation, we have
t
(7)
( 8 )
0
*/14 / refers to the la s t two sentences of the introduction as well.
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where J (t) is  the creep compliance function and Y (t) is  the stress re lax­
ation function. Furthermore, kc = I c( t)  are the creep kernel and relaxation 
kernel respectively. The f i r s t  part of (B) is  an instantaneous response, 
the second part is  the a fte r-e ffec t.
An alternate form of (6) may be derived by making use of integration 
by parts. Let t
r ( t )  = s ( t ) ,  thus s(t) = £  r ( T )  d r
then t  t  tf  r ( T )  H ( t - r )  d r  = s(X )H(t- t ) J -  J s ( r  ) dH^ ~ T )  d r 
0 0 0
the f i r s t  term is  s ( t)  H(0) -  s(0) H(t), while the second is
t
J  s ( t  ) H(t-T ) d r 
0
where ( ) '  denotes a derivative with respect to ( t -  т  ), furthermore
t  t
f  s ( r )  H ( t - r )  d r  = J  H(t) s ( t - r )  d r  
0 0
The in tegra l on the le f t  side is  a convolution. Also
0
s ( 0 )  = J  r ( r )  d r  = 0
0
holds, thus
0
R(t) = r ( t )  H(0) + s (t)  H(0) + J  H ( t )  s ( t-T r) d r
t
(9)
Instantaneous effects are represented by two members of th is  formula. 
Repeating th is algorithm, we get
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t
R(t) = r ( t )  H(0) + s (t) H(0) + u (t)  H(0) + J H ( t)  u ( t - 'r )  dr
0
where s (t) = u ( t) .  Ihus
7
( 10)
t
u (t) = J s(t  ) d r  
0
Besides
and u(0) = 0 .
к
s(T ) = J rCr1) d r 1 
0
.1where r  is  an in tr in s ic  variable. Ihus 
t  t  Г
u(t) = J s ( t t )  d-f = J J rCTT1) d t 1 d't
0 ‘  '
Making use of notations
a)
0 0 
t  t
JJ
0 0
. i-1
‘ ( t )  h ‘ ( 0 )  -  J  /  . . .  / r i r H l d . L . d . V . i ! »  , 
 0 dT
b) T. denotes the i - th  in tr in s ic  variable
1 t  r
c) v ( t)  = J J ... J r[r(n"2)3 d‘T (n“ 2 ). . .d ‘C1d r  ,
0 0 0
we obtain fin a lly
n t
R(t) = r 1( t )  H1(0) + j "  H(n+1)( t ) v ( t-T  )dT (11)
i=0 0
Ihe instantaneous load effect is  shown in (11) by a sum while the 
a fte re ffec t is  shown by a multiple in tegra l. With (11) we can determine the 
response (8) choosing an arb itrary n, being selected from the point of view 
of the computing machinery used fo r the computations.
Formula (6) is  applied in the general form by systems theory. Visco­
e la s tic ity  also makes use of (6); but with respect to Fig. 2, we know 
e ithe r the creep function (which is  the s tra in  due 'to  unit stationary 
stress) or the stress relaxation (the stress due to unit stationary s tra in ).
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Both main characteristics of the material were determined in such a 
way that the base of the constitutive law had been stated via spring and 
piston models (Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt, Poynting-Thomson, Burgers, e tc .) and 
afterwards the d iffe re n tia l equation of the model was integrated. Results 
were compared by experiments. The selected system of springs and pistons 
were used fo r calculations and compared to experimental results for slow 
deformation.
In the f ie ld  of C iv il Engineering, material tests are most suitably 
(or easily) made by applying a stationary dead load or a stationary in i t ia l  
stra in . In e lec trica l engineering, we can readily produce impulse loads of 
c ircu its  by use of a momentary short c irc u it and such loads are frequently 
used fo r testing. I t  can be shown that (6) is  va lid  for test functions like  
impulse as well, by starting the analysis with an integral concept of 
Lebesgue rather than that of Riemann. Considering the development of lab­
oratory techniques, i t  is  quite probable that C iv il Engineering w il l  change 
over to impulse loading or impulsive in i t ia l  stra in  in the future. Thus 
time consuming tests w il l  be replaced by more e ff ic ie n t and th r if ty  methods.
Formula (6) is  called Boltzmann-Volterra superposition princip le 
(in tegra l) in  C iv il Engineering and Duhamel in tegra l in E lectrical Engineer­
ing. These equations can be derived from a stationary load (input) in such 
a manner that the conventional integral concept of Riemann can be used. 
Consider Fig. 3 input b) is  the superposition of inputs c) and d). Let the 
response of ( t )  be H (t).
г It)
. .  . 1 П :
b,
r(t, )
t
r(t,)
r(t) d.
t
I
1 -r(t, )
J
+—
+-------------------- +
F ig -  t .
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The response of input c) is
r ( t . )H ( t -0 ) - r ( t . )H ( t - t i ) ,
while that of input d) is
- r ( t i )H(t-0) + r ( t i )H ( t- t i _1)
The response of input b) is
ARa = rC t^  [H ( t- t i _1) -  K t - t p ]  (12)
Summing up the e ffects  of n inputs gives 
n n
S > ! - E  r ( t i ) [H ( t - t i _1) -  H (t- t i ) (13)
1 = 1 i= l
Interpretation of the expression a fte r the summation symbol is  shown 
by the example sketched in  Fig. 4 where i  = 5 and n = 8. A fter a lim itin g  
process and some transformations well known from /2 /, we obtain equation 
(6) once again.
Formula (13) can be evaluated by numerical integration. The in te­
gration step is  not necessarily unique and in teg ra b ility  does not presume 
continu ity ; i .e . ,  the loading d is tribu tion  may contain p ractica lly  any kind 
of function or d is tr ib u tio n . Thus, impulse loads can be approximated as 
w e ll.
The superposition in tegra l can also be approximated by using a step 
function as a test function. This function is  defined by
t  t  > t i  V i t - t p  = 0, else V O :-^ ) = 1
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r(t)i
■r
+■
Fia- s.
b.
t
Suppose that a material in an axial state of stress has a response 
due to a step function as shown in Fig. 5. I t  is  shown by experiment that 
th is  response is  time invariant. So (Fig. 6)
M ( t)= M (t,0 )= M (t-0 )  and M (t,t i _1)= M (t-ti _1)
By de fin ition  input r ( t )  V ( t )  has a response r(t)M (t) and input 
r ^ t ^  ( t - t ^ j )  is  followed by r ( t i )M (t-ti _1). Thus, any loading pattern 
can be approximated by a staircase of step loads as shown in Fig. 7a. A 
part of the input induces the response 1C = r ( t^ )M (t- tp  and the sum of 
the inputs has an output 
n n
Y_ AKi = Y . r(v
l ^ î  i= l
( 1 4 )
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Fig. 8.
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I f  the physical meaning of the relationships is  concordant, (13) 
and (14) represent the same result. The la t te r  is  suitable for computations 
but more cumbersome to obtain laboratory resu lts . Nevertheless i t  is  pos­
sible to obtain procedures controlling each other.
In case of a quite general loading d is tribu tion , numerical in te ­
gration can be performed (Fig. 7). The effect of loading d is tribu tion  of 
Fig. 7 may be obtained by superposition of loads given by 7b and 7c.
Similar ideas may be used in foundation engineering where tests are 
made on sample so ils and where the load may vary seriously; e .g ., a con­
tainment foundation.
A test problem has been solved by analytica l and numerical methods. 
A simpler variant of the problem is contained in  /2 / .  The analytical method 
of solution resulted in defin ite  integrals discussed in /11/. The load of 
a simply supported beam is  g (x ,t) = g .r ( t )  /see Fig. 8/. The constitu tive 
law of the material is  that of Kelvin-Voigt, the creep compliance function 
is  given by
4. A sample problem
The loading d is tribu tion  contains three linear parts:
0 <  t  < t 1 r ( t )  = t / t x
t^ < t  £  t 2 r ( t )  = 1
t 2 «  t  i  t j  r ( t )  = 3 - t / t 1
else r ( t )  = 0
The deflection function is
v (x ,t) = v(x) tpc ( t )
with 4
and
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Diagram no. 1
Parameters: qo: 130 СкН/ся2] .lambda: 1/ i [Ш, tl= 1 [days] 
Function values at points t=k*tl (k=iS, 1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5)
/
Fig, 9.
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1 S t ä t l » Cl « ) ' - ^ ( ^  - ^ [ 1 -  е х р ( -Я ,) ] }
Ч  ~   ^ -  t 2 Ч  '  Y  c L V  + í 1 '  exp [ ~ ' ^ t ‘ V l }
t 2 <  t  £  t j  <f>c l ( l )  has to be transposed.
The deflection function, ^>c( t ) ,  has been calculated fo r several 
numerical cases. Some results are presented in  Fig. 9, 10 and 11, the cal­
culations were checked with formula (13).
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ATTRACTIONS AND RISKS OF THE ANALOGIES
SCHARLE, P .*
(Received: 27 December 1989)
Analogous formulations taken from geodesy and mechanics may prove to be f r u i t f u l  
in  developing, in te rp re ting , even extending the well-known models. A detailed v e r i f i ­
cation of the analogies, however, irey lead to  a u x ilia ry  conditions or lim ita tion s  even 
in the conventional cases.
Introduction
Theories are not developing in the d iffe re n t fie lds of science 
simultaneously. Matching of the physical ideas, mathematical princip les 
and analytical techniques or delay in the possible discoveries depend on 
the level of information, trends of mode, authority of the s c ie n tific  
schools, etc. Therefore, a comparative analysis of the sc ien tific  f ie ld s  may 
result in very interesting lessons.
The mathematical ideas and tools, applied in  physical sciences are 
common. We are using the same concepts and procedures to describe and 
formulate the most d iffe ren t problems. Even the geometry i ts e lf  may be 
interpreted as a branch of physical sciences, and from the Noether-theorem 
i t  follows that the "conservation princip les" are nothing but d iffe ren t 
interpretations of the same mathematical thesis. Therefore,
-  one can establish analogies between d iffe re n t physical phenomena 
or processes, and may chose the same mathematical model to describe them - 
then the deeper understanding of the analogy inspires elaboration of less 
developed theories;
-  identica l mathematical models may be chosen by chance or deliber­
ately, aware of the ir power to solve d iffe ren t physical problems not neces­
sa rily  known to be analogous -  in this case, the range of v a lid ity  of the 
models shall be investigated and real analogies can be either discovered or 
rejected. Both aspects mentioned may be illu s tra te d  by analogies (e ither 
true or false) in  re la tion  to the concept of entropy. Starting from the
"Scharle, Péter, H-1112 Budapest, Meredek u. 60, Hungary
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phenomenological theory of heat, the entropy d iffe re n tia l can be postulated
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as
(1)
where áQ stands fo r the increment of heat and T denotes the temperature.
Analogous concepts of geotechnical entropy (Moroto, 1976), economic entropy 
(Szabó, 1981, Bródy et a l. ,  1986) etc. were defined then. Many in teresting 
resu lts  have been obtained in  th is  way. Nevertheless, the in terpreta tion  of 
dual intensive fie ld s  (corresponding to temperature) and that of the maxi­
mum entropy princip le have remained ambiguous, even impossible in  most 
cases and, as a ru le, these analogies seem to be vulnerable. On the other 
side, starting with the entropy as i t  is  defined in mathematical s ta t is t ic s ,
d iffe re n t entropies can be defined (even w ith in the framework of the same 
particu la r theory) without conflic ting  with duality problems (Brown, 1978, 
Lórincz, 1986). However, in  these cases the phenomena involved d if fe r  from 
the classic interaction problems, and no f ie ld  theories have been posed 
(Scharle, 1989).
Closer and more f r u i t fu l  analogies had been established in  cases, 
where the ideas were connected with powerful, widely used mathematical con­
cepts, theses and proofs re la ting to quadratic forms. The mathematical 
theory of quadratic surfaces, the Legendre-transformation, the classic 
interpretations and applications elaborated in  the mechanical problems 
o ffe r an appropriate basis fo r constructive analogies. Nevertheless, even 
in  these cases, one has to be cautious in establishing correspondences. An 
in teresting  example presented in  the next section shows that the most con­
vincing analogies may have weak points and th is  shall be taken in to  account 
when we wish to exploit them.
The mechanical models -  particu la rly  the classic ones formulated many 
decades ago -  serve as a good basis fo r establishing analogies. We could 
re fe r to the well known correspondence between the Kirchhoff-theory of 
e le c tr ic  networks and the theory of bar structures. However, passing by
(2)
( i )
Analogous extremum principles in geodesy and mechanics
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th is  precisely elaborated example we shall draw the attention to a recent 
development, connecting some problems of geodesy and mechanics.
Starting with mechanical description, we assume that the reader is  
fam iliar with the theory of bar structures as i t  was formulated some two 
decades ago in the simple form of
—
I
о G"
) —
H 
__
__
_L ü q Y
+ =
F _ .0 . .0.
(3)
(Szabó, Roller, 1971), comprising both equilibrium and compatibility equa­
tions. The classic variational principles (formulated as the extrema of the 
potential and complementary energies) were derived as well (Roller, Szent- 
iványi, 1974), and a more general s ta tionarity  condition of the Hellinger- 
Reissner functional, derived in the form of
-  I  sT Fs - qT u -  r T (u-v) -  sT Gu = extr! (4)
proved to be equivalent to (3)* (Scharle, Szabó, 1974).
Turning to geodetic description and following a recent paper of 
Moritz (1988) we shall s ta rt with the most common procedure of "adjustment 
by parameters". Comprising the unknown scalar parameters (distances or 
angles, fo r example) in  the vector x, design matrix A which informs about 
the arrangement and combination of the parameters shall be set up. Instead 
of d irect determination, the transformed data of Ax can be observed. In 
general, number n of the measured quantities exceeds number m of the un­
known parameters (therefore, the column vectors of A set out the m-dimen- 
sional subspace of the n-dimensional vector space -  Fig. 1). The obser­
vation equations are given then in the form of
1 + V = Ax (5)
*In the equations of (3) and (4) the following notations were used 
u -  vector o f the unknown nodal displacements 
V -  vector o f the prescribed nodal displacements 
s -  vector o f the unknown nodal forces 
q -  vector o f the given active nodal forces 
r  -  vector o f the unknovn reaction forces 
G -  matrix o f the geometric data 
F -  matrix o f the f le x ib i l i t y  coeffic ients
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where 1 denotes the measured data and v stands for the unknown corrections. 
Because the re l ia b i l i ty  of the measurements may d iffe r  from each other, i t  
is  natural to prescribe.the condition
i  vT Pv = min! (6)
fo r the vector v. Here P denotes the weight matrix, not necessarily iden­
tica l with the unit matrix I  = • This is  well-known least squares 
p rinc ip le .
In the dual approach one can consider the linear equations re la ting 
the corrected observations
BT(1 + v) = 0 (7)
(we assume that no additive constants occur in these equations). Because 
the number г of these equations is determined as г = n-m, the column vec­
tors of В can be id e n tified  as the base vectors of r-dimensional space Z r , 
orthogonal to subspace £2 in the n-dimensional space, in the sense of 
B^ A = 0 (Fig. 1). The unknown vector of 'corrections can be expressed now as
v = QBk (8)
where к stands fo r another set of r  parameters (complementary to x) and 
Q = P~^  denotes the covariance matrix. Using notation w = B^l fo r the "re­
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siduals" we obtain the normal equation from (7) as
BTQBk + w = 0 . (9)
The adjoint extremum principle can be obtained (using к as a vector 
of the Lagrangian m u ltip lie rs) from (6) and (7) in  the form of
у  k^ BT QBk + k^ w = extr! (10)
Starting with these preliminaries Moritz shows that, by defining the 
distance between two points in the n-dimensional space (Fig. 2) by
d(p,q) = dT Pd , (11)
the adjoint formulations (6) and (10) can be obtained as
i(Ax - 1)T P (Ax - 1) = extr! (12a)
and
■|<1 + QBk)T P (1 + QBk) = e x tr ! ,  respectively. (12b)
According to the well-known projection theorem, the orthogonality 
condition can be obtained as
ATP(Ax -  1) = 0 . (13)
This means that the column vectors of A are normal to vector v in the 
sense of the inner product weighted by the metric matrix P.
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Extensions and remarks
Note that the more general va ria tiona l principles (referred to in 
continuum mechanics as the Hellinger-Reissner and the Hu-Washizu princip les) 
can be easily interpreted in the Moritz-presentation. Consider vector 
Ax-l-QBk as shown in  Fig. 1. The b ilinear form of
y(Ax - 1 -  QBk)T P(Ax -  1 - QBk) (14)
can be resolved and s im plified . In th is  way we obtain the generalized ex­
tremum principle
i ( x TATPAx + kTBTQBk) -  l TPTAx - l TBk = extr! (12c)
which corresponds to the Hu-Washizu p rinc ip le  and can be considered as a 
s lig h t generalization oi the Hellinger-Reissner principle. The s ta tionarity  
conditions with respect to x and к are equations (13) and (9),  respec­
tive ly . Note that metric matrix P can be interpreted as an analogy to the 
constitu tive  matrices occurring in the mechanical models.
These coincidences could be considered as another argument fo r the 
perfect analogy between the mechanical and geodetical treatment. Neverthe­
less, th is  correspondence can be accepted with a delicate d is tinc tion  only. 
In the mechanical models, namely, the extremum conditions can be formulated 
as error principles in  an energy space defined with a single metric of a 
unique b ilinear form (Scharle, 1976). In the geodetic models presented by 
M oritz, two d iffe ren t metrics are used simultaneously:
a) the orthogtonality of the subspaces P  and Z r is  established 
w ith un it matrix I ,
BT A = 0 and ATB = 0 ;
b) the distances between the points of space LJ E r are measured 
with weighted metric matrix P.
We would not say that either of these metrics should be abandoned or 
could be eliminated. Even the difference disappears in the t r iv ia l  case of 
P = I .  Further analyses may clear up other interesting lessons, too. Never­
theless, th is  example shows that discovering and exploiting an analogy may 
have attractions and risky  points, as well.
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HIGHER-ORDER INFINITESIMAL MECHANISMS
TARNAI, T .*
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In th is  paper importance of the term "higher-order in fin itesim al mechanism" is  
explained and d iffe ren t de fin itions of i t  are surveyed. D iff ic u lt ie s  in  the determi­
nation of the order of in fin ites im a l mechanisms are pointed out and i t  is  shown how 
to overcome them. To help the understanding examples are also presented.
1. Introduction
In a paper on structura l r ig id ity ,  among others the following two 
questions have been lis ted  by Tárnái (1980) fo r future research:
(A) What c rite rion  determines whether se lf-stress stiffens an assembly 
which is  both s ta tica lly  and kinematically indeterminate?
(B) How can matrix methods be used to decide whether kinematical in ­
determinacy takes the form of an in fin ites im a l or a f in ite  mechanism?
Koiter (1984) in his note on a preliminary version of the paper by 
Pellegrino and Calladine (1986) dealing with these two questions pointed 
out that a d is tinction  only between in fin ites im a l and fin ite  mechanisms is  
inadequate to deal with a l l  possible cases of both s ta tica lly  and kinemati­
ca lly  indeterminate structures; and since the second question cannot be 
answered d ire c tly , he suggested replacing i t  by the following question:
(B*) How can matrix methods be used to decide whether kinematical 
indeterminacy takes the form of an in fin ites im a l mechanism of the f i r s t  
order or of a higher order?
In both questions (A) and (B*) and also in the ir answers the term 
"higher-order in fin itesim al mechanism" plays a crucia l role.
The aim of th is  paper is  to show the d iffe re n t approaches in defining 
in fin ites im a l mechanisms of higher order and to ca ll attention to the 
special importance of higher-order in fin ites im a l mechanisms in the answer 
to question (A) given by Pellegrino and Calladine (1986) and generalized by 
Kuznetsov (1988).
к
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2. The notion of higher-order infinitesimal mechanism
2.1 Koiter's de fin itio n
Ko ite r (1984) has introduced a c lass ifica tion  of in fin ites im al mech­
anisms, which makes possible a more correct treatment of both s ta tic a lly  
and kinematically indeterminate structures. This classification consists of 
in fin itesim al mechanisms of the f i r s t  order (identical to in fin ites im a l 
mechanisms in the linea r theory of structures) and infin itesim al mechanisms 
of the second and higher orders. F in ite  mechanisms are called of in f in ite  
order, and they are considered as exceptions.
Koiter (1984) has defined "an in fin ites im a l mechanism of the f i r s t  
order by its  property that any in fin ites im al displacement of the mechanism 
is  accompanied by second order elongations of at least some of the bars. An 
in fin itesim al mechanism is  called of second (or higher) order, i f  there 
exists an in fin ites im a l motion such that no bar undergoes an elongation of 
lower than the th ird  (or higher) order".
Tarnai (1984a) has tried  to formulate Koiter's defin ition  mathema­
tic a lly  in the follow ing way. Consider a bar-and-joint assembly which con­
tains b bars and consider a system of in fin ites im a l displacements of the 
jo in ts . Let us denote an in fin itesim al displacement component of a charac­
te r is t ic  jo in t by Ó arid the elongation of the bar к due to à by ek> Produce 
the power-series expansion of in b :
ek = Sfk^ + a2k b + a-jk ^ + . . .  (k - 1 ,2 ,... ,b) . (1)
The structure is  called in fin ites im al mechanism i f  there exists a 
system of in fin ites im a l displacements of jo in ts  such that in (1) a^k = 0 
fo r к = 1 ,2 , . . . ,b.
Definition_l_ (Tarnai, 1984a): An in fin ites im a l mechanism is  of order
n (n - 1) i f  there exists a system of in fin ites im a l displacements of jo in ts
such that in (1) a-y. = a^. - . . .  = an|, = 0 fo r к = 1,2....... b, but there
exists no system of in fin ites im al displacements of jo in ts such that in (1)
a , . = 0 for к = 1 .2 ,...b , that is , there exists at least one bar m, m —n+1 ,k----------------------- *—1— 1—1-------------’-------------------------------------------------- 1—
g  I V . - v ib}  , such that an+1
A structure is  an infin itesim al mechanism of in fin ite  order i f  there 
exists a system of in fin ites im al displacements of jo ints such that in (1) 
а^к = 0 for i  = 1 ,2 ,__ and к = l , 2 , . . . ,b .
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F in ite  mechanism may be defined as a structure in which there exists 
a f in ite  motion such that the elongation of every bar is zero.
Since every f in ite  mechanism loca lly  is  an infin itesim al mechanism, 
i t  follows from the above defin itions that every f in ite  mechanism neces­
sarily is  an in fin ites im al mechanism of in f in ite  order. Its  reverse, how­
ever, in  general, is  not valid.
Consider an in fin itesim al mechanism with elongation in the bars:
1
(k = 1,2....... b) (2)
where e on the right-hand side is  the base of the natural logarithms and 
Ck (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,b) are constants. Forming i t s  power-series expansion in à 
(at point <5 = 0) we obtain а^к = 0 for i  = 1 ,2 ,...  and к = l , 2 , . . . , b .  The 
structure with bar elongation (2) is  an in fin ites im a l mechanism of in f in ite  
order, but is  not a f in ite  mechanism since i f  8 t  0 then e  ^ t  0.
Thus, we suggest making a d is tinc tion  between in fin itesim al mechan­
isms of in f in ite  order and f in ite  mechanisms.
So we have two classes of mechanisms: (a) in fin itesim al and (b) 
f in ite  mechanisms. And class (a) contains subclasses of in fin ites im a l 
mechanisms of the f i r s t ,  second, th ird , __, in f in ite  order.
Example 1 (Tárnái, 1984b). We show a simple example of both s ta t i­
ca lly  and kinematically indeterminate structures in which the kinematic in ­
determinacy can take the form of an in fin ites im a l mechanism of a rb itra ry  
order and also a f in ite  mechanism. The structure in Fig. 1 consists only of 
one bar whose lower end is  fixed against translations but free to rotate 
and upper end can slide in a rig id-walled plane s lo t. Let us apply a polar 
coordinate system r, (Fig. 2).
R
F ifli-U
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Fig. 2.
Let the equation o f the slot curve be
г
1
R + С]. 'f n+1 + C2
? 2 (3)
where C^  and C2 are constants and n is an in teger. I f  C^   ^ 0 and n = 0 then 
the structure is  not an in fin itesim al mechanism at vj) = 0. I f  ^ 0 and 
n = 1 then the structure is  an in fin itesim al mechanism of the n-th order 
at tp = 0. I f  C-^  = 0 and C2 i  0 then the structure is an in fin ites im a l 
mechanism of in f in ite  order at = 0. I f  C-^  = C2 = 0 then the structure 
is  a fin ite  mechanism.
2.2 Connelly's d e fin it io n
In mathematics the term nth-order in fin ites im a l mechanism is  not 
known but nth-order f le x  is  known instead, and i t  means p ractica lly  the 
same.
Connelly (1980) has defined nth-order f le x  in the following way. Let 
, p2, . . . ,  р  ^ be j  points in the 3-space. Let E be a collection of b un­
ordered pairs of these points. We ca ll E the bars and p = (р р .. . ,р ^ )  the 
jo in ts  of a framework F. A bar is denoted by the indices of the two jo in ts  
connected by the bar : £ i  , m J . We say a fle x  of a framework F is  a con­
tinuous path for 0 = t  = 1 ,  p(t) = (p^ ( t ) , . . . ,P j ( t ) )  such that the length 
of any bar |p ^ (t) -  pm( t )  | , { Í , m j& E ,  is  constant in t ,  and p(0) = p. 
Consider a vector R of b elements: R(p,q) = ( — , (p | - Pm) . (q£ -  qm), 
. . . ) ,  where p = ( p p . . . , p j ) ,  q = (q^, . . . ,q^) and the dot denotes the scalar 
product.
Definj.yon_2_ (Connelly, 1980): An nth-order flex of a vector p of 
a framework is a sequence of n vectors, p ', p " ,__,p^n  ^ such that
Y_ (ï^R(P(i>» P(h_Í)) = 0 Ch = 1,2 ,...,
i=0 V
n) . (4 )
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These are derivatives of R(p,p) = constant n times, where p = p( t )  is  
regarded as a function of the parameter t  and p ^  is  the ^ th  derivative 
of p (t) .
Let us suppose that jo in ts  l  and m are joined by bar k. So, J p^(t ) - 
-  Pm( t )  J = t y  + e  ^ where l y  is  the length of bar к in rest position and 
e  ^ is  its  elongation. In (4), in fact, derivatives of (p^ - pffl)2 =
= ( l y  + e^)2 are formed. I t  is  easy to show that
i f  and only i f
l y  + ek)2 I = 0 
I t=0
( i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n)
ii
=0  ( i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n) .
t=0
I f  t  = & then the derivatives ek^ (0 )  multiplied by ( i ! )   ^ are the 
coeffic ients a^k in  MacLaurin's series of e^, so we have arrived at Tarnai's 
(1984a) formulation of Koiter's de fin ition . Thus, i t  seems that Defin itions 
1 and 2 are equivalent, but these defin itions seem to characterize the 
motion rather than the assembly.
2.3 Gáspár's defin ition
Gáspár (1989) pointed out that neither Definition 1 nor 2 stresses 
that the maximum of the f i r s t  non-vanishing coefficients in (1) should be 
considered for a ll the possible systems of displacements of jo in ts  such 
that at least one displacement component is  a linear function of S , but 
th is  is  an immanent feature of Koiter's de fin ition .
Gáspár suggested an improvement of Defin ition 1 (and 2) and suggested 
defining the order of an in fin ites im al mechanism in the following way. Con­
sider a system of in fin ites im al displacements of jo in ts of the mechanism 
and consider the elongations of bars as functions of a displacement com­
ponent of one of the jo in ts . Consider the lowest order elongation in each 
bar, and take the minimum of these lowest orders decreased by one. Then 
produce systems of in fin ites im al displacements of jo in ts in a l l  the pos­
sible ways and take the maximum of these minima as the order of the in ­
fin ites im al mechanism.
Tárnái (1989) has formulated Gáspár's defin ition  mathematically in 
the following way.
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Consider a bar-and-joint assembly, constituting and in fin ites im al 
mechanism, in which b bars elongate and j  jo in ts  translate when the in ­
fin ites im al mechanism is  excited. Let one of the components of the dis­
placement vector of the jo in t  characterizing the in fin itesim al mechanism be 
denoted by é . Consider S as a scalar parameter of the system of motions, 
so displacement vector of every jo in t is  a function of b ,  that is , the 
displacement vector §£ of the £th jo in t is
h  = > i e ( i , 2 , . . . , j }  .
but we can define such a function a rb itra r ily  in  several ways:
(5)
where Г  is  a set of subscripts of a l l the possible functions. Let jo in ts  
I  and m be connected by bar k, then the elongation e ^  of bar к is  a func­
tion  of displacement vectors and 5 ^  of the jo in ts  m and l  :
ek f = ек Г } •
However, because of (5), e^^. is  a function of b , and we can pro­
duce its  MacLaurin's series expansion at point zero:
00
1=1
( 6)
M L nili£ n_ i (Tárnái, 1989): An assembly is  an nth-order in f in i ­
tesimal mechanism i f  fo r the coefficients a ^   ^ in (6)
max
Í
min
к ak r i = ak U = ••• = ak f h = 0
k £  ( l , 2 , . . . , b j  , у б  Г  .
akT (h +i )  * ° j
(77
I f  there is a bar к which does not elongate, that is , e^£ = 0 and so
a. _ • =0  for i  = 1 ,2 , . . .  then, for that k, h should be considered in f in ite .  
K ft 1
To illu s tra te  th is  defin ition  we present the following Example 2. 
Let the length of a l l  the bars in Fig. 3 be equal to the unity. Here x is 
the horizontal displacement of jo in t A, 2y is  the vertica l displacement of 
jo in t  B. Because of symmetry we consider the elongations of bars 1 and 2 to
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be equal (they are denoted by e^), and the elongations of bars 3 and 4 to 
be equal (they are denoted by e^):
= ^ (1  -  у)2 + X2 - 1 = 7  (—2y + у2 + X 2 )  - i  (—2y + y2 + x2)2 + . . .  
e3 = ^1 + (2 y) 2 - 1 = 2y2 - 2y4 + . . .
( I t  should be noted that i f  generalizing the deformation we would break the 
symmetry, e.g. e  ^ ^ e^, than the f i r s t  non-vanishing coefficient in  (6) 
could increase for one of the bars but would decrease for the other, f in a l­
ly  the minimum of them would decrease. But the aim is to increase the mini­
mum as much as possible.)
I f  у = 0 then e  ^ = 2 " •
e3 = 0
► min h = 1
I f  у = Cx then e1 = 7  j” -2Cx + (C2 + l) x 2J  - . . .
2 2e3 = 2C x -
I f  у = Cx2 then el  = j  £(-2C + l ) x 2 + C2x4 J  -
2 4e3 = 2C x - . . .
r min h = 0
► min h = 1 ,
1 Xin particu la r, C = j  '• ei  = s'
e3 =
> min h = 3 ,
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>min h = 1
J
* min h = 3
min h = 3,
In general, i f  we want to eliminate the second-order term in e, i t  is
2 ^necessary that у contains the term x /2 . In th is  case, however, e^ w il l  
always contain a fourth-order term. Thus, the minimum exponent w i l l  never 
exceed 4. Consequently
n = max(min h) = 3 ,
that is , the assembly in  Fig. 3 is a th ird -o rder infin itesim al mechanism. 
I t  is  interesting to mention that p rac tica lly  the same assembly was pub­
lished by Connelly (1980) and Kuznetsov (1988), and those authors said the 
assembly to be a second-order in fin itesim al mechanism. However, we believe 
tha t our result here obtained by Definition 3 is  correct.
The method applied here seems to be awfully laborious. However, th is  
is  only for the sake o f illu s tra tin g  the concept of the de fin ition , that 
is ,  producing a set of minima and taking i t s  maximum. In fact, the pro­
cedure can be made systematic and simple.
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Example 3. In a sim ilar way, i t  can be shown that the assembly in 
Fig. 4 is  a 7th-order in fin ites im al mechanism. In the general case, where 
the assembly is composed of M three-hinged arches (Fig. 5), i t  is  a 2^-ls t- 
order in fin itesim al mechanism. I f  M —>  oo we obtain an in fin ites im a l 
mechanism of in f in ite  order.
Some other examples of higher-order in fin itesim al mechanisms can be 
seen in  (Pellegrino, 1986).
3. Difficulties in the determination of the order of an 
infinitesimal mechanism
Connelly (1989) has called attention to problems which the d iffe rent 
definitions, especially Defin ition 3, can have.
(a) Parametrization of a system of displacements of jo in ts  is  im­
portant but d if f ic u l t ,  as without a precisely defined proper parametri­
zation the order of any mechanism seems to be in fin ite . Namely, i f  4 l (  á ) 
is  the displacement vector fo r any jo in t Í  , we can define a new displace­
ment vector S^(á ) = When we compute the f i r s t  minimum in  Defini­
tion  3, i t  is  twice as large for the second function and so can be made 
a rb itra r ily  large. This is  the reason why Connelly (1980) did not mention 
the parametrization e x p lic it ly  / c . f .  (Connelly and Whitely, 1988)/. How­
ever, we think that th is  problem is  eliminated by the fact tha t in  the 
parametrization we supposed one displacement component to be a linea r func­
tion  of the parameter (the displacement component its e lf  is  considered as 
the parameter). So, a reparametrization mentioned by Connelly is  not poss­
ib le .
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(b) In Example 2, due to Definition 3, i t  is  assumed that the d is­
placement X is linear in  & . Connelly thinks tha t i t  is  not always pos­
sible d irectly to choose a displacement component in  the firs t-o rde r fo r 
some jo in t. He has mentioned that this would happen, for instance, fo r the 
case X = y , near the po in t (0,0). Connelly has concluded that he is  not 
a t a l l  sure that there is  a good defin ition of higher-order in fin ites im al 
mechanism. We think tha t we can always parametrize the system of d is­
placements, such that a displacement component of one jo in t is  a linear 
function of the parameter ( in  such a way that a fte r parametrization the 
term of the lowest power should be linear). With th is , however, some d i f ­
f ic u lt ie s  can occur, fo r instance: multi-valuedness of functions, loss of 
a n a ly tic ity , lack of d if fe re n t ia b il i ty .  These problems are discussed in the 
subsequent subsections.
(c) In Defin ition 3 (and also in D efin ition  1) i t  is  supposed that 
there exists MacLaurin's series (6), that is , the elongation functions are 
ana ly tic  at 5 = 0 .  The lack of analytic ity causes problem in Example 1 i f  
the s lo t curve is defined as
’ R + ? 3 i f  f  = 0
г  = «
R + L H’ " i f  vj> *  0 •
I t is  an in fin itesim al mechanism at -6 I
I rii"'0 because d<f ,0 - 0  = 0 , but
we cannot define the order of the mechanism due to Definitions 1, 2, 3.
However, we can produce the one-sided MacLaurin's series. With th is  modi­
fic a tio n  Definition 3 constitutes the in fin ites im a l mechanism to be of 
order 2 .
(d) In certain cases i t  can occur that even one-sided MacLaurin's 
series does not exist. A good example for that is  Example 1 i f  the s lo tО -Z
curve is  defined as г = R + f  such that = Mentioned by Connelly. 
At the point (R,0) the function r(ip ) has one-sided derivatives of a rb i­
tra ry  order: r^(0) = 0 but r ^  (0) = + oo ( -  go) fo r i  = 2 ,3 ,... . Defi­
n it io n  3 with one-sided derivatives does not work, but Definition 2 with 
one-sided derivatives does and results in a firs t-o rd e r in fin itesim al 
mechanism, because i t  does not need the f i r s t  non-vanishing derivative to 
be bounded. So D efin ition 3 can be modified fo r more general cases with 
one-sided derivatives in  the following way:
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£efinition_4_; An assembly is  an n-th-order in fin itesim al mechanism i f  
n = max min I  h I e£j?+ (o ) = 0 for i  = 1, —  ,h; e£h*^ (o )  ^ о
к S  ^1 ,2 ,...  ,b j  , y €  P , where (0) denotes the i- th  one-sided
derivative of e, r  ( 5  ) at point 5 =  0. In th is  de fin ition , i f  there exists 
K® 7 ГПa for which ek f  (o  ) = 0 and so e  ^ |-+(0) = 0 for i  = 1 ,2 ,... then, fo r 
that k, h should be considered in f in ite .
However, elongations in bars of engineering bar-and-joint structures 
are, in general, analytic functions so defin itions in Section 2 can be 
used. The minimax property in Definition 3 is  an important feature, but the 
de fin ition  i ts e lf  does-not seem to be very convenient for practical app li­
cation. Although the notion "higher-order in fin ites im al mechanism" is  a 
purely geometrical term, to simplify the analysis Koiter (1989) suggested 
the introduction of e la s tic ity  in the bars, that is , the use of the e lastic  
energy function of the assembly and in terpreta tion of the in fin ites im a l 
mechanism as the buckling mode of the truss under zero loading. Koiter 
noted: "The s ta b ility  of equilibrium in th is  c r it ic a l case of neutral 
equilibrium may be investigated by the nonlinear theory of e las tic  stab­
i l i t y  (Koiter, 1945). The outcome of the analysis is  s ta b ility  of an even 
order 2(n+l) indicating an in fin itesim al mechanism of order n." Here not 
the actual e lastic properties of the bars are required but only f ic t iv e  
ones which can be d ifferent fo r the d iffe ren t bars.
K o ite r's idea overcomes the d if f ic u lt ie s  mentioned by Connelly, since 
the form of the excited mechanism is  considered as the buckling mode and 
so i t  gives the way how to parametrize the motion. I t  reduces the calcu­
la tion  work necessary due to Definition 3 and using the e lastic energy i t  
automatically sa tisfies the extremum properties (7).
Turning back to Example 2 Koiter pointed out that i f  one introduces 
a Lagrange type stra in:
£ l = - У + ^<x2 + y2), £ 3 = 2y2 ,
then obtains the e lastic energy for equal bars as
C £ [ -  y + i ( x 2 + y2) ]  + 4y4 !  .
He remarked: "The 'buckling mode' is  y = U, x = a (a rb itra ry), the sta­
b i l i t y  investigation requires minimization of energy with respect to y for0
fixed  (in fin ites im a l). Result is  for energy proportional to a + h.o., 
confirming in fin ites im al mechanism of 3rd order."
Proposition of Koiter can be easily understood i f  we take the f i r s t  
derivative of the energy with respect to y equal to zero. Then we obtain
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1 2  12 1 2  17 12* + 2^  + ^ x y +  —  y = 0
By keeping the lowest-order terms in y and x and neglecting the higher-
2 2order terms we have y = x /2 . Substituting x = a and y = a /2 in the energy 
expression we arrive at K o ite r's conclusion. The great advantage of K o ite r's 
idea is  that i t  d ire c tly  gives the required y = y(x) function.
4. Stiffening effect of prestress
Let us turn back to question (A) and consider the structure in Fig. 1 
w ith s lo t curve equation г = r(  <p ). This structure is  both s ta tic a lly  and 
kinematically indeterminate at vp = 0 i f
dr I
dlf  I i f  =0
0 (8)
Suppose that the basic position of the bar is  at ip = 0 and (8) is  sa tis ­
f ie d . Let us now investigate whether prestress in the bar can s tif fe n  th is  
structure (self-stress may impart a firs t-o rd e r stiffness to the structure).
Let the upper end of the bar be subjected to a horizontal force P. 
Describe the equilibrium of the structure in a displaced position. The load 
P and reactions S and N acting in the jo in t  in the s lo t have to be in  equi­
lib rium . Here S is  the force in the bar and N is  a force whose lin e  of ac­
tio n  is  perpendicular to the s lo t curve. The relationship between P and S 
in  accordance with Fig. 6 is
P = S(sin vp + tan «6 coscp ) .
x
У
г sin 
r  cos
«г
ï
Since due to Fig. 6
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and
we have
and so
P = s dr
dip
dr
dip
up + r  cosip
Forming i t s  f i r s t  derivative we obtain 
dr
In the forthcoming we suppose that
(9)
( 10)
(11)
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and
/dS dr \  
Vdip d<p/
= 0 ( 1 2 )
>= 0
which mean that the force S in bar is f in ite  at ip = 0, and the derivative 
dS/dip at vp = 0 is  f in ite  or i f  i t  is  in f in ite  then - as ip approaches 
zero -  dr/dvp tends to zero in order higher than dS/dip tends to in f in ity .  
Let us analyse the P - vp diagram at ip = 0. I t  is easy to see due to
(8) and (9) that P| = 0  for arbitrary f in i te  value of S.
I Ф=0
Consider now the case in which the structure has no prestress, that
is ,
<f= 0
(12) we obtain
= 0. By introducing 0 in to  (10) and considering (8) and
dP = 0
=0
that is , the structure has no firs t-o rder s tiffness  at vp = 0.
Consider now the case in which the structure has prestress, that is , 
t  0. By introducing ip = 0 into (10) and considering (8) and (12)
4>= о
we' obtain
dP
dip
= -  . S 
R
>= 0
d2r
0 d !
(13)
>= 0
2 2 I(13) vanishes i f  (d r/d  vp ) = 0 , that is ,  in the cases of the in ­
fin ites im a l mechanisms of second 8r higher order and fin ite  mechanisms.
Thus, th is  example well illu s tra te s  Pellegrino's and Calladine's 
(1986) statement modified by Koiter (1984): Self-stress may impart f i r s t -  
order stiffness to a both s ta tica lly  and kinematically indeterminate struc­
ture i f  the kinematical indeterminacy takes the form of an in fin ites im a l 
mechanism of the f i r s t  order. Second- and higher-order in fin ites im a l 
mechanisms and f in ite  mechanisms cannot be lin e a rly  stiffened by s e lf-  
stress. This statement has a great importance in  structural engineering 
practice (Kollár, 1988).
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5. Conclusions
(1) Koiter's (1989) de fin ition  of an in fin itesim al mechanism of nth 
order is : "An in fin itesim al mechanism is  of the nth-order (n = 1 ,2 , . . . )  i f  
i t  involves no elongation of any bar up to and including the nth order but 
exhibits an elongation of order (n+1) in at least one bar." We presented 
and compared d iffe rent mathematical formulations of this d e fin itio n  and we 
discussed the problems arising when we want to formulate mathematically 
th is  de fin itio n . I f  a displacement component of one jo in t is  a linear 
function of the parameter of motion and one-sided derivatives are used then 
(Definition 4 seems to be the most general formulation of the discussed ones
(2) Using Koiter's (1989) idea one can avoid the mathematical prob­
lems and can determine the order of an in fin ites im a l mechanism i f  considers 
the form of the excited mechanism as a buckling mode and applies nonlinear 
theory of e lastic  s ta b ility .
(3) To illu s tra te  Pellegrino and Calladine's (1986) statement modi­
fied by Koiter (1984) we presented an example of a both s ta t ic a lly  and 
kinematically indeterminate structure and showed that prestress cannot im­
part f i r s t  order stiffness to i t  i f  i t  is  a second- or higher-order in ­
fin ites im al mechanism.
(4) This paper gave a b rie f account of what happened in the research 
on higher-order in fin ites im al mechanisms during the last few years. Several 
problems remained to solve, so further research is  needed in th is  f ie ld . 
An in teresting question is , for instance: Does the order of an in f in ite s i­
mal mechanism change under a projective transformation?
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ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURES FOR DYNAMIC EFFECTS WITH MATHEMATICAL
PROGRAMING
VÁSÁRHELYI, A .* - LÓGÓ , J . *
(Received: 27 Oecember 1989)
In case of dynamical analysis, the state variables depend on time. In the primal 
case, the equilibrium equations and the lim its  o f the complementary e la s tic  and 
kinetic  energies are constraints and the sum of complementary energies is  found in 
the objective function. The S tie ltje s  dérivâtes are used to form the dual problem. I t  
is  bounded by the compability equations and energy-lim its and the sum of e la s tic  and 
kinetic  energies can be found in the objective.
1. Introduction
Dynamic problems usually are solved as an eigenvalue problem of d is ­
cretized structures /11, 13/. The mathematical background is some types of 
d irect time integration methods where the number of unknowns and equations 
is  identica l. Most of them are related to the so-called "tangent s tiffne ss" 
method /5, 7, 8/ in which the stiffness matrix of the system is adjusted at 
every loading step.
In the Seventies a new direction developed on the basis of math­
ematical programming procedures. However, the problem is solved as a linear 
complementarity problem /6 /.
The aim of th is  paper is to present an other type of solution of 
dynamic problems by mathematical programming.
2. Basic idea
The d iffe re n tia l equations concerning structures are transformed into 
an unconstrained minimization problem by the help of variational methods 
and they are decomposed into a pair of constrained minimization problem.
Vásárhelyi, Anna, H-1126 Budapest, Kiss J. a l t .  u. 34, Hungary
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Decomposition has not a unique so lu tion , i t  is  executed in  such a 
way that the primal-dual problems have a physical meaning. The primal and 
dual variables are intensive and extensive from a mechanical point of view, 
respectively. The objective functions contain the d iffe rent types of
energies.
The state variables (e.g. stresses, stra ins, etc.) are given in the 
vector space by vector-scalar functions in  case of equilibrium state. The 
structures are discretized that is  the vector space is supposed to be an n 
dimensional space in  the global coordinate system. A state vector is  
ordered to each vector which point at the d irection of a discretized point 
with maximum 6 independent components given in  the local coordinate system.
The time dependent state variables are given in both local and global 
coordinate systems, but they are vector-vector-function quantities. In the 
following, the small displacement theory is  supposed to be va lid  that is  
the position vectors are time independent.
The time dependent state variables are approximated by an orthogonal
polynomial system /10 /: 
oo
local coordinate system
global coordinate system
Fig. 1.
3. Mathematical Background
Pi ( t )  e  L2 ( 1)
i= l
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In the local coordinate system, we have to determine:
6 oo
r ( t )  = I  L  “ i  pi ( t )  (2)
j= l i= l
where e  ^ is  the unit vector in the local system.
The th unknown in the global system can be w ritten as:
A t )  = ц ,  4 >  4 >  4 ( t ) > 4 ( t ) > • • • ’ 4 ( t ) )  o )
The dual problem is  formed on the basis of Kuhn-Tucker conditions /1, 
2 / by the help of a S tie lt jes derivate which is  the inverse operation of the 
S t ie l t jes integral /3, 14/.
The S t ie lt jes derivate:
d f(x ( t) )  _ d J f(x ( t) )d x ( t)  _ f ( x ( t ) )  m
dx(t) '  " dx(t) ’  * ( t )
* ( t )  /  0
because f(x ) = /f(x ( t)d t+ c  = / f ( x ( t ) )  dt+c =
= J f dx(t) + c x ( t)  /  0
Statement: The following primal and the deduced dual problems have 
the same Euler-Lagrange equation and i t  expresses Newton's second law.
Primal: min { 0.5 dt m"1 J S dt | Ф* J rfdt + / f d t  - о} (5)
The dual is  formed according to the Wolfe procedure which is based on the
Kuhn-Tucker theorem. The S t ie lt jes dérivâtes:
Vtf(/tfdt m"1/tfdt) = A-m '1/Cfdt Vtf( В a ) = Ф Д - (0=1>--->6п)
The dual problem:
max I  fá ó tm ^J d ö t + (♦ * / tfdt + /F d t)x |
r f j /  0
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min { 0.5/tfd tiB   ^J tfdt - x j  fd t | .x Ф + m 1 / tfdt = o}
The variational problem of the primal case:
/(0 .5 Jddt® ^ /ö d t  + у(ф*/ ddt + / f r j t ) ) d t
The variation of the basic function according to d :
&g-.j [ J (tf + £Tj_)dt m-1/  (tf + £ tpdt + (d + tij_) + x / l.d t )d t  
The extremal value according to £ :
- g | -  ; /  ( /  q d to f1 /  (d + £ 5_)dt + у  ^ / i j d t ) d t
-g |- j : /  ( [[Г1/  tfdt + X f  ) / ‘»J.dt d t = 0 y»|dt  ^ 0
I t  follows:
m ^ t f d t  + = 0
Let be the Lagrangian m u ltip lie r
The variation of the function (7) according to
6 y : / ( 0 .5 y " r f d t  m- 1 / t f  dt + (y_ + £i^_) ( Ф ^  ffdt + / f d t ) ) d t
the extremal value according to fc for fi = 0 :
/(« P /tfd t + / f_ d t)  ij_ dt = 0 
That is :
Ф /ddt + /  fd t  = 0
Taking into consideration the meaning of Lagrangian m ultip liers and 
ing (10) and (12) in  one system:
(6)
(7)
( 8)
(9)
( 10)
( 11)
( 12)
combin-
M ü + f  = 0 (13)
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where :
M = -Ф m'1 Ф
th is  is  the Euler-Lagrange equation originated form the primal problem.
The variational problem concerning dual case:
/{o .5 /6 d tm _1/r fd t  - o f id t  + х*(Ф + m rfdt) J dt min (14)
9^: / { ^ - 5  /  (<? + £»}_)* d tnT1 J"(tf +ftj_)dt -  j j * f  fd t + +
+ m-1J" (<j +£rj_)dt) J  dt (15)
the extremal value according to £ for £= 0:
/  ( jYj_*dtm *J tfdt + x*m J’ij_dt)dt = 0 
taking out Jtjdt we get the following equation, fo r 0:
/rfd t = -x
The Lagrangian m u ltip lie r is  substituted in to  (14):
Э^: / {  0.5 f  (d  + £ rj)*dt m~1 J 'id  +£rj_)dt - u * /  fd t - 
-  Jd*d t(ù *^  + m (tf +£q_)dt)J dt
j ^ : f ( ~ f ïL *dt m - J  Tj_dt ú*<£)dt = 0
I f  dt i  0 :
(16)
(17)
(18)
m"1/ t fd t  + u* Ф = 0 (19)
The variation of (14) according to u:
5u : f  (-(ij + tg_) J fd t - J tfdt (jj + £»i_) Ф - 0.5 J ffdt m  ^J  tf_dt)dt 
^£|£=0 : ^ ( * ü / l dt ~ /£ dt l f ) d t  = 0 i f  | l |  t  0 :
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f iá t  + / в * dt f  = 0 ( 2 0 )
The Euler-Lagrange equation concerning the dual problem consists of (19) 
and (20):
The statement is  r ig h t.
4. Model of the dynamic problems without dumping
Suppose that:
- the material of the structures is  lin e a r elastic,
- the mass and f le x ib i l i t y  of the structures are time independent,
-  the small displacement theory is  va lid ,
-  the external loads are given by time functions.
The external loads are decomposed in to  two parts: the f i r s t  causes 
e la s tic  deformations, while the second moves the structures /4 /.  The inner 
forces are divided in a s im ilar way.
The primal problem of the dynamic analysis can be written by the help 
of the primal problem of Newton's law (5) merging with the primal associ­
ated with the e lastic  problems /12/.
The material of the structure has an a ttitude  which shows how much 
energy can be taken on e lastic  and dynamic way during a time in te rva l 
respectively. From th is  fac t the inequalities derive in the mathematical 
programming model. According to the second assumption these inequa lities 
became lim its  for the stresses.
The integrals of the energy functions concerning the domain o f the 
structure are approximated by the Gaussian numerical method.
M ü + f  = 0
( 21)
(a)
(b)
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L *  #-2
Ф /  6  dt + J f ( t )d t  = О
*e  *  %
öd -  ^DL
ê -  *
i= l
G ç  t „  
i= l t l
=4J dtdt min
(c.)
(21) (d)
(e)
( f )
 t l
where: В is  the transfer matrix for e lastic  part /9 /,
Ф is  transfer matrix for dynamic part,
£e’Id  are *he decomposed external load, respectively,
6^ 1, are the e lastic and the dynamic lim it  stresses, respectively 
0^, j are e lastic  and dynamic stresses, respectively,
ÍK are the Gaussian weights,
G is  the number of the Gaussian points, 
unknowns: t fe, d'd, f e, f d
The S t ie lt jes dérivâtes of 21.a - 21.f :
number 
6f eq. V fe V f d V*e ^ d
21.a f f .-e -d 0 0
P f je d
21.b f d—e 0
П
Ъmu 0
Pe e
21.c
0 id 0
*3 ■*d
21.d 0 0 1 0
21.e 0 0 0 1
21.f
0 0 t n e . l — = <jO
i= l i= l d
_________ Ü =L . . . ,6n)
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Assigning the dual variables (X, Y, Z) in the order of the equations 
and taking into consideration inequalities (d) and (e) as constraints:
G
■ ■L
i= l
h  4 = 0
Í  1
( j  = 1>•• • ,6n) Of X = Y (22)
G
L
i= l
f .
^3 S i = 0 
f d
( j  = l , . . . ,6n) =»X = Z = Y (23)
Using these conditions:
<f G
* L  = "
e i= l
( j  = l , . . . ,6 n ) (a)
X <PÍ1 + 
-  = tfj
G
E » '
1 ^ d /^ d dt = 0 ( j  = 1,. . . ,6n) (b)
d i= l d
tfe
^  6 EL (c)(24)
«d ^  ^DL (d)
G V
V ”
GГ~ , *2 *2 Г *2 , *2
> Q.JF (fd<t +/  ^ i J = т  -e Si j 4  / dtdt + X* 1 c
+ ft' 1 f.(t)d t ~a
i=l i=l t l  t l t l  t l
+ f 1(
t l  
*2
+ J  ^ ( D d t
t l
x *2 *2
+ x* В J ^d t + J fe(t)dt + X
t l  t l
2
I
t l
rf, dt
“ T l
(e)
I t  follows that from equations (a) and (b): 
G
- S- + L  E <4 Si = 0
i= l
G
+ Y .  =_1 S i /  3 jdt =
i= l
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Substituting the equalities into the objective function, i t  can be re­
w ritten  in the following form:
G G G ^2 ^2
Y_ fF= Se Л  « i  l Ge J 4  dt + Y. =_1 /  V  ^ dtdt ‘
i = l  * e  1 = 1  ^ e  1 = 1  4  h
JL  t 2 *2 t 2
- )  г  ?i /  ád dt /  e^dt + Xм J fd t  max
i= l t^ t^ t j
I t  follows from (23/a) and (23/b) that X = u, which sa tis fie s  (e). 
That means that the dual variable of the time integral of the inner force 
is  the displacement velocity.
In case no feasible solution is  obtained over the domain bounded by 
l im it  stresses on the surface determined by the equilibrium equations, the 
structure has a resonance.
Control:
Both the primal and the dual conditions have to be satisfied at the ex­
tremal point.
t 2 
-  [
t 2 , hfe( t)d t -  r f^ ( t)d t + Г  _f(t)dt = 0
*1 4 *1
x^2
1 /  5edt
^2+ Г fg ( t)d t = 0
4 * !
f / 2 «ddt
to
+ Ç  f d( t )d t  = 0
4 4
u ’< В
G
? i F= = 0 - l 2 udt
G
L Si r 1
^2
5 = / <4dt
i= l i= l * i
G G (25)
u* Ф -1 ^9
В <?i / rf,d t = 0 — -u« Г В f - } 2 í j d t
i= l 4 i= l t l
Using the last equations we get:
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К
ь2 р . ... л___  и2
- J  У dt | ХЕ-1 g ^  + /  f^ ( t)d t  = О
г " ^
u f  m f i j  + J f^CtJdt = О
(26)
Introducing £ and У the following equation is  obtained:
t2 t2
-  J  u d t Ç - û ^ + J  £ ( t)d t  = 0
t l  t l
(27)
After derivation o f th is expression with respect to time we obtained 
the wellknown d if fe re n tia l equation of the dynamic analysis.
У ü (t)  + K u(t) + _f(t) = 0 (28)
5. Numerical example
Consider a simple bar structure of homogenous, isotropic material. 
The dimensions can be seen on Fig. 2. The mass of the structure is  214 kg , 
the cross-sectional dimensions (EA) = 0.25 | kN |, the f le x ib i l i t y  (E l) =
= 0.12E-3 |kNm2 | *
EГО
Pi9-..2.-
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The external load acts in three time periods and increses lin e a rly  
with time. For the calculation the external force was reduced to nodes 2 
and 3.
The unknowns are bending moment (M^, М2) and shear force (T2) ,  taken 
into consideration as lagged variables in  three steps in the time. The 
problem was solved as a dynamic programming problem by the help of the 
program package CONOPT.
The resu lt can be seen in Table 1.
The diagrams of bending moments:
F.i3i -3.-
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Table 1
1
Time period 
2 3
T2 79.29 119.25 268.30
M1 150.00 225.00 506.50
-145.71 -218.50 -492.80
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INVESTIGATION OF NONLINEAR BEHAVIOUR OF BUILDING STRUCTURES 
UNDER DYNAMIC LOAD
VÉRTES, GY . *
(Received: 11 January 1990)
A method has been presented for the analysis of composite building structures 
under earthquake and other dynamic load, assuming an elasto-plastic m aterial model. 
In f in a l account, the problem can in any case be reduced to the so lu tion o f a 
secondorder d iffe re n tia l equation with nonlinear coefficients to be expressed by 
continuous functions.
1. Introduction
In investigation of the effect of external dynamic loads (earth­
quake, blast of wind, explosion e tc.) upon the structure of build ings, i t  
is  often necessary that stresses beyond the l im it  of e las tic ity  or in  other 
words, p lastic deformations be permitted considering that loads of th is  
type are an extraordinary case. In case of a simple structure, the diagram 
of the so-called e lasto-plastic material model can be used to describe the 
process of load transfer. However, i f  the structure consists of s truc tu ra l 
elements for which the yield load is  d iffe re n t because of the ir d iffe re n t 
size or location, th is  simple diagram w i l l  not apply to the structure as a 
whole because the d iffe ren t elements become p lastic  in case of d iffe re n t 
deformations. The situation is  s t i l l  more complicated in case of dynamic 
loads because of the sign ificant contribution of the time factor: the d i f ­
ferent structura l elements may arrive at the e lastic  lim it at a d iffe re n t 
time each. In case of a structure where the centre of rotation and the 
centre of mass are not coincident, the 'coupled motion' (that is  displace­
ment and rotation taking place simultaneously) results in additional com­
plica tions in predicting the place and time of e lastic and plastic defor­
mations.
I t  follows from what has been said that investigation of the dynamic 
e ffects is  a rather complicated problem especially i f  also a potentia l
"vértes, György, H-1075 Budapest, Madách té r  6, Hungary
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p las tic  deformation is  taken into consideration and the problem is  con­
siderably sim plified also in the international lite ra ture  /3 /, /4 / .  This 
work is  intended to provide a practicable method for investigation of the 
e ffec t of dynamic loads which, based on acceptable approximations, supplies 
results of su ffic ien t accuracy for practice. In the method, the response of 
the structura l elements of the building to forces acting upon them is  taken 
in to  consideration as re a lis tic a lly  as possible.
The method described below assumes a lin e a rly  elastic -  perfectly 
p las tic  behaviour of the different s tructura l elements of the building in 
response to horizontal forces acting upon them and only horizontal d is­
placement of the slabs of the building as a resu lt of horizontal dynamic 
loads (such as earthquake, impact load e tc .) .  According to the method, 
f i r s t  the m ultilinear force-displacement diagrams are determined in  ac­
cordance with the elastoplastic material model and then these curves are 
replaced with curves that can be characterized by polynomials. In th is  way, 
the problem has been reduced to the solution of a system of d iffe re n tia l 
equations of the second order and of variable coeffic ient.
2. The model taken as a basis fo r calculations
For buildings with framework or wall system, a model has been selec­
ted fo r calculations, where the structure to be investigated is  a system 
consisting of masses of a number equal to the number of floors of the 
building and the masses interconnected e la s tic a lly  are represented by r ig id  
disks in the plane of the different roofs ( in  the horizontal plane). Since 
the force is  acting in horizontal d irection, the different masses are as­
sumed to move only in th e ir own plane. There is  a constrained e las tic  con­
nection between the lowest mass and the s o il as well as between the other 
masses and those above or below them. In accordance with the general system 
of planar displacements, the constraints are capable of bringing about 
forces and moments. In addition to these constraints, also a damping con­
s tra in t d irectly  proportional to the rate of ve locity of displacement and 
ro ta tion  has been taken in to consideration as schematically illu s tra te d  fo r 
two adjacent masses (mass к and mass k+1) in Fig. 1.
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f lo o r  k*1
f lo o r  к
3. System of equations used for dynamic calculations
On the basis of the deta il drawing of the model given in Fig. 1, the 
equation of motion for the i- th  floor of a multistoreyed building can be 
written in a co-ordinate system where the o rig in  is  arbitrary but v e r t ic a l­
ly  coincident for each floo r (0) and the d irection  of the x-y axes is  
identical fo r each floo r (global co-ordinate system), taking into consider­
ation an exciting force of horizontal d irection , in the following form (fo r 
derivation see /1 / while calculation of the coeffic ients is described la te r 
in th is work):
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.. ,п)
Accordingly, the matrix form of the system of equations fo r the 
en tire  building can be w ritten, as follows (the co-ordinates in the equa­
tions as well as the typ ica l points associated with the roof being i l lu s ­
tra ted in Fig. 2) :
(a n g u la r  d isp lacem en t d u r in g  m ovem ent)
Fig. 2.
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A d_ + Ç d^ + * d_=£(t) (5.27)
A = M 0 -Y=s M
0 M X=s M (hypermatrix)
-Y M_ =s= X M =s= =0
M = <mi> m2» • • • m Уn / (mass diagonal matrix)
3 = ^ J01 j02, .. • ’ J0n) (mass ine rtia  diagonal
matrix)
Jq being the moment of ine rtia  of the mass concentrated on the roof 
with respect to orig in  of the co-ordinate system,
(diagonal matrix of x- 
co-ordinates in  the 
centre of mass) 
(diagonal matrix of y- 
co-ordinates in  the 
centre of mass)
(stiffness hypermatrix)
(damping hypermatrix)
d = г  1X
£ ( t)  = fix
fit
ЛоА
(hypervector contain­
ing displacement co­
ordinates)
(load hypervector)
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4. Stiffness matrix of the system of equations
In addition to the solution of the system of equations in general,
d if f ic u lt ie s  arise in  determination of the elements of the s tiffness
matrices. Determination of these elements w i l l  therefore be discussed in
1
d e ta il below. F irs t the centre of ro tation of the building cross sections 
(0 ), the ir principal directions of s tiffness  (u, v, ), forces acting in 
these directions, resu lting in unit displacement (pu, pv) and the force 
couple resulting in un it rotation in the centre of rotation (Fh) shall be 
determined from the relationships given below /1 / (fo r defin itions see 
Fig. 3).
t g 2 06 = 1g r
A + В
u, v 2 
m ■ A t
A ” В \ ■ c2
M = )  y.p. - 2 )  x.y.p. + >  x2p l  lxx __ i / i Kixy l___ ry y
i= l i= l i= l
Co-ordinates of the centre of rotation (0): 
m m
, В 
y0 N
, _ A 
*0 N
* 1
Y_ vi»i» - Y. xípi
i= l i= l
m m
Y  Xipixx - Y  yipi
j= l i= l
" m m
Y  Xipiyy ■ Y  yipi
îxy
lxy
i= l
m
i= l
m
J=1
In the relationships 
m
A =
1=1
) y.'p. - ^ x.'p.
l__ 1XX L __ Г lXy
i l i= l
 m m
Y  Pi** ’ B = H  Piyy ’ c =Hi l i= l i= l
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
p. , N = AB - C "lxy  ’
(Note that, because of nonlinearity, the above relationships vary as a func­
tio n  of time.)
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F irs t, as usually, the f le x ib i l i t y  matrix shall be determined instead 
of the stiffness matrix, the elements of which contain the displacements 
(rotations) resulting from unit forces (force couples). Illu s tra te d  in 
Fig. 3 are the centre of rotation and principal directions of s tiffne ss  in 
the co-ordinate system for the i- th  flo o r, determined in the way described 
above.
Let force F = 1 be plotted in the d irection of axis x. The displace­
ments resulting from th is  force can be determined in the following way: 
In the general case, the floor is  displaced in directionsx and y due 
to combined motion and, in addition to th is  displacement, the flo o r may 
experience also angular displacement (ro ta tion ). Let these displacements be 
denoted by a , a , a i.  With the force reduced to the origin of the co- 
ordinate system, a force F = 1 and a moment M = lyg are obtained. Further­
more, with force F decomposed into components of direction u and d irection  
V, Fu = 1. cos OCQ and Fv = 1 . sin otg, respectively. Displacements ру , py 
associated with un it forces have been w ritten above. From these, the nu­
merical value of force resulting in un it displacement (spring constant): 
ки = — - kv = - i — -  respectively. The numerical value of force couple re­
su lting 1^  unit rotation can s im ila rly  be obtained: — г Accordingly,
displacements of the centre resulting from force F  ^ are
u = cos o-g ku
V = sin <xQ ky
Ф=У0 k0
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and, from these, the e ffect of force F = 1 that is displacement in the 
direction of axis x and y (exx> exy, respectively) and rotation of the 
centre of the co-ordinate system (^x) can be obtained:
2 2
exx = cos 00 ku + sin *  kv + y0 k4>
exy = sin oL cos oC (ku - ky) - Xg k<j>
Фу = .
Quite s im ila rly , the following displacements are obtained fo r force 
F = 1 acting upon the y axis:
2 2e = sin ос к + cos oC к + x i кл  yy u V 0 T
e = sin oc cosoC (к - к ) - y l k,+> ух ^  u V ’ О Ф
Фу = xô к ф •
On the basis of what has been w ritten above, the f le x ib i l i t y  matrix 
(ip  of the system can be calculated. With th is  inverted, the stiffness 
matrix (£ = y-1) can be obtained as well.
5. Stiffness in case of a complex structure, taken into consideration on 
the basis of the elasto-plastic material model
In Fig. 4, a simple system consisting of one single mass is  i l lu s ­
trated, indicating the e lastic-p lastic force-displacement re la tions.
F
Fid. 4.
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In case of more springs connected in para lle l, with a d iffe re n t force 
resulting in yield fo r each, a polygonal diagram is  obtained fo r force- 
displacement as shown for two springs of d iffe rent characteristic in Fig.
5. The polygonal diagram can be replaced with a general polynomial (of the 
n-th degree) properly osculating the polygon (the accuracy being increased 
by increasing the degree of the curve) to produce a continuous function in 
th is  way, representing the re lation between the resultant of forces acting 
upon the mass and displacement.
The same princip le  can be applied to the case of bent beams. Fig. 6 
shows the cross section of a bent beam, indicating the principal directions 
of in e rtia . According to the Figure, forces F^  and F2 shall be acting upon 
the shear centre of another cross section denoted by k, pa ra lle l to the 
appropriate displacements, in order to displace cross section i  of a 
Hookean homogeneous prismatic rod para lle l to principal directions 1 and 2 
to an extent of and Д 2 , respectively. The magnitude of the forces is 
given by relationships
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= HJ2 . ik
F2 = HJ: . Д2 ik
based on the theory of the strength of materials.
( In  the relationships, H is  a factor depending on the material, conditions 
o f support and location o f cross sections of the rod.)
Let then, again in  cross section i ,  an a rb itra ry  co-ordinate system 
xy be plotted to determine what an external force resulting in unit d is­
placement of the shear centre of the cross section in the direction of axis 
X sha ll be acting upon cross section k .  I f  axis x is  not coincident with 
the principal d irection, the force resulting in  displacement w il l  not be 
p a ra lle l to axis x but i t  can be characterized by components pxx and px  ^ of 
d irection  x and y, respective ly. The magnitude of the component in direc­
tio n  1 or 2 of the mentioned unit displacement in the direction of axis x, 
including an angle oc with principal direction 1, is  1 cosod or -1 sinoc as 
suggested by Fig. 5, 9. To bring about these displacements, forces
= Н^ 2 cos oc 
Q2 =-HJ| sinod ,
acting in the direction of axis 1 or 2, are required. Force components pxx
and p to be found are given by the sum of projections of these forces in xy
d irec tion  x and y, respective ly, that is
PKxx = Q1 COS 0d -  Q2 sin oc
2 2 = H(J^ sin cd + J2 cos oC )
pKxy = Q1 sin cL -  Q2 cos oC = -  cosod sinod H(J^ -  J2)
Forces p and p sha ll act in d irection у and x, respectively to 
УУ Ух
re s u lt in unit displacement of the investigated cross section in direction 
y. These forces can be determined in a way s im ila r to the above determi­
nation to obtain
2 2Pyy = H(J  ^ cos cC + J2 si-n )
p = -  cos oc sin o£ (J, -  j „ )  H = p *yx 1 2 Kxy
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Values p , p and p = p so determined are also called s tiffness
X X  yy xy yx
factors.
In case of more interconnected beams, the stiffness factor can be 
produced as the sum of the different s tiffness factors. Consider a case 
where the force-displacement diagram complies with the e lasto-p lastic 
material model. Now, in  accordance with diagram F^  -  or F2 -  Л 2> ге_ 
lationships p , p and p are equal to the sum of angular coeffic ients
XX y y  x y
of the diagrams. A staggered diagram is obtained as an illu s tra tio n  as seen
for pxx in  Fig. 7. In case of a complex cross section (more independent
elements), the sum of displacements associated with unit force is  used in
the relationships serving to determine the centre of rotation, principal
directions of s tiffness e tc ., the illu s tra t io n  resulting in a multistep
diagram (Fig. 7). Now we have to write relationships Zp- , Z  P^  andixx lyy
Z  Pi Yu •'■n the f° rm of approximate continuous functions. Thus, considering ixy
the values associated with the d ifferent steps to be tangents of the sides 
of a polygonal diagram, the integral of the staggered diagram that is  a 
polygonal diagram can be obtained (Fig. 0), which can be replaced with a 
suitably selected polynomial of the n-th degree. With th is  polynomial de­
termined, the continuous functions of the stiffness factors can be obtained 
as derivatives of th is  polynomial.
The result of th is  e ffo rt is that the relationships that have been 
used to determine the coeffic ients of the k ine tic  equation can be expressed 
as a continuous instead of a constant function of x, у, ф . In the system 
of equations, th is  means that the elements of stiffness matrix К are not 
constant and in case of earthquake, the load vector w il l not be constant
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e ithe r because the components of the force and moment depend on the centre 
of ro tation  of the f i r s t  storey.
Introduction of notation
b ixx = A fjO ^); I p iyy = Bf2(V i) ;  I p ixy = Cf3(x ., y.)
resu lts  in modification o f the above relationships as follows:
Forces acting in the principal directions, resulting in un it dis­
placement:
Pu =
Af^Cx) + Bf2(y) A f jix )  - Bf2(y)
+ C2f 9(xy)2
1/2
pv =
Af^Cx) + Bf2(y) Af, (x) - Bf9(y) « 9 9
1 2 1 + C2f 2(xy)2
Inclination angle o f principal d irections:
Cf-jCxy)
0tQ = arctg
Af1(x) - Bf2(y)
With notation
N = Af^Cx) Bf2(y) + Cf3(x ,y )2
introduced, co-ordinates of the centre of ro ta tion :
Bfo(y)
V° '  N
Xr-H
«WQ
1____
1 + Ef3(xy)^
Cfj(xy)
+ ----------
N
[F f2Cy) - Ef3(xy)]
Af.(x)
[F f2(Y) + Ef3(xy)J
Cfj(xy)
JofjCx) - Ef3(xy)]x0u N N
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6. Plotting of the resistive force - displacement diagram
Determination of the F - Д diagram in  d iffe rent cases occurring in 
practice has been discussed in detail in par 5, taking into consideration 
that in case of complex structures, part of the structure is  e las tic  while 
the other part p la s tic . The in i t ia l  section of the F - Д  diagram can be 
determined in th is  way and the relationship can be applied to determination 
of maximum displacement (load) resulting from a single shock wave (b last 
of wind, explosion). However, in case of dynamic loads or variable direc­
tion (e.g. earthquake), a hysteretic curve is  obtained for F - Д  as shown 
in Fig. 9.
Fia-
This considerably more general diagram had been determined a na ly ti­
ca lly  by Jennings /2 / and practical calculations and experiments proved 
that i t  could be successfully used to simulate the response of actual 
building structures to forces acting upon them. Let the function describing 
re la tion F - Д  , determinable on the basis of par 5, be denoted by F = F^u' 
in the f i r s t  phase of loading. Then, according to Jennings, the follow ing 
relationship w il l exist in case of load of opposite direction of i f  the 
load discontinues:
F - Fr A - Ar
= F,
where FQ and Дд are the displacement and force, respectively taking place 
before the loading process reversed (Structures and materials tha t meet 
these requirements are called Masing-type structures and materials because 
Masing was the f i r s t  to define the curve). A pp licab ility  of the curve to 
cases where damping e ffect is  prevailing was proved also by Herrera (1965),
Lazan (1968) and Marsai (1967) /2 /. Thus the hysteretic diagram or a de­
graded type of i t  can be used also to investigate the effects of earthquake 
and i t  yields acceptable values for the functions included in the theore ti­
ca l relationships. At the same time, the p ractica l app licab ility  of the 
method as a whole seems to be proved.
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BOOK REVI EW
Sándor Kaliszky: P la s tic ity . Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1989 (pp. 505)
The recent book of Sándor Kaliszky on p la s tic ity  in English language 
is  a modernized and amplified version of the 1975 edition w ritten in Hun­
garian language, including now the recent results of research. The book has 
been intended f i r s t  of a l l  fo r engineers and research people but i t  can be 
used as a text-book by anybody fam iliar with the fundamentals of the theory 
of strength.
The f i r s t  three chapters introduce the reader in the fundamentals of 
e la s tic ity  and p la s tic ity , giving, in particu la r, defin itions, f ie ld  equa­
tions and extremum princip les where the author res tric ts  himself to small 
deformations and lin e a rly  e lastic  and ideally p lastic bodies. Presented in 
the fourth chapter are the basic problems of p la s tic ity  (ultimate plas­
t ic i t y  of a rod under tension, onset of th is  state, twisted rod, th ick - 
walled spherical bodies and tubes under internal pressure) while in  the 
f i f t h  chapter, the reader becomes fam iliar with the equation system for 
two-dimensional problems (two-dimensional plastic flow, state of plane 
stress), the theory of f ie ld  of s lip  lines and the method of solution based 
on th is  theory where the solution of problems presented contributes con­
siderably to better understanding of the theory.
Discussed in the sixth chapter are the p lastic  behaviour of bent rods 
and rod type structures under complex load and the ultimate load capacity 
while the seventh chapter deals with the same problem for shells and plates. 
The author deals with determination of the lower (s ta tic a lly  permissible) 
and upper (kinematically permissible) lim its  of load in de ta il, discussing 
also the fundamental princip les of design on the basis of these lim its  that 
is  design of the structure for minimum load. Written in th is  chapter are 
the basic equations of mathematical programming for load capacity and 
s ta b il ity  of rod type structures and optimum weight.
The eight chapter gives a b rie f description of the models of other 
than ideally p lastic , non-elastic bodies for p lastic  (iso trop ic, kinematic 
and generalized) hardening, granular materials and viscous materials.
The nineth chapter which is  the last chapter in  the book deals with 
the dynamic problems of p las tic  structures. I t  gives a summary of the funda­
mental principles adopted fo r the description of non-elastic behaviour of 
structures under impact pressure essentially on the basis of the model of 
r ig id -p la s tic  bodies but i t  also shows how other effects (rate of defor­
mation, large displacements, e lastic  deformation) can be taken in to  con­
sideration. Two approaches, together with the process of solution, are 
presented for treatment of the problems and examples are given to i l lu s ­
tra te  the application of the process.
The style of the book is  simple and comprehensible, easy to under­
stand even for beginners in the f ie ld  of mechanics and ample examples and 
illu s tra tio n s  contribute to better understanding. The work of research 
people is  fa c ilita te d  by references of a number of more than 400. The book 
is  outstanding in that i t  represents an engineers' philosophy, o ffe ring  
thus a valuable help for the solution of practical engineering problems.
Mrs. P. E l t e r
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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